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Abstract

The biblical Hebrew D stem (piel) seems to be inconsistent from verb to verb, both in its meaning and in its relationship to the G stem (qal). For example, the D stem has a higher valency than the G stem for some verbs (e.g., הָרַע G ‘to be holy’, D ‘to make holy’), whereas for other verbs, the G and D stems seem to be interchangeable (e.g., שָׁבַר-I can be glossed ‘to break’ in both the G and D stems).

The dominant explanation for this is by Waltke and O’Connor (1990), who draw upon earlier work by Jenni (1968) and Goetze (1942). They posit that the D stem is factitive/resultative, meaning that it describes the subject causing a passive undersubject to enter a state without describing the process. Thus שָׁבַר, which means ‘to break’ (process) in the G stem, means ‘to make broken’ (resultative) in the D stem. By developing criteria to detect this distinction and by examining every occurrence of every verb in the Hebrew Bible, we found that the D stem has a process meaning far more often than a resultative meaning, contrary to Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis. Furthermore, their hypothesis cannot explain verbs that lack a direct object in the D stem.

As an alternate explanation, Kouwenberg (1997, 2010) argued that the D stem originally expressed verbal intensity but then developed a variety of meanings, including verbal plurality and high semantic transitivity. In addition to having cross-linguistic support, this hypothesis also passed all three tests that we devised regarding its use in the Hebrew Bible: (1) The D stem adds
an agent only to verbs that have low semantic transitivity in the G stem. (2) For verbs with roughly the same meaning in the D and G stems, the D stem is more likely in contexts that have high verbal plurality or (3) high semantic transitivity. Nevertheless, the difference in likelihood is often slight. Furthermore, the flexibility of Kouwenberg’s explanation makes it difficult to falsify, even in theory. Therefore, the level of support for Kouwenberg’s hypothesis is modest.
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Glossary, Abbreviations, and Symbols

* a theoretical, earlier form

3ֶַ verb a verbal root that adds a vowel letter with ה (such as Qamets He) at the end of most forms that lack a sufformative or pronominal suffix. Therefore they are commonly described as if they have ה as R₃, even though the ה is actually a vowel letter, not a consonant. These verbs are not to be confused with verbs that have a consonantal ה as R₃, such as גבָּה and תְּמַה, which never occur in the D stem in biblical Hebrew. At an earlier stage in the language, 3ֶַ verbs had Yod or Waw as R₃, even though the ה is actually a vowel letter, not a consonant. These verbs are not to be confused with verbs that have a consonantal ה as R₃, such as גבָּה and תְּמַה, which never occur in the D stem in biblical Hebrew.

Agent the animate participant who acts deliberately to initiate the event, and thus bears the responsibility for it. If an inanimate thing is portrayed as if it were animate and acting deliberately, it is an agent, albeit a non-prototypical one. See §2.2.3.

Agentive verb refers to an event that requires an agent or experiencer as the subject (e.g., ‘he walked’, ‘she ate’). If a verb is ever used with a fientive meaning, the verb is classified as agentive because the subject would by definition have the grammatical role agent or experiencer. When analyzing our data, however, this procedure requires us to hold open the possibility that some truly patientive verbs would be misclassified as agentive because our source happens not to contain an example with a stative meaning (and hence a patient subject). See agentivity and §2.3.1.

Agentivity is whether a verb is agentive or patientive. See §2.3.1.

BH biblical Hebrew

Causative a particular type of verbal meaning that typically describes the causing of an action (e.g., ‘to cause to walk’). Causative verbal meanings are most common in the H stem. The precise definition of causative depends on the author. Waltke and O’Connor (1990, 434–5) define it as the subject causing an undersubject actively to perform an action. Kouwenberg (1997, 242–4) defines it as the addition of an agent to a verbal meaning that already requires an agent or experiencer.
### Consecutive preterite

A particular verb form that always has the prefix of the prefix conjugation and also a waw. It is commonly called the *imperfect waw consecutive* or the *converted imperfect* or the *wayyiqtol*.

### D stem

The *pi‘el* stem of biblical Hebrew and the corresponding stems in other Semitic languages, including stem II in Arabic, the D stem in Akkadian, and the *pa‘el* stem in Aramaic (including Syriac). This dissertation does not consider biblical Hebrew stems such as the *po‘el*, *polel*, and *pilpel* to be part of the D stem. It also never considers verbs with four root consonants (quadriliteral verbs) to be in the D stem.

### Experiencer

The conscious, animate participant in the event who is not the deliberate initiator of the event but whose nervous system is relevant to the predicate. See §2.2.3.

### Factitive

A specific type of verbal meaning that typically describes the imposition of a state (e.g., ‘to cause to be holy’). Factitive meanings are most common in the D stem. The precise definition of *factitive* depends on the author. Waltke and O’Connor (1990, 434–5) define it as the subject causing an undersubject to enter passively into the state that is described by the corresponding G-stem stative verb, without respect to the process by which that happens. Thus by their definition, for a verb to have a factitive meaning, it must have a stative meaning in the G stem (§4.1). Kouwenberg (1997, 242–4) defines it as a verbal meaning with an agent for a verb that can have the corresponding meaning without an agent. For example, the English verb ‘break’ can be used with an agent (‘she broke the stick’) or without an agent (‘the stick broke’); the meaning with the agent is factitive (§2.3.1).

### Factitive/Resultative

Is the meaning of the D stem in Waltke and O’Connor’s system (and in Jenni’s as well). In that system, D-stem verbs have either a factitive meaning or a resultative meaning. The compound term is used because factitive and resultative meanings are identical in that system; the difference between them is the meaning of the G stem, not the meaning of the D stem. Factitive verbs have a stative G stem. Resultative verbs have a fientive G stem. So the different names indicate different G-stem meanings, not different D-stem meanings.
Fientive stem vowel  A stem vowel is fientive if it is Holem, Qamets Hatuf, Tsere, or Seghol in any form of the G-stem Prefix Conjugation (e.g., יִשְׁמֹר, יִשְׁמָר, יִתֵּן, or יִתֶּן) as long as the Prefix Conjugation preformative vowel is not Holem (e.g., יֹאבֵד). Those same stem vowels in the G-stem Imperative also mark a verb as fientive (e.g., שְׁמֹר), regardless of the Prefix Conjugation preformative vowel. See §2.3.2.

Be aware that although fientive verbs normally have a Pathach in the G-stem Suffix Conjugation, this does not mark a verb as fientive because there is also a class of stative verbs that have a Pathach in the G-stem Suffix Conjugation. For example, the verb יִגְדַל has a stative stem-vowel pattern because its G-stem Prefix Conjugation stem vowel is Pathach (e.g., יִגְדַל), but it has stem vowel Pathach in the G-stem Suffix Conjugation (e.g., גָּדַל). Furthermore, verbs that are marked as stative with a Tsere stem vowel in the G-stem Suffix Conjugation third person typically switch to Pathach in the first and second person due to the sound change known as Philippi’s Law (Blau 2010, 220).

Fientive verb refers to an activity (e.g., ‘to run’, ‘to build’). Each meaning of a verb can be classified as either fientive or stative. See §2.3.2.

GD-similar root a verbal root that has approximately the same meaning in the G and D stems in our sample (e.g., אָבָא). The 138 GD-similar roots in our source are listed in §5.1.

Geminate verb a verb that has identical second and third root consonants (e.g., קֵלֶל).

Gemination the repetition of a consonant. More precisely, the consonants must be in separate syllables yet without an intervening vowel or morpheme boundary. Technical discussions of gemination are given in (Catford 2002, 106-8, 210; Catford 1977, 210; Kouwenberg 1997, 3n1). Gemination of the second root consonant is the primary morphological feature of the D, Dp, and tD stems.

Guttural the consonants ע ו ה א

HALOT The Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament (Koehler et al. 2000)
**High transitivity** is shorthand for ‘high semantic transitivity’ (§2.2). A particular occurrence of a verb is labeled as having high transitivity if it meets all the criteria for prototypical high semantic transitivity. Different scholars propose different sets of such criteria, as described in §2.2. Our data collection uses the criteria by Næss (2007), as described in §2.2.5.

**Hollow verb** is a verb that has a vowel letter in place of the second root consonant (e.g., בִּין, בּוֹא, and קוּמ). That vowel letter is considered to be R₂. Hollow verbs rarely occur in the D stem in biblical Hebrew; they normally occur in the polel stem instead.

**Homonym number** is used in conjunction with the root consonants to uniquely identify a verbal root (e.g., the ‘1’ in שַׁבֵּר). The homonym numbers used are those listed in our source. They match the homonyms listed in HALOT except when HALOT numbers (and our source ignores) homonyms that have been proposed by scholars but do not occur in our source.

**Imperfect verb** is a particular verb form that always has a prefix. It is also called the prefix conjugation or the yiqtol.

**Intransitive** is shorthand for ‘syntactically intransitive’. A particular occurrence of a verb is labeled intransitive if it has no direct object. See §2.1 for further discussion.

**Kinesis** refers to whether a verbal meaning is fientive or stative. See §2.3.2.

**Leningrad Codex** is the oldest complete manuscript of the Hebrew Bible. It is the standard manuscript used in biblical studies. An electronic version of it is used as our source. See §3.1.

**Low transitivity** is shorthand for ‘low semantic transitivity’ (§2.2). A particular occurrence of a verb is labeled as having low transitivity if it meets few of the criteria for prototypical high semantic transitivity. Different scholars propose different sets of such criteria, as described in §2.2. Our data collection uses the criteria by Næss (2007), as described in §2.2.5.

**Passive undersubject** in Waltke and O’Connor’s system, a passive undersubject implies a factitive/resultative meaning, and vise-versa.
Patient

the participant that registers a change-of-state as a result of an event (patient of change) or is in a state (patient of state). See §2.2.3.

Patientive verb

refers to an event that can occur without an agent (e.g., ‘the glass broke’). Since we lack native speakers of biblical Hebrew to judge the acceptability of a patient as the subject, this study classifies a verb as patientive if the verb is ever used in our source with a stative meaning (and thus its subject has the grammatical role patient). See agentivity and §2.3.1.

Perfect verb

a particular verb form that always has a suffix (except for the third person, masculine, singular). It is also called the suffix conjugation or the qatal.

Prefix conjugation

a particular verb form that always has a prefix. It is commonly called the imperfect conjugation or the yiqtol.

Quadriliteral verb

a verb with four root consonants, such as זכרון in Psalm 80:14. Such verbs cannot occur in the D stem as defined in this study.

R₁

the first root consonant of a verb

R₂

the second root consonant of a verb

R₃

the third root consonant of a verb

Resultative

a type of verbal meaning that is used in Waltke and O’Connor’s system (and hence in Jenni’s as well). A resultative verb states that the subject causes the undersubject to enter in the state that is the end result of the action of the G-stem verb, without respect to the process by which that happens. See factitive and factitive/resultative.

Root

the set of three consonants (or two consonants and a vowel letter) that is the basis for each verb form. Homonyms are considered to be separate roots, so a homonym number is part of the root when needed (e.g., שבר-1). See root consonant.

Root consonant

a Hebrew consonant that forms part of the basis for a Hebrew verb. Most biblical Hebrew verbs have three root consonants, so they are labeled R₁, R₂ and R₃.
Sample

for a few frequently occurring verbs in our source (see separate entry, below), instead of collecting data on every occurrence, we collect data on a subset of the occurrences, as described in §3.2. Thus our sample is the subset of our source that is used in our data collection, although for almost all verbs our source and our sample are synonymous.

Shortened

refers to certain changes in the morphology of a verb relative to the standard prefix conjugation form. In all cases, to be able to shorten, a verb must be in the prefix conjugation or consecutive preterite conjugation. An H-stem verb is shortened if $V_s$ is Tsere instead of Hireq-Yod (e.g., יִכְבַּד instead of יִכְבָּד). A 3n verb is shortened if it has no sufformative, no pronominal suffix, and the form ends with $R_s$ (e.g., יִפְעָל instead of יִפְעֶל). A biconsonantal verb is shortened if its G-stem $V_s$ is Holem or Qamets Hatuf instead of Shureq (e.g., יִכְבָּד instead of יִכְבַּד), or Tsere or Seghol instead of Hireq-Yod (e.g., יִכְבָּד instead of יִכְבַּד). A 1n verb is shortened if its G-stem $V_s$ is Seghol instead of Pathach (יִכְבָּד instead of יִכְבַּד).

Source

The database referred to as 'our source' in this study is the 2010 Groves-Wheeler Westminster Morphology and Lemma Database, release 4.14, which contains the entire Leningrad Codex. See §3.0.1. See also sample.

Stative stem vowel

A stem vowel is stative if it is Tsere, Hireq, or Holem in any form of the G-stem Suffix Conjugation (e.g., יִכְבָּד, יִכְבַּד, or יִכְבֶּל). It is also stative if it is Pathach or Qamets in any form of the G-stem Prefix Conjugation (e.g., יִכְבָּד or יִכְבַּד) or Imperative, provided that the first root consonant is not Yod or Nun (e.g., יִכְבָּד and not יִכְבַּד), the second and third root consonants are not guttural (e.g., יִכְבָּד and not יִכְבַּד), and the preformative vowel is not Holem (e.g., יִכְבָּד). For further discussion of stative and fientive stem vowels see (Blau 2010, 220-4; Joüon and Muraoka 2006, 116-20; Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 367-71; Bergsträsser 1929, 2:74-6; Blake 1903; Lambdin and Huehnergard 2000, 56). See §2.3.2.

Stative verb

describes a characteristic, quality, circumstance, or state of the subject. Each meaning of a verb can be classified as either fientive or stative. The subject of a stative verb is a patient. See §2.3.2.
| **Stem vowel** | the vowel in front of the third root consonant. Thus it is the vowel after the second root consonant, except that it is the vowel after the first root consonant for hollow verbs and for geminate verbs that have assimilated the second root consonant to the third root consonant. נַע verbs (e.g., נָעַל) do not have a third root consonant, so they do not have a stem vowel. The stem vowel is also called the *theme vowel*. |
| **Substantival participle** | A participle is substantival if it is being used as a noun. In Hebrew, substantival participles typically refer to the one who does the action of the verb. For example, when the participle of יָּשָּׁר ‘to heal’ is used as noun, it typically refers to a physician. |
| **Suffix conjugation** | a particular verb form that always has a suffix (except for the third person, masculine, singular). It is commonly called the *perfect conjugation* or the *qatal*. |
| **Transitive** | is shorthand for ‘syntactically transitive’. A particular occurrence of a verb is labeled transitive if it has a direct object. See §2.1 for more details. |
| **Undersubject** | the secondary subject with a verb of causation; the subject of the verb causes the undersubject (a direct object) to be or do something. According to Waltke and O’Connor (1990, 355–8), the subject causes the undersubject to enter a state (be something) in the D stem, or to perform an action (do something) in the H stem. Thus the undersubject is a patient of change in the D stem, and is an agent in the H stem. See §4.1. |
| **Verbal root** | see root |
| **V_{s}** | the *stem vowel* |
Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 The Problem

As is typical of Semitic languages, verbs in biblical Hebrew can be inflected in a variety of morphologically marked forms called stems, themes, or בִּנְיָנִים (binyanim). These stems affect the meanings of most verbs as described in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Simple</th>
<th>(Disputed)</th>
<th>Causative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Active voice</strong></td>
<td>qal (G)</td>
<td>piʿʿel (D)</td>
<td>hifʿil (H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Passive voice</strong></td>
<td>nifʿal (N)</td>
<td>puʿʿal (Dp)</td>
<td>hofʿal (Hp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Middle/Reflexive voice</strong></td>
<td>nifʿal (N)</td>
<td>hithpaʿʿel (tD)</td>
<td>-None-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The meaning of the middle column is disputed because it is difficult to find a common denominator for the wide variety of meanings of verbs in the D stem.¹ For example, one of the standard reference grammars of biblical Hebrew declines to explain what the D stem means because “in the present state of our knowledge, we can only point to a number of fairly distinct meaning categories into which some [D-stem] verbs seem to fit. Others, an uncomfortably large number, still defy such categorization. Nor can we suggest, without doing violence to all the evidence available, a single notion or meaning category which can be said to underlie all those ‘nuances’” (Joüon and Muraoka 2006, 143–4). That grammar’s (explicitly non-comprehensive) list of meaning categories for the D stem consists of factitive (קדשׁ ‘to make holy’), declarative-estimative (נקה ‘to declare innocent’), pluralizing (multiple subjects שלח ‘to ask’; multiple

---

¹ Discussion focuses on the D stem because it is far more common than the Dp and tD stems (6490, 417, and 842 occurrences in the Bible, respectively), and because, for most verbs, the meanings of the Dp and tD stems are derivable from the meaning of the D or the G.
objects שולח ‘to dispatch numerous persons’), frequentative (צחק ‘to mock’), denominal-productive (דבר ‘to speak’), denominal-privative (שרש ‘to uproot’), and adverbial (מארח ‘to act quickly’) (Joüon and Muraoka 2006, 144–5). Other grammars include categories such as qualitative intensity (שבר ‘to break entirely’), simple action (זבח ‘to sacrifice’), resultative (חלק ‘to accomplish division’), causative (שמע ‘to cause to hear’), metaphorical (זרה ‘to winnow’), and indirect action (שבר ‘to break by means of something or someone’) (Blau 2010, 229; Blau 1976, 52; Gesenius et al. 1910, 141; Waltke and O’Connor 1990, 396-417).

This variety of D-stem meanings also makes it difficult to characterize the relationship of the D stem to other stems. In the words of Uzzi Ornan, “It is impossible to know whether the change from פָּעַל [G stem] to פִּעֵל [D stem] will entail strengthening, lengthening, repetition, causation, or some other meaning, which might be completely different from that of פָּעַל [G stem]” (2007, 589). Particularly troubling is the fact that shifting from the G stem to the D stem increases the valency of some verbs (e.g., קדש G ‘to be holy’, ד ‘to make holy’), whereas for other verbs, the D stem not only has the same valency as the G stem, it actually seems to be interchangeable with it. For example, Deuteronomy 32:43 and 2 Kings 9:7 both use the verb נכם to speak of YHWH avenging the blood of his servants, but נכם is in the G stem in the former text and in the D stem in the latter (Waltke and O’Connor 1990, 359).²

Various scholars have claimed that the same problems occur with the corresponding stems in Akkadian (Kouwenberg 1997), Arabic (Lentin 1991), modern Hebrew (Coffin and Bolozky 2005, 89), Syriac (Fassberg 1999), and “in all other cognate Semitic languages, Syriac (Fassberg 1999), and “in all other cognate Semitic languages,

² This apparent interchangeability is also evident between the D and H stems for several verbs (e.g.,复查 D and H ‘to wipe out’; cf. Rubinstein 1979, 64-8; Joüon and Muraoka 2006, 144).
including modern living languages” (Joüon and Muraoka 2006, 140; cf. Kouwenberg 1997, 4–6; Brockelmann 1908, 508).

Although multiple scholars have attempted to explain how the D stem came to have such a variety of meanings, there is no consensus.

1.2 Prior Work on the Semitic D Stem

1.2.1 Synchronic Approaches – Intensive/Pluralic

The first scholar to attempt to unify the various meanings of the biblical Hebrew D stem may have been Gesenius (1786–1842),³ who wrote that “the fundamental idea of Pi’ēl [the D stem], to which all the various shades of meaning in this conjugation may be referred, is to busy oneself eagerly with the action indicated by the [verbal root]” (1910, 141). According to Gesenius’ analysis, this can be expressed as strengthening (intensive) or repeating (iterative) an action, as causing others to do an action (causative), as declaring someone to be something (declarative), or as forming, using, or removing the noun from which the verb was formed (denominal). Similar approaches were taken by Porges for Arabic (1875, 45), by Delitzsch (1906, 235) and Ungnad (1926, 39) for Akkadian, and by Brockelmann (1908, 508) for Semitic languages in general.

Weingreen (1983) developed Gesenius’ description of the D stem by distinguishing verbal roots that describe an action (fientive verbs) from verbal roots that describe a state,

3. For a review of scholarship on the D stem prior to Gesenius, including Ibn Jais, Sibawayh, and Saadiah Gaon, see Ryder (1966, 5-18). For Sibawayh, see also Leemhuis (1973). For Ibn Ezra, see Bacher (1882, 101-2). For David Kimḥi, see Chomsky (1952, 86).
situation, or condition (stative verbs). He then noted that Gesenius’ description of the D stem (‘to busy oneself eagerly with the action indicated by the [verbal root]’) cannot apply to stative verbs, since those verbal roots do not describe an action. This led him to reformulate Gesenius’ description as follows: For fientive verbs, the D stem indicates “being energetically or habitually engaged” in that action (extensive), whereas for stative verbs, the D stem indicates “the active promotion of [that] state, situation, or condition” (factitive).

Like Weingreen, Kaufman (1996, 280-2) also posits a fundamental distinction between stative and fientive verbs: For stative verbs, the D stem is factitive. For fientive verbs (he calls them active verbs), the D stem is pluralitive, meaning that it is a marked form that indicates a plural object for transitive verbs and repeated action for intransitive verbs.

Unfortunately, none of the preceding synchronic intensive/pluralic approaches offer an explanation for why stative verbs are factitive in the D stem (e.g., שָׁרוֹן G: ‘to be holy’ → D: ‘to make holy’) instead of being energetically or repeatedly stative (e.g., D: ‘to be very holy’ or ‘to be habitually holy’). In the words of Bauer and Leander (1922, 293), “Die Frage, wie die semitischen Intensiva kausative Bedeutung angenommen haben, ist also vorläufig nicht zu beantworten.”

4. Gesenius and Weingreen do not address this question. Kaufman (1996, 282) asserts that no such explanation is possible or needed, “The dichotomy between active and stative verbs in Semitic (that is, between verbs and adjectives from an English perspective) is fundamental to the system; presuppositions that one form can do only one thing are by no means fundamental to it. The fact that [factitive] and pluralitive functions of the D stem cannot, to our way of thinking, be related is quite irrelevant.”
More recently, Fehri (2003) has drawn upon linguistic theory (primarily the Minimalist Framework and Distributive Morphology) to answer Bauer and Leander’s question. Specifically, he offers a synchronic explanation for why the classical Arabic D stem (stem II) can express either verbal plurality (repetition or multiple participants) or transitivity (factitive or causative). His argument is that gemination of R₂ (the distinctive morphological feature of the D stem) fundamentally expresses verbal plurality. This plurality can be expressed as repetition of the action itself or by repetition of the action by multiple subjects or on multiple objects. Alternately, this plurality can be partitioned between participants by adding an object, thereby making the verb syntactically transitive (factitive or causative). Thus Fehri’s work offers an explanation for how the D stem can have a pluralic (intensive) meaning for some verbs and a causative/factive meaning for other verbs. It does not, however, explain why the D stem never indicates repetition for stative verbs (for example, with multiple subjects) or why it rarely has a causative meaning or adds an object for fientive verbs, so its answer to Bauer and Leander’s question is at best partial. Its dependence upon one (of several competing) linguistic theories of syntax has also limited its appeal.

1.2.2 Synchronic Approaches – Factive

In strong opposition to descriptions of the D stem as intensive or pluralic, Goetze (1942) argued that the D stem in Akkadian is never the intensive (or repetitive, etc.) of the G stem. Instead, all true D-stem verbs in Akkadian are **factive**, which he defined as the subject of the D-stem verb causing the direct object to enter the state described by the corresponding G-stem
verbal adjective.\(^5\) For example, a verb that means ‘to be straight’ in the G stem means ‘to make straight’ in the D stem. For verbs that are transitive in both the G and D stems, this results in a subtle distinction between the G and D stems: The G stem emphasizes the action (e.g., ‘to bury a corpse’), whereas the D stem emphasizes the result (\textit{resultative},\(^6\) e.g., ‘to cause a corpse to be in the buried state’).

Goetze recognized that a significant number of verbs are not factitive in the D stem, but he denied that they are actually true D-stem verbs. Some of the non-factitive verbs were derived from nouns (\textit{denominal}), and he asserted that that puts them outside of the verbal system. He argued that the remaining non-factitive D-stem verbs express continuous action (\textit{cursive}) and therefore are remnants of a hypothetical Gn stem (G stem with infixed N before the second radical R\(_2\)) that came to have the same form as the D stem when the N assimilated.

Goetze’s proposal for Akkadian was adapted to biblical Hebrew by Jenni (1968), who agreed that the Hebrew D stem is always factitive or resultative, never intensive. Since Hebrew lacks the Akkadian verbal adjective, Jenni argued that the Hebrew D stem refers to bringing about the state that is expressed by the adjective from the same root or by the G passive participle of the verb. For intransitive G-stem verbs, the D stem is \textit{factitive}, which he defines as

\begin{itemize}
  \item For durative verbal adjectives, the D stem means to “put a person or a thing in the condition which the [verbal adjective] indicates.”
  \item For transitive perfect verbal adjectives, the D stem means “to make somebody have something.”
  \item For intransitive perfect verbal adjectives, the D stem means “to put somebody in the state of rest which the [verbal adjective] specifies.”
  \item For passive verbal adjectives, the D stem means “to put a person or thing into the state which the [verbal adjective] describes.”
\end{itemize}

6. For Goetze, resultative is therefore a subcategory of factitive.

\(^5\) To be precise, Goetze (1942, 5-6) divides verbal adjectives (he calls them \textit{statives}) into four categories and defines the factitive slightly differently for each. For durative verbal adjectives, the D stem means to “put a person or a thing in the condition which the [verbal adjective] indicates.” For transitive perfect verbal adjectives, the D stem means “to make somebody have something.” For intransitive perfect verbal adjectives, the D stem means “to put somebody in the state of rest which the [verbal adjective] specifies.” For passive verbal adjectives, the D stem means “to put a person or thing into the state which the [verbal adjective] describes.”
bringing a totally passive object into the condition expressed by the adjective or participle without paying attention to the progress of the action (as opposed to the causative H stem, which causes a process rather than a state). For example, הָלַך means ‘to be great’ in the G stem and ‘to cause, declare, or consider to be great’ in the D stem (1968, 41). For transitive G-stem verbs, the D stem is resultative, meaning that it expresses the idea of causing the object to be in the state that results from the action indicated by G stem. For example, חֵיל means ‘to divide’ in the G stem and ‘to cause to be in a divided state’ in the D stem (1968, 126-7).

Unlike Goetze, however, Jenni argued that all D-stem verbs fit in the system, including the denominal (1968, 264-74) and cursive verbs (1968, 151-3) that Goetze excluded. To do this, Jenni defines as resultative any action that is not a literal description of an actual, single event. For example, if a verb has a metaphorical meaning or describes indirect action, the verb is not describing a specific, actual action, so the D stem is used (1968, 275). Thus Jenni’s system is a mirror image of Gesenius’ system: both acknowledge a variety of meanings of the D stem and argue synchronically that they are all varieties of the fundamental meaning: intensive (Gesenius) or factitive/resultative (Jenni).

At around the same time as Jenni, Ryder (1966, 1974) also reached the conclusion that the D stem is factitive rather than intensive in biblical Hebrew, classical Arabic, and biblical Aramaic. However, whereas Jenni insists that every D-stem verb is factitive/resultative, Ryder allows for lexicalization, frequentative uses, and other exceptions that are not factitive/resultative. Ryder’s openness to variations and exceptions arises from his view that the verbal
stems arose independently, with the D stem being denominal in origin rather than being derived from the G stem, so one should not expect consistent opposition between stems.

Waltke and O’Connor (1990, 354–9) agree with Jenni that the D stem in biblical Hebrew is factitive for verbs that are intransitive in the G stem, and resultative for verbs that are transitive in the G stem. They unite these two D-stem meanings by explaining that both refer to causation with a passive undersubject, in opposition to the G stem, which lacks causation, and in opposition to the H stem, which indicates causation with an active undersubject (but see Garr 2012). They admit that this distinction between passive and active undersubjects is difficult to convey in English, but they explain it as follows (1990, 354–5). In the sentence, “John cooked the cabbage,” the G stem would concentrate on the process of John cooking, without drawing attention to any sense of the cabbage being caused to do or become something. The D stem would mean “John caused the cabbage to be in a cooked state,” where the cabbage (the undersubject) is described as completely passive in the cooking process, and where the focus is on the state achieved rather than on the process by which it is achieved. They also state that the D stem “causes a state rather than an action” and tie these two descriptions of the D stem together by stating that “since the object of causation is in a state of suffering the effects of an action, it is inherently passive in part” (1990, 400). The H stem would mean “John is causing the cabbage to cook,” where the cabbage (the undersubject) is described as somehow participating in the cooking process, so it is causation with an active undersubject.

Like Jenni and in explicit opposition to Ryder (1990, 399), Waltke and O’Connor argue that the stems form a system, although they concede to Ryder that there are occasional inconsistencies and overlaps of the stems. Like Goetze, Jenni, and Ryder, they have no place for
the D stem being the qualitative intensive of the G stem for any verb. Unlike Jenni and Goetze, however, they also acknowledge that there are verbs that are frequentative or pluralic in the D stem without being factitive or resultative. They admit that they are unconvinced by Jenni’s attempt to fit these frequentative/pluralic verbs within his factitive/resultative system (1990, 409–10, 414–16), but offer no suggestions for how to fit such verbs within their own description of the D stem as causation with a passive undersubject.

1.2.3 Other Synchronic Approaches

Harris (2005, 268) describes the Hebrew D stem as ‘complex active’. The type of complexity depends upon the verb and the writer, although for verbs that are stative in the G stem, the ‘complex active’ meaning is consistently factitive. Harris says that we should expect varying degrees of lexicalization for different verbs, so he ends up agreeing with Ryder that all verbs will not fall into a single neat scheme. Unlike Ryder, however, Harris argues that we should expect a general pattern of oppositions between stems, albeit with exceptions.

Finally, although it is not about the D stem, Garr’s (2012) synchronic method of unifying two verb types in the biblical Hebrew H stem is relevant. Although typical H-stem verbs indicate that an agent causes an undersubject to perform an action, there are a number of H-stem verbs that are denominal in origin, non-causative in meaning, and intransitive. Garr unifies these two verb types by noting that both types of verbs have a subject that initiates a force that travels a path (metaphorically) through an instrument and reaches the goal of producing a change. By defining these as the central features of the H stem, Garr unifies these two H-stem verb types synchronically, despite the fact that they differ in transitivity.
Although Garr does not mention the D stem, it is possible that his approach could be used with it as well, since the D and H stems are both transitive and causative with some verbs and intransitive and non-causative with other verbs. As with all synchronic solutions, the challenge would be to craft definitions that are wide enough to include all verbs yet narrow enough to distinguish the G, D, and H stems. For example, why does אמר ‘to say’ occur in the G stem, but דבר ‘to speak’ occurs in the D stem, and נגיד ‘to tell’ occurs in the H stem? And what is the difference between the D and H stems of שחת, both of which seem to mean ‘to wipe out’? This difficulty raises the question of whether a synchronic solution is possible.

1.2.4 Can Pluralic and Factitive/Causative be Combined Synchronously?

Greenberg (1991) divided the functions of the Hebrew D stem and the corresponding Arabic stem (stem II) into two groups: causative and pluralic. The causative group includes

**factive** (causation of a state), **estimative** (causation by a verbal act), and **denominal** (causing the existence of a noun). He then argued that the other meanings of the D stem (repetition over time or space, intransitive action by multiple subjects, or action on multiple direct objects) all fit into a pattern of verbal plurality that is seen cross-linguistically for verbs with partial reduplication (which he considers the gemination of R₂ in the D stem to be). Although all of his argumentation was synchronic, he stated that the causative meanings “cannot easily be subsumed under verbal plurality,” and expressed hope that a diachronic solution can eventually be found.

7. Greenberg terms *natural ergativity* the fact that the same verbal form (the D stem) is used for the plural subject of an intransitive verb and the plural object of a transitive verb.
Several scholars have agreed with Greenberg that the bridge between factitive and intensive/pluralic meanings in the D stem cannot be synchronic, and have offered diachronic solutions. Some have argued that the diversity of D-stem meanings arose because two or more D stems have fallen together. Others have argued that the D stem has changed over time in different ways for different verbs, depending on the semantics of the particular verb.

1.2.5 Diachronic Approaches – Multiple D Stems Fell Together

Poebel (1939) posited that there were originally two G stems (intransitive and transitive) and two D stems (factitive and pluralic), each distinctly vocalized. The two G stems became lexicalized so that each individual verb could occur in only one of the two G stems, and the two D stems collapsed into one as a result. Since Poebel offered no evidence for this historical reconstruction, however, it has not been widely accepted (Kouwenberg 1997, 9, 16n3).

Steiner (1980a) proposed that Proto-Semitic had two suffix conjugations (a transitive one with agent morphemes using /t/, and an intransitive one with subject morphemes using /k/), one prefix conjugation, and geminate versions of all three, with extensive, factitive, and iterative meanings, respectively. The three geminate conjugations eventually fell together as the D stem. Unfortunately, Steiner offered no evidence in his two-and-a-half page article, and neither he nor anyone else seems to have developed this proposal further.

1.2.6 Diachronic Approaches – The D Stem Changed over Time

Edzard (1965) argued that although the Akkadian (Old Babylonian) D stem typically is factitive for verbs that are stative in the G stem and indicates the plurality of the object for verbs
that are transitive in the G stem, there have been two types of change over time. The first change is that for some verbs that are stative in the G stem, the D stem has become lexicalized, and the Š stem has become the factitive. The other change is that the productivity of the D stem of verbs that are transitive in the G stem has been severely reduced, so many G-stem transitive verbs lack a D stem that indicates a plural object.

According to Kouwenberg (1997, 2010), the Akkadian D stem began as follows. In Proto-Semitic, many adjectives came in pairs: a simple adjective and an adjective with gemination of the second root consonant to indicate intensity (e.g., *rapašum ‘wide’ vs. *rappašum ‘very wide’). Originally, some G-stem verbs and all D-stem verbs were formed from the simple and geminate adjectives, respectively. Each G-stem verb that was derived from an adjective could communicate both a stative meaning ‘to be/become wide’ and a factitive meaning ‘to make wide’. D-stem verbs had the same two meanings (stative and factitive), except that they were marked for intensity (e.g., ‘to be/become very wide’ and ‘to make very wide’) because the D-stem verb was derived from the corresponding geminate adjective. Over time, the D stem changed as follows. First, the intensive D-stem meaning (e.g., ‘to be/become/make very wide’) broadened to include other expressions of verbal plurality⁸ (e.g., ‘to be/become/make wide repeatedly’). Second, the D stem also became productive such that D-stem verbs could be formed directly from G-stem verbs, rather than only from adjectives. Third, since the D stem was

---

8. Kouwenberg follows Dressler (1968), who defined verbal plurality as a broad category that includes iterative or continuative action over time, distributive action over multiple objects, and intensive action. Kouwenberg tends to use ‘verbal plurality’ and ‘intensity’ interchangeably, although, strictly speaking, intensity is a subcategory of verbal plurality according to Dressler. For an extended discussion of verbal plurality, see §2.4.
marked for intensity, and since intensity increases the semantic transitivity\textsuperscript{9} of a clause, the D stem came to be marked for high semantic transitivity. In particular, because a factitive meaning has a higher semantic transitivity than a stative meaning, the D stem became preferred for a factitive meaning, and the G stem lost its factitive meaning. Fourth, this loss of a factitive G stem with which to be in contrast caused the factitive D stem to lose its sense of verbal plurality (e.g., ‘to make very wide’ or ‘to make wide repeatedly’ etc. became ‘to make wide’). Fifth, the strong association of the D stem with a factitive meaning caused factitive D-stem verbs to lose their remaining non-factitive meanings. Certain verbs, however, have a meaning that precludes a factitive sense in both the G and D stems (e.g., ‘to pay’, ‘to finish’), so their D stem either remained marked for verbal plurality (e.g., ‘to pay repeatedly’), or else became interchangeable with the G stem as verbal plurality became less associated with the D stem (e.g., ‘to finish’).

Joosten (1998) agreed with Kouwenberg that the D stem originally expressed intensity and that the extension of verbal plurality to a factitive meaning arose in part because the G stem originally expressed two kinds of meaning. Joosten, however, reconstructed the Proto-Semitic situation differently. Whereas Kouwenberg argued that the Proto-Semitic G stem had only one spelling and could indicate either a stative meaning ‘to be/become wide’ or a factitive meaning ‘to make wide’, Joosten argued that the Proto-Semitic (or at least Proto-Hebrew) G stem had two paradigms, each with its own meaning. Joosten noted that in biblical Hebrew, most verbs with

\textsuperscript{9} Kouwenberg follows Hopper and Thompson (1980), Givón (1984–90, 2001), and others (§2.2) in distinguishing syntactic transitivity from semantic transitivity. \textit{Syntactic transitivity} is a binary property of a verb; a verb is syntactically transitive if and only if it has direct object. \textit{Semantic transitivity} is a multivalued property of a clause; the more the agent of the clause affects the patient, the higher the semantic transitivity of the clause. For an extended discussion of transitivity, see §2.1 (syntactic transitivity) and §2.2 (semantic transitivity).
the G-stem paradigm\textsuperscript{10} $qātāl \sim yiqtōl$ are \textbf{active voice} (e.g., יִשְׁבֹר $\sim$ שָׁבַר, ‘to break’), whereas those that follow the paradigm $qāṭēl \sim yiqṭāl$ are \textbf{middle voice} (e.g., יִשְׂנָא $\sim$ שָׂנֵא, ‘to hate’).\textsuperscript{11} Furthermore, he noted that a few Hebrew verbs can take either pattern in the G stem, each with the corresponding meaning (e.g., active $\text{wayyahālōš}$ ‘and he weakened someone’ vs. middle $\text{wayyeḥēlāš}$ ‘and he became weak’). He then argued based on this Hebrew evidence (with a few examples from other Semitic languages) that Proto-Semitic had two different G stems; in principle, any verb could be used in the middle-voice G stem, following one paradigm, or in the active-voice G stem, following the other. Joosten then posited that the D stem originally indicated the intensive of either G stem (e.g., $\text{ḥlē}$ G: ‘to weaken someone’ or ‘to be weak’ vs. D: ‘to weaken someone greatly ’ or ‘to be very weak’).

Joosten then argued that each verb in the D stem in biblical Hebrew reflects one of the following three development paths: First, for verbs whose D stem was the intensive of the active G stem, the active G stem often went out of use, the middle voice became the only G stem, and the active D stem lost its intensive nuance. For example, the middle and active paradigms of the G stem of $\text{ḥtt}$ originally meant ‘to be dismayed’ and ‘to dismay someone’, respectively, and the D stem meant ‘to dismay someone greatly’. But eventually, the G stem was restricted to ‘to be dismayed’, and the D stem became ‘to dismay someone’. Like the first path, the second path is

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{10} The G-stem paradigm $qātāl \sim yiqtōl$ describes the root $qtl$ in the suffix conjugation (aka ‘perfect’) ~ the prefix conjugation (aka ‘imperfect’).
  
  \item \textsuperscript{11} Joosten (1998, 207) defines active and middle voice as follows: “active verbs denote a process taking its point of departure in the subject and accomplished outside of it, whereas middle verbs describe a process taking place within the subject: the subject is involved in the process.” Joosten attributes the existence of middle-voice verbs with a $qātāl \sim yiqtōl$ paradigm to paradigm leveling; such middle-voice verbs originally had a middle-voice paradigm. See §2.3.3.
\end{itemize}
also for verbs where the D stem was the intensive of the active G stem. For verbs on path two, however, the middle G stem either was eliminated or never existed, and the active D stem either remained as the intensive active or else it developed a specialized lexical meaning. For example, qbr means ‘to bury someone’ in the G stem and ‘to bury many people’ in the D stem. The third path is for verbs where the D stem was the intensive of the middle G stem. For these verbs, the active G stem either never existed or was lost. For example, phd means ‘to dread’ in the G stem (middle voice) and ‘to dread greatly’ (intensive middle voice) in the D stem.

1.3 The Need for Further Work

None of these proposals have generated consensus. Jenni is the only one who has checked his proposal with all verbal roots that occur in the D stem in the Hebrew Bible, but his methodology has been criticized by several scholars. The other proposals, along with any other weaknesses they may have, all examine only a subset of D-stem verbs, so it is unclear which one best fits the data. Thus it is no surprise that after all of these proposals, Muraoka stated in 2006 that “the question how the function of Piel [the D stem] in relation to other conjugations, notably Qal [the G stem], should be defined still remains one of the major challenges facing Hebrew and Semitic linguistics” (Joüon and Muraoka 2006, 143; cf. Goshen-Gottstein 1985, 283).

Recent advances in linguistics, however, may provide the needed tools to solve this problem. A pair of linguists have recently argued that there is a cross-linguistic

---

12. Criticisms include a failure to define ‘transitive’ in an objective way, assuming that there is no overlap between the stems and then reading distinctions between the stems into the text rather than out of it, assuming that there is a synchronic solution, ignoring the date and genre of the texts and the conjugations of the verbs, and relying on unrepresentative uses for some verbs (Claassen 1971a; Degen 1971, 47-55; Harris 2005, 45; Hillers 1969; Siebesma 1991, 18-20).
grammaticalization path whereby intensive/pluralic verb forms become factitive/causative (Li and Whaley 2012). Furthermore, the meaning of a verb form undergoing grammaticalization is expected to be an amalgam of the meanings at various stages along the grammaticalization path (Andrason 2011, 28-9; Brinton and Traugott 2005, 6; Hopper and Traugott 2003, 124-6). This explains the observations by several linguists that the same verb forms are used for intensive/pluralic and factitive/causative meanings in a variety of languages (Golovko 1993; Hopper and Thompson 1980; Kulikov 2001; Li 1993). When combined with Greenberg’s (1991) demonstration that the morphological doubling of the D stem fits a cross-linguistic pattern of verbal plurality and Kouwenberg’s (1997, 2010) analysis of high semantic transitivity as an extension of verbal plurality (intensity) in the Akkadian D stem, these concepts may provide a way to explain diachronically the variety of meanings of the biblical Hebrew D stem.
Chapter 2. Relevant Concepts from Linguistic Theory

In order to define the concepts, terminology, and categories that will be used to collect and analyze data on how the D stem is used in biblical Hebrew, we first need to understand the underlying linguistic theory. To that end, this chapter discusses syntactic transitivity (§2.1), semantic transitivity (§2.2), semantic categories of verbs (§2.3), verbal plurality (§2.4), grammaticalization (§2.5), and lexicalization (§2.6), as well as how these concepts have been applied to the D-stem by prior authors. In particular, section 2.1.2 argues on a theoretical basis against the proposals by Goetze, Jenni, and Waltke and O’Connor (§1.2.2); section 2.3.1 suggests modifications to Kouwenberg’s (§1.2.6) categories and terminology; and sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 argue on a theoretical basis against Joosten’s proposal (§1.2.6).

2.1 Syntactic Transitivity

2.1.1 Syntactic Transitivity Theory

When a verb is described as being either transitive or intransitive, it is being described in terms of its syntactic transitivity. Syntactic transitivity is a binary property of a verb as it is used in a particular clause: a verb is either transitive or intransitive, depending on whether or not it has a direct object. A transitive verb has a direct object, whereas an intransitive verb does not (Givón 2001, 1:109).  

13. Similar definitions include “a predicate is commonly said to be transitive if it has two arguments and intransitive if it has only one” (Bowers 2002, 183, italics in original), and “Transitive verbs have two core arguments: agent and patient; intransitive verbs have only one argument in their semantic frame, and it can be either a typical agent (unergative verbs) or a typical patient (unaccusative verbs)” (Kalinina et al. 2006, 441).
Note from the preceding definition that the transitivity of a verb depends upon something other than the verb: the presence or absence of a direct object. Thus, the syntactic transitivity of a verb can change depending on how it is used. Some verbs are always transitive, some are always intransitive, and some verbs are sometimes transitive and sometimes intransitive. In the Hebrew Bible, the D stem of the verb שָׁדַי means ‘to make new, rebuild, restore’ and is always transitive because it always has a direct object: the thing that is made new, rebuilt, or restored. For example, in 2 Chronicles 15:8 (יְהוָ֔ה חַבּוֹז יֵלֹו ‘He rebuilt YHWH’s altar’), יְהוָ֔ה חַבּוֹז ‘YHWH’s altar’ is the direct object of the verb והָ֔שְׁדֵּי ‘he rebuilt’. By contrast, the D stem of the verb לָכַי means ‘to walk, go about’ and is always intransitive in the Hebrew Bible. For example, there is no direct object in יִפְנַ֑הוּ אֶ֖רֶץ בֹּ֣שֶׁכֶ֑י ‘I will walk in your truth’ (Psalm 86:11). Finally, the G stem of מלא is sometimes transitive and sometimes intransitive. For example, in Genesis 29:21, the verb מלא is intransitive (יִפְנַ֑הוּ אֶ֖רֶץ בֹּ֣שֶׁכֶ֑י ‘my days are full = completed’), whereas in Ezekiel 8:17, the same verb verb form is transitive (אֶת־הָאָ֜רֶץ מָלְֽוּ ‘they filled the land’).

2.1.2 Syntactic Transitivity and the D Stem

This concept of syntactic transitivity is built into the explanations of the D stem by Goetze, Jenni, and Waltke-O’Connor because all three define the D stem in a way that requires it to be syntactically transitive. Recall from section 1.2.2 that, according to Goetze, all true D-stem verbs in Akkadian are factitive, meaning that they cause the direct object to enter into the state described by the corresponding G-stem verbal adjective. Since they have a direct object, they are syntactically transitive. According to Jenni, verbs that are intransitive in the G stem are factitive (and hence transitive) in the D stem, and verbs that are transitive in the G stem are resultative.
(and hence still transitive) in the D stem. Thus Jenni’s system also requires all D-stem verbs to be syntactically transitive. Finally, according to Waltke-O’Connor, the D stem indicates causation with a passive undersubject. Because an undersubject is a type of direct object, Waltke-O’Connor’s description of the D stem requires the D stem to be syntactically transitive. Thus Goetze, Jenni, and Waltke-O’Connor all describe the D stem in ways that require it to be syntactically transitive.

Nevertheless, Goetze, Jenni, and Waltke-O’Connor all acknowledge the existence of verbs that are syntactically intransitive in the D stem (such as הָלַכְתָּה ‘to walk’), but they deal with this fact differently.

As discussed in §1.2.2, according to Goetze, verbs that lack a direct object in the D stem are not true D-stem verbs; they are cursive Gn-stem verbs14 that only look like D-stem verbs (1942, 6-8). This hypothesized Gn stem has (to my knowledge), however, never been reported in any Semitic language by any author except Goetze. A solution that did not require the supposition of a separate stem just to explain one semantic group of verbs would be preferable.15

14. By Gn stem, Goetze indicates a stem like the G stem but with an infixed N before the second radical R₂. He hypothesizes that the N assimilated to R₂, making the Gn stem look like the D stem. By cursive, Goetze refers to verbs that describe “a state of continuous action.”

15. Blau (1977, 93) discusses another problem with Goetze’s hypothesized Gn stem: Arabic does not assimilate the consonant N to the next consonant, yet Goetze’s ‘cursive’ verbs have a doubled root consonant rather than an N in Arabic’s D stem (stem II). Pace Blau, however, this does not disprove Goetze’s proposal. Instead, it requires that the assimilation had already occurred and the Gn stem had already been re-analyzed as the D stem in an ancestor of Arabic. Since N assimilates to the next consonant normally in Akkadian and Northwest Semitic texts, and seems to have assimilated in Amorite, Eblaitic, and Old South Arabian as well (the data is complicated by morphographemic spelling in the texts), this seems quite possible (Huehnergard 2002, 16).
Alternately, another way to handle intransitive D-stem verbs within Goetze’s system would be to categorize them as denominal verbs and hence “outside of the verbal system in the stricter sense of the word” (Goetze 1942, 3). Even if one could find nouns from which to derive all of these verbs, however, this solution would still be unattractive, because instead of explaining why the D stem is used for these verbs, it declares that no explanation is needed. Since the D stem is the main stem used to form denominal verbs in biblical Hebrew (Waltke and O’Connor 1990, 410; Ryder 1966, 62-3; cf. Gerber 1896), an explanation of the D stem that included such verbs would be preferable.

According to Jenni (1968, 151-6), verbs that look intransitive in the D stem are actually transitive in both the G and D stems because they have an implied direct object that is a nominalization of the action. For example, הולך ‘to walk’ means ‘to take a walk’, רנן ‘to shout with joy’ means ‘to emit a cheer’, and שעק ‘to cry out’ means ‘to emit a cry’.16

There are three difficulties with Jenni’s implied-direct-object approach to transitivity for such verbs. The first is that because the implied direct object (a cognate object) is a nominalization of the event, the verb is fundamentally intransitive, despite the surface structure (cf. Kittilä 2002b, 51; Givón 2001, 1:132-3; Tsunoda 1999a, 389). The second problem is that Jenni’s procedure would allow any fientive verb to be recast with a cognate object (e.g., ‘she jumped’ → ‘she made a jump’). Consistently applying this approach would eliminate the category of intransitive fientive verbs,17 eliminating the distinction between fientive verbs that

16. Ryder (1966, 201) also mentions this in passing as a possibility for describing these verbs as denominal.
17. This is similar to Waltke and O’Connor’s criticism in (1990, 404-5).
take a direct object (e.g., ‘he broke it’) and those that cannot (e.g., ‘he walked’). Unless one were to take the position that fientive verbs are always transitive in all languages, it seems arbitrary to apply this procedure only to verbs that occur in the Hebrew or Semitic D stem. The third problem is that (at least in English and German) this procedure (e.g., ‘to walk’ → ‘to take a walk’ and ‘gehen’ → ‘einen Gang tun’) often changes the verb (e.g., ‘walk’ → ‘take’ and ‘gehen’ → ‘tun’) (Jenni 1968, 152), and so it does not explain the intransitive verbs themselves. These three difficulties make Jenni’s broadened definition of transitivity incompatible with the definitions of syntactic transitivity in general use, namely that a transitive verb is one that has a direct object.

Finally, Waltke and O’Connor (1990, 414-16) also admit the existence of intransitive D-stem verbs. They classify such verbs as frequentative, meaning that they refer to repeated action. They do not, however, address the issue that these verbs’ lack of causation and lack of a direct object puts them outside of their description of the D stem as causation with a passive undersubject. Their system thus leaves unexplained an entire class of D-stem verbs.

In summary, the systems of Goetze, Jenni, and Waltke-O’Connor all require that the D stem be syntactically transitive, and they have no adequate explanation for verbs that are syntactically intransitive in the D stem. So the connection that they make between the D stem and syntactic transitivity is not entirely successful. There is, however, an alternate conception of transitivity that has been linked to the D stem, namely the concept of semantic transitivity.

2.2 Semantic Transitivity

The syntactic definition of transitivity explained in §2.1.1 does not distinguish between verbs that affect their direct objects (e.g., ‘I broke the window’) and those that do not (e.g., ‘I
saw the window’). Such a distinction is useful because many languages code the two types of direct object differently. To formalize this distinction, linguists have developed the concept of semantic transitivity.

Semantic transitivity refers to the extent to which the subject of the clause affects the direct object. Whereas syntactic transitivity (§2.1.1) is binary (a clause is either transitive or intransitive), semantic transitivity comes in multiple levels. A clause can have high semantic transitivity (greatly affects the object), low semantic transitivity (little or no effect on the object), or be somewhere in between. This multivalued nature of semantic transitivity arises from the fact that it is defined in terms of a cluster of characteristics, so a clause can have some characteristics that are associated with high transitivity while having other characteristics that are associated with low transitivity.

This use of a cluster of characteristics to measure semantic transitivity allows it to be defined in terms of a prototype. A prototypical transitive clause is defined as any clause that has the highest possible level of semantic transitivity. The semantic transitivity of any clause can be measured by comparing it with the relevant characteristics of a prototypical transitive clause.

In this paper high transitivity and low transitivity refer to the ends of the semantic transitivity scale (§2.2), whereas transitive and intransitive refer to syntactic transitivity (§2.1).

18. Prototypes differ from Platonic Forms, in that clauses with a prototypical level of semantic transitivity exist in the actual world, whereas for a Platonic Form, things in the actual world are only shadows that approximate the forms (cf. Givón 2001, 1:195).
2.2.1 Semantic Transitivity According to Hopper and Thompson

The seminal paper on semantic transitivity is by Hopper and Thompson (1980). They define *semantic transitivity* as “a global property of an entire clause, such that an activity is ‘carried-over’ or ‘transferred’ from an agent to a patient” (251).

Table 2 shows the components of semantic transitivity that Hopper and Thompson identified. Each component was chosen based on the fact that in one or more languages it affects parameters that are considered on independent grounds to correlate with transitivity. To understand this correlation, consider the following. In ergative-absolute languages, by definition, the subject of a clause is in the ergative case only if the clause has a direct object, whereas the subject of a clause without a direct object is in the absolute case, as if the subject were a direct object. Thus we have independent evidence that the ergative case is associated with transitivity. This evidence is used to develop the list of components of semantic transitivity by noting languages such as Tongan that have *split ergativity*. Although Tongan normally uses the ergative for the subject of a clause with a direct object (e.g., ‘Miriam ate the fish’), if the direct object does not refer to a particular entity (e.g., ‘Miriam ate fish’), then the subject of the clause switches to the absolute case, as if it were a clause without a direct object (257-8). This use of the absolute case is evidence that a direct object that does not refer to a particular entity makes a clause less transitive than a direct object that refers to a particular entity. By using tests such as this in a variety of languages, Hopper and Thompson were able to identify the following components (table 2) that correlate with transitivity.
Table 2: Components of Semantic Transitivity According to Hopper and Thompson

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>High Transitivity</th>
<th>Low Transitivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Participants</strong></td>
<td>two or three</td>
<td>one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kinesis</strong></td>
<td>action (fientive)</td>
<td>non-action (stative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Telicity</strong></td>
<td>telic</td>
<td>atelic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aspect</strong></td>
<td>perfective</td>
<td>imperfective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Punctuality</strong></td>
<td>punctual</td>
<td>non-punctual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Volitionality of subject</strong></td>
<td>volitional</td>
<td>non-volitional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Affirmation</strong></td>
<td>affirmative</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mode</strong></td>
<td>realis</td>
<td>irrealis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agency of subject</strong></td>
<td>subject highly agentive</td>
<td>subject low in agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Affectedness of object</strong></td>
<td>object totally affected</td>
<td>object not affected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individuation of object</strong></td>
<td>object highly individuated</td>
<td>object non-individuated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The category **participants** (252, 254, 284-5; also called **valency**) indicates the number of participant roles that are played by distinct entities. For example, the clauses ‘Sarai moved’ and ‘Sarai and Abram moved’ both have only one participant role: the subject(s) who perform(s) the action, whereas ‘David killed Goliath’ and ‘David and Jonathan killed many Philistines’ both have two participant roles: the subject(s) (‘David’ or ‘David and Jonathan’) and the objects(s) (‘Goliath’ or ‘many Philistines’). The clause ‘Solomon made Benaiah kill Adonijah’ has three participant roles: a subject (‘Solomon’), an undersubject (‘Benaiah’),\(^{20}\) and an object (‘Adonijah’). Since the presence or absence of a direct object determines syntactic transitivity, semantic transitivity thus subsumes syntactic transitivity through the parameter **participants**.

19. Due to limitations in their sources, Hopper and Thompson combine **telicity** with **aspect** in most of their paper, treating **telic** and **perfective** as identical, and **atelic** and **imperfective** as identical, even though they admit that they are distinct (270-1).

20. To be precise, an **undersubject** is a **patient** of the causation, and an **agent** or **experiencer** of the caused sub-action. In the example ‘Solomon made Benaiah kill Adonijah’, the undersubject Benaiah is the patient of ‘made’ (the causation) and the agent of ‘kill’ (the sub-action). For definitions of the semantic roles **agent**, **experiencer**, and **patient**, see table 6 in §2.2.3.
The reference to a ‘distinct’ direct object in the definition of the number of participants refers to whether the direct object is the same as the subject. The reason for this is that reflexive constructions have intermediate status between one-participant and two-participant clauses because, although they have both a subject and an object, the same entity performs both roles (277-8).

Hopper and Thompson’s category kinesis (252, 285) refers to whether the verb describes an action (‘David ran’) or a state (‘David was strong’). As discussed in §2.3.2, action verbs are called fientive verbs, whereas non-action verbs are called stative verbs because they refer to a state. A clause with a fientive verb is higher in transitivity than one with a stative verb, because the process of transferring something from an agent to a patient is an action, not a state.

The category telicity (270-6, 285-6) indicates whether the predicate specifies an endpoint or conceptual boundary (telic) or not (atelic). Describing an action without reference to an endpoint suggests that the effect of the agent on the patient is not yet complete, so it indicates a lower transitivity than if an endpoint is specified. Note that it is the description of the event that is at issue, not the event itself. For example, the sentence ‘she carried the book all the way home’ (telic) describes a greater effect on the book than the sentence ‘she carried the book’ (atelic), so the first sentence is higher transitivity, even though the event is described as past in both cases.

Aspect refers to whether the predicate is viewed from the outside as a bounded whole (perfective) or viewed from within with reference to its internal structure (imperfective) (Comrie 1976, 24; Bybee et al. 1994, 54-5, 125-6). Telic and atelic situations can be described with either perfective or imperfective aspect, as table 3 demonstrates.
Table 3: Telicity vs. Aspect for Durative Verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Telic</th>
<th>Atelic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perfective</td>
<td>carried it home</td>
<td>carried it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperfective</td>
<td>was carrying it home</td>
<td>was carrying it</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Hopper and Thompson, punctuality (252, 266-8, 286) “refers to the suddenness of an action, or the absence of a clear transitional phase between onset and completion. Punctual verbs contrast with durative verbs, in which internal complexity is possible under normal interpretation” (286, emphasis added). Punctual verbs (e.g., ‘kick’) are more transitive than durative verbs (e.g., ‘carry’) because they intrinsically suggest a more marked effect on their patient.

There is significant overlap between punctuality and telicity, in that punctual verbs are necessarily telic, because a punctual verb (e.g., ‘kick’) has no transition between onset and completion, so it necessarily implies an endpoint (telic). The distinction, however, is that Hopper and Thompson use punctuality to refer to the lexical aspect of the verb, by which they mean the view of an action that is predictable from the meaning of the verb, such as punctual or durative (271), whereas they use telicity to refer to the presence or absence of an endpoint (either stated or implied) in the description of an event. This distinction between the lexical meaning and the meaning in context allows verbs with a durative lexical meaning (such as ‘carry’) to be

21. One can use the (normally punctual) verb kick without an endpoint (atelic), such as in the sentence ‘he was kicking wildly as he was dragged off’. But this uses the verb kick as a durative verb, as seen in the fact that internal complexity is possible with this use of kick: ‘he kicked as he was carried off, wildly at first, but the force and frequency diminished as he grew tired’. The reason that kick is now durative is that it refers to a series of kicks rather than an individual kick, and there is a clear transitional phase between the onset and completion of a series of kicks.
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described with an endpoint (telic) or without an endpoint (atelic), as table 3 illustrates, whereas a punctual verb like ‘kick’ is necessarily telic.

Similarly, there is significant overlap between punctuality and aspect, in that a punctual verb cannot (by definition) have internal complexity, so one cannot view it with reference to its internal structure (imperfective). Only durative verbs can be expressed with either perfective or imperfective aspect (as illustrated in table 3); punctual verbs are necessarily perfective.

The category volitionality (252, 264-5, 269-70, 286-7) refers to whether or not the agent is presented as acting intentionally. Intentional actions tend to have a more apparent effect than unintentional ones (all else being equal). For example, ‘I wrote your name’ (volitional) has a higher transitivity than ‘I forgot your name’ (non-volitional). Volitionality is mainly a lexical function of the verb, but the presumptive volitionality of a verb can be overridden, such as by an adverb like ‘deliberately’ or ‘accidentally’.

Hopper and Thompson’s category affirmation (252, 276-7) refers to whether the predicate is affirmed or negated. Affirmative predicates (e.g., ‘David killed Goliath’) have more effect, and hence are more transitive, than negative predicates (e.g., ‘Saul did not kill Goliath’).

Mode (252, 277, 287) indicates whether or not the predicate is described in terms of the real world. A predicate in the realis (or indicative) mode describes things in reference to the existing world (e.g., ‘David was king’). A predicate in the irrealis mode (subjunctive, optative, hypothetical, imaginary, conditional, etc.) is presented as occurring in a contingent or otherwise

22. If one uses ‘kick’ with imperfective aspect (e.g., ‘he was kicking it’), one is no longer using ‘kick’ as a punctual verb. Instead, ‘kicking’ refers to repeated action: the individual kicks are punctual, but the set of actions (‘kicking’) is durative.
non-real world (e.g., ‘David would have been captured if he had remained in Keilah’), so it has less effect in this world and hence lower transitivity than one that is described in the indicative (e.g., ‘David was captured’). 

Hopper and Thompson measure the agency (252, 265-6, 273, 286-7) of a subject in terms of the following hierarchy (Silverstein 1976): first-person pronoun, second-person pronoun, third-person pronoun, proper name, human-referring common noun, animate-referring common noun, inanimate-referring common noun. Entities at the beginning of the hierarchy (e.g., first-person pronoun) correlate with a higher level of transitivity than those at the end. The explanation for this is that a sentence such as ‘the boy startled her’ is likely to be understood as a perceptible event with perceptible consequences, whereas ‘the picture startled her’ is likely to be understood as merely a matter of her internal state, with the picture not performing any perceptible action.

The affectedness (252-3, 261-70, 287) of an object refers to how much it is changed by the action. This category includes the fraction of the object that is affected (‘I drank up the milk’ vs. ‘I drank some of the milk’) and the level of the effect (‘I smashed the mirror’ vs. ‘I broke the mirror’). Thus qualitative intensity, which was discussed in §1.2.1 of this paper, is subsumed by this category; if all else is equal, a qualitatively intensive action has greater effect, and hence a higher semantic transitivity, than a non-intensive action.

23. Hopper and Thompson (286) do, however, admit that the order of the hierarchy may vary somewhat with culture and genre.
24. The evidence for this is Silverstein’s (1976) analysis of the conditions under which the ergative case is used in various languages.
Finally, Hopper and Thompson define the *individuation* (252-3, 256-9, 266, 279, 286-91) of an object as the extent to which it is described as a particular, concrete entity that is distinct from both the subject and its own environment. Drawing on the work of Timberlake (1975), they characterize individuation in terms of the characteristics in table 4. Different languages are sensitive to different individuation characteristics. For example, Hebrew normally marks direct objects with תָּנָּא only if they are definite (e.g., רָאָה אֶת־הַסֵּפֶר ‘he saw the book’ but רָאָה הַסֵּפֶר ‘he saw a book’), whereas for Spanish to mark a direct object with ‘a’, it must be both referential\(^{25}\) and human (or humanlike) (e.g., *Busco mi libro* ‘I’m looking for my book’ and *Busco un amigo* ‘I’m looking for a friend (any friend)’, but *Busco a mi amigo* ‘I’m looking for my friend’).

**Table 4: Individuation Characteristics of an Object**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individuated</th>
<th>Non-Individuated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>proper noun</td>
<td>common noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>human or animate</td>
<td>inanimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concrete</td>
<td>abstract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>singular</td>
<td>plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>count</td>
<td>mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>referential(^{25})</td>
<td>non-referential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>definite(^{25})</td>
<td>indefinite</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hopper and Thompson argue (280-95) that semantic transitivity is an important language feature with consistent components cross-linguistically because semantic transitivity correlates

---

25. A *referential* noun points to a specific entity. A *definite* noun indicates that the speaker assumes that the hearer knows the specific entity to which it points. Definite nouns are normally referential, but a noun can be referential without being definite (Givón 2001, 1:441). For example, consider the following two sentences in colloquial English: “I read this book yesterday. I forget the name of it, but it was great.” ‘This book’ is referential because the speaker is describing a specific book. But ‘this book’ is indefinite because the speaker assumes that the hearer does not yet know the book to which the speaker is referring. The concepts of reference and definiteness are described in detail in (Givón 2001, 1:437-78). See also (Heim 1982; Abbott 2006).
with narrative discourse functions. Specifically, high transitivity signals that a clause is in the *foreground* of a narrative, meaning that it is part of the core chain of events that are the focus of the narrative. Conversely, low transitivity signals that a clause is in the *background* of a narrative, meaning that it could be omitted or placed in a different order without implying a change in the actual events that are the focus of the narrative.

Reviewing the components of table 2, Hopper and Thompson note that only three of them (participants, affectedness, and individuation) refer to the object, and that the other eight are unaffected by the absence of an object. They then point out that some clauses with two participants (a subject and an object) have fewer high-transitivity features than some clauses with only a subject (254). For example, the two-participant clause ‘Slavery would not be compatible with justice’ has only one high-transitivity feature: the existence of two participants (*slavery* and *justice*), whereas the one-participant clause ‘David left’ has seven features of high transitivity: action, telic, perfective, volitional, affirmative, realis, and agentive. Based on similar examples, Hopper and Thompson argue that it is possible for a one-participant clause (syntactically intransitive) to have higher semantic transitivity than a two-participant clause (syntactically transitive) (254).26

Although they do not state it explicitly, this procedure of ranking the transitivity of clauses by counting features rather than weighing them assumes that all components of semantic transitivity in table 2 have comparable weight. This assumption has been questioned by Tsunoda

---

26. As evidence, they cite the languages that code two-participant clauses with low semantic transitivity the same as they code clauses with only one participant (254, 263, 265-6). But this, at best, only demonstrates equivalent transitivity. To prove their point, they would need to show some one-participant clauses that are coded as two-participant clauses in that same language.
(1985, 1999a, 1999b), who has suggested corrections and further developments to Hopper and Thompson’s work.

### 2.2.2 Semantic Transitivity According to Tsunoda

Tsunoda (1985) defines *prototypical transitive verbs* as “those verbs which describe an action that not only impinges on the patient but necessarily creates a change in it” (387; cf. Tsunoda 1999b). By this definition, ‘kill’ is a prototypical transitive verb, but ‘hit’ is not, because it is possible to hit something without affecting it.

Tsunoda then categorizes verbs based on how closely their meaning approximates this notion of a prototypical transitive verb, as shown in table 5. Prototypical transitive verbs are at the top of the table (type 1A), where the verb indicates a change in the patient. Thus Jenni’s *factive* and *resultative* verbs are type 1A. As one goes toward the bottom of the table, the level of affectedness decreases. For example, a type 1B predicate has a lower level of affectedness than a type 1A predicate, because, for example, it is possible to kick something (1B) without having an effect on it, but it is not possible to break something (1A) without affecting it.

Although some of these distinctions seem debatable in principle (e.g., does liking have less of an effect than knowing?), each type distinction is based on one or more languages that use case markings to encode that distinction.27 For example, in Tibetan, the patient of a type 1A predicate is always in the absolute case, indicating the highest level of transitivity, whereas the

---

27. Tsunoda’s levels of affectedness are not based on case markings alone. He also claims that the syntactic processes of passivization, antipassivation, reflexivization, and reciprocalization are easily applied to type 1A predicates (in languages that have those processes), but become increasingly awkward or impossible as one moves to less transitive types.
patient of a type 1B predicate is always in either the dative or locative case, indicating a lower level of transitivity.

Table 5: Tsunoda’s Levels of Affectedness for Two-Participant Predicates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>resultative: direct effect on patient that necessarily changes the patient</td>
<td>kill, break, bend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>non-resultative: direct effect on patient, but does not necessarily change the patient</td>
<td>hit, shoot, kick, eat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>perception</td>
<td>hear, see, find</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>attempted perception (not necessarily successful)</td>
<td>listen, look</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>pursuit</td>
<td>search, wait, await</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>knowledge</td>
<td>know, understand, remember, forget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>feeling</td>
<td>love, like, want, need, fear, be angry, be proud, boast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>relationship</td>
<td>possess, have, lack, be similar, correspond, consist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ability</td>
<td>be capable, be proficient, be good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tsunoda’s work complements that of Hopper and Thompson by making more precise the affectedness parameter. His work does not, however, include all aspects of affectedness, such as the proportion of the object that is affected or the intensity of the effect (e.g., ‘break’ vs. ‘smash’). This raises the question of whether the other aspects of affectedness are relevant to whether any language marks a clause as transitive or intransitive.

Tsunoda also disputes Hopper and Thompson’s (1980, 254) assumption that all components of semantic transitivity (table 2) have comparable weight in determining the transitivity of a clause. He points out in table 5 that type 2B verbs (e.g., ‘listen’) are volitional, whereas type 2A verbs (e.g., ‘hear’) are less volitional. Thus, for verbs of perception, reducing the transitivity (by shifting from 2A to 2B) increases the volitionality. The significance of this is
that according to Hopper and Thompson (252), increasing the volitionality should increase the transitivity, so the data behind the distinction between type 2A and 2B in table 5 constitute counterexamples to Hopper and Thompson’s argument that increasing volitionality always increases transitivity. Instead, the effect (if any) of an increase in volitionality on transitivity can be more than outweighed by the corresponding decrease in affectedness.

Based on this type of counterexample and a survey of several languages, Tsunoda argues, pace Hopper and Thompson, that the telicity/aspect and affirmation of the action, as well as the volitionality of the agent are irrelevant to transitivity in many or perhaps most languages (Tsunoda 1999a, 389–90; Tsunoda 1985, 393–5). This leads to his view that “different parameters are manifested in different areas of grammar, and not all the parameters involved are equally relevant to a given morphosyntactic phenomenon” (Tsunoda 1985, 395). In other words, each of the parameters of transitivity cited in table 2 (and tables 4 and 5) might affect the transitivity of various clauses, but they do not necessarily have the same importance as one another, and their relative importance depends upon the language and the morphological or syntactic item that is affected by the level of transitivity.

This fits nicely with the prototypical view of transitivity. When a clause with an intermediate level of transitivity is compared with a prototypical transitive clause in terms of its relevant characteristics (tables 2, 4, and 5), it is similar to it in some ways and dissimilar in other ways. 28 The semantic transitivity of a clause cannot be reduced to a single number by counting or

28. For example, ‘David left’ is similar to a prototypical transitive clause in terms of the following features: action, telic, perfective, volitional, affirmative, realis, and agentive, but it is dissimilar in terms of having only one participant.
weighing the components. Instead, the semantic transitivity of a clause can only be measured and compared to other clauses as a list of characteristics.

2.2.3 Semantic Transitivity According to Givón

Like Tsunoda, Givón also bases his work on Hopper and Thompson’s. Rather than critiquing or modifying their work, however, Givón sets out to explain semantic transitivity within a larger framework of semantic roles and prototypes. In his 2001 two-volume monograph on syntax, Givón (1:126) defines a prototypical transitive event as one with a deliberate, active agent and a concrete, affected patient involved in a bounded, terminated, fast-changing event in real time. To understand this definition, we must first understand different types of predicates and the distinction between grammatical roles and semantic roles.

In the most general terms, a predicate describes either a state or an action (1:106). If it involves no change over time, it is state, whereas if it describes a change from one state to another over time, then it is an event. A state may be temporary (e.g., ‘she was angry’) or permanent (e.g., ‘she is tall’), or of some intermediate duration. An action may be bounded, meaning that it is construed as a change from a distinct initial state to a distinct terminal state (e.g., ‘the bowling ball fell to the floor’). An unbounded action is described as a process without reference to its temporal boundaries (e.g., ‘the bowling ball rolled’).

A grammatical role is a syntactic slot that a word plays in a clause in relation to the other words in its clause. The main grammatical roles that a participant in a clause can play are subject, direct object, indirect object, and adverb (1:108). Because grammatical roles comprise a
syntactic view of the participants in a clause, our syntactic definition of a transitive clause (‘a clause with a direct object’ §2.1.1) is described in terms of grammatical roles.

**Semantic roles**, on the other hand, describe the function that a participant has in relationship to the specific predicate, taking into account the lexical meaning of the predicate. Table 6 describes prototypes of the main semantic roles (1:107).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semantic Role</th>
<th>Prototype</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agent</td>
<td>The animate participant who acts deliberately to initiate the event, and thus bears the responsibility for it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient of Change</td>
<td>A participant that registers a change-of-state as a result of an event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient of State</td>
<td>A participant whose state is described by the predicate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiencer</td>
<td>A conscious participant in the event, who does not deliberately initiate the event and is not visibly changed by the event, but whose conscious participation in the event is in some way integral to it\textsuperscript{29}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrument</td>
<td>An inanimate participant that is used by the agent to perform the action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefactive</td>
<td>The animate participant for whose benefit the action is performed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locative</td>
<td>The concrete, inanimate place where the state is, where the event occurs, or in relation to which some participant is moving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associative</td>
<td>An associate of the agent, patient, or experiencer of the event, whose role in the event is similar to the agent, patient, or experiencer, but who is not as important in the event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manner</td>
<td>The manner in which an event occurs or in which the agent performs the action</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To understand semantic roles and how they relate to grammatical roles, consider the examples in table 7 (1:107-8).

\textsuperscript{29} Givón names this role *dative*, following (Fillmore 1968, 387-92). In order to avoid confusion with the use of the word *dative* as a grammatical case that often marks indirect objects, I name this role *experiencer*, following (Longacre 1996, 156-7; Payne 1997, 50). Næss (2007, 185–208) discusses the relationship between the dative case and experiencer participants. For the sake of clarity, I reword Givón’s definition.
Table 7: Examples of Semantic and Grammatical Roles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clause</th>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Semantic Role</th>
<th>Grammatical Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mary broke John’s arm</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Agent</td>
<td>Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary broke <em>John’s arm</em></td>
<td>John’s arm</td>
<td>Patient of change</td>
<td>Direct object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>John’s arm</em> broke</td>
<td>John’s arm</td>
<td>Patient of change</td>
<td>Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary is strong</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Patient of state</td>
<td>Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary knew <em>John</em></td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Patient of state</td>
<td>Direct object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Mary</em> knew John</td>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>Experiencer</td>
<td>Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary met <em>John</em></td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Associative</td>
<td>Direct object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary scared <em>John</em></td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Experiencer</td>
<td>Direct object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary apologized to <em>John</em></td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Experiencer</td>
<td>Indirect object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary broke John’s arm with <em>a two-by-four</em></td>
<td><em>a two-by-four</em></td>
<td>Instrument</td>
<td>Adverb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>A two-by-four</em> broke John’s arm</td>
<td><em>a two-by-four</em></td>
<td>Instrument</td>
<td>Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary called 911 for <em>John</em></td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Benefactive</td>
<td>Adverb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ambulance went to <em>the hospital</em></td>
<td><em>the hospital</em></td>
<td>Locative</td>
<td>Adverb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary went to the hospital with <em>John</em></td>
<td>John</td>
<td>Associative</td>
<td>Adverb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They left in <em>a hurry</em></td>
<td><em>a hurry</em></td>
<td>Manner</td>
<td>Adverb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are constraints on which grammatical roles a participant with a given semantic role can play. An agent can only be the subject. A patient can be a subject or direct object. An experiencer can be a subject, direct object, or indirect object.

Returning to table 6, note that the right column is labeled ‘prototype’ rather than ‘definition’, since playing a semantic role is a matter of degree, not binary. For example, in the clause ‘That law came to his rescue, saving his life’, ‘that law’ is not animate and does not act deliberately, so it is not a prototypical agent. Nonetheless, it is portrayed as if it were, so it is still an agent, albeit a less-than-prototypical one. To make this notion of less-than-prototypical

30. When the participant in the example is the object of a preposition, the grammatical role listed in table 7 is the grammatical role of the prepositional phrase.
agency more precise, Givón (1984–90, 1:107–8, 1:154) defines agency in terms of the five parameters in table 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Highest</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Lower</th>
<th>Lowest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Humanity</td>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Animate</td>
<td>Inanimate</td>
<td>Abstract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causation</td>
<td>Direct cause</td>
<td>Indirect cause</td>
<td>Non-cause</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volition</td>
<td>Strong intent</td>
<td>Weak intent</td>
<td>Non-voluntary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Clear control</td>
<td>Weak control</td>
<td>No control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saliency</td>
<td>Very obvious/salient</td>
<td>Less obvious/salient</td>
<td>unobvious/nonsalient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With these concepts in mind, we are now ready to return to Givón’s definition of a prototypical transitive event as one with a deliberate, active agent and a concrete, affected patient involved in a bounded, terminated, fast-changing event in real time. To illustrate this, table 9 distinguishes various types of prototypical transitive verbs according to the type of change experienced by the object (1:127-8). Note that in all cases, the subject of the verb is animate, acts deliberately to initiate the event, and bears responsibility for the event, so the subject is an agent. The direct object in each case registers a change of state, so it is a patient of change. And because there is a change from a distinct initial state to a distinct final state that completes the event, the predicate is a bounded, terminated event.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prototypical Transitive Verb Type</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creation of an object</td>
<td>He built a house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destruction of a previously existing object</td>
<td>They demolished the house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in the object’s physical condition</td>
<td>She cracked the pot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in the object’s surface conditions</td>
<td>They painted the barn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in the object’s internal qualities</td>
<td>He chilled the soup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in the object’s physical location</td>
<td>They moved the barn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These types of prototypical transitive verbs have subtypes with an incorporated manner (e.g., ‘crafted’ = created with care; ‘murdered’ = killed wrongly and with intent, etc.), an incorporated instrument (e.g., ‘drove’ = moved with a car), or an incorporated location (e.g., ‘imprisoned’ = changed location to a prison).

Of course, not all clauses are prototypical transitive clauses. If a clause lacks a deliberate, active agent (as defined in table 8), it has less than prototypical transitivity. The same is true if the patient is not concrete or not affected or if the clause describes something other than a bounded, terminated, fast-changing event in real time. Table 10 gives examples of such less-than-prototypical transitive clauses (1:128-36).
Table 10: Examples of Clauses with Less-than-Prototypical Transitivity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>He saw it</td>
<td>The subject is an experiencer, not an agent, because, although it is animate, it does not necessarily intend the event or actively initiate it. The object is not a patient of change because it is not affected by the action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They insulted him</td>
<td>The patient is not a prototypical patient of change because it is not visibly affected by the action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The offer insulted her</td>
<td>The subject is a less-than-prototypical agent because it is a concept that is personified as if it were animate and acting deliberately³¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A brick smashed the glass</td>
<td>The subject is an instrument, not an agent³¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She approached the house</td>
<td>The object is a locative, not a patient of change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He met Sylvia</td>
<td>The object is an associative, not a patient of change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They ate</td>
<td>The object is omitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He gave a brief speech</td>
<td>The object is a nominalization of the action of the verb, not a patient. To see this, note that the same meaning can be communicated without an object: ‘He spoke briefly’[38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She has a big house</td>
<td>The verb describes a state rather than an event</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.4 Semantic Transitivity According to Kittilä

In his 2002 dissertation (Kittilä 2002b; cf. Kittilä 2002a), Seppo Kittilä argues that a prototypical transitive event has the features shown in table 11 (51–2, 367–8, 480–1).

³¹ The distinction between an instrument and an inanimate thing that is personified as an agent is whether the participant is portrayed as if it were acting deliberately, or if it is portrayed as if it were a tool being used by someone. For example, in ‘A brick smashed the window’, brick is naturally construed as an instrument used by an unnamed agent. Chocolate truffle might also be an instrument in ‘After a savory buffet, the chocolate truffle satisfied her sweet tooth’. However, in ‘The chocolate truffle was calling her name, promising to satisfy her sweet tooth’, chocolate truffle is personified as an agent.
Table 11: Features of a Prototypical Transitive Event According to Kittilä

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The agent is referential</td>
<td>The speaker has a specific agent in mind.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The agent is definite</td>
<td>The speaker expects that the hearer can identify the agent to whom she refers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The agent is distinct from the patient</td>
<td>The agent and the patient are different entities. This excludes reflexive events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The agent is acting volitionally</td>
<td>The agent is not forced to act, but freely chooses to do so. The agent could have chosen not to act.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The agent is acting intentionally</td>
<td>The agent intended that action and that patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The agent is in control of the action</td>
<td>The agent controls the event, knows what is happening, and could stop acting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The agent is unaffected by the action</td>
<td>The agent is not also a patient of the action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The patient is referential</td>
<td>The speaker has a specific patient in mind.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The patient is definite</td>
<td>The speaker expects that the hearer can identify the patient to whom she refers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The patient is concrete</td>
<td>Abstract entities can be changed only metaphorically (e.g., ‘She fought against crime’).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The patient is distinct from the action</td>
<td>This rules out an object that is the nominalization of the action of the verb (e.g., ‘He gave a speech’).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The patient is directly affected by the action</td>
<td>The patient is changed by the action directly, not through secondary causes or by non-action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The patient is affected in a salient way</td>
<td>The change is significant and can be detected readily and directly. Thus, mental changes are less transitive than physical changes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The patient is not volitional</td>
<td>The patient cannot be regarded as participating in the event of her own free will. The patient could not have chosen not to be the patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The patient lacks control</td>
<td>The patient is not able to change or stop the action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The energy flow of the action is unilateral</td>
<td>The agent acts on the patient, not vice versa. This excludes reciprocal events.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The action is successfully completed</td>
<td>The action finished and has its intended effect. So imperfective aspect is less transitive than perfective.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

32. If the meaning can be communicated without an object, then the patient is not distinct from the action (i.e., the object is the nominalization of the verb). For example, ‘He gave a brief speech’ can be rewritten as ‘He spoke briefly’, so the patient is not distinct from the action. But ‘The orchestra played Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony’ cannot be rewritten in the same way, so the patient is distinct from the action. For further discussion of this, see (Longacre 1996, 158-9).
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2.2.5 Semantic Transitivity According to Næss

In what is perhaps the most recent monograph on semantic transitivity, Åshild Næss (2007) simplifies matters considerably by defining a *prototypical transitive clause* as having two participants that are maximally semantically distinct from one another in terms of their roles in the event (30). To be precise, maximal semantic distinction in role requires that they have the contrasting properties of volitionality, instigation, and affectedness that are assigned to agent and patient in table 12.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Volitional VOL</th>
<th>Instigative INST</th>
<th>Affected AFF</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agent</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td><em>I deliberately broke the window</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td><em>I deliberately broke the window</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Næss (41) defines a participant as *volitional* (+VOL) “if its involvement in the event in question is partly defined by its being volitional or sentient. This definition is intended to include experiencer arguments of verbs of cognition or perception ... The specific choice of the term ‘volitionality’ is meant to suggest that the exercise of volition in carrying out an event may be seen as the (proto)typical way in which participants involve their cognitive capacity in interacting with an event, even though it is not the only possible way” (41). As a result of this definition, an accidental or negated action that requires the cognitive facilities (e.g., ‘I looked at her accidentally’, ‘I did not look at her’) is still +VOL, whereas an accidental action that does not require cognition (e.g., ‘I accidentally broke the window’) is -VOL.³³

³³ Fauconnier (2011) disputes the direct connection of volitionality to transitivity. Because her argument and counterproposal are somewhat complicated and do not deal with Næss’ examples of non-ambitransitive verbs such as ‘eat’, this paper omits discussion of Fauconnier’s work.
Næss (41) defines a participant as *instigative* (+INST) if it “act[s] to instigate the experience.” This explicitly requires that the event took place; negated events are -INST.

Næss (41) defines a participant as *affected* (+AFF) if it “in some way undergoes a change of state as a result of the event.” Strictly speaking, this is not a binary function, since the proportion affected is relevant to case marking in some languages (42–3).

In order to better understand a prototypical agent and patient, it is helpful to contrast them with alternatives, as shown in table 13.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 13: Semantic Roles According to Næss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agent</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Affect Agent | + | + | + | I ate lunch.  
| | | | | I looked at her.  
| Patient | – | – | + | I broke the window |
| Volitional Undergoer | + | – | + | I gave her a book.  
| | | | | She loves that movie.  
| | | | | She had an itch that she couldn’t reach, so I scratched her.  
| | | | | I looked at her accidentally.  
| | | | | I spoon-fed the hungry baby. |
| Force | – | + | – | The tornado broke the window.  
| | | | | I accidentally broke the window.  
| Instrument | – | + | + | The brick broke the window. [The brick is affected because it was presumably thrown by someone] |
| Frustrative | + | – | – | I was not able to break the window.  
| | | | | I refrained from breaking the window.  
| | | | | She does not love that movie. |
| Neutral | – | – | – | I did not accidentally break the window.  
| | | | | She loves that movie.  
| | | | | I baked a cake.34 |

34. Surprisingly, objects that are created through the action of the verb (effected objects, e.g., ‘I baked a cake’) are marked as if they were -AFF. Næss (2007, 103–5, 112–13) explains this as being due to the fact that they do not exist prior to the action of the verb, so technically speaking,
Næss’ approach has several major advantages: It defines participant roles precisely (compare table 13 with table 6) and motivates why those roles, and no others, are relevant categories for the issue of transitivity. It also motivates the definition and cross-linguistic importance of transitive clauses. The root issue is not merely having the agent affect the patient; instead, the root issue is having two maximally distinct participants of a two-participant clause.

Most importantly for our purposes, Næss’ analysis greatly simplifies the wide variety of factors involved in a transitive clause (e.g., tables 2, 5, 8, and 11) by boiling them down to whether the two participants are maximally distinct from their environment and from each other. For example, instead of having a separate parameter for whether the predicate is affirmative or negative, that information is incorporated in the parameters INST and AFF; if an action is negated, then the subject does not instigate it (-INST) and the object is not affected by it (-AFF) (114–18). As another example, indefinite objects are less affected than definite objects because an indefinite object is merely part of a class, and an affect on one member of a class only partially affects the entire class (112). As a final example, imperfective aspect and atelic actions reduce the transitivity of the clause because they reduce the affectedness of the patient (118–19; 135).

Næss’ analysis is also able to explain many of the distinctions between Tsunoda’s verb types (table 5). For example, ‘break’ is more transitive than ‘hit’ because the object is +AFF in the former but may be -AFF in the latter. Similarly ‘hit’ is more transitive than ‘see’ because the

they do not change state as a result of the action of the verb. One would think that they would change from the state of non-existing to the state of existing, but Næss’ data indicate that such a change is not linguistically relevant to transitivity.
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subject is -AFF in the former but +AFF in the latter. It can also explain why some languages violate one aspect of Tsunoda’s table: Tsunoda claims that ‘look’ is never more transitive than ‘see’, but in fact, although some languages code ‘see’ as more transitive than ‘look’, other languages code ‘look’ as more transitive than ‘see’ (Næss 2007, 186–96). The explanation for this is that the subject of ‘see’ is -VOL but +AFF, whereas the subject of ‘look’ is +VOL but may be -AFF. Since the subject of a prototypical transitive clause is +VOL -AFF, the two verbs ‘see’ and ‘look’ differ from a prototypical transitive clause in different ways, so we should expect different languages to differ in which of them (if either) is marked as transitive.

2.2.6 Semantic Transitivity and the D Stem

To see the relevance of semantic transitivity to the D stem, note that the factitive approaches to the D stem discussed in §1.2.2 correlate with high semantic transitivity. For example, Goetze and Jenni classify all true D-stem verbs as factitive or resultative. By definition, because factitive and resultative indicate a change in the object, their work classify all true D-stem verbs as prototypical transitive verbs in Tsunoda’s system (type 1A) (§2.2.2). Similarly, Waltke and O’Connor’s description of the D stem as causative with a passive undersubject makes two of Kittilä’s features of a prototypical transitive event the key to the D stem: the patient is not volitional and the patient lacks control (§2.4).

The situation with Kouwenberg’s explanation of the D stem is more complicated, but we are now in a position to understand the role of semantic transitivity in his work. As discussed in §1.2.6, according to Kouwenberg, the D stem began as a form marked for qualitative intensity (e.g., ‘to be/become/make very wide’). Because qualitative intensity increases the affectedness of
the object, it increases the semantic transitivity of the clause, and so the origin of the D stem is associated with high semantic transitivity.

This association of the D stem with high semantic transitivity is the key to Kouwenberg’s explanation for how the D stem became associated with factitive verbal meanings. To get there, Kouwenberg notes that some verbs (*alternating-valency verbs*) can be used either with or without an agent (1997, 242-3). For example, one can say, ‘the glass broke’, or ‘I broke the glass’; the former has no agent, whereas the latter does. Kouwenberg defines a *factitive* verbal meaning as one that indicates the presence of an agent subject with an alternating-valency verb (1997, 243–4, 2010, 257). Since a factitive meaning adds an agent to a verb that does not require one, it increases the number of participants, which increases the semantic transitivity of the sentence (§2.2.1, etc.). Since the D stem was already associated with an increase in semantic transitivity relative to the G stem because it was marked for verbal intensity, the D stem became preferred for the agentive (factitive, high-semantic-transitivity) meaning (e.g., ‘I broke the glass’; ‘She made it holy’), and the G stem became preferred for the non-agentive (low-semantic-transitivity) meaning (e.g., ‘the glass broke’; ‘it is holy’).

Note the key role that semantic transitivity plays in this explanation: It is true that forming a factitive meaning by adding an agent to an alternating-valency verb makes it syntactically transitive (e.g., ‘the glass broke’ → ‘I broke the glass’). Syntactic transitivity, however, is not affected by qualitative intensity, so syntactic transitivity does not provide the needed link between qualitative intensity and a factitive meaning. That link is provided by

35. Kouwenberg calls these verbs *process verbs* in his 2010 monograph (2010, 256-7), but we avoid that term here because we use it with a different meaning in chapter 4.
semantic transitivity, because qualitative intensity and a factitive meaning both increase semantic transitivity. Semantic transitivity thus provides Kouwenberg’s answer to Bauer and Leander’s question (§1.2.1) about how an intensive stem came to have a causative meaning.

This definition of factitive as adding an agent to an alternating-valency verb raises the question of what other categories of verbs exist, and how verbs of those types are related to the D stem.

2.3 Semantic Categories of Verbs

2.3.1 Action vs. Alternating-Valency and Agentive vs. Patientive

As discussed in §2.2.6, Kouwenberg defines a factitive meaning as an agent-requiring meaning of an alternating-valency verb. But not all verbs are alternating-valency verbs; other verbs are action verbs (2010, 256-7).

*Action verbs* refer to events that by their very meaning require an agent (e.g., ‘he walked’, ‘she ate’). Because an action verb intrinsically has an agent, and because an agent is always the subject (§2.2.3), adding an additional agent to an action verb entails the creation of an additional action for the additional agent to be the subject of it. This is done by forming a causative. For example, the sentence ‘he walked’ has one action ‘walked’ and one agent ‘he’ that is the subject of that action. The causative sentence ‘she caused him to walk’ has an additional action ‘caused’ and an additional agent ‘she’ that is the subject of that action. In the causative sentence ‘she caused him to walk’, the original agent ‘he’ is now an undersubject; it is the subject of the embedded original action ‘walk’ and the object of the action ‘caused’.
In contrast with action verbs, **alternating-valency verbs** refer to events that can occur without an agent (e.g., ‘the glass broke’). Adding an agent to an alternating-valency verb that lacked an agent does not require that there be two agents, and hence it does not require a second action. Instead, it indicates that there is an agent involved in a process that can occur without an agent. In Kouwenberg’s nomenclature, such a verbal meaning is **factitive** (e.g., ‘The glass broke’ becomes ‘I broke the glass’, and ‘The wall is strong’ becomes ‘They strengthened the wall’).

Kouwenberg thus distinguishes between factitive and causative: A **factitive** is an alternating-valency verb with an agent.\(^{36}\) A **causative** is an action verb with an additional agent.

According to Kouwenberg, the significance of this distinction between alternating-valency verbs and action verbs is that the D stem in Akkadian can add an agent to alternating-valency verbs, forming a factitive, but it does not normally add an agent to action verbs, so it rarely forms a causative.\(^{37}\) That is Kouwenberg’s explanation for why some verbs (alternating-valency verbs) use the D stem to add an agent, and why other verbs (action verbs) use the H stem to add an agent.

We can, however, define these categories more precisely by using the distinction between grammatical roles and semantic roles in §2.2.3 and the definitions of semantic roles in table 6. We can also clarify the categories by renaming them: A **patientive verb** is one that under normal

---

36. Note that Kouwenberg’s definition of factitive includes both the factitive and the resultative meanings as defined by Jenni in §1.2.2. See later in the current section for further discussion.

37. This is the main application of Kouwenberg’s fundamental rule that the D stem can add an agent relative to the G stem only if the G stem has low semantic transitivity (1997, 98–100). Kouwenberg cites a few exceptions, mostly with a phonological explanation (1997, 248–9).
interpretation can be used with a patient (semantic role) as its subject (grammatical role). An **agentive verb** (Kouwenberg’s *action verb*) is one that requires (under normal interpretation) an agent or experiencer (semantic role) as its subject (grammatical role). All verbs are either agentive or patientive. Using these definitions, *to break*, *to be strong*, and *to fall* are all patientive verbs because they can have a patient subject (‘John’s arm broke’, ‘Mary is strong’, and ‘The tree fell’), whereas *to run*, *to chase*, and *to know* are agentive verbs because under normal interpretation, the subject must be an agent or an experiencer (‘John ran’, ‘Mary chased John’, and ‘Mary knew John’).

Thus, following Kouwenberg, we define **factitive** as the use of an agent subject with a patientive verb and **causative** as adding an additional agent to an agentive verb. Under these definitions, ‘Mary broke John’s arm’, ‘Sue strengthened Mary’, and ‘Mary felled the tree’ are all factitive because they are patientive verbs with an agent subject. Conversely, ‘Sue made Mary run’, ‘Sue had Mary chase John’ and ‘Sue had Mary get to know John’ all are causative because they add an additional agent to an agentive verb.

A significant advantage of this approach is that it gives a linguistic explanation that unifies Jenni’s two functions of the D stem: factitive and resultative. Recall from section 1.2.2 that Jenni said that for intransitive G-stem verbs, the D stem is factitive (bringing the object into a state), whereas for transitive G-stem verbs, the D stem is resultative (causing the object to be in the state that results from the action). Under Kouwenberg’s definition of factitive, all of these

---

38. Patientive verbs thus include Kouwenberg’s alternating-valency verbs as well as any verbs that never have an agentive meaning (a possible type of verb that Kouwenberg does not address in this context).
verbs are factitive. Another advantage of this approach is that it defines factitive in a way that minimizes the role of reader-dependent aesthetic judgments in the decision about whether a particular occurrence of a verb is factitive or not: if the verb does not require an agent subject but has one in this occurrence, then the meaning is factitive.

Finally, Kouwenberg’s approach suggests that table 1 should be relabeled as in table 14, but only for certain verbs: the D, Dp, and tD stems of patientive verbs and the H and Hp stems of agentive verbs.

**Table 14: The Main Stems of Biblical Hebrew with Kouwenberg’s Column Labels**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Simple</th>
<th>Add an Agent to a Patientive Verb</th>
<th>Add an Agent to an Agentive Verb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Active voice</strong></td>
<td><em>qal</em> (G)</td>
<td><em>pi ʿal</em> (D)</td>
<td><em>hifʿal</em> (H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Passive voice</strong></td>
<td><em>nifʿal</em> (N)</td>
<td><em>puʿal</em> (Dp)</td>
<td><em>hofʿal</em> (Hp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Middle/Reflexive voice</strong></td>
<td><em>nifʿal</em> (N)</td>
<td><em>hithpaʿel</em> (tD)</td>
<td>-None-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that table 14 does not explain the meaning in the D, Dp, and tD stems for verbs that are agentive in the G stem or the meaning in the H and Hp stems for verbs that are patientive in the G stem. Thus his approach only partially systematizes the Hebrew verbal system. The reasons for this and the significance of it are discussed in §2.5.2, §7.3, and §7.4.

2.3.2 Fientive vs. Stative

Instead of being classified as agentive or patientive, Hebrew verbs are often classified as being either fientive or stative (Waltke and O’Connor 1990, 348-9, 363-4; Arnold and Choi 2003, 38; van der Merwe et al. 1999, 76-7; Williams and Beckman 2007, 56-7). A **fientive verb** refers

39. In Kouwenberg’s system, **resultative** can be defined as a subcategory of factitive: A verbal meaning is resultative if it is factitive and the G-stem (patientive) verb is fientive (§2.3.2).
to an activity (e.g., ‘to run’, ‘to build’), whereas a **static verb** describes a characteristic, quality, circumstance, or state (e.g., ‘to be high’). To relate this to the preceding section (§2.3.1), note that by definition (§2.2.3), the subject of a static verb has the grammatical role patient, and a verb with a *patient* subject is static. Therefore a **patientive verb** is a verb that can be static. 

An **agentive verb** is one that is never static (and hence is always fientive). Note that the terms *fientive* and *static* classify a particular use of a verb, whereas *patientive* and *agentive* classify a verb itself, taking all of its uses into account.

The significance of this distinction between fientive and static verbs for the D stem is that verbs that can be static (and hence are patientive) in the G stem are usually factitive in the D stem, and verbs that are always fientive (and hence agentive) in the G stem usually have some meaning other than factitive in the D stem, if they occur in the D stem at all.

This division between fientive and static verbs is often correlated with **stem-vowel** patterns in the G stem. In biblical Hebrew, fientive verbs often have stem vowel ō (Holem) in the G-stem prefix conjugation (e.g., יִשְׁמֹר יְשֹׁמַר 'he will guard'), whereas static verbs often

---

40. Joüon and Muraoka (2003, 126) call them *action verbs*, but I avoid that name because it is used for the category that contrasts with alternating-valency verbs in §2.3.1. Joüon and Muraoka (2006, 115-16) call them *active verbs*, but I avoid that name because it is used for the category that contrasts with middle-voice verbs in §2.3.3.

41. The **stem vowel** (abbreviated V_3), also called the **theme vowel**, is the vowel in front of the third root consonant. For example, in the verb קָטַל (qāṭal), V_3 is the vowel a (Pathach). For more details, see the definition in the glossary.

42. There are corresponding stem vowel patterns in the G stem of all Semitic languages. In West Semitic languages (such as Hebrew), the verbs are classified according to their vowels in the suffix conjugation (the **perfect**) and the prefix conjugation (the **imperfect**). In Akkadian (the main example of East Semitic), the contrast is between the durative and the preterite (Huehnergard 2002, 110-19; cf. Huehnergard 2000, 18-19, 96-7).
have stem vowel \( a \) (Pathach) there instead (e.g., יִכְבַּד yikbad ‘he will be heavy’). There are, however, two difficulties with this correlation between meaning and the stem vowel.

The first difficulty is that there are more than two stem-vowel patterns. By looking at the stem vowels in both the suffix conjugation and the prefix conjugation of the G stem, Huehnergard notes six different stem-vowel patterns in biblical Hebrew and argues that they developed from five different stem-vowel patterns in Proto-Semitic (2002, 114-19). Waltke and O’Connor (1990, 367-71) note the same six stem-vowel patterns in biblical Hebrew, but trace them back to three stem-vowel patterns in Proto-West-Semitic: one for fientive verbs, one for statives designating a temporary state, and one for statives designating a lasting state. Either way, dividing Hebrew verbs into two stem-vowel categories and corresponding meaning categories (rather than none or three or five or six) must be justified rather than assumed.

The second difficulty is that even if one groups the stem-vowel patterns into two groups: fientive and static, there are a significant number of exceptions to the correlation. Numerous verbs with a fientive meaning have ‘static’ stem vowels, and many verbs with a static meaning have ‘fientive’ stem vowels. The latter can be explained as paradigm leveling to the dominant pattern, since most verbs are fientive. Some of the former can be explained phonologically. But

43. This is an oversimplification. See static stem vowel in the glossary for details.
44. One might argue that stem vowels have been lexicalized for all verbs and never correlate with meaning. It seems hard to dispute that the stem vowel has been lexicalized for at least some verbs, given the evidence for paradigm leveling (such as differences between contextual and pausal forms; Huehnergard 2002, 114) and the fact that certain root consonants affect stem vowels (see note 45).
45. For example, verbs with a guttural for the second or third root consonant tend to have stem vowel \( a \) in the prefix conjugation of the G stem, even if their meaning is fientive (e.g., יִפְתַּח yiptah ‘he will open’). For more details, see static stem vowel in the glossary.
there remain verbs like למלשׁ ‘to learn’, הנל ‘to flow’, קרב ‘to approach’, רבץ ‘to lie down’, לבלשׁ ‘to put on (clothing)’, and דברים ‘to cling’, which follow the paradigm of stative verbs but have a fientive meaning (Joosten 1998, 207-8). To resolve this issue, several scholars have argued that the semantic distinction that correlates with the vowel distinction between the two groups of paradigms is not fientive vs. stative; instead, it is active voice vs. middle voice (Joosten 1998; Cohen 1955; Rundgren 1959, 101, 118-119; Kuryłłowicz 1956, 68, 71; Cohen 1984, 143-50).

2.3.3 Active vs. Middle

Joosten (1998, 207) defines active voice and middle voice as follows: “active verbs denote a process taking its point of departure in the subject and accomplished outside of it, whereas middle verbs describe a process taking place within the subject: the subject is involved in the process.” For active-voice verbs, “the process is accomplished outside the subject: the subject is an external agent, while it is the object which is affected by the action” (1998, 212). Whereas for middle-voice verbs, “the process is situated within the subject, thus affecting it directly. ... Even where a direct object is added, however, the subject continues to be the real locus of the action” (1998, 212). Joosten (1998, 208) indicates six categories of middle-voice meanings: ❶ qualities (e.g., גדל ‘to be great/grow’), ❷ motion or change of position (e.g., נל ‘to flow’), ❸ inner activity or state (e.g., למלשׁ ‘to learn’) ❹ physical condition or process (e.g., גע ‘to toil’), ❺ covering (e.g., לבלשׁ ‘to wear/put on’), and ❻ miscellaneous (e.g., שאלא ‘to ask’, שכר ‘to dwell’).
Following this definition, Joosten claims that all verbs in biblical Hebrew that are spelled with a ‘stative’ (or ‘middle’) stem vowel either have middle meaning, or else their stem vowel can be explained phonologically.\footnote{A common but debatable exception is רכב ‘to ride’. It consistently uses stative/middle stem vowels. It seems to be active in meaning, since the process is accomplished outside of the subject. On the other hand, Joosten might argue that the meaning is middle, since the focus is the effect on the subject (the rider), not the effect on the thing that is ridden.} Unfortunately, there are four difficulties with this claim.

The first difficulty was already noted (§2.3.2), namely that there are more than two stem-vowel patterns in biblical Hebrew. This suggests the possibility that Joosten’s lumping of all verbs into two categories may not reflect the natural categories of the language.

Even if we take Joosten’s approach on its own terms, however, we encounter a second difficulty: contrary to his claim, there are verbs that have a stative/middle stem vowel (with no phonological explanation\footnote{A common but debatable exception is רכב ‘to ride’. It consistently uses stative/middle stem vowels. It seems to be active in meaning, since the process is accomplished outside of the subject. On the other hand, Joosten might argue that the meaning is middle, since the focus is the effect on the subject (the rider), not the effect on the thing that is ridden.} for it) and a fientive/active meaning in the G-stem. Joosten himself mentions חצב ‘to hew out’ as an exception (1998, 208n32). Another exception that he does not mention is כיָשׁ ‘to set a trap’. The meaning is active under Joosten’s definition, since the process is accomplished outside of the subject and the focus of the action is its effect on the object (any effect on the subject is peripheral). Yet its stem vowel is stative/middle in Jeremiah 50:24.\footnote{A common but debatable exception is רכב ‘to ride’. It consistently uses stative/middle stem vowels. It seems to be active in meaning, since the process is accomplished outside of the subject. On the other hand, Joosten might argue that the meaning is middle, since the focus is the effect on the subject (the rider), not the effect on the thing that is ridden.}

The third difficulty is that Joosten inconsistently applies his definitions of active and middle voice when classifying Hebrew verbs. For example, Joosten states that “verbs of motion or of change of position” are middle voice and lists the examples נחל ‘to flow’, כב ‘to approach’, and הבא ‘to lie down’ as middle voice (1998, 208). This fits his definition of middle voice, since the subject is the one affected by the action. The inconsistency is that he lists העז ‘to leap’, הלך ‘to
go’, תָּהַר ‘to leap up’, and רָכַב ‘to skip’ as active (1998, 222), even though they are verbs of motion, and even though the subject is the one affected by the action. And then in the appendix of his paper, he states that “the meaning of the verb [ךְָּלָה] is not incompatible with a middle nuance” (1998, 229).

This inconsistency points to the fourth, underlying difficulty: applying Joosten’s definitions of active and middle voice to a particular verb often requires knowledge of how the speaker thought about the action of the verb. For example, when someone walks (הלך), is the verb active because it is accomplished outside the subject, or is it middle because the effect on the subject is in focus? Joosten seems unable to decide whether הלך is active voice or middle voice (1998, 208, 222, 229). To give another example, when Rebekah rode a camel (Genesis 24:61), is the verb רכבל middle voice since the focus is on the effect on Rebekah not the effect on the camel? Or is the verb active voice since the process of motion is accomplished by the camel outside of Rebekah? Joosten’s system requires that it be middle, due to the stem vowel. But one can justify either answer. This level of flexibility in applying the definitions of active and middle, along with the fact that he has a ‘miscellaneous’ category of middle-voice verbs (1998, 208), may allow his system to accommodate a wide variety of verbs, but only at the expense of reducing the confirmatory power of the data.47

Nevertheless, as discussed in §1.2.6, this distinction between active and middle-voice verbs is critical to Joosten’s explanation of the D stem. Joosten argued that the correlation

47. Furthermore, because verbs with a middle meaning but an active paradigm can always be explained as leveling to the predominant pattern, there is no way to test whether Joosten’s definition of a middle-voice meaning is too broad. That part of his hypothesis is unfalsifiable.
between voice and stem vowel in biblical Hebrew occurs in other Semitic languages, and that this consistent correlation indicates that there were separate active-voice and middle-voice paradigms of the G stem in proto-Hebrew or proto-Semitic (Joosten 1998, 206-16; but see Waltke and O'Connor 1990, 367-71; Huehnergard 2002, 110-19). He then hypothesized that the D stem originally indicated the intensive of either the active or the middle-voice G stem. When voice became fixed for each verb in the G stem, the meaning of the D stem shifted for some verbs, depending upon which G-stem voice became fixed for that particular word, and this explains the variety of D-stem meanings and their varied relationship to the G stem. For a more thorough explanation of how Joosten’s hypothesis depends upon the concept of voice, see §1.2.6.

In addition to or instead of these distinctions between verb types (action vs. alternating valency, agentive vs. patientive, fientive vs. stative, and active vs. middle), several of the explanations of the Semitic D stem discussed in §1.2 rely explicitly (Fehri 2003; Kaufman 1996; Greenberg 1991; Kouwenberg 1997, 2010) or implicitly (Gesenius et al. 1910; Edzard 1965; Weingreen 1983) upon the concept of verbal plurality, so to that concept we now turn.

2.4 Verbal Plurality

2.4.1 Verbal Plurality Theory

In his study of Chitimacha, a Native American language, Swadish (1946, 325; cf. Greenberg 1991, 577) noted that there are verbal forms that are marked for verbal plurality (he called it occurrence number), which he described as repetition of an action over time, dispersion of an action over space, action by many subjects, or action on many objects. Similar patterns of verbal plurality have been discovered in over forty languages worldwide (Durie 1986, 356).
Although the last two items (action by many subjects or action on many objects) sound like simply verbal agreement with the subject or the object, verbal plurality can and should be distinguished from verbal agreement (Durie 1986). 48

In his 1968 monograph on verbal plurality, Dressler divides verbal plurality into four categories, each with numerous subcategories: iterative (repeating an action), distributive (an action performed by multiple subjects, a state that applies to multiple subjects, or an action done to multiple objects or in multiple steps or in a variety of places), continuous (like iterative, but with the repetition blending into an ongoing or customary action), and intensive (drawing attention to the certainty of or degree to which an action is done or a state exists). 49

48. Durie points to the following phenomena in various languages as evidence that verbal plurality is distinct from verbal agreement: (1) natural ergativity, meaning that the same pluralic forms are used with a plural subject of an intransitive verb and with the plural object of a transitive verb, (2) when the number (from a semantic standpoint) differs from the morphological number, verbal plurality follows the semantic number whereas verbal agreement normally follows the morphological number, (3) verbal plurality distinguishes features (e.g., dual) that are not marked in the morphology of the nouns, whereas verbal agreement is restricted to agreement between features that are marked in the morphology of both the noun and the verb, (4) verbal plurality occurs in forms that omit verbal agreement, such as infinitives, (5) morphological patterns of verbal plurality are carried over into nouns, adjectives, and adverbs that are derived from verbs, whereas morphological patterns of verbal agreement are not, and (6) in many languages, verbal plurality is marked by changes to the stem itself (e.g., reduplication), whereas verbal agreement is marked by affixes that are external to the stem.

49. Dressler divides these four categories of verbal plurality into numerous subcategories. Iterative nuances include discontinuative (repeated action with a pause in between, e.g., ‘I sold several things on several occasions’), repetitive (repeated action a countable number of times, where the breaks are not emphasized, e.g., ‘she drew repeatedly’), frequentative (frequent repetition, e.g., ‘it rises again and again’), conative (repeated attempts, e.g., ‘fluttered’ as a way of saying ‘tried to fly’), and alternative (repeated opposite actions, e.g., ‘she was going in and out’). Distributive nuances include multiple subjects (acting at the same time), successive action (multiple subjects acting one after another, e.g., ‘one after another, they got up’), distributive over multiple objects (e.g., ‘pick many herbs’), reciprocal, composite (a single action that is composed of many separate steps, e.g., ‘he built a house’), distributed in space (e.g., ‘be dry here
Dressler justifies grouping these four categories and their numerous subcategories together as verbal plurality on the basis of the fact that in language after language, any morphological feature that indicates one type of verbal plurality will also indicate other types of verbal plurality; a morphological feature rarely if ever indicates only a single type of verbal plurality. For example, Dressler points to Hockett’s study of verbs in Potowatomi (an Oklahoma Algonquian language), where Hockett describes reduplication of the root as “the chameleon preverb” that can indicate “iteration, intensitivity, continuity, habitualness, or (at least in one case) inception” (Hockett 1948, 141). Dressler argues that this ambiguity or polysemy is a fundamental feature (“grundsätzliche Mehrdeutigkeit”) of verbal plurality because a verb interacts with multiple parts of the sentence and can indicate strengthening or distribution in both time and space, bringing a great wealth of possible nuances (Dressler 1968, 59). As a result of the verb interacting with multiple parts of the sentence, an essential feature of verbal plurality is

and there’ as opposed to ‘be dry’), diversative (the verbal action causes something to be distributed in space, e.g., ‘to throw in various directions’ as opposed to ‘to throw’), and ambulative (the verbal action affects different points in space, e.g., ‘she goes along holding it’ as opposed to ‘she holds it’). Continuous nuances include customary (e.g., ‘one who obeys’), durative (more frequent than frequentative or customary, to the point that the individual instances may no longer be countable, e.g., ‘I kept on shoving everything into the sack’), and continuative (stressing the unceasing nature of the act, e.g., ‘he walks on and on’). Intensive nuances include intensive (often through repetition of action or through a metaphorical set of agents, e.g., ‘he eats like a whole pack of wolves’, but sometimes without repetition or metaphorical agents, such as ‘to give freely’ as opposed to ‘to give’), emphatic (e.g., ‘we are very, very cold’), augmentative (e.g., ‘we paddled vigorously’), completive (drawing attention to the action fully reaching its end point, e.g., ‘you disappeared completely’ as opposed to ‘you disappeared’), accelerative (doing something quickly, e.g., ‘to push rapidly’ as opposed to ‘to push’), retardive (doing something slowly, e.g., ‘to eat slowly’ as opposed to ‘to eat’), plural of majesty (to do something in a solemn manner), exaggerative (expressing a greater degree of the action than actually happened), pejorative (emphasizing that something is very bad, e.g., ‘to be here in a devilishly bad place’ as opposed to ‘to be here’), asseverative (strongly asserting the certainty of something, e.g., ‘I did do it’ as opposed to ‘I did it’), attenuative (e.g., ‘to nod slightly’), and excellence (e.g., ‘to cry out’ as opposed to ‘to say’).
that it sets a plural meaning for the entire sentence, and even beyond the sentence, rather than just for the verb (Dressler 1968, 92-3; cf. Cusic 1981). The term ‘verbal plurality’ thus refers to verbal morphology that is marked for plurality of the sentence rather than marked for plurality of the verbal action alone.

2.4.2 Verbal Plurality and the D Stem

On the basis of this fundamental polysemy of verbal plurality, Kouwenberg argues (1997, 46) that it would be linguistically naive to argue on semantic grounds that the D stem has multiple origins (e.g., that the co-occurrence of intensive and frequentative meanings in the Semitic D stem indicates that the D stem was originally separate intensive and frequentative forms that later fell together). This seems to be correct: Since the morphological processes that cause a verb form to have multiple origins (by two forms falling together morphologically) are by definition independent in unrelated languages, a cross-linguistic pattern of those meanings co-occurring suggests that their co-occurrence is due to semantic reasons rather than due to multiple forms falling together morphologically.

This argument, however, only applies to verbal meanings for which there is a cross-linguistic pattern of those meanings co-occurring. Since causative (or factitive) is not part of Dressler’s (1968) cross-linguistic pattern of verbal plurality, Kouwenberg (1997, 46) is wrong to use Dressler’s data against Goetze’s argument (see §1.2.2) that the so-called ‘cursive’ D stem (a type of verbal plurality) has a separate origin from the factitive D stem. To make that argument, one needs to show a cross-linguistic pattern of verbal plurality and causativity co-occurring in
verb forms. As we will see later (§2.5.3), there is evidence of such a pattern, so Kouwenberg’s argument against Goetze is correct even though he bases it on inadequate data.

Kouwenberg also argues (1997, 46) that it is incorrect to accept one type of verbal plurality (e.g., frequentative action) as a meaning of the Semitic D stem while rejecting a priori the possibility of other types of verbal plurality (e.g., verbal intensity) in the D stem. This argument is valid, but one must not extend it beyond its limits: Even if one were to grant that verb forms that express any type of verbal plurality always express multiple types of verbal plurality, as Dressler’s data seems to suggest, it would not follow that a particular verb form must express every possible type of verbal plurality. Indeed, Dressler suggests the opposite, in that no verb form is used as an example of every subcategory. Furthermore several of Dressler’s verb forms are omitted from certain categories altogether. For example, Dressler lists the Slovak frequentative verb form as having distributive (67-70, 72) and continual (75) nuances, but not iterative or intensive. Similarly, he lists the Winnebago frequentative suffixes as having intensive (64) and continual (74) nuances, but not distributive. This is an argument from silence, but it suggests that we should not assume that a verb form that indicates one type of verbal plurality necessarily can indicate all types of verbal plurality.

Comparing Dressler’s description of verbal plurality with the descriptions of the D stem given in §1.2, we see that verbal plurality unifies some of the meanings that have been attributed to the D stem, but not all of them. In particular, it unifies Gesenius’ intensive and iterative

50. This does not, however, mean that any form that indicates verbal plurality is able to express every type of verbal plurality for every verb. For example, Kouwenberg argues that the D-stem meaning of intensive action is limited to certain verbs in Akkadian (1997, 175-9, cf. 128-30).
functions, but not his causative, declarative, or denominal (1910, 141). Dressler’s discussion of verbal plurality also gives cross-linguistic support for Weingreen’s (1983) category of the extensive meaning of the D stem, but not Weingreen’s unification of extensive and factitive meanings. Kouwenberg draws upon Dressler’s concept of verbal plurality to argue that the D stem can indicate plurality of the direct object, or of the subject, or of the indirect object, or of the adjunct accusative, or of the action itself (Kouwenberg 1997, 117-75). Kouwenberg does not, however, argue that a factitive meaning is a type of verbal plurality. Indeed, Kaufman (1996, 280-2) and Greenberg (1991) assert that a factitive meaning is not a kind of verbal plurality.51

The contrary position is taken by Fehri (2003), who argues on a theoretical basis that causative and factitive meanings are a type of verbal plurality (§1.2.1). The fact that those meanings are not included in Dressler’s cross-linguistic study raises the question of why Dressler did not note a factitive meaning, if a factitive meaning is an expression of verbal plurality, as Fehri claims on theoretical grounds. Since Dressler does not show cross-linguistic support for Fehri’s inclusion of factitive meanings under verbal plurality, the question remains whether there is cross-linguistic support (outside of the Semitic languages) for such a connection. This topic will be resumed in §2.5.3, where we see cross-linguistic evidence that intensity and a factitive meaning are connected.

51. Kaufman and Greenberg use the term pluralive rather than verbal plurality. As a side note, Kaufman (1996, 280-2) and Greenberg (1991) describe the D stem as being pluralive for fientive verbs, meaning that it indicates a plural object for verbs with a direct object and repeated action for verbs without a direct object. These two meanings are a subset of verbal plurality, as described by Dressler, so Kaufman’s and Greenberg’s unification of plural direct object with repeated action fits within a cross-linguistic pattern. The fact that their two meanings are a small subset of Dressler’s categories (see note 49) suggests that one should check if the biblical Hebrew D stem is used to indicate other types of verbal plurality as well, as we do in §6.3.
Kouwenberg also unifies verbal plurality with a factitive meaning (§1.2.6), but he does so differently than Fehri. Whereas Fehri argues synchronically that a factitive meaning is a type of verbal plurality, Kouwenberg (1997, 435–7) argues diachronically that D stem verbs were originally formed from adjectives that were marked for intensity. Since intensity is a type of verbal plurality (§2.4.1), over time, the D stem broadened to include other types of verbal plurality, such as iterative action. Similarly, since verbal intensity increases the affectedness of the object and thus the semantic transitivity of the verb, over time the D stem broadened to include other types of high semantic transitivity, such as a factitive meaning (§2.2).

In fact, this reconstruction has even more explanatory power than Kouwenberg states. Recall that Dressler’s categories of verbal plurality (§2.4.1) include iterative, distributive, and continuous actions as well as intensive ones. Comparing this to Hopper and Thompson’s list of factors that contribute to high semantic transitivity (table 2 in §2.2), we see that the although intensive verbal plurality increases semantic transitivity by increasing the affectedness of the object, iterative and continuous verbal plurality decrease semantic transitivity because they are intrinsically imperfective and atelic (cf. Næss 2007, 135). This could explain why D stem verbs can be iterative or factitive but never an iterative factitive (e.g., ‘to widen repeatedly’); the decrease in semantic transitivity from iterative action weakens the association with high transitivity that is needed for the development of a factitive meaning.

52. Because iterative, distributive, and continuous verbal plurality correlate with low semantic transitivity, whereas intensity correlates with high semantic transitivity, Kouwenberg’s interchangeable use of the terms ‘plurality’ and ‘intensity’ is potentially misleading.
The broadening of the D stem from verbal intensity to other forms of verbal plurality (e.g., iterative) for some verbs and the broadening to other forms of high semantic transitivity (e.g., factitive) for other verbs are both types of grammaticalization.

2.5 Grammaticalization

2.5.1 Grammaticalization Theory

*Grammaticalization* is “the change whereby lexical items and constructions come in certain linguistic contexts to *lose their lexical meaning* and serve grammatical functions, or the change whereby a grammatical item develops a new grammatical function” (Rubin 2005, 2, italics in original; cf. Kuryłowicz 1965, 69; Hopper and Traugott 2003, xv; Brinton and Traugott 2005, 99). In other words, content words like *dog* or *run* become abstract or functional words like *will* or *to* or *not* and then continue to develop new grammatical functions (cf. Brinton and Traugott 2005, 11). For example, in French, the word *pas* used to be exclusively a content word, meaning ‘a step’. However, over time, it has gained the grammatical meaning ‘not’. The grammaticalization process for *pas* was as follows (Rubin 2005, 2-3): (1) Before grammaticalization, *pas* was optionally used with verbs of motion that were negated by *ne* to indicate the complete absence of motion. *Je ne vais (pas)* ‘I don’t go (a step)’. (2) When used in the context of negated motion verbs, *pas* was reanalyzed as a negation, without the content meaning of ‘a step’. *Je ne vais pas* ‘I don’t go’. This reanalysis from a content word (*a step*) to a grammatical word (*not*) is a type of grammaticalization. (3) Since *pas* was now seen in negated contexts as meaning ‘not’ rather than ‘a step’, *pas* came to be used in negated contexts with non-motion verbs (e.g., *Je ne sais pas* ‘I don’t know’). This extension of a grammatical word from a
specialized context to general contexts through analogy is also a type of grammaticalization. (4) In contemporary spoken French, *pas* has been reanalyzed as indicating negation by itself, in a context that has no other markers of negation. *J'sais pas* ‘I don’t know’ and *pas encore* ‘not yet’. This reanalysis is also a type of grammaticalization.

Grammaticalization also operates on morphemes – not just independent words – and includes an increase in the range of a morpheme that is already grammatical.\(^{53}\) For example, the Indo-European accusative case originally indicated a direction (e.g., Latin *Romam ire* ‘to go to Rome’), but through grammaticalization, it came to indicate a direct object (e.g., Latin *diligere Romam* ‘to love Rome’) (Kouwenberg 1997, 27-8; Kuryłowicz 1965, 65-7). The fact that grammaticalization operates on morphological markers is important because it is far from clear that the distinctive morphology of the D stem (the doubling of the second root consonant) comes from the assimilation of an independent word (Ryder 1974, 164-5; cf. Hopper and Traugott 2003, 132; Brinton and Traugott 2005, 99n8). Since grammaticalization operates on morphemes, if the D stem were to gain a new grammatical meaning, that would be a type of grammaticalization.

The gain of a grammatical meaning for a word through grammaticalization does not, however, eliminate all previous meanings of that word. For example, in the case of *pas*, although it has become the grammatical word ‘not’ through grammaticalization, it can still be used as a content word, meaning ‘a step’. Similarly, although the accusative case mainly indicates a direct

---

53. “Grammaticalization consists in the increase of the range of a morpheme advancing from a lexical to a grammatical or from a less grammatical to a more grammatical status, e.g. from a derivative formant to an inflectional one” (Kuryłowicz 1965, 69). For an example of the application of grammaticalization to a morpheme that cannot come from a lexical source, see the discussion of reduplication in (Bybee et al. 1994, 166-74).
object in Latin (e.g., *diligere Romam* ‘to love Rome’), it still occasionally is used for a direction (e.g., *Romam ire* ‘to go to Rome’). This persistence of older meanings (e.g., ‘a step’) alongside newer meanings (e.g., ‘not’) for a form that has undergone grammaticalization is what Hopper and Traugott call *layering* (Hopper and Traugott 2003, 124-6; cf. Cook 2001, 119-22; Andrason 2011, 28-9; Bybee et al. 1994, 15-19; Operstein 2014, 104-5).

Cross-linguistically, there are certain types of words and morphemes that tend to change over time so that they perform certain grammatical functions (Rubin 2005, 64; Cook 2001, 23-4; Hopper and Traugott 2003, 6-7; Bybee et al. 1994, 14-15). For example, definite articles usually come from the grammaticalization of demonstratives (Lyons 1999, 331-4; cf. Rubin 2005, 65-90) and it is “extremely common” for present tense markers to arise from the grammaticalization of a locative construction (Rubin 2005, 151). Similarly, forms that express the perfect tense tend to shift over time to a generalized past and then become the normal form for past-tense narrative (Kuryłowicz 1975, 106). These cross-linguistically attested patterns are called *paths* or *clines*. The possible significance for the D-stem of recurring patterns of grammaticalization will be discussed in §2.5.3.

An important, but controversial, feature of grammaticalization is *unidirectionality*: grammaticalization is common, but the reverse process is rarer. As stated in the preceding paragraph, there are several cross-linguistically common grammaticalization paths along which

---

54. The preposition *ad* is normally used for a direction (*ad Romam ire* ‘to go to Rome’), but the preposition is occasionally omitted (*Romam ire*), with the accusative case alone as the indicator of direction.

55. Be aware that some authors use the term *layering* to refer to multiple forms expressing the same meaning (Cook 2001, 119-20; Bybee et al. 1994, 21-2).
certain types of lexical items tend to turn into certain types of grammatical markers. Examples of the reverse type of change, wherein a grammatical marker gains semantic content, are less common and even more rarely attested cross-linguistically (Hopper and Traugott 2003, 99-139). Nevertheless, the existence of reverse examples makes the unidirectionality hypothesis controversial (Norde 2001; Janda 2001). Indeed, the entire concept of grammaticalization as a linguistic process is controversial (e.g., Campbell and Janda 2001; Campbell 2001; Joseph 2001; Janda 2001; Newmeyer 2001).

2.5.2 Grammaticalization and the Semitic D Stem

Kouwenberg (2010, 282-7, 1997, 445-50) argues that the D stem originally indicated intensity, which he characterizes as a lexical meaning, since it affects the meaning but not the grammar of a clause. Since intensity increases semantic transitivity (§2.2.1), the D stem is thus associated with high transitivity. For reasons discussed below (§2.5.3), the D stem of many verbs came to have the more abstract grammatical function of indicating high transitivity of any type, particularly a factitive function, which explains the connection between intensity and factitivity.

56. Kouwenberg argues that the connection between the distinctive morphology of the D-stem (gemination of the second root consonant) and verbal plurality is iconic (2010, 284, 287, 1997, 19–26, 33–45, 445). Iconicity is a controversial linguistic category, and declaring gemination to be an icon for verbal plurality is even more so. Goetze (1942, 2) called it a “romantic notion” which “modern linguistics must reject.” Waltke and O’Connor (1990, 397n8) admit that iconicity is a legitimate category, but deny its application to this case. This debate, however, seems to be of minor importance; the key question is whether the D stem indicates verbal plurality. If the D stem indicates verbal plurality, it matters little if it does so because of an iconic connection between gemination and plurality, or if the morphology of the D stem is an arbitrary sign. Conversely, if actual uses of the D stem do not indicate verbal plurality, the plausibility of an iconic connection would not change that fact.
This shift from a lexical meaning (intensity) to a grammatical meaning (high transitivity) is, by definition, a type of grammaticalization.

Within Kouwenberg’s system, the concept of layering in grammaticalization (§2.5.1) may explain why the D stem has a variety of meanings. According to Kouwenberg, the D stem originally indicated intensity and then other forms of verbal plurality, but over time it was grammaticalized to a factitive. The gain of a grammatical function in some contexts, however, does not eliminate the use of old functions (e.g., verbal plurality) in other contexts; this is layering. As a result of layering, a single column in table 1 may need multiple labels; if a verb stem has been grammaticalized, it will express meanings from different points on its grammaticalization path, depending on the verb and the context.

The hypothesis that grammaticalization is unidirectional (§2.5.1), if correct, leads us to expect some lexical items to become grammatical, not the reverse. So it gives a reason to expect that if there was a change between verbal plurality and a factitive meaning, it is more likely that verbal plurality developed into factitivity (a more grammatical meaning, according to Kouwenberg) than the reverse.

Because grammaticalization tends to follow certain paths (§2.5.1), the hypothesis that the D stem was grammaticalized from intensity to factitivity raises the question of whether there is evidence for this change occurring in other languages. Is there a grammaticalization path from intensity to factitivity?
2.5.3 A Cross-Linguistic Grammaticalization Path

Synchronically, it is common cross-linguistically for the same morpheme to indicate causative (including factitive)\(^{57}\) meanings and verbal plurality (including intensity) (Comrie 1985, 350). For example, in Swahili, *chanjisha* can either mean ‘to cause (someone) to chop’ or ‘to chop energetically’. The same type of ambiguity occurs in the unrelated languages Bari, Buli, Mwera, Indonesian, Chichewa, and Boumaa Fijian (Li 1993, 349-51; Hopper and Thompson 1980, 260-1, 264; Kulikov 1999, 24-5). Similarly, Kulikov (2001, 894; cf. Comrie 1985, 350; Kulikov 1999, 26) states that intensives, iteratives, and distributives are all connected to causatives, and suggests that the common denominator is that they all imply channelling extra force into the action. As an example of this connection between causative, iterative, and distributive, Golovko (1993) demonstrates that the Aleut causative morphemes are also used to indicate distributed plurality (repeated action on multiple objects) as well as repeated action on the same object. Similarly, in Zulu and in early Vedic Sanskrit, the causative verb morpheme is also used to indicate intensives and iteratives, and in Miwok, the causative verb morpheme also indicates a plural object (Kulikov and Nedjalkov 1992, 144; Kulikov 1999, 25; cf. Maslova 1993, 274-80). In Komi-Zyrjan, the causative verb morpheme is also used to indicate increased semantic transitivity, such as a totally affected direct object, an intensive action with added force, or an increase in the volitionality of the agent (Kalinina et al. 2006). All of these forms with

\(^{57}\) According to Kulikov (2001, 886), the distinction between factitives and causatives that was discussed in §1.2.2 (Jenni) and §2.3.1 (Kouwenberg) is rarely used by linguists except in French and Semitics. Thus the sources cited here do not distinguish between factitive and causative in their examples. One other thing to be aware of in reading the literature is that one tradition of Russian linguistics uses the word factitive (German *Faktitiv*) to refer to cauasion where the causer has total control, as opposed to permissive (Kulikov and Nedjalkov 1992, 142; Kulikov 2001, 886).
multiple meanings can be explained synchronically by Hopper and Thompson’s Transitivity Hypothesis: Because causativity increases semantic transitivity, the same form may be used as a marker for other types of increased semantic transitivity (such as intensity), but will not be used as a marker for decreased semantic transitivity (such as imperfective aspect) (Hopper and Thompson 1980, 255, 264).

This synchronic evidence of polysemy, however, is of limited value in proving that there has been a diachronic change, namely that there is a grammaticalization path from intensity/verbal plurality to causative/factitive. Recently, however, two linguists (Li and Whaley 2012; also Kuryłówicz 1956, 88) have argued that there is a cross-linguistic grammaticalization path from verbal plurality to causativity to indicating reciprocal action. They have offered cross-linguistic evidence for this path and explained why verbal plurality would grammaticalize into causativity rather than into something else.

For cross-linguistic evidence of this grammaticalization path, Li and Whaley (2012) point to diachronic evidence in Arabic, Oroqen, and Sanskrit. Table 15 shows the Arabic evidence from Saad’s study of Arabic verbs, in which Saad claims that multiple verbs that indicated verbal plurality in form II (the D stem) in Classical Arabic have become causatives in Modern Standard Arabic (Saad 1982, 74). Although Li and Whaley do not mention it, Saad also states that in many contemporary Arabic dialects, form II (the D stem) has taken over the causative function of form IV (like the Hebrew H stem), and where the same verbal root occurs in both forms, “the form II

58. Li and Whaley (2012) refer to intensity rather than verbal plurality, but their examples of intensity include qualitative intensity (e.g., ‘slept heavily’), repetitive action (e.g., ‘wept much’), and numerous patients (e.g., ‘died in large numbers’), so the term verbal plurality is appropriate.
verb indicates intentionality, intensity and/or persistency whereas the form IV verb doesn’t” (Saad 1982, 74). This data from contemporary spoken Arabic dialects suggests that the Arabic D stem is continuing to follow a grammaticalization path from verbal plurality to causative and that it is retaining the nuance of intensity/verbal plurality as it does. For another example, in Oroqen, the suffix -kan has archaic, non-productive uses as an intensive, and it is productive as a causative (Li and Whaley 2012). Finally, the Sanskrit causative suffix -áya- also expressed intensive, frequentative, or iterative meanings in the early Vedic dialect (Li and Whaley 2012; Kulikov 1999, 25). Thus there is evidence of a diachronic change from intensity/verbal plurality to causative/factitive in these three languages.

Table 15: Saad’s Arabic Examples of D Stem Verbal Plurality Becoming Causative

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verbal Root</th>
<th>D-Stem (Form-II) Meaning</th>
<th>Verbal Plurality in Classical Arabic</th>
<th>Causative in Modern Standard Arabic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mwt ‘to die’</td>
<td>mawwatat al-ʔiblu ‘The camels died in large numbers’</td>
<td>mawwata zaydun al-ʔibla ‘Zayd caused the camels to die’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nwm ‘to sleep’</td>
<td>wa rawwaḥa rīṣyānun wa nawwama summaru ‘And the shepherds went back home and the companions in nightly entertainment slept heavily’ [sic]</td>
<td>nawwamat al-ʔummu ʔiflahā ‘The mother put her child to sleep’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brk ‘to kneel’</td>
<td>barrakat al-ʔiblu ‘The camels kneeled down in large numbers’</td>
<td>barraka zaydun al-ʔibla ‘Zayd made the camels kneel down’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bky ‘to weep’</td>
<td>bakkat hindun ‘Hind wept much’</td>
<td>bakkā zaydun hindan ‘Zayd made Hind weep’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Li and Whaley explain this change from intensity/verbal plurality to causativity as follows. The two meanings are connected in that both indicate a higher degree of the feature FORCE than the corresponding non-pluralitves and non-causatives. But causativity is more grammatical and less lexical than verbal plurality. It is more grammatical because causatives
increase the valency (number of arguments) of a verb and thus have a grammatical function that is absent in verbal plurality. It is less lexical because the involvement of an intermediary decreases the semantic feature *CONTROL*. Since causativity is more grammatical and less lexical than verbal plurality, the unidirectionality of grammaticalization leads us to expect it to be possible for a form that indicates verbal plurality to gain a causative meaning, but not the reverse.\(^{59}\)

This explanation of the path by which a marker for verbal plurality might shift to indicating causativity is not a claim that markers for verbal plurality always grammaticalize into causativity rather than into something else, or even that markers for verbal plurality always grammaticalize.\(^{60}\) But what it does offer is an explanation for the linguistic connections that may be involved in the grammaticalization of a word or morpheme from verbal plurality to causativity when it does occur. It also leads us to expect any shift to be from plurality to causativity, not the reverse, if the unidirectionality hypothesis (§2.5.1) is true.

An important caveat is that even if a marker for verbal plurality were to be grammaticalized from indicating verbal plurality to having a factitive function, that grammaticalization does not imply that every use of the marker will have the new meaning. The

---

59. In fact, Li and Whaley argue that the path continues on from causative to reciprocal. Their explanation for this is that if the *control* feature is lost even further, the verb form may become a reciprocal, since the agent of a reciprocal action has less control of the action than a causative.

60. For example, although Li and Whaley argue that the grammaticalization path continues to a reciprocal meaning (see note 59, above), they argue that the Arabic D stem (form II) does not become a reciprocal because Arabic already has a reciprocal that corresponds to the D stem, namely form V. Thus the Arabic D stem is an example of a marker going only part way down a cross-linguistically attested grammaticalization path.
concept of layering (§2.5.1) leads us to expect that the marker may continue to be used with the older meaning of verbal plurality.

In addition to gaining new meanings through grammaticalization, words can also gain new meanings that are independent of their paradigms through a process called lexicalization.

2.6 Lexicalization

“Lexicalization is the change whereby in certain linguistic contexts speakers use a syntactic construction or word formation as a new contentful form with formal and semantic properties that are not completely derivable or predictable from the constituents of the construction or the word formation pattern” (Brinton and Traugott 2005, 96, emphasis added). Thus, if a verb were to gain a meaning that is not predictable from its root and stem, that would be lexicalization.

An example of lexicalization in biblical Hebrew is the D stem of the stative verb חָלָה. In the G stem, חָלָה means ‘to be or become weak, tired, or sick’. It is widely acknowledged (§1.2) that verbs that are stative in the G stem have a factitive D stem, so we would expect חָלָה to mean ‘to cause to be weak, tired, or sick’ in the D stem and ‘to be caused to be weak, tired, or sick’ in the Dp stem. חָלָה has this meaning once in the D stem (Deuteronomy 29:21), and the one time that it occurs in the Dp stem it means ‘to be caused to be weak’ (Isaiah 14:10). However, the vast majority of the time, חָלָה in the D stem means ‘to appease or flatter’. One can see how the meaning ‘to cause to be weak’ could be used to refer to weakening someone’s resolve through appeasement or flattery, so a shift in meaning from ‘to cause to be weak’ to ‘to appease or flatter’ is a plausible development. Nevertheless, the meaning ‘to appease or flatter’ in the D stem does
not follow any pattern of relationship to the G stem meaning, so חלה has been lexicalized in the D stem. Thus, table 1 only indicates the meanings of a verb in various stems if the verb has not been lexicalized in that stem (Kouwenberg 2010, 250, 449).

The significance of this for the biblical Hebrew D stem is that lexicalization can perhaps explain the D-stem meanings of verbs that seem to fit no category, as described in §1.1. Lexicalization leads us to expect (with Waltke-O’Connor, Ryder, and Harris) that some words will have D-stem meanings that do not fit any pattern.

Lexicalization could be abused as a way to dismiss problems that should be solved, but there is a way to distinguish legitimate and illegitimate appeals to lexicalization: Although lexicalization can explain meanings of individual words that fit no pattern, it does not explain a pattern of meaning that is followed by multiple words. For example, if a frequentative, non-causative meaning occurs for multiple verbs in the D stem, lexicalization would not explain it. Lexicalization can explain why individual verbs have unpredictable meanings that do not fit table 1, but whenever there is a pattern, a different explanation is needed.

An additional control is that lexicalization is a more likely explanation when there is a plausible contextual use that can explain the development of the new meaning, even if it does not allow us to predict that development. For example, although the meaning ‘lobe of the liver’ does not fit within the expected meaning ‘leftover thing’ for יֹתֶ֫רֶת, it seems plausible that the word ‘leftover thing’ could develop into ‘extra thing’ and then be used to refer to the lobe of the liver.

One final possible control is that lexicalization is more common on frequently used words. The reason for this is that one of the main enablers of lexicalization is that high-frequency
derived forms tend to be stored as separate items in a speaker’s mental lexicon rather than being mentally processed as their root forms modified through a paradigm. This independent mental storage frees words to change their meanings (and occasionally their morphology) in ways that no longer fit their paradigms (Kouwenberg 2010, 35-6). The difficulty of applying this control is the limited size of our source; the Hebrew Bible is too small a sample and too restricted in subject matter and genre to confidently extrapolate the frequency of a word in spoken classical Hebrew from its frequency in the Hebrew Bible.
Chapter 3. Methodology

Now that we have reviewed the problem of the biblical Hebrew D stem and prior attempts at solving it (chapter 1) and discussed linguistic theory and how it has been applied to the problem (chapter 2), we are in a position to collect the data needed to evaluate Waltke-O’Connor’s proposal (chapter 4) and claimed patterns (chapter 5) as well as Kouwenberg’s proposal (chapter 6).

In order to avoid repeating information that is common to multiple chapters, this brief chapter addresses issues of methodology that affect all of our data collection.

3.1 Data Source

As a source for biblical Hebrew, this study uses the Leningrad Codex of the Hebrew Bible because it is the oldest complete manuscript of the Hebrew Bible and it is the standard manuscript used in biblical studies. Although it would be useful to examine non-biblical texts as well, their lack of pointing renders them less suitable because pointing provides a way to detect

61. The Hebrew Bible was originally written without distinct symbols for vowels or the doubling of a consonant. Based on their knowledge of the language and oral tradition (as well as certain consonants that occasionally served as vowel markers), the original audiences generally knew which vowels to use and when consonants were doubled. A pointed manuscript includes written indications of all of the vowels and doubled consonants, using writing systems that were developed centuries after the biblical texts were composed. Because the morphology of Hebrew has shifted over time (Lambdin and Huehnergard 2000), the pointing in the Leningrad Codex (and all other biblical manuscripts) is not the vowel system of the original writers and readers (Blau 2010, 5-7). But for the purposes of this study, the only thing that matters is the parsing of a verb, not the pointing that indicates the parsing. Furthermore, the consistency of the vowels in the Leningrad Codex and their regular correspondences with the vowels in the verbal systems of other Semitic languages (Huehnergard 2002; Blau 2010) suggest that the pointing in the Leningrad Codex is a reliable witness to one of the descendents of the verbal system used by the authors and editors of its texts (cf. Barr 1987, 188-222; Joosten 1998, 206; Hofijzer 1992).
the stem of a verb independently of its meaning in context. For most verb forms, the pointing, not the consonants, distinguishes a D stem from a G stem.

This critical role of the pointing raises a question: When the Leningrad Codex points a verb in the D stem, how can we be certain that the author intended a D stem rather than a G stem? The troubling answer to this question is, ‘we usually cannot’. In fact, for a dozen verbs (בָּשַׁם, נֶשֶׁם, לָכָה, מָכַר, מֶשֶׁת, פֶּרֶשׁ, קָבָשׁ, רָכַב, רָקָה, רַשָׁה), the Samaritan Pentateuch regularly uses the D stem where the Leningrad Codex has the G stem (Zurawel 1984; cf. Fassberg 2001). Thus it would be useful to include other reading traditions of the Hebrew Bible (such as the Samaritan Pentateuch) in our data source. In order to keep the present study to a manageable size, however, our data source will be limited to the Leningrad Codex, and other data sources will be left for future work (§7.5).

In order to facilitate analyzing thousands of verbs in context, we rely upon an electronically tagged database of the Leningrad Codex, hereafter referred to as our source. As a

62. The three other known dialects of Hebrew that have vocalized texts of parts of the Bible are the Palestinian, Babylonian, and Samaritan. For a discussion of why the Tiberian dialect, represented by the Leningrad Codex, should be the main source, see (Joûon and Muraoka 2006, 1-2).

63. Another problem is that the Leningrad Codex has some errors in its pointing. For example, the verb יִרְדֹּף [sic] in Psalm 7:6 in the Leningrad Codex (and in the Aleppo Codex) is pointed as a mixture of the G stem (יָרֹדֵף) and the D stem (יִרְדוּף). Since the root occurs in both stems with no clear difference in meaning, it is unclear whether יִרְדֹּף is in the G or D stem in Psalm 7:6. Thankfully, such ambiguous pointings are rare, and collecting data on every occurrence of every verb (§3.2) helps protect us from being misled by an occasional mispointed verb. In addition to occasional mispointings, certain classes of verbs are systematically mispointed (e.g., Qal Passive verbs are pointed as Pual in the suffix conjugation and as Hophal in the prefix conjugation). There is, however, no known systematic mispointing that affects the D stem. For further discussion of methodological problems that result from using the biblical corpus in general and the Leningrad Codex in particular, see (Joosten 1998, 206).
result, this study would be more accurately titled “Toward the Meaning of the Hebrew D-stem in the Masoretic Reading Tradition of the Hebrew Bible as Reflected in the Leningrad Codex and tagged in the 2010 Groves-Wheeler Westminster Morphology and Lemma Database, release 4.14.”

In an attempt to eliminate inappropriate data, the following occurrences that were tagged as G or D stem verbs in our source were excluded from our analysis of verbal roots that occur in the D stem: (1) the 10 occurrences of a G or D infinitive absolute used in conjunction with a root in a different stem; (2) 22 occurrences of verb forms that seem to be due to textual corruption or mispointing; (3) 31 occurrences of G-stem verbs for which the only occurrence of a D-stem of that root (כָּשֶׁל and סָפָח) seems to be corrupt; (4) 4 occurrences that our source seems to have mistagged; (5) 3 occurrences of quadriliteral verbs there were tagged as D stem. After eliminating these occurrences, our source has 418 different verbal roots that occur in the D stem a total of 6,473 times. Of those 418 verbal roots that occur in the D stem, 244 of them occur in the G stem a total of 12,841 times.

3.2 Sampling

Rather than only examining some verbal roots (as most authors have done), or even some examples of every verbal root (as Jenni did), this study examines every occurrence of every D-stem verb in our source along with every occurrence of the corresponding G stem. This avoids

64. I also changed the homonym number on a few items that our source seemed to have tagged with the wrong homonym.
65. I count homonyms (e.g., 1 אֶשֶׁר and 2 אֶשֶׁר) as separate roots.
66. Except that a few high-frequency verbs are sampled rather than examined exhaustively, as
the risk of unrepresentative examples and fits our goal of developing a system that can explain the wide variety of apparent meanings of the D stem.

To reduce to a tractable size the amount of data that must be collected on very common verbs, this study examines a sample rather than all occurrences of the eleven verbs that occur more than 400 times in a particular stem. In the D stem, only two verbs are sampled:דברו—2 (1092 occurrences) and צוה (487). In the G-stem, nine verbs are sampled: הלך—1419 occurrences), יד (821), ישב (1039), יושב (594), 썩 (459), קיים (557), מתי (1057), and שמר (425).

Sampling verbs rather than studying them exhaustively runs the risk of an unrepresentative sample. To minimize this risk, each sample includes all of the examples listed by (Koehler et al. 2000) as well as (where available) at least one from every book of the Bible and two of every conjugation. Through this sampling procedure, we ended up collecting data on 7,307 G-stem verb occurrences (out of 12,841 total) and 5,114 D-stem verb occurrences (out of 6,473 total). These 12,421 occurrences are hereafter referred to as our sample.
Chapter 4. Causation with a Passive Undersubject?

4.1 Waltke & O’Connor’s Hypothesis

Waltke and O’Connor propose that the columns of table 1 are distinguished by the voice of the undersubject, as shown in table 16 (1990, 355–8). By *undersubject*, Waltke and O’Connor refer to the secondary subject of a verb that describes causation: the subject causes the undersubject (a direct object) to be something (middle column) or do something (right column).67

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No Undersubject</th>
<th>Passive Undersubject</th>
<th>Active Undersubject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Active Subject</strong></td>
<td>qal (G)</td>
<td>pi ‘‘el (D)</td>
<td>hif‘il (H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Passive Subject</strong></td>
<td>nif‘al (N)</td>
<td>pu‘al (Dp)</td>
<td>hof‘al (Hp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Middle/Reflexive Subject</strong></td>
<td>nif‘al (N)</td>
<td>hithpa‘el (tD)</td>
<td>-None-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The left column (G and N stems) has no undersubject; the verb describes the action of the subject; any direct object is described as an object, not as an undersubject that is caused to be or do something. The middle column (D, Dp, and tD stems) has a passive undersubject, so the verb describes the undersubject (the direct object) as being caused to enter into a state (i.e., it is caused to *be* something). Although the subject is doing an action, the focus is not on that process. Instead, the focus is on causing the undersubject to enter a state. The right column (H and Hp stems) has an active undersubject, meaning that the verb describes the subject causing the undersubject to do an action.67 Therefore, the G, D, and H stems are distinguished as follows (1990, 351–9, 396–400):

67. This description applies to active voice verbs (D and H stems). For passive causative stems (Dp and Hp), the grammatical subject of the verb is the undersubject, and the ‘subject’ in table 16 is normally left unstated. For the reflexive tD stem, the subject is the undersubject, so the subject causes itself to enter a state.
The G stem indicates a ‘simple’ action or state, meaning that it describes the direct object (if there is one) as an object rather than as an undersubject. In other words, a verb in the G stem describes the action or state of the subject, not the resulting state or action of an undersubject.

The D stem describes an action with a passive undersubject, meaning that the focus is on the undersubject (the direct object) being put into a new state, without regard to the process that the subject is doing to bring about that new state. The undersubject is passive because it is not described as doing anything; instead, it is passively entering a new state as a result of the action of the subject.

The H stem describes an action with an active undersubject, meaning that it portrays the undersubject (the direct object) performing an action as a result of the subject causing it to do so.

Thus, using Waltke and O’Connor’s example sentence ‘John cooked the cabbage’, the G stem refers to John cooking, the D stem refers to John causing the cabbage to passively enter the cooked state, and the H stem refers to John causing the cabbage to actively undergo the process of cooking (1990, 354–5).

Setting aside the H stem for future work, we will concentrate on the proposed unity of the D stem and its distinction from the G stem, because this is the key to Waltke and O’Connor’s system. Both of these are exemplified in table 17.68

________________________
68. The examples in the middle and right column in table 17 are culled from (Waltke and O’Connor 1990, 354–9, 405) and reworded to make the distinctions more explicit. The left column was added to clarify how their system applies to factitive verbs.
Table 17: Waltke and O’Connor’s Meaning Categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stative Meaning (G Stem)</th>
<th>Process Meaning (G Stem)</th>
<th>Factitive/Resultative Meaning (D Stem)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The cabbage is in the cooked state.</td>
<td>John did the process of cooking the cabbage.</td>
<td>John made the cabbage to be in the cooked state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The airplane is in the flying state.</td>
<td>Sarah did the process of flying the airplane.</td>
<td>Sarah made the airplane to be in the flying state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The stick is in the broken state.</td>
<td>She did the process of breaking the stick.</td>
<td>She made the stick to be in a broken state.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Waltke and O’Connor’s system, the G stem can have the meaning of the left column or the middle column of table 17, but the D stem always has the meaning of the right column. The meaning of a particular verb in the D stem is called *factive* if the G-stem of that verbal root has a meaning in the left column (stative). Alternately, the meaning of a particular verb in the D stem is called *resultative* if the G-stem meaning of that root is in the middle column (process). *Factive* and *resultative* D-stem meanings are identical; their different labels indicate different G-stem meanings, not different D-stem meanings. This is what unifies the D stem in their system; this is Waltke and O’Connor’s core hypothesis.

4.2 Criteria and Plan to Test Waltke and O’Connor’s Hypothesis

The difficulty with testing this hypothesis is that the difference between a process meaning (the middle column of table 17) and a factitive/resultative meaning (the right column of table 17) is difficult to detect and awkward to express in European languages. Waltke and O’Connor acknowledge this difficulty (1990, 358–9, 405), but do not set out systematic criteria for detecting that difference. Their definitions and discussion, however, suggest the criteria in table 18.
### Table 18: Criteria for Detecting a Process or Resultative Meaning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features that Suggest a Process Meaning (G Stem)</th>
<th>Features that Suggest a Factitive/Resultative Meaning (D Stem)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adverbs or adverbial phrases describe the process.</td>
<td>Describes the result “without regard to the actual process of the event” (1990, 400). This is likely the case if the subject does the action indirectly (through others), without the means being stated (1990, 408–9).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The verb is affirmed, but the result is not achieved.</td>
<td>The result is achieved when the verb is affirmed. This is a necessary but insufficient condition for a factitive/resultative meaning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The clause states that the subject ‘began’ or ‘finished’ doing the process. The verbal construction may describe the action in process, such as with ב or כ on an infinitive, or with a prefix-conjugation verb used in present or past time.</td>
<td>The focus is on the result, not on the process itself. This focus may be indicated by the general context or by certain grammatical constructions or particles (e.g., לְמַעַן).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The direct object is not changed by the action of the verb. This is generally the case if the direct object is vague, abstract, or non-existent, or if the meaning of the verb implies that it does not normally change its object (e.g., ‘to see’).</td>
<td>The verb indicates a change in the direct object. This is a necessary but insufficient condition for a factitive/resultative meaning. This usually requires a specific, concrete direct object, although the direct object may be implied rather than explicit. The change can be a change in attribution (e.g., to declare guilty) without being an actual change (e.g., to become guilty).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A substantival participle is likely to have a process meaning since it describes the one who does the action, not the outcome. This is particularly likely if there is no direct object.</td>
<td>Focus is on the undersubject (direct object) having a changed state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The verb cannot be reflexive, since the D-stem undersubject is passive by their definition. Section 4.5 explores the possibility of eliminating this requirement.</td>
<td>The subject and direct object (the undersubject) are distinct. This is a necessary but insufficient condition for a factitive/resultative meaning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The subject and its actions are in focus.</td>
<td>The direct object and what happened to it are in focus.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We use the criteria in table 18 to mark each occurrence of a verb as either likely, possible, or unlikely to have a factitive/resultative meaning as defined by Waltke and O’Connor. A particular occurrence is marked as likely to have such a meaning if it contains only features that
are described in the right column of table 18. It is marked as unlikely to have such a meaning if it clearly contains one or more features that are described in the left column of that table. And it is marked as possible if there are clear features from both columns or from neither column.

This chapter shows the result of testing every occurrence\(^{69}\) in both the G and D stems of every verbal root that occurs in the D stem in our source. Testing every occurrence of every verbal root ensures that the conclusions take all of the data into account, reducing the risk of basing conclusions on unrepresentative examples. Classifying every verbal occurrence with the same criteria regardless of whether it is in the G stem or in the D stem helps insulate the conclusions from distortions introduced by the standard of evidence being too tight or too loose. Doing so also reduces the risk of reading distinctions between the G and D stems into the data rather than out of it.\(^{70}\)

This test of Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis is divided into two major sections. Section 4.3 examines every verbal root that Waltke and O’Connor use as an example in their chapter on the D stem (1990, 401–17). Then section 4.4 broadens the search to include every verbal root that occurs in the D stem in our source. A more thorough test would ask the corresponding questions about all G-stem verbs (not only those that also occur in the D stem) and all H-stem verbs; that test is deferred to a future project (§7.5).

---

69. Except that for a few very frequent verbs, we sample their occurrences rather than testing every occurrence. See §3.2 for details.

70. These safeguards are important because Waltke and O’Connor base their work on Jenni, who has been accused of using unrepresentative examples and of reading distinctions into the data rather than out of it. See footnote 12 on page 15 for references.
4.3 Looking for a Passive Undersubject in Waltke and O’Connor’s Examples

In examining the verbal roots that Waltke and O’Connor use as their examples, we will follow their categorization of D-stem meanings as factitive, resultative, denominal, frequentative, and mixed forms, depending on their G stem, as described in Table 19.

Table 19: Waltke and O’Connor’s D-stem Categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>G stem</th>
<th>D Stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stative</strong>&lt;sup&gt;71&lt;/sup&gt; (describes the state or condition of the subject)</td>
<td><strong>Factitive</strong> (put the undersubject in the state)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fientive Transitive</strong> (describes an action done to a direct object)</td>
<td><strong>Resultative</strong> (put the undersubject in the state that results from the G-stem action)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Does not occur in the G stem</strong></td>
<td><strong>Denominal</strong> (derived from a noun or adjective)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fientive Intransitive</strong> (describes an action done without a direct object)</td>
<td><strong>Frequentative</strong> (the same as the G stem, but done repeatedly)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Does not occur in the G stem</strong></td>
<td><strong>Mixed Forms</strong> (factitive of the N stem)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Understand from §4.1, however, that in Waltke and O’Connor’s system, the difference between the rows in Table 19 is a difference between their G-stem meanings; all rows are supposed to have the same type of D-stem meaning, namely that they describe the subject causing a passive undersubject to be in a state, focusing on the causation of a state rather than on the process by which it is caused (1990, 354–8).

The following sections (§4.3.1–§4.3.5) go through Waltke and O’Connor’s categories from Table 19, examining every occurrence in both the G and D stems of every verbal root that

<sup>71</sup> Their table on page 400 suggests that the G stem being intransitive is the key to their classification of a D stem as factitive. Furthermore, on page 401 they state that they include some quasi-fientives, which suggests that being stative is unnecessary. Nevertheless, their statement that “the verbs denote at base a condition” and their separate category of fientive intransitive verbs indicate that a stative G stem is the defining characteristic of this category (1990, 401).
they use as an example to see if there is evidence that it fits in right column of table 17, or if it is in the left or middle columns. Because the distinction between the middle and right columns of table 17 (process vs. factitive/resultative) is subtle but also critical for their hypothesis, we focus on that distinction, using the criteria in table 18.

### 4.3.1 Factitive Examples

Waltke and O’Connor categorize a D stem as factitive if the corresponding G stem designates a state or condition rather than an action, such as ‘to be small’ rather than ‘to run’ (1990, 401). In terms of table 17, the D stem (right column) is factitive if the G-stem meaning fits the left column.72 Their definition of a factitive verbal meaning is that it describes a passive undersubject being placed in the condition (or state) described by the G stem.73

Because Waltke and O’Connor distinguish between the middle and right columns of table 17 (e.g., ‘to break’ vs. ‘to make broken’), the question that we are asking in this section is not “are these verbs what would generally be called factitive?” but rather “is there evidence that the G stem has a stative or process meaning and the D stem has a factitive/resultative meaning as defined by Waltke and O’Connor and exemplified in table 17?” In particular, we are looking for evidence (see table 18) that the D stem has a factitive meaning instead of a process meaning, as

72. Whereas if the G-stem meaning fits the middle column of table 17 (process meaning instead of stative), then the D stem is resultative.

73. They classify a D stem meaning as factitive even if the G stem is not extant, if they think that there was a G stem with a stative meaning (the left column of table 17), based on evidence from cognate languages and semantic patterns. For example, because the Arabic equivalent of the G stem of גֶּלַח designates a condition (‘to be bald’), Waltke and O’Connor classify the Hebrew גֶּלַח D ‘to shave’ as factitive even though the G stem of גֶּלַח does not occur in the Hebrew Bible (1990, 400).
defined by Waltke and O’Connor. For example, for the verb>*בָּרָא, which means ‘to be great’ in the G stem and ‘to make great’ in the D stem, we are asking if there is evidence in the context of each occurrence of the D stem that it means ‘to make something to be in the state of greatness’ (the right column of table 17) rather than ‘to do the process of magnifying something’ (the middle column of table 17). One might object that if the G stem is stative and the D stem can be understood as the subject placing the object in a state, then of course the verb is factitive and fits their hypothesis. But this objection begs the question because the key to Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis is that they draw the distinction between process and factitive/resultative meanings that is exemplified in the distinction between the middle and right columns of table 17.

4.3.1א>*לָבָר

Waltke and O’Connor use the verb>*לָבָר to exemplify how the D stem indicates the causation of a state rather than the causation of an action.>*לָבָר is usually glossed ‘to learn’ in the G stem and ‘to teach’ in the D stem. Since the G stem sounds like a process (the middle column of table 17), the D stem sounds like the causation of an action (‘to cause someone to do the action of learning’, not in table 17), which would be the H stem in their system. Waltke and O’Connor argue, however, that>*לָבָר originally meant ‘to be accustomed (to something)’ in the G stem (the left column of table 17), and that the D stem means ‘to cause (someone) to be accustomed (to something)’, which is the causation of a state (the right column of table 17) rather than the causation of an action (not in table 17), just as they predict for the D-stem.

50 of the 58 times that>*לָבָר occurs in the D stem, it indeed seems possible that it describes a subject causing a passive undersubject to be in the state of being accustomed to something,
without regard to the process by which it happens. (Yes, that is long-winded, but that is one of Waltke and O’Connor’s points: the D stem has been misunderstood because its meaning is awkward to express in European languages.) By ‘possible’, I mean that there is no evidence in context that would allow us to decide if the verb belongs in the middle column or the right column of table 17. The vast majority of occurrences of למד in the D stem are thus compatible with Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis, but none of them specifically support it.

The remaining 8 out of 58 occurrences of למד in the D stem, however, all seem unlikely to describe a passive undersubject being placed in a state (Jeremiah 31:34; Psalm 60:1; 119:99; Proverbs 5:13; Ezra 7:10; 2 Chronicles 17:7, 9, 9). For example, Psalm 60:1 reads למד הלם ל羡 קלונא ללה: ‘to the supervisor; according to Shushan Eduth; a miktam of David, for instruction’. In this verse, because the focus is on the subject (the Psalm) rather than on the direct object (the listeners), and because the direct object is general and implied (it is to teach whoever listens to it), it seems likely that the focus is on the action of teaching rather than on a passive undersubject being placed in the state of being accustomed to something. In terms of Waltke and O’Connor’s examples, the D stem of למד in Psalm 60:1 seems to focus on the process of John cooking rather than on the cabbage being placed in the cooked state; this makes it fit the G stem rather than the D stem in their system. In terms of table 17, the D stem of למד in Psalm 60:1 seems to have a process meaning (the middle column) rather than the factitive/resultative meaning (the rightmost column) that Waltke and O’Connor say it has.

The situation is similar in Ezra 7:10, which reads קר שארא הכתי לַכְּבֹּל נַחֲרָו שִׁיתֵנָהוּ יִהְיֶה: ‘for Ezra had set his heart to study YHWH’s torah, and to do [it], and to teach statute and judgment in Israel’. The direct object is the thing taught rather than the
one taught, and the focus of the context is a description of the subject (Ezra), so it seems likely that it describes Ezra’s action of teaching rather than the unstated undersubjects being placed in the state of being accustomed. To use one of Waltke and O’Connor’s English examples (1990, 405), the D stem of למד in Ezra 7:10 seems to describe an action like ‘to break’ (process) rather than the causation of a state like ‘to make broken’ (resultative). It thus fits the middle column rather than the right column of table 17, contrary to Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

Both of the preceding examples are infinitive constructs, but the same situation occurs with a finite verb in 2 Chronicles 17:9, which reads יהוה תָּבִית יִשְׂרָאֵל יִהְיֶה וְעִם בּוֹ וַיְלַמְּדוּ יֵרָעָלָםׁ בְּיהוּדָה: ‘And they taught in Judah, and the Book of YHWH’s torah was with them.

And they went about through all of the cities of Judah, and they taught among the people’. Both of the preceding two verses describe the subject, so the context leads us to expect this verse to continue to describe the subject and its actions rather than focusing on the effect on an undersubject. The ones taught are described in general terms, are not in focus, and are described using the locative preposition ב (in Judah, and among the people), which indicates that they are functioning adverbially, describing the sphere in which the teaching took place. All of these suggest that the D stem of למד in this verse describes the action of teaching (like ‘to break’) rather than a passive undersubject being placed in a state (‘to make broken’). It thus fits the middle column of table 17, not the right column as Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis predicts.

The use of the D stem of למד in 2 Chronicles 17:7 is similar to that in 2 Chronicles 17:9.

Jeremiah 31:34 reads ידְעֹוֻו כִּיּוּלֹלֶםCanon אֱלֹא אָחִיו שֵׁנֶּאֶה תֶהֶוֵשׁ אֶת־אָחִיו שֵׁנֶּאֶה תֶהֶוֵשׁ אֶת־רֵעֵהוּ שֶׁנֶּאֶה תֶהֶוֵשׁ יֵדְעֹוֻו: ‘And they will not teach again – each one his neighbor and each his brother – saying,
“Know YHWH,” for they will all know me’. This is likely to have a process meaning for two reasons: First, the reported speech describes the process by which teaching would occur. Second, the meaning in context is that the process of teaching will not occur. The whole point of the passage is that the process will not occur because the result will have already been achieved (‘they will all know me’!)

Finally, Proverbs 5:13 reads: ‘וַיָּשֶׁםָהּ בַּכּוֹל מְאֹרֶת הַמָּוֶת לָאֲדָמִים שֵׁם׃ And I did not listen to the voice of my teachers. And to my instructors I did not incline my ear.’ The point of this passage is that the subject did not learn from or obey those who did the process of teaching. The process took place (לָמֶד is affirmed), but the result was not achieved because the subject did not listen (יִתְנַשֵּׁם is negated). So according to Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis, לָמֶד should be in the G stem since it indicates the process, yet it is in the D stem in Proverbs 5:13.

Thus out of 58 uses of לָמֶד in the D stem, only 8 uses have evidence in context that allow us to distinguish between ‘to teach’ and ‘to make accustomed’, and all 8 fit Waltke and O’Connor’s description of the G stem (the middle column of table 17) rather than of the D stem (the right column of table 17). When using the criteria described in table 18, the verb לָמֶד in the D stem consistently lines up with a process meaning rather than a resultative meaning.

One might object that the verb is still factitive since it can be understood as causing an object to be in a state, even if the focus is on the action instead of the result. But that objection would miss Waltke and O’Connor’s point. In order to unify the factitive and non-factitive meanings of the D stem, they draw a critical distinction between a process meaning (that happens to have a result) and a resultative meaning (that happens to require a process). It is essential to
their system that the D stem fits the right column of table 17 (‘John made the cabbage to be in
the cooked state’) rather than the middle column (e.g., ‘John did the process of cooking the
cabbage’). Usually one cannot tell the difference between the two. Yet in the few occasions that
the criteria described in table 18 enable us to distinguish the two meanings, the D stem of
לָרוּחַ: always lines up with a process meaning rather than with a factitive/resultative meaning. This is
the opposite of what their hypothesis predicts.

4.3.1b Real Factitives: חלה, יִדּות, קָרֵב, לָדוּ, גַּל, חָלָה

In Waltke and O’Connor’s terminology, a factitive is a real factitive if the acquired state
is observable by non-participants (1990, 401). In this section, we analyze all occurrences of the
seven verbs that Waltke and O’Connor use as examples of real factitives, checking to see if the G
stem has a stative or a process meaning (the left or middle columns of table 17) and if the D stem
has a factitive/resultative meaning (the right column of table 17).

חלה occurs 37 times in the G stem, usually with the meaning ‘to be or become weak or
sick’. Such a meaning is stative (the left column of table 17) and is incompatible with a factitive/
resultative meaning, so it fits Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis. Twice, however, the G stem of
חלה has a different meaning that might be factitive/resultative. Qohelet 5:12 and 15 read
וַהֲלֹא רָהָה שְׁמֹהַ שָׁמָּה שָׁמְרוֹ שֶׁנֶּפֶר לַכְּעַלְיוֹ לָרָעָתָו׃ ... וְגָבְרָיו רָהָה חֹלֵלָה כָּל־שֶׁמֶשׁ שֶׁךָּא מֵעָלָה פֶּרֶסְיִיתָר וֹלְקֹוִיתָר
לָרָעָתָו: ‘There is a sickening misfortune that I have seen under the sun: wealth was kept by its
owner to his hurt. ... And this also is a sickening misfortune: in every way as he came, thus he
will go. And what advantage is there for one who toils for the wind?’ It is possible that the phrase
חלה means simply ‘a great misfortune’, but the use of the verb חלה (rather than an adjective
such as חל, (NRSV) suggests the possibility that it refers to a misfortune that makes the writer feel sick. Such an understanding seems to be reflected in the traditional translation ‘grievous ill’ (NRSV) or ‘grievous evil’ (RSV, NASB, NAB, NIV), which suggests a misfortune that grieves the writer. The semantics of ‘sickening’ suggest a resultative meaning, but it is unclear how to exclude the possibility of a process meaning, so the categorization of חל in Qohelet 5:12 and 15 is uncertain. It is possible that those verses use the G stem of חל to describe a misfortune as one that puts the implied passive undersubject (the writer or reader) in the state of feeling sick or grieved, yet that is what Waltke and O’Connor say is the function of the D stem, not the G stem.

Turning to the D stem of חל, we find that 16 of the 17 times that the verb חל occurs in the D stem, it describes the subject as imploring someone. One can conceive of this use as arising out of weakening the resolve of the person who is implored, and hence be describing the subject as putting a passive undersubject in a state. In all 16 cases, however, the focus is on the process of imploring, not on the effect on the one who is implored. This is perhaps clearest in Malachi 1:9, which reads חל צְבָא֔וֹת׃ צְבָא֥וֹת יְהוָ֖ה יְהוָ֖ה חַלּוּ מִכֶּם֙ הֵמָּ֔ה מִיֶּדְכֶם֙ וּנְמַדֵּ֔ק תִּלְמַדְתָּא֔ חַלּוּ שְׂמֵמָ֖ה יִנְחַ֣מֶה יִנְחַ֣מֶה לְבָשָׁ֖ר יִנְחַ֣מֶה תְּשׁוֹעַ֑א׃ ‘And now, implore God’s face so that he will be gracious to us. [With] this [blind or lame offering] from your hand, will he lift up your face? says YHWH of armies.’ The implied answer is ‘no’ because in verse 8, God complains that the people are offering blind, lame, and sick animals in sacrifice, and that if they offered such offerings to their ruler, he would not grant them any favor. Then in verse 10, YHWH states that he will not accept an offering from their hand. The context thus clarifies that the action of the verb does not have the intended effect on the object. Therefore, the D-stem חל ‘implore’ describes the action itself, not the placing of a passive undersubject in a state, since the imploring happens, but it has no effect on the one
implored, even though the verb is not negated. This makes it like ‘to do the process of cooking the cabbage’ rather than ‘to make the cabbage be in the cooked state’; it is in the middle column of table 17, not the right column. Thus Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis leads us to expect חלה in Malachi 1:9 and similar passages to be in the G stem, yet it is in the D stem.

There is, however, one occurrence of חלה in the D stem that seems to describe the subject placing a passive undersubject in a state. Deuteronomy 29:21b reads והא יִשָּׁרֵי מַכּוֹת וְרָאוּ אֲשֶׁר־הָיִינוּ לְחַת־תּוֹתר וְלָכְתֵּבֹת. ‘And they will see the afflictions of that land and the sicknesses with which YHWH has made it sick’. The focus on the state of the land clarifies that this is describing the land as being placed in a state rather than describing the action itself; in Waltke and O’Connor’s terms, this D stem has a factitive/resultative meaning rather than a process meaning.

Thus for the verb חלה, Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis is supported by the majority (and possibly all) G-stem occurrences and a single D-stem occurrence. Unfortunately, when we examine the texts carefully to detect the subtle distinction between a process meaning and a resultative meaning that their hypothesis requires, 16 out of 17 D-stem occurrences constitute evidence against their hypothesis.

קדשׁ. The verbקדשׁ occurs 11 times in our source in the G stem, always with a stative meaning, ‘to be/become holy’ or ‘to forfeited/defiled’. So the G stem always fits Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

The D stem of the verbקדשׁ occurs 75 times in our source, usually with a meaning ‘to make or declare something or someone to be holy’, but three times with the meaning ‘to prepare
or appoint someone’ and three times with the meaning ‘to declare or prepare for war’. For 68 of these 75 occurrences, a factitive meaning is possible but not required, so those occurrences are compatible with Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis without specifically supporting it.

In the remaining 7 cases, however, we did find evidence to distinguish a process and a result meaning. In all 7 cases (Exodus 19:10; Jeremiah 17:24, 27; Ezekiel 44:19; Job 1:5; 2 Chronicles 29:17, 17), the evidence points to a process rather than a result. For example, Exodus 19:10–11a reads

‘And YHWH said to Moses, “Go to the people and **consecrate them** today and tomorrow, and have them wash their clothes, so that they will be ready for the third day.’” In the text, ‘today and tomorrow’ refers to the length of time that the process of consecration takes and the instruction about washing clothing describes part of the process, so the passage is describing the process (the middle column of table 17). One might argue that this is still a factitive meaning, since it can be glossed ‘to put in a consecrated state’, but that argument ignores the subtle distinction that Waltke and O’Connor make between the process meaning ‘to break a stick’ and the factitive/resultative meaning ‘to put a stick in a broken state’ (table 17). Because their definition of a factitive/resultative meaning requires that it describe the causation of a state “without regard to the actual process of the event” (Waltke and O’Connor 1990, 400), and these 7 occurrences describe the process of the event, they have a process meaning, not a factitive/resultative meaning, by Waltke and O’Connor’s definitions, even though they are in the D stem.

Thus, although most D-stem occurrences provide no evidence to distinguish a resultative meaning ('to cause the state of holiness’) from a process meaning ('to do the process of
sanctifying something or someone’), in the 7 cases where there is such evidence, the D stem of קרוב always has a process meaning, contrary to Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

קרב. The G stem of קרוב occurs 94 times in our source, always with the meaning ‘to be near someone or something’ (stative) or ‘to become near someone or something; to approach’ (process). Thus the G stem of קרוב always has a stative or process meaning, just Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis predicts.

The D stem of קרוב occurs 7 times. In 6 of those occurrences, the factitive/resultative meaning ‘to cause something to be near’ is possible. In no case, however, is there any evidence that would allow us to distinguish a process meaning (‘to do the process of bringing something near’) from a factitive/resultative meaning (‘to cause something to be near’). Thus these D-stem occurrences are compatible with Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis, but do not provide any evidence for or against the distinction that is at the core of their hypothesis.

In Ezekiel 36:8, however, קרוב in the D stem is used differently. It reads יִשְׂרָאֵל יִרְדֹּהוּ וְאַתֶּם יָכְלָבוּ. ‘But you, mountains of Israel, you will give your branches, and you will bear your fruit for my people Israel, for they will bring near to arrive’. Here, the verb קרוב is used with the verb בָּאוּ to mean ‘arrive soon’. There is no direct object, and the only possible candidates for an undersubject would be either the subject Israel or their act of arriving. Either way, it is difficult to see how this use of קרוב could be interpreted as the subject putting a passive undersubject in a state as Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis requires.
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Thus the one time that there is evidence to decide between a process and a factitive/resultative meaning for the D stem of ישב, the evidence points to the opposite of what Waltke and O’Connor hypothesize.

The verb ישב occurs 1039 times in the G stem in our source, so we sampled it 105 times as described in §3.2. It typically has no direct object and means ‘to sit or dwell’. Sometimes it has a patient subject, meaning ‘to be inhabited’. Occasionally it has a direct object, the place that the subject inhabits. In all cases, however, a factitive/resultative meaning seems unlikely, because it never seems to describe the subject causing an undersubject to passively enter a state. So the G stem consistently fits Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

The one time that ישב occurs in the D stem is in Ezekiel 25:4, which reads

לך הנני נתי להן למקורים שלש את אחרים אותם בר他妈 בשה ישבו ישבו: ‘Therefore I am about to give you [Ammon] to sons of the East for a possession, and they will set up their tent-camps among you and make their dwellings among you. They will eat your fruit and drink your milk’. This is compatible with Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis, since it reads naturally as the subject (sons of the East) causing the undersubject (their tent camps) to be in the state that results from being set up. On the other hand, it is also quite possible that it has a process meaning: the sons of the East will do the process of setting up their tent camps. Since ישב is in a series of verbs that are all in the G stem (שתה, אכל, נתן), Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis requires that they have a process meaning rather than a resultative meaning, so the contexts suggests that the D stem of ישב might have a process meaning in Ezekiel 25:4.
Thus יֶלַד is compatible with Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis, but it does not specifically support it. The reason for this is that Waltke and O’Connor make a distinction between process and resultative meanings (‘to break’ vs. ‘to make broken’), but the one time that יֶלַד occurs in the D stem, there is insufficient evidence to decide if it has a process meaning (‘to do the action of setting up tents’) or a resultative meaning (‘to cause tent camps to be in the state of dwelling’).

יֶלַד occurs 233 times in the G stem in our source,⁷⁴ always with the meaning ‘to give birth’ or ‘to beget’. It likely refers to the process 32 times, according to the criteria in table 18. The other 201 times it may refer to the process, but it might also refer to the result. For example, Genesis 4:18a reads יֵלַד לֵוֶיתְתֳךָ אַחַר שָׁבְעִים יֶלַד לְאָדָם יַעֲקֹבָּא, ‘And to Enoch was born Irad, and Irad begot Mehujael’. The word translated ‘begot’ is יֶלַד in the G stem. It could refer to the process of Irad begetting Mehujael. On the other hand, a meaning of ‘to cause Mehujael to be in the born state’, though awkward to say in English, would also fit the context. Furthermore, the preceding verb is יֶלַד in the N stem, which is passive voice. This puts the focus on the child who was born, which suggests that the resulting state of a child being born is in focus in the following use of יֶלַד, which would be a resultative meaning. Yet this is in the G stem, which according to Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis must have a stative or a process meaning. 200 other occurrences are similar to Genesis 4:18a. Thus although the G stem of יֶלַד is always compatible with Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis, the vast majority of occurrences also have the possibility of a resultative meaning, which is incompatible with their hypothesis.

⁷⁴ We exclude the Kethib in 2 Samuel 3:2 because it seems to be corrupt. The Qere corrects it to the N stem, which fits the context.
Nine of the ten times that ילד occurs in the D stem in our source it is a participle acting as a noun, meaning ‘midwife’, and it lacks a direct object. As such, it focuses on the one who does the process rather than on the affect on an undersubject; it is a process meaning (‘one who does the process of midwifing’) rather than the factitive/resultative meaning that Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis requires.

The other time that ילד occurs in the D stem, it is an infinitive construct in Exodus 1:16a, which reads וַיֹּאמֶר בְּיַלֶדְכֶןם, יִתְנַבְרָא אֵלֶּה עִבְרִיּוֹת. ‘And he said, “When you are midwifing Hebrew women, and you see [them] on the birth stones”’. The infinitive ילד is the object of the preposition ב, so it forms a temporal phrase, ‘when you are midwifing’. This grammatical structure strongly suggests that the verb refers to the process rather than the result, because it focuses on the time of the process, not the achievement of the result. In terms of Waltke and O’Connor’s distinction between process and result, this is ‘to break’ rather than ‘to make broken’. It fits the middle column of table 17, not the right column, even though it is in the D stem.

In summary, the G stem of ילד is always compatible with Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis, and for 32 occurrences there is specific evidence that it has the process meaning that Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis predicts. For the D stem, however, all ten occurrences have a process meaning. Thus the G stem and the D stem of ילד both seem to have a process meaning. Their meanings are different, but the distinction between process and result (as Waltke and O’Connor define it) does not describe the distinction between the G and D stems of ילד.
occurs 58 times in the G stem, always with the meaning ‘to be or become great or valued or preserved’. There is never a direct object or a reasonable candidate for an undersubject; instead, it always has a stative meaning and therefore fits Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

occurs 25 times in the D stem, always with the meaning ‘to make or allow to become great, or to show or declare to be great’. A factitive/resultative meaning as Waltke and O’Connor define it seems possible, but not required, 24 times. There is, however, one occurrence that allows us to distinguish a process meaning from a factitive/resultative meaning. Daniel 1:5 reads 'וַיִּנְאָ֣ה לֵלֶ֖כֶת מֶ֥לֶךְ בָּנֹֽוֹי מִשָּׁאַר מַשָּׁהְכָּם שְׁלֵם שָׁלוֹם פָּלָ֤נֶהּ שֶׁמֶּ֤נֵּהשָׁם שָׁלְמָ֤ה שֶׁמֶּ֤נֵּהשָׁם לָֽהֶ֝ם The king appointed for them a thing of a day in its day [i.e., a daily ration] from the king’s food and from the wine that he drank, and to bring them up [i.e., educate them] three years, and from their end [i.e., afterward] they were to stand before the king’. The temporal phrase ‘three years’ indicates the duration of the process of bringing them up. If the verb were factitive/resultative, it would mean that the achieved state lasted three years, which does not fit the context. Thus, although we cannot distinguish a process meaning (‘to do the process of magnifying something’) from the resultative meaning (‘to make something great’) for most occurrences of לָלֶֽכֶת in the D stem, the one time that we can distinguish the two, the evidence points to a process meaning, contrary to Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

75. Because Waltke and O’Connor’s definition of a factitive/resultative meaning requires that it describe the causation of a state “without regard to the actual process of the event” (Waltke and O’Connor 1990, 400), if the verb in Daniel 1:5 is factitive/resultative, the three year time period can only be the time period of the state, not the time period of the process of causing the state.
חסר occurs 18 times in the G stem, always with the meaning ‘to be or become few or fewer’ or ‘to lack something’. In all cases a stative meaning fits, so the G stem consistently fits Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

חסר occurs twice in the D stem. In Psalm 8:6 it means ‘to make something lower’, with a focus on the achieved state. This is a resultative meaning. In Qohelet 4:8 it means ‘to cause [myself] to lack’ something. A resultative meaning fits here as well, but since the subject and undersubject are the same person, the undersubject is not passive as Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesize, so it does not fit their hypothesis. Thus the D stem of חסר fits Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis once and violates it once. Section 4.5 explores the option of modifying their hypothesis so that Qohelet 4:8 will not be an exception.

In summary, for all seven verbal roots that Waltke and O’Connor use as examples of a real factitive, the G stem is always compatible with their hypothesis. In looking at the D stem of those seven verbs, one (חסר) provides some evidence for their hypothesis and some against it, one (ישב) provides no evidence either way, and the remaining five verbs (תהלל, קלש, קרב, ילד, חולה, גדל) provide evidence against their hypothesis and none for it, although for קרב and גדל, the amount of evidence is slight. Thus when we make Waltke and O’Connor’s distinction between process and factitive/resultative meanings, the verbs that they use for examples of a real factitive meaning provide more evidence against their hypothesis than for it when we look at every occurrence of those verbs in the D stem.
4.3.1e Psychological/Linguistic Factitives: קֶלֶל, בָּאָשֶׁר, סָחָר, צַדָּק, בָּבֶר

In distinction from real factitives, Waltke and O’Connor categorize a factitive verb as a psychological/linguistic factitive if it describes the mental state (perhaps verbally expressed) of a participant. This section examines all occurrences in the G and D stems of the five verbal roots that they use as examples of a psychological/linguistic factitive.

Kֶלֶל occurs 12 times in the G stem, always with the meaning ‘to be small or despised or swift’. This is a stative meaning (the left column of table 17). There are no occurrences where it can plausibly be described as a subject causing a passive undersubject to enter a state (the right column of table 17), so the G stem consistently supports Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

All 40 times that קֶלֶל occurs in the D stem, it is commonly glossed ‘to curse someone’. Waltke and O’Connor assert (1990, 402–3) that it actually means ‘to declare someone to be trifling’. In other words, according to Waltke and O’Connor, קֶלֶל in the D stem means to declare someone to be קֶלֶל-in-the-G-stem. If so, then קֶלֶל in the D stem is a linguistic factitive and fits their definition of the D stem, because it is the same type of meaning as ‘to declare a stick to be in a broken state’.

When we examine the 40 occurrences of קֶלֶל in the D stem, we find that Waltke and O’Connor’s explanation is possible 32 times, although none of them require it. Instead, a description of the process of cursing someone (like ‘to break a stick’) also seems possible. For example, Genesis 8:21a reads נִרְכָּת הַנִּיחֹחַ לְאָרֶץ וְאֵלֶּה אֲנָחָנוּ לֹא נִגְזַר קֶלֶל וְאֵלֶּה שָׁדָי אֲנָחָנוּ קֶלֶל. And YHWH swelled the pleasant aroma, and YHWH said to his heart, “I will never again curse the ground on account of mankind, for the tendency of man’s heart is evil from his youth.” This could have the factitive meaning ‘to declare or cause to be
cursed’ (the right column of table 17), but a meaning ‘to do the action of cursing’ (the middle column of table 17) would also fit the context.

In 8 occurrences, however, there is evidence to decide between the two possibilities, and in all 8 cases (Exodus 21:17; Leviticus 24:14, 23; 1 Samuel 3:13; 2 Samuel 16:5, 7; Psalm 62:5; Qohelet 7:21), the evidence is against their hypothesis. For example, Psalm 62:5 reads שׁ והֵרִים גֶּרֶם מִשְּׂאֵת֜וֹ׀ שֶׁ֚֔יַּלְלָה יֵרְשָׁאֽוּ נַ֨פְשּׁו֔. 'Surely from his exalted position they plan to scatter him. The delight in falsehood. With their mouth they bless, but in their heart they curse.' This passage is describing the characteristic actions of wicked people. The direct object is implied rather than stated and has a generic reference. The description of cursing describes how the cursing happens (‘in their heart’), but not the ones who are cursed or the effect on them. Thus according to the criteria in table 18, this has a process meaning, not a factitive/resultative meaning, contrary to Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

The occurrences of the D stem in 2 Samuel 16:5 and 7 are particularly instructive because 2 Samuel 19:22, which Waltke and O’Connor use as an example of זָרָה כָּלִיל in the D stem having a factitive meaning, is a later report of the incident that 16:5–7 describes from the perspective of while it was occurring. 1 Samuel 16:5 reads בֹּא בּוֹא אִישׁ בֵּית־שָּׁאוּל מִשָּׁם הַדִּיחַ שָׁאֹל דָּוִד חִנָּא בְּיִשָּׁר. ‘And King David came to Bahurim, and look! From there, there was going out a man from the clan of Saul’s house, and his name was Shimei, the son of Gera. He went out cursing as he went.’ In the context of a past-tense narrative, the use of הֵרִים with a participle (זָרָה) is a literary device to draw the reader into visualizing the event as it is happening. Furthermore, the grammatical structure – a verb and infinitive absolute of the same
root (אשִּׁר, א-ש) followed by a participle (לתַּלָּלֶה) – indicates simultaneous action. Thus two grammatical features of 1 Samuel 16:5 indicate that we should read the D stem of קלל in that verse as describing an action in process. Two verses later, 1 Samuel 16:7a reads וּמְקַלֵּלְנוּ ‘And thus Shimei said as he cursed ...’. The use of the preposition ב with an infinitive construct forms a temporal phrase, describing the process as it is happening. Thus the grammar indicates that the D stem of קלל in 1 Samuel 16:7 has a process meaning. The verb קלל may well mean ‘to declare someone to be of no importance’, as Waltke and O’Connor state, but the grammar and context of 1 Samuel 16:5 and 7 indicate a focus on the process, not the result, contrary to their hypothesis.

If Waltke and O’Connor did not draw the distinction between a process and resultative meaning (the middle column verses the right column of table 17), then we might say that קלל in the D stem is factitive as they assert that it is. But evaluating their hypothesis requires that we make the distinction that is at the heart of their system. When we do, we find that whenever the D stem of קלל occurs in a context that allows us to detect that distinction, we consistently find that it has the meaning opposite of what Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis predicts. In other words, all eight times that we find evidence that allows us to distinguish ‘to do the process of declaring someone to be of no importance’ from ‘to put someone in the state of having been declared of no importance’, the evidence for the D stem always falls on the wrong side.

2 יושָם occurs only in the D stem. It consistently means ‘to declare that someone is happy or blessed’. In all seven occurrences, a factitive/resultative meaning is possible. Waltke and

76. In fact, both Gesenius (1910, 343–4) and Joüon and Muraoka (2006, 395) cite 2 Samuel 16:5 as an example of this structure indicating simultaneous action.
O’Connor’s hypothesis, however, depends upon a distinction between a process meaning and a factitive/resultative meaning. Unfortunately, none of the occurrences of אָשָׁר אָשָׁר provide any evidence to decide if it refers to the process of declaring someone to be happy or if it refers to the end result. Thus אָשָׁר provides no evidence either for or against their hypothesis.

ֶתֶהֶר occurs 34 times in the G stem, always with the stative meaning ‘to be or become clean’. As such, the G stem is consistently stative and fits Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

ֶחת occurs 39 times in the D stem, always with the meaning ‘to declare or make someone or something clean’. 4 times (Ezekiel 39:12, 14; 2 Chronicles 34:5, 8) there seems to be a focus on the outcome, so a factitive/resultative meaning is likely, 3 times (Ezekiel 43:26; Malachi 3:3; 2 Chronicles 34:3) a process meaning is likely, and the remaining 32 times there is no evidence to distinguish the two. Thus the evidence for חֶת favors their hypothesis in the G stem, but is mixed in the D stem.

צדק occurs 22 times in the G stem. In consistently means ‘to be righteous’. As such, the G stem is consistently stative and fits Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

צדק occurs 5 times in the D stem, always with the meaning ‘to prove or make someone appear to be righteous’. This fits naturally as a factitive meaning, but there is nothing in any of the contexts to allow us to exclude the possibility of a process meaning. In Jeremiah 3:11 and Job 32:2, however, the direct object of the verb is the subject herself (Ｕן竞) or himself (ךפַּש). Since the subject is doing the action to herself or himself, the undersubject is not passive as Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis specifies. Thus those two occasions provide evidence against Waltke and
O’Connor’s hypothesis, unless one modifies their hypothesis to include both passive and reflexive undersubjects in the D stem (see §4.5).

כבד occurs 22 times in the G stem in our source, always with the stative meaning ‘to be heavy or honored’. As such, the G stem consistently fits Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

כבד occurs 38 times in the D stem in our source, usually with the meaning ‘to honor someone or something’ but twice with the meaning ‘to harden one’s heart’. The former meaning is always compatible with the factitive meaning that Waltke and O’Connor hypothesize; it is likely to have a factitive meaning once (Isaiah 60:13), and the remaining times it is compatible with either a factitive meaning ‘to put someone in the state of having been declared to be honored’ or a process meaning ‘to do the process of declaring someone to be honored’. For example, Isaiah 29:13a reads וּבִשְׂפָתָיו֙ וּיְֽתַחֲמָ֔ם וַיָּעָ֖ל בַּהַלְּקִ֑יָּהוּ יְהֹוָֽה וַיִּגְּזֵֽה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה וַיַּמְרֶֽה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה וַיַּמְרֶֽה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה רַגְדָּֽהוּ וַיִּנְּצְרֵֽהוּ יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה וַיַּמְרֶֽה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹוָ֖ה יְֽהֹو
occurrences provide evidence against Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis, unless one modifies their hypothesis to include both passive and reflexive undersubjects in the D stem (see §4.5).

In summary, of the five verbal roots that Waltke and O’Connor cite as examples of the D stem having a psychological or linguistic factitive meaning, when we check for their distinction between a process meaning and a factitive/resultative meaning, we find no verbs that support their hypothesis in the D stem. One verb (אשׁר-2) provides no evidence either way. One verb (טהור) provides some evidence for the hypothesis and some against it. Two verbs (_CODEC) are ambiguous except for occurrences that are incompatible with the hypothesis because the undersubject is reflexive. The remaining verb (<d47>) is consistently incompatible with the hypothesis in the eight occurrences that allow us to make Waltke and O’Connor’s distinction. Thus the evidence of the D stem of their example verbs is against their hypothesis.

4.3.2 Resultative Examples

As described in table 19, Waltke and O’Connor categorize a D stem as resultative if the corresponding G stem is fientive (describes a process) and syntactically transitive (has a direct object) (1990, 404). A resultative meaning in the D stem describes the subject causing the undersubject (the direct object) to be in the state that is the end result of the action of the G stem. Thus, for example, שָּׁבֵר means ‘to break’ in the G stem, so it means ‘to make broken’ in the D stem, and זָרַה means ‘to scatter’ in the G stem, so it means ‘to make scattered’ in the D stem (1990, 405). This is the distinction between the middle and right columns of table 17.

Waltke and O’Connor categorize resultatives as simple, irreal, or other. A simple resultative like שָּׁבֵר means ‘to break’ in the G stem means ‘to make broken’ in the D stem. For an
irreal resultative, the D stem may be metaphorical (e.g., ‘he built a bridge to the new topic’) or indirect (e.g., ‘Pharaoh Khufu built the Great Pyramid of Giza’). In the category of ‘other’ resultatives, Waltke and O’Connor place D-stem verbs that are distinguished from the G stem by having multiple objects, and hence multiple incidents.

4.3.2a Simple Resultatives: שָׁבַר־1, חָלֵק, בַּחַר, פָּרֶשׁ, פָּשׂק, שֶׁטֶח

Traditionally, the verb שָׁבַר־1 has been used to illustrate the intensive meaning of the D stem, glossing it ‘to break’ in the G stem and ‘to break entirely’ or ‘to smash’ in the D stem (Brown et al. 1907, s.v; Blau 2010, 229; Pratico and Van Pelt 2007, 309). According to Waltke and O’Connor, however, the D stem should be understood as a resultative and be glossed ‘to make broken’, in distinction to the G stem which describes the process of breaking (1990, 405). This is the distinction between the middle and right columns of table 17.

The verb שָׁבַר־1 occurs in our source 51 times in the G stem. 49 of those times there is no evidence to distinguish the process ‘to break’ from the resultative ‘to make broken’. Of the remaining two G-stem occurrences, one (Jeremiah 19:10) is likely to have a process meaning, just as Waltke and O’Connor predict. That verse is in a series of instructions that YHWH is commanding Jeremiah. It reads: And you will break the jar in the sight of the men who are going with you’. The prepositional phrase ‘in the sight of the

77. The verb is labeled שָׁבַר־1 rather than שָׁבַר because it has a homographic homonym שָׁבַר־2 that means ‘to buy grain’ in the G stem.

78. Waltke and O’Connor also list שָׁבַר־1 as an irreal resultative used for indirect action (1990, 408). This will be discussed in §4.3.2c.
men’ is adverbial, describing where Jeremiah is to do the process of breaking the jar. This indicates that the focus is on the process of breaking, not on the result that it is broken.

In Isaiah 30:14, however, the G stem of שָׁבַר seems to have a resultative meaning. That verse reads ‘וּשְׁבָרָהּ מִגֶּֽבֶא׃’ like the breaking of a potter’s jar, beaten without pity so that there will not be found in its fragments a potsherd to scoop fire from the hearth or to dip water from a cistern’. The extended simile in this verse focuses on the result of the breaking; it will be totally smashed into fragments that are too small to be useful for anything. There is no mention of the one who breaks it or how it is broken; the entire focus is on the result. Therefore it has a resultative meaning, yet it is in the G stem, contrary to Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

Thus the evidence for the G stem of שָׁבַר is mixed: once it fits their hypothesis, once it contradicts it, and the remaining 49 times there is no evidence to distinguish the two.

The D stem of שָׁבַר occurs 36 times in our source. In a dozen of those occurrences, there is evidence in context that it has a resultative meaning, as Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis predicts. For example, Isaiah 21:9b reads ‘וַיֹּ֗אמֶר נָֽפְלָה הַמָּשָּׁרָ֥ה תְּמִֽיָּדוּת אֲשֶׁר שָׁבַר נָֽפְלָתָ֖ה לַמְּכִתָּתוֹ אֶלָּא לִפְיו׃’ ‘And he answered and said, “Fallen, fallen is Babylon! And all of the images of her gods he has broken to the ground!”’ In context, the ‘he’ that is the subject of the verb ‘he has broken’ has no clear antecedent. This suggests that the process of breaking is unimportant. Rather, what is in focus is that the images are on the ground in the broken state. This is a resultative meaning.

79. This may be the use of an impersonal third person subject for passive: ‘and it will be broken’ (Isaiah 30:14) and ‘have been broken’ (Isaiah 21:9b). See page 111 for an explanation.
Once, however, there is evidence that  שׁבר־ in the D stem has a process meaning. 1 Kings 19:11b reads

‘And behold! YHWH was passing by! And a great and strong wind was tearing off mountains and breaking rocks before YHWH. But YHWH was not in the wind.’

This indicates that the action of the wind is in focus, not the result on the rocks, so this occurrence has a process meaning, contrary to Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

Thus for  שׁבר־, the evidence is mixed for both the G stem and the D stem. In the vast majority of occurrences, there is no evidence that allows us to distinguish the process ‘to break’ from the resultative ‘to make broken’. Yet when there is evidence, both the G stem and the D stem have examples of a process meaning and examples of a resultative meaning. The D stem has more examples of a resultative meaning, however, so this is slight evidence for Waltke and O’Connor’s proposal, albeit with exceptions.

2 חלק. Waltke and O’Connor list חלק as an example of the distinction between the G and D stems. They cite Joshua 14:5 as the G stem meaning ‘to apportion’ and Joshua 19:51 as the D stem meaning ‘to make apportioned’.

Joshua 14:5 reads: ‘As YHWH commanded Moses, thus the sons of Israel did, and they divided the land’. Given the focus on the action of the Israelites (שַׁלֹּשֶׁת), this fits Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis that the G stem
describes the action (‘they divided the land’) rather than the end result (‘they made the land divided’). So far, so good.

Their contrasting D-stem example from Joshua 19:51 reads festgehalten. Berichtes 80.

These are the inheritances which Eleazar the priest and Joshua the son of Nun and the heads of the patriarchies for the tribes of the Israelites caused [the people] to inherit by lot in Shiloh before YHWH [at] the entrance of the tent of meeting. And so they ceased from dividing the land’. The focus on the end product (‘the inheritances’) in the first half of the verse fits Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis that the D stem focuses on the end result (‘make divided’) rather than the process (‘to divide’). The actual wording of the verbal phrase, however, indicates that the verb itself describes the process. Note that it says נביא عبرא מחליע ‘and they ceased from dividing’. The use of כל ‘to finish’ combined with the privative preposition מ ‘from’ indicates that the verbal phrase is describing the process of dividing rather than the end result (‘making divided’). One finishes a process, not a result.80

80. Jenni (1968, 127) reads Joshua 19:51 differently. He argues, “Im Schlußabschnitt des Berichtes über die Landverteilung wird das erreichte Resultat mit הלח pi. [D stem] und מ + Inf. festgehalten. Das Land ist jetzt definitiv verteilt; das Verbum steht entsprechend im resultativen Pi’el [D stem].” Thus Jenni argues that it is resultative because the result was achieved. It is true that it would not be resultative if the verb were affirmed and the result negated. Nevertheless, the fact that it is affirmed rather than negated does not prove that it is resultative, since one can affirm an action as well as a result. Following Jenni’s logic consistently would require us to mark all verbs as resultative if the result was actually achieved! Furthermore, Jenni does not explain how one can cease from a result (חֹלַל with מ followed by an infinitive ‘to cease from <infinitive>’). So, pace Jenni, the grammatical construction in Joshua 19:51 indicates that the infinitive חל refers to a process, not a result.
In fact, of the 25 times that 2-חלק is used in the D stem, 19 of them are ambiguous, 3 of them are likely to be resultative (Genesis 49:7; 2 Samuel 6:19; 1 Chronicles 16:3), and 3 of them are likely to describe a process (Joshua 19:51; Judges 5:30; Isaiah 9:2). As an example of a resultative, Genesis 49:7: ‘Cursed be their anger, for it is strong, and their wrath, for it is hard. I will divide them [D stem] in Jacob, and I will scatter them [H stem] in Israel’. Given that Jacob does not actually do the scattering himself, and the scattering happens many generations later, a focus on the end result rather than the process seems likely, so this fits Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis. Conversely, Joshua 19:51 has a process meaning, as described above. Thus the evidence for the D stem of 2-חלק is mixed; most occurrences are ambiguous, and there are as many counterexamples as examples.

Of the 19 times that 2-חלק occurs in the G stem, 18 give no evidence either way. The one exception is found in 2 Chronicles 23:18, which reads והַלְוִיִּים֮ שֶׁלְּכַלּוֹתָם מִבִּיאָם לְכַלּוֹתָםְ לָקְחָם יְהוָ֗הוּ הַלְוִיֵּֽיםְ יִתְּמַשְׁקֵּֽיםְ לְֽהַעֲל֞וֹת יְהוָה֒. ‘And Jehoiada placed the duties of YHWH’s house in hand of the priests, the Levites whom David had assigned over YHWH’s house to offer YHWH’s burnt offerings’. In this text, the issue is that the changes that Jehoiada made were a restoration of the proper order. To support that point, the purpose of the verb חלק in this text is to assert that the Levites had been given that role centuries earlier by David. Thus the focus is on the result – they had been properly appointed – rather than on the process of appointing them, so it should be in the D stem according to Waltke and O’Connor, yet it is in the G stem.

In summary, most occurrences of 2-חלק in the G stem and D stem could have either a process meaning or a resultative meaning as defined by Waltke and O’Connor, and the few
occurrences that lean one way or the other are mixed. Thus the verb והַג (halak) does not support their hypothesis.

The verb והַג occurs only twice in Bible; once in the D stem and once in the G stem, both in Genesis 15:10. It reads והַג את הַ__לָה רָּצָה יִבְגַּרְבוֹת וְסַגְגְרֶה לְאֵלֶּה רַעָה והַג את הַ__לָה רָּצָה יִבְגַּרְבוֹת: ‘And he took to himself all these. And he cut them in two in the middle and he put them, each piece of it to meet its neighbor, but the birds he did not cut in two’. The first occurrence is D stem, and the second is G stem. It seems, however, that both verbs could be taken either way: ‘He did the process of cutting them in two in the middle’ or ‘He made them cut in two in the middle’, and ‘but the birds he did not do the process of cutting in two’ or ‘but the birds he did not make cut in two’. Waltke and O’Connor state that the second is G stem because it is negated, and negation is appropriate for the form dealing with the action. This will be discussed in §5.2. For now we simply note that when one looks at other verbs (§5.2), both D stem and G stem verbs are negated, so negation is an insufficient criterion for distinguishing process and resultative verbs.

In line with their hypothesis, Waltke and O’Connor say that G stem of והַג “specifies the movement as an event” whereas the D stem specifies the movement “as at an end” (1990, 406), namely at the end result of the process of spreading. For examples of the G stem, they list Job 11:13 and Exodus 9:29. Job 11:13 reads והַג את הַ__לָה רָּצָה יִבְגַּרְבוֹת: ‘If you prepared your heart, you will stretch out your hands toward him’. Exodus 9:29 reads והַג את הַ__לָה רָּצָה יִבְגַּרְבוֹת: ‘And Moses said to him, “When I exit the city, I will spread out my hands to YHWH”’. In both cases one can see how the process of spreading out one’s hands fits the context. On the other hand, it is unclear why an end-result meaning would
not fit as well. E.g., “If you prepared your heart, you will make your hands stretched out toward him.” Unfortunately Waltke and O’Connor do not explain why the event meaning fits better than the end result meaning; they simply assert that it is so.

Furthermore, when one looks at certain other examples of the G stem of פרש, מִכֶּם, a resultative meaning fits better than a process meaning. For example, 1 Kings 6:27 reads, וַֽיִּפְרְשׂוּ כְּנַף־הָֽאֶחָד, לְךָ הַכְּרֻבִים, וְכַנְפֵיהֶם֙ נִצְבּוּ נֶגֶשׁ בָּנֵיהֶם לְאַלְמָנוּת נֵבֶעָת נֵבֶעַת אֵל־כָּנָֽף׃ ‘And they spread out the wings of the cherubim, and the wing of the one touched the wall and the wing of the second cherub was touching the second wall, and their wings to the middle of the house were touching wing to wing’. In this passage, there are two reasons why a focus on the end state fits better than a focus on the process. The first is that the verb has a third-person plural subject, but in context there is no third-person plural to be the subject. Therefore this is likely to be the use of the impersonal third person as passive (Gesenius et al. 1910, 460; Williams and Beckman 2007, 66), so it is usually translated “and the wings were spread out” (RSV, NRSV, NASB, NET; cf. JPS, NIV). This indicates that the resulting state of the object is what is important in this context, not the action of the subject. The second reason is that in this passage, the clause with פרש is followed by three clauses describing the final position of the outspread wings. Since the context focuses on the final position of the wings rather than on the process of spreading them out, and since the verb is an impersonal third person, the verb פרש is likely describe the final state at the end of the movement. Yet the verb פרש in 1 Kings 6:27 is G stem, whereas Waltke and O’Connor state that the ‘end state’ meaning is the D stem, not the G stem.

To exemplify the end-state meaning of the D stem of פרש, Waltke and O’Connor point to Isaiah 1:15a and 65:2. The first reads כְּפִירָתְךָ כִפְרֵשְׂתְךָ לְךִלּוּת עִנֵּי מָצָא ‘And when you spread out
your hands, I will hide my eyes from you’, and the second reads ‘I spread out my hands all the day to a rebellious people’. One can see how both verses could describe the end point, (‘And when you make your hands spread out ...’) and (‘I make my hands spread out ...’). Yet a process meaning also seems to fit: (‘And when you spread out your hands ...’) and (‘I spread out my hands’). Waltke and O’Connor do not explain why a focus on the process rather than the end point would not fit; they simply assert that they have an end-state meaning because they are D stem.

Furthermore, in Jeremiah 4:31 the D stem seems to focus on the action, not the end result. It reads: ‘For a sound like a woman in labor I heard, distress like one bearing her first-born, the sound of the daughter Zion gasping for breath, spreading out her hands, “Woe is me! For my life is fainting before murderers!”’ In this text, the focus seems to be on the process: gasping, crying out, stretching out one’s hands. This would be a G-stem meaning according to Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis, yet the verb is D stem.

Thus we have seen that Waltke and O’Connor’s examples of פרש in both the G stem and the D stem are ambiguous, and we have seen counterexamples in both stems.

The above discussion omits an important point, however, because Waltke and O’Connor inconsistently define the distinction between the D and G stems. On pages 354-8 and 400, Waltke and O’Connor describe the key feature of the D stem being causation with a passive undersubject (this was discussed in §1.2.2 and §4.1), whereas on page 406, their definition of the D stem of פרש as specifying the movement “as at an end (terminal Aktionsart)” omits one detail:
the undersubject being passive. That detail is not optional, since what distinguishes the D stem from the H stem in their system is that in the D stem, the undersubject is passively placed in a state, whereas in the H stem, the undersubject actively does something. For the verb שָׁרָה, the passivity of the undersubject is a critical feature of the definition because the verb often describes the subject spreading out her or his own hands or wings. Since the undersubject is part of the subject, the verb is arguably reflexive rather than one with a passive undersubject. Thus all of the above examples except perhaps 1 Kings 6:27 arguably do not have a resultative meaning by Waltke and O’Connor’s definition: one that describes the undersubject being passively placed in a state. This point is debatable; see section 4.5 for further discussion.

When one consistently applies Waltke and O’Connor’s definition that the D stem has a passive undersubject, we obtain the following. Of the 54 times that שָׁרָה occurs in the G stem, 23 cannot have a resultative (passive undersubject) meaning, one (Exodus 40:19) is likely to have such a meaning, and the rest have no evidence either way. The D stem occurs 9 times, of which 7 cannot have a passive undersubject and 2 might. Since the G stem is at least as likely as the D stem to describe a passive undersubject being placed in a state, נִשְׁרָה does not confirm Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis as currently stated. Section 4.5 will discuss the possibility of changing their definition of resultative to include reflexive actions.

Waltke and O’Connor use the verb מָשָׁר as another example of the contrast between the D and G stems. The verb occurs once in the G stem, in Proverbs 13:3, which reads נָעַר יִשְׁרָאֵל מָשָׁר נַעֲשָׁה מִשְׁרָה נִשְׁרָה—‘One who guards his mouth preserves his life. One who spreads wide his lips — destruction is his’. This is unlikely to be resultative because it is a substantival
participle, so the focus is on the one who does the action. Furthermore, it is reflexive, so it does
not fit Waltke and O’Connor’s definition of a resultative as having a passive undersubject.

The verb also occurs once in the D stem, in Ezekiel 16:25, which reads: אֶת־תַּזְנוּתָֽיִ and Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis requires for resultative meanings. תַּזְנוּתָֽיִ kicks the head you built a
raised platform and made your beauty abominable and spread your legs wide to everyone
passing by and you multiplied your whoring’. Because the subject is spreading her own legs, the
undersubject is not passive, and it is not resultative by Waltke and O’Connor’s definition.81

שתש. The verb šēš occurs once in the D stem, and Waltke and O’Connor use it as an
example of the D stem referring to an end state. Psalm 88:10 reads: יָפְיִ my eye wasted away on me from oppression. I called on you, O YHWH,
every day. I spread out my hands to you’. This is the D stem, so Waltke and O’Connor interpret
this as referring to the end state ‘I make my hands spread out’. This is possible, but given the
parallel with calling upon YHWH (for which an end-state description ‘I made you called upon’
seems unlikely), a focus on the process may be more likely. Furthermore, because the subject is
spreading out his own hands, the undersubject is arguably reflexive rather than the passive that
Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis requires for resultative meanings.

In addition, when we look at the five occurrences of שַׁש in the G stem, four are
ambiguous, but there is one occurrence that suggests a passive undersubject with a focus on the
end result. Jeremiah 8:2 reads: יָפְיִ and Waltke and O’Connor’s.

81. If one broadened the definition of resultative to include reflexive verbs (as we shall do in
§4.5), then a resultative meaning (‘you made your legs spread wide’) would also fit.
And they will spread them to the sun and to the moon and to all the host of the sky, which they loved and which they served and which they walked after and which they sought and which they worshipped. They will not be gathered and they will not be buried. They will be as dung on the face of the ground’. There are two reasons that this context suggests a focus on the end result rather than on the process. The first reason is that the third-person plural verb form without a third-person subject in context indicates that this is the use of the impersonal third person plural. As discussed on page 111, this indicates that the point of the verb is what happens to the object, not the subject doing the action, so the focus is likely to be on the final spread-out state of the object, not the process of spreading out the object. The second reason is that the last clause of the verse describes the final state of the object. Therefore, it is likely that the final state of the object is in focus. Furthermore, the direct objects are corpses, so they are passive. The use of שֶׁטֶח in Jeremiah 8:2 thus fits Waltke and O’Connor’s description of the D stem, yet it is in the G stem, not the D stem.

In summary, in this section we have discussed all of the verbal roots that Waltke and O’Connor use as examples of simple resultatives. One root (בָּשַׁר) is completely ambiguous. The remaining roots (שָׁבַר, 1, הַלָּכֶה, 2, פָּרַשׁ, פָּשַׁר) have at least as many counter-examples to Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis as they have examples that fit. In addition, we noted that Waltke and O’Connor’s description of the D stem as having a passive undersubject may not fit their examples of D stem verbs where the subject is spreading their own hands or lips or legs or wings. This topic will be explored further in §4.5.
4.3.2b Irreal Resultatives (Metaphorical): adverts, דללים

In contrast with the real resultatives that were discussed in the preceding section, Waltke and O’Connor classify some verbs as having an irreal resultative meaning in the D stem. They subcategorize irreal resultatives as metaphorical (discussed in this section) or indirect (discussed in §4.3.2c).

Waltke and O’Connor posit that for some verbs, the D-stem describes an action metaphorically whereas the G-stem describes the action in a literal, physical sense. For example, they state that זרה means ‘to scatter’ or ‘to winnow’ small particles (like grain) in the G stem, whereas it is used in the D stem to describe a king ‘winnowing’ the wicked. This metaphorical use of the D stem is irreal because the king isn’t actually scattering wicked people as small particles thrown to the wind.

Even if there are such verbs (for which the G stem is literal and the D stem is metaphorical), such verbs constitute support for Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis only if a metaphorical meaning is intrinsically factitive/resultative. Jenni is aware of this, so he argues that metaphorical action intrinsically focuses on the end result, so it is necessarily resultative (1968, 135–40). Waltke and O’Connor, however, say that this argument by Jenni “is interesting but not compelling” (1990, 407). Unfortunately, they do not offer any other explanation for how a metaphorical meaning is intrinsically factitive/resultative, as their own hypothesis requires. In fact, it seems quite possible that a metaphorical use of a verb could focus on the process rather than the result. To return to the example of זרה, it seems conceivable that one could say, “One day, while King Solomon was winnowing the wicked by listening carefully to the evidence and rendering judgments with unprecedented wisdom and insight, the Queen of Sheba dropped in to
say hello.” The multiple adverbial phrases and the use of the verb in a temporal phrase (‘while he was winnowing’) indicate that the focus is on the process of winnowing, not the end result, even though it is metaphorical. Thus a metaphorical meaning is not inherently factitive/resultative.

This possibility of a non-resultative metaphorical verb makes it necessary for us to ask if a metaphorical verbal use has a process meaning (the middle column of table 17) or a resultative meaning (the right column of table 17). This section checks for a resultative meaning (as Waltke and O’Connor define it) in every G-stem and D-stem occurrence of the verbs that Waltke and O’Connor use as examples of verbs that are metaphorical in the D stem. The question of whether there are verbs for which the D stem is consistently metaphorical in contrast to a literal G stem is deferred to the next chapter (§5.3), since it is irrelevant to testing Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis (per the argument above, that metaphorical is not necessarily factitive/resultative).

וּלְכָה ‘to scatter’ occurs 9 times in the G stem and 25 times in the D stem. Because the verb itself intrinsically implies that the object is affected by the action of the verb, it seems possible in almost every occurrence that the verb describes the subject putting a passive undersubject in a scattered or winnowed state (i.e., a resultative meaning). On the other hand, in all cases but two, it also seems possible that the verb describes a process (‘to break a stick’ in the middle column of table 17) rather than the imposition of a state (‘to make a stick broken’ in the right column of table 17). For example, Exodus 32:20 reads וַיִּקַּח אֶת־הָעֵ֙גֶל והַשָּׁם בִּשְׂדֹּ֔הוּ וַיִּשְׂרָאֵ֤ל׃ And he took the calf that they had made and burned it with the fire and ground it until it was crushed and he scattered it on the surface of the water and he caused the sons of Israel to drink it’. A process meaning for ‘scatter’ fits nicely here, since it is in a series of Moses’ actions. On the other hand, a resultative meaning would also work
because it is preceded by a resultative (מִשְׁרְרֵה, ‘until it was crushed’), so the resulting state of the calf was in focus. Similarly, Leviticus 26:33 reads ‘I will scatter you among the nations and unsheathe a sword after you, and your land will be desolate and your cities will be a waste’. The last two clauses describe the resulting state of the land and the cities, so it is possible that the first two are also resultative (‘I will make you scattered ... and I will make a sword unsheathed’). On the other hand, because the last two clauses describe the result, it seems natural for the first two clauses to describe the processes (‘I will scatter you ... and unsheathe a sword’) that led to the resulting state of the land. Thus both Exodus 32:20 and Leviticus 26:33 occur in contexts which allow either a process or a resultative meaning, yet 1יְהַלָּֽיְלָה is in the G stem in Exodus 32:20 and in the D stem in Leviticus 26:33.

There are, however, two occurrences of 1יְהַלָּֽיְלָה that are unambiguous; both of them are in the G stem. Ruth 3:2b reads ‘Look! He [Boaz] is winnowing the barley threshing floor tonight’. Because the issue at hand is finding an opportunity for Ruth to propose to Boaz, the focus is on Boaz’ activity that night, what process he is engaged in doing, not the result of the process. Therefore 1יְהַלָּֽיְלָה seems unlikely to have a resultative meaning (‘to make winnowed/scattered’) in Ruth 3:2; instead, it has a process meaning (‘to do the process of winnowing’), just as Waltke and O’Connor’s theory predicts.

The other unambiguous occurrence of 1יְהַלָּֽיְלָה is in Isaiah 30:24, which reads ‘And the oxen and the donkeys that work the ground will eat sorrel mash that has been winnowed with the shovel and with the fork’. In this verse, the point is that the animals will eat high-quality food, so the focus is on the state of the
food – that it has been winnowed. This is thus a resultative meaning, not a process meaning. A resultative meaning is what Waltke and O’Connor lead us to expect for the D stem, yet this is the G stem. In fact, it is the exact same verbal form (G-stem participle masculine singular) as Ruth 3:2, which unambiguously had a process meaning, as described in the previous paragraph.

In summary, all but two occurrences of זֶרַה are ambiguous. The two unambiguous occurrences are both G stem, one of which has a process meaning as Waltke and O’Connor predict, but the other has a resultative meaning, which should be D stem according to their hypothesis. Therefore זֶרַה does not confirm Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis that the G stem is process (‘to winnow’) and the D stem is resultative (‘to make winnowed’).

דֵלָה ‘to bring up’ occurs five times in our source: four times in the G stem (Exodus 2:16, 19, 19; Proverbs 20:5), and once in the D stem (Psalm 30:2). In all five occurrences, there is no evidence to allow us to detect if the process or result is intended. For example, the one D-stem occurrence is in Psalm 30:2, which reads I shall exalt you, YHWH, because you drew me up and did not let my foes rejoice over me’. Because the resulting state is important, a resultative meaning seems possible. On the other hand, since YHWH is being praised, a focus on YHWH’s actions seems apropos, which would be a process meaning. Thus this occurrence is ambiguous.

In summary, the two verbs that Waltke and O’Connor list as metaphorical irreal resultatives in the D stem are almost always ambiguous, leaving us unable to detect if the meaning is process or result. The two unambiguous occurrences are both the G stem of זֶרַה, 82.

82. If Isaiah 30:24 is a mispointed Pual perfect (זֹּרֶה → זֹּרָה), then the counterexample disappears.
one has a process meaning and the other has a result meaning. Thus neither of these verbs support Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

4.3.2c Irreal Resultatives (Indirect Action): שבר-1, בקע

Waltke and O’Connor’s other subcategory of irreal resultatives consists of verbs for which the D stem describes the subject doing the action through an intermediary (usually unspecified), in contrast with the G stem, which describes the subject directly doing the action of the verb. In principle, whenever the one who actually does the action is not mentioned, that suggests that the process of the action is less important than the result of the action. Indirect actions, therefore, seem more likely than direct actions to fit Waltke and O’Connor’s description of a resultative meaning, as long as the intermediary is not mentioned. If the intermediary is mentioned, however, a process meaning seems quite possible, since specifying the intermediary is specifying information about the process.

In chapter 5 we will investigate the question of whether there are verbs that consistently indicate indirect action in the D stem, whereas in this section we are asking whether Waltke and O’Connor’s example verbs (שבר- and בקע) consistently fit their hypothesis about the D stem, regardless of whether they indicate indirect action.

שבר-1. In §4.3.2a we concluded that the stem (D or G) of שבר- seems to have little bearing on whether the meaning is resultative or process. To see this specifically with reference to Waltke and O’Connor’s examples of direct vs. indirect action, we examine Ezekiel 27:26 and

83. The question of whether שבר- is more likely to indicate indirect action in the D stem than in the G stem will be investigated in chapter 5 (§5.4.1).
Psalm 48:8. For the G stem, Ezekiel 27:26b reads: ‘The east wind broke you in [the] heart of [the] seas’. This is indeed direct action, since the subject (the wind) is doing the breaking. However, since Waltke and O’Connor do not argue that every direct action is process (which would leave them with very few factitive/resultative examples), the mere fact that it is direct action does not guarantee that the meaning is process rather than result. Note in this case that the meaning of an effected state would fit the context equally well: ‘The east wind made you broken’. In fact, because the following verse describes all the contents of the ships sinking, one might argue that the focus is on the resulting broken state rather than on the process of breaking, but that would be a D-stem meaning according to Waltke and O’Connor.

For their indirect action D stem example, Psalm 48:8 reads: ‘With an east wind you break the ships of Tarshish’. This is indeed indirect action, since the subject (you) is breaking the ships by means of an east wind. Since the subject is not the one actually doing the breaking, it seems plausible that the focus is on the resulting state rather than the process, just as Waltke and O’Connor propose. On the other hand, the fact that the instrument of their breaking is mentioned (i.e., an east wind) suggests that the process is in view. So this D-stem example might be either process or resultative, just like the G-stem example in Ezekiel 27:26b; direct vs. indirect action ends up not being adequate evidence in either case.

בֵּית occurs 16 times in the G stem and 12 times in the D stem. In most cases, there is no evidence on which to decide if בֵּית means ‘to split’ or ‘to make split’. For example, Isaiah 48:21b reads: ‘and he split a rock, and water gushed out’, and Psalm 78:15 reads: ‘he split rocks in the wilderness, and gave them drink abundantly like ocean depths’. A process meaning (‘he split’) and a resultative meaning (‘he made split’)
both seem possible in both occurrences. Yet בָּקֶעַ is in the G stem in Isaiah 48:21 but in the D stem in Psalm 78:15. 84

There are, however, two cases (2 Kings 8:12; 15:16) that likely mean ‘to make split’ (resultative). Both are in the D stem as Waltke and O’Connor predict. There are also three cases (2 Samuel 23:16; Ezekiel 13:11; 1 Chronicles 11:18) that likely mean ‘to split’ (process); two are in the G stem as Waltke and O’Connor predict, but one of them is in the D stem. Ezekiel 13:11b reads וֹתָֽר עַ֖שֶּׁ֥ה וְֽתֵּבַֽקֵּֽעַ׃ ‘and a wind of gales will split [i.e., ‘break out’]’. Since the subject is the one breaking out, and there is no undersubject, it is impossible for this to be the subject causing a passive undersubject to be in a state, yet it is in the D stem, contrary to their hypothesis.

In summary, in twenty-three of the twenty-eight occurrences of בָּקֶעַ, there is no evidence either for or against the distinction that Waltke and O’Connor claim between the G and D stems of בָּקֶעַ. Of the five occurrences where there is evidence, four support their hypothesis, and one is incompatible with it. Thus בָּקֶעַ supports their hypothesis, albeit with one exception.

4.3.2d Other Resultatives (Multiple Objects): נְשַׁךְ, נְשָׁק

Waltke and O’Connor label their final category of resultatives as ‘other’ (1990, 409–10), but it should be labeled ‘multiple objects’, since their discussion and examples all describe the D stem being used with multiple objects, in contrast to the G stem, for which all of their examples in this section have a singular object. 85

84. One might argue that the G stem of בָּקֶעַ is used for a single object and the D stem for multiple objects, but there are several counterexamples (e.g., Amos 1:13; Qohelet 10:9; Habakkuk 3:9).
85. Their text also refers to the possibility of multiple actions, but since none of their examples show multiple actions with a single object, and since they have a separate category of
Is action upon multiple objects necessarily resultative? Waltke and O’Connor are ambiguous on this point. On the one hand, the structure of their chapter classifies these verbs as resultative (their §24.3.3 ‘other’ is a subsection of their §24.3 ‘resultative’). On the other hand, they describe and then reject Jenni’s argument that a plurality of actions must refer to the result rather than the action: “we do not find [Jenni’s arguments] compelling, for a plurality of actions, it seems to us, can be presented in actu” (1990, 409). Unfortunately, Waltke and O’Connor do not address the fact that they have just admitted that these verbs are not necessarily resultative and hence do not fit their model of the D stem as describing the subject putting a passive undersubject in a state (i.e., that they are resultative).

Jenni’s argument (1968, 148) is that because actions are not simultaneous, any verb that reports a series of actions is necessarily summarizing their result.86 Jenni is correct that using a single verb to report multiple actions is intrinsically a summary. Jenni does not, however, explain why the summary must be a summary of the result, instead of a summary of the process. On the contrary, it seems quite possible to summarize a process. For example, consider the sentence, “Slowly and methodically, using a sawing motion, he cut at loaf after loaf of rock-hard bread with a dull knife all day long, but he was unable to even scratch the surface of a single loaf.” It describes multiple objects and a series of actions, yet the multiple adverbial phrases indicate a focus on the process. Furthermore, ‘to cut at’ is affirmed, yet it is stated that there was no result.

This indicates that ‘to cut at’ summarizes the process, not the result, in this sentence. Therefore, in agreement with Waltke and O’Connor, and pace Jenni, it does seem possible to have a verb describe a process carried out on multiple objects.

Since having multiple objects or actions does not guarantee that a verbal meaning is resultative, this section checks Waltke and O’Connor’s two example verbs (נשך and נשק) to see if there is evidence in context that their D stem is resultative as they define it, irrespective of whether it refers to multiple actions. 87

1 נשך ‘to bite’ occurs eight times in the G stem and twice in the D stem. According to Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis, the G stem describes the process of biting, whereas the D stem describes the result ‘to make bitten’. In nine of the ten occurrences there is no evidence in context that allows us to distinguish between ‘to bite’ and ‘to make bitten’. To see this, compare Jeremiah 8:17 with Amos 9:3. Jeremiah 8:17 reads: ‘Indeed, look! I am sending serpents among you, adders for which there is no charm, and they will bite you,’ declares YHWH’. Amos 9:3b reads: ‘from there I will command the serpent, and it will bite them’. In both cases, a process meaning ‘to bite’ seems most natural, but I can see no reason that a meaning ‘to make bitten’ would not work. Yet the Jeremiah text uses the D stem of נשך, whereas the Amos text uses the G stem.

There is, however, one text that allows us to distinguish a process meaning from a resultative meaning. Micah 3:5 reads: ‘I will send you cobras and grasshoppers, and they will bite you’, whereas Chapter 5 (§5.6) checks whether there actually is a set of verbs for which the D stem is used with multiple objects and actions, in distinction from the G stem.
Thus says YHWH concerning the prophets who lead my people astray, the ones who, when they are biting with their teeth, they cry out “peace”. The grammar of this sentence is awkward; it seems to describe the prophets as ones who give a favorable oracle when they have something to eat (i.e., they are well paid). The focus is therefore on the behavior of the prophets. Also, the verb נשך is a substantival participle, describing the ones who do the action. Furthermore, there is no direct object, so the effect on the thing that is bitten is unimportant. Thus נשך has a process meaning in Micah 3:5. Since it is in the G stem, this fits Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

נשך occurs 26 times in the G stem and 5 times in the D stem. In none of these occurrences is the effect of the kiss on the recipient in view, so there are no instances in which a meaning ‘to make kissed’ is plausible. Thus the verb נשך does not support Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis that the G stem describes the process and the D stem describes the result.

In summary, Waltke and O’Connor’s example verbs of ‘other irreal resultatives’ provide one occurrence in the G stem that clearly has a process meaning, but no evidence that the D stem has a resultative meaning.

### 4.3.3 Denominal Examples

Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis is able to explain why the D stem is the stem most commonly used to form denominal verbs (Waltke and O’Connor 1990, 410; Ryder 1966, 62-3; cf. Gerber 1896). According to their hypothesis, the D stem fundamentally describes bringing about the state described by the root, so it is natural that to create a verb from an adjective (one type of denominal verb), the D stem would be used to express the bringing about of that
adjectival state. For example עִוֵּר ‘blind’ → עֹר D stem ‘to make blind’. From this pattern it seems a small step to a verb that is made from a noun and indicates the creation of that noun. For example עָנָן ‘cloud’ → ענן D stem ‘to form clouds’. Furthermore, one can imagine that in some contexts an implied negation would be needed frequently, from which the privative use of the D stem could develop in which a D-stem verb is made from a noun and indicates the destruction or removal of that noun. For example, זָנָב ‘tail’ → זנב D stem ‘to cut off the tail’ (i.e., the rear part); חֵטְא ‘sin’ → חטא D stem ‘to cleanse from sin’; שֹׁ֫רֶשׁ ‘root’ → שׁרשׁ D stem ‘to uproot’.

Note, however, that this explanation is diachronic – it traces the origin of the form as its meaning changed over time – whereas Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis is synchronic. This is significant because a D-stem verb whose meaning evolved as described above does not necessarily have a resultative meaning in the end. For example, even though the verb עִוֵּר in the D stem means to make someone blind, and even though it may have started out as referring to the establishment of the state of blindness, this does not guarantee that in the biblical period it always has the factitive/resultative meaning ‘to make blind’ in distinction from the process meaning ‘to do the process of blinding someone’. This is particularly likely to be problematic for verbs which lack separate G and D stems to distinguish the process from the result.

Furthermore, this explanation for the D stem of denominal verbs does not depend on Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis that the D stem is always factitive or resultative and hence always describes the subject as placing a passive undersubject in a state. Instead, the explanation depends solely on the factitive use of the D stem.
Thus the real test of Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis with denominal verbs is its ability to explain the difference between the D stem and the G stem for denominal verbs that occur in both stems. Of the verbs that Waltke and O’Connor list as examples of denominal verbs, there are seven that occur in both the D and G stems: ישאר, אחלים, אוהר, מש sme, תמא, חנן, and🎧.

1אחלים. Based on the noun אחק ‘tent’, the verb אחלים is thought to be denominal. It occurs twice in the G stem and once in the D stem. For the G stem, Genesis 13:12b reads ולות לֹאֵשׁ בְּכַּרְרוֹ וַיֶּאֱהַל אחק וַיֵּרֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶנֶn. ‘But Lot settled among the cities of the circle and pitched his tent as far as Sodom’. The other G stem occurrence, Genesis 13:18a, reads והמשה אחק וַיַּחֲלָל אחק וַיֵּרֶנֶנֶנֶn. ‘And Abram pitched his tent and came and settled among the oaks of Mamre, which are in Hebron’. The D-stem occurs in Isaiah 13:20 אַבְרָם לֶאֵשׁ לַאֵשׁ וַיֵּרֶנֶנֶn. אַבְרָם לֶאֵשׁ לַאֵשׁ וַיֵּרֶנֶn. ‘It will never be inhabited. And it will not be dwelt in for all generations. And an Arab will not pitch his tent there. And shepherds will not make their flocks lie down there’.

In all three occurrences, the resultative meaning ‘to make a tent pitched’ seems more likely than a process meaning ‘to do the process of pitching a tent’. For the G-stem examples, the important thing in the narrative is not the process of pitching their tents but rather where Abram and Lot ended up living as a result of where they pitched their tents (resultative). For the D-stem example, the point of the verse is that Babylon will be uninhabited, which fits nicely as a result of no one making their tent pitched there (resultative). Therefore, 1אחלים does not support Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis for the difference between the D and G stems.

2אחים ‘to cover’ is thought to be a loanword from the Akkadian D-stem verb uhhu, which is thought to be denominative based on the Akkadian noun ihzú ‘a setting’ (Koehler et al. 127).
And he built the structure on the entire house. Its height was five cubits. And he covered the house with cedar planks’. Its one D-stem occurrence is in Job 26:9: He covers the moon’s face, stretching his cloud over it’.

Although a description of the action or of the result could fit both examples, both seem somewhat more likely to have the nuance opposite what Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis leads us to predict. The G-stem occurrence in 1 Kings 6:10 seems more likely to be a resultative, since the passage seems to focus on the resulting structure of the temple rather than on the building process. The D-stem occurrence in Job 26:9 seems more likely to describe the process, since it describes something that does not last (covering the moon with a cloud) and since the parallel clause describes the process.

דשׁן ‘to be/make/remove fat’ might be a denominal verb from דֶּ֫שֶׁן ‘fat’, but this is uncertain (Koehler et al. 2000, s.v.). It occurs once in the G stem, Deuteronomy 31:20b: And he has eaten and is satisfied and has become fat. Of the five times that it occurs in the D stem, it refers to collecting or removing fat twice (Exodus 27:3; Numbers 4:13), considering an offering to be fat once (Psalm 20:4), pouring oil on someone’s head once (Psalm 23:5), and refreshing someone’s bones once (Proverbs 15:30).

Unlike the two previous denominal verbs, the G stem and D stem do not have approximately the same meaning. Instead, the G stem (Deuteronomy 31:20) has the meaning of a

88. It is possible that this is אחז־ ‘to seize’ used in the sense of ‘to attach’. If so, then there are no G-stem examples.
stative verb, for which the D stem is either the corresponding process or the corresponding factitive/resultative. Four of the five occurrences of the D stem seem to work equally well as a description of either the process or the resulting state. The D stem in Proverbs 15:30, however, does seem to describe the subject putting a passive undersubject in a state, as Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis predicts, rather than describing a process: \( \text{ט֜וֹבָ֗ה ה֥} \underline{\text{עָֽצֶם}} \). ‘Brightness of eyes causes a heart to rejoice // And good news refreshes [lit. ‘makes fat’] bones.’

In summary, the verb \( \text{דשׁן} \) does support Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis: the single G-stem occurrence has a process meaning, and of the 5 D-stem occurrences, the one unambiguous occurrence has a resultative meaning as Waltke and O’Connor define it.

חטא. Although the etymological information in (Koehler et al. 2000, s.v.) does not suggest that it is a denominal verb, Waltke and O’Connor treat \( \text{חטא} \) as two verbs derived from two nouns. From the noun \( \text{חַטָּאָה}' \text{sin offering}’ they derive the D-stem verb \( \text{חטא} \) ‘to present a sin offering’. From the noun \( \text{חֵטְא}' \text{sin}’ they derive the D-stem verb \( \text{חטא} \) ‘to remove sin’. \( \text{חטא} \) occurs 181 times in the G stem, usually with the meaning ‘sin against’ or ‘offend’, but occasionally with related meanings like ‘to miss a mark’. In the D stem it occurs fifteen times, once with the meaning ‘bear the loss of something’ (Genesis 31:39), three times with the meaning ‘offer something as a sin offering’ (Leviticus 6:19; 9:15; 2 Chronicles 29:24), and the remaining eleven times with the meaning ‘cleanse from sin’.

The G stem follows Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis, in that it consistently describes a process rather than a passive undersubject being placed in a state. The one possible exception
(where the G stem might be resultative) is Proverbs 20:2:2 מִפְּחֵֽשֶׁתָּ׃

‘The terror of a king is like the growling of a lion. One who angers him forfeits his life’. 89

In the D stem, a process meaning (e.g., ‘to cleanse from sin’) and a resultative meaning (e.g., ‘to make cleansed from sin’) seem equally possible, with one exception. Leviticus 6:19 readsCHASE הָכַּנֵּשׁ מִפְּחֵֽשֶׁתָּ׃ ‘The priest who offers it for sin shall eat it. In a holy place it will be eaten, in the court of the tent of meeting’. This is likely to have a process meaning (contrary to the hypothesis) because both the context and the grammar (an attributive participle) indicate that the priest and his actions are in focus, not the result.

In summary, 180 out of 181 occurrence ofCHASE in the G stem clearly have the nuance that Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis predicts, but the one remaining occurrence has the opposite nuance. Fourteen out of fifteen occurrences of the D stem are ambiguous, but the one remaining occurrence has the opposite meaning from what they predict. Thus both the D stem and the G stem ofCHASE provide slight evidence against their hypothesis.

Waltke and O’Connor list 1CHASE ‘to act graciously’ as denominal, perhaps based on the noun חֵן ‘grace, charm’. It occurs 55 times in the G stem, always meaning ‘to favor or be gracious to someone’. In all cases, the G stem seems to be able to have either a process meaning (‘to favor someone’) or a resultative meaning (‘to make someone a recipient of favor’).

It occurs once in the D stem: Proverbs 26:25 reads בָּשָׁעַת חֵן מְלֹא קֹלֵל יִשְׁכַּב הַשַּׁלָּמִים׃ ‘When he makes his voice gracious, do not believe him, for seven abominations are in his

89. The undersubject could be reflexive. The fact that the result is unwanted and unintended by the subject, as well as carried out by another, however, suggests that one could argue that it is passive rather than reflexive.
heart’. The D-stem describes making one’s voice sound gracious, which is compatible with Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis (cf. ‘to make a stick broken’) except for the fact that the undersubject is the subject’s own voice, so one might argue (see §4.5) that the undersubject is not passive as Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis requires. In fact, it seems possible that the D stem fits Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesized meaning of the H stem: ‘to make one’s voice seem like it is doing the process of favoring someone’. Thus חנן־ה may provide slight evidence against Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

90. Waltke and O’Connor treat_damage as denominal, based on the verb יודע, ‘expert’. The verb ידע occurs 821 times in the G stem (‘to know’) and once in the D stem (‘to cause to know’).

Because the verb occurs more than 400 times in the G stem, we sampled it using the procedure described in §3.2. Of our 127 samples of the G stem, it clearly fits Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis 118 times. The nine remaining times, a passive undersubject seems possible but not required. Those nine times have two different meanings: Four times (Genesis 18:19; Exodus 33:12; Jeremiah 1:5; Amos 3:2) it could mean either ‘to choose’ (process) or ‘to make chosen’ (resultative). Five times (2 Samuel 7:20; Hosea 13:5; Nahum 1:7; Psalm 37:18; Psalm 144:3) it could mean either ‘to know’ (process/state) or ‘to take care of’ (process) or ‘to make taken care of’ (resultative). For example, Nahum 1:7 reads ווָ֧תְּקַזְּבֶ֥הָ לֵ֜לָשֶׁת חַ֣יְמָ֑ו יְהוָ֧ה יִ֞שְׁתַּחֶ֗זׁוּ יִ֣תְּתֶ֙הְוָ֣י לְ֣יִֽתְּתֵ֔ו יִֽשְׁתַּחֶ֛זׁוּ לָֽמַ֥ת יִֽשְׁתַּחֶ֖זׁוּ יִ֞שְׁתַּחֶ֗זׁוּ יִ֣תְּתֶ֙ו יִ֣תְּתֵ֔ו יִֽשְׁתַּחֶ֛זׁוּ יִ֞שְׁתַּחֶ֗זׁוּ יִ֣תְּתֶ֙ו יִ֣תְּתֵ֔ו יִֽשְׁתַּחֶ֛זׁוּ יִ֞שְׁתַּחֶ֗זׁוּ יִ֣תְּתֶ֙ו יִ֣תְּתֵ֔ו יִֽשְׁתַּחֶ֛זׁוּ יִ֞שְׁתַּחֶ֗זׁוּ יִ֣תְּתֶ֙ו יִ֣תְּתֵ֔ו יִֽשְׁתַּחֶ֛זׁוּ יִ֞שְׁתַּחֶ֗זׁוּ יִ֣תְּתֶ֙ו יִ֣תְּתֵ֔ו יִֽשְׁתַּחֶ֛זׁוּ יִ֞שְׁתַּחֶ֗זׁוּ יִ֣תְּתֶ֙ו יִ֣תְּתֵ֔ו יִֽשְׁתַּחֶ֛זׁוּ יִ֞שְׁתַּחֶ֗זׁוּ יִ֣תְּתֶ֙ו יִ֣תְּתֵ֔ו יִֽשְׁתַּחֶ֛זׁוּ יִ֞שְׁתַּחֶ֗זׁוּ יִ֣תְּתֶ֙ו יִ֣תְּתֵ֔ו יִֽשְׁתַּחֶ֛זׁוּ יִ֞שְׁתַּחֶ֗זׁוּ יִ֣תְּתֶ֙ו יִ֣תְּתֵ֔ו יִֽשְׁתַּחֶ֛זׁוּ יִ֞שְׁתַּחֶ֗זׁוּ YHWH is good, a stronghold in a day of trouble. And he knows [he takes care of? he makes taken care of?] those who take refuge in him’.

---

90. It is unclear if Waltke and O’Connor consider all uses of ידע to be denominal or not. Their sole example is Job 38:12, discussed below.
The sole D-stem occurrence of ידע (Job 38:12) reads: 'Have you commanded the morning since your days began and caused the dawn to know its place?' This could have either a resultative meaning (‘he caused the dawn to know its place’) or a process meaning (‘he informed the dawn of its place’). Furthermore, because ‘the dawn knowing its place’ means that dawn occurs at the correct time, the D stem arguably describes the undersubject being caused to perform an action rather than being placed in a state. This last possibility fits Waltke and O’Connor’s description of the H stem, not the D stem.

Thus ידע is compatible with Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis, but the only instance of the D stem and several of the instances of the G stem are also compatible with meanings that violate Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis. So ידע offers slender support for their hypothesis.

In summary, Waltke and O’Connor are able to explain why the D stem is the dominant stem that is used for denominal verbs, but this is a consequence of the factitive use of the D stem, so it is not unique to their specific hypothesis. Their hypothesis is that non-factitive D-stem verbs are resultative and that factitive and resultative verbs are connected because both describe a subject placing a passive undersubject in a state, whereas a G-stem verb describes a state or a process. When we checked their examples of denominal verbs, we did not find a consistent distinction between the D and G stems; if anything, most of the verbs gave slight evidence against their proposal. Waltke and O’Connor suggest that violations of their hypothesis may be due to the G and D stem being formed at different times or from different base words (1990, 411). This can explain cases where the G and D have very different meaning, such as 1 צומת G ‘to be strong’ and 2 צומת D ‘to gnaw bones’. But it cannot explain 1 בסוף and 2 בסוף where the verb
has roughly the same meaning in the G and D stems, and those meanings are not distinguished as Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis leads us to expect.

To look for patterns, it would be good to analyze all denominal verbs as a set. Unfortunately, as Waltke and O’Connor admit (1990, 410), it is often difficult to detect if a verb is denominal. Therefore, denominal verbs will be analyzed together with all other verbs in §4.4.

4.3.4 Frequentative Examples

Waltke and O’Connor (1990, 414–6) discuss verbs that they characterize as denoting frequentative action, either repeated in time or distributed over space. Prominent groups of such verbs include verbs of movement, verbs of vocal expression, and verbs of professional or habitual activity.

These verbs are syntactically intransitive in the G stem. Most of them are also syntactically intransitive in the D stem. In §2.1.2 we discussed the fact that Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis cannot account for verbs that are syntactically intransitive in the D stem. They admit that most of these frequentative verbs are intransitive in the D stem (1990, 414–5), but they do not address the issue that their hypothesis requires all D-stem verbs to be transitive.

Even for frequentative verbs that are syntactically transitive in the D stem, however, if the distinction between the G and D stems is only that the D stem is marked as frequentative, such a verb would not fit Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis. Instead, Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis requires the D stem to be factitive/resultative, meaning that it describes the subject as putting a passive undersubject in a state. Waltke and O’Connor, in fact, admit that these verbs are not factitive/resultative (1990, 415). This is problematic for their hypothesis, because such a
pattern of verbal meanings constitutes a counterargument to the claim that their hypothesis unifies the patterns of meanings of the D stem. Therefore, chapter 5 (§5.7) investigates to what extent verbs with this meaning (frequentative) exist.

Setting aside for the moment the question of whether there is a pattern of verbs that are frequentative in the D stem, this section checks Waltke and O’Connor’s examples of frequentative D-stem verbs (ארב, דלב, חלח, חפה, חבת, נאות, צעף, חוה, חפר, שעור) to see if they are resultative as Waltke and O’Connor define that term.

ארב. Of the 20 times that the verb ארב ‘to wait in ambush’ occurs in the G stem and of the two times that it occurs in the D stem, we found none that could be interpreted as the subject causing a passive undersubject to enter a state. This is the case because the meaning of the verb describes the subject’s action, not an affect on the one for whom the subject lies in wait. For example, in Judges 16:2, the Gazites waited in ambush for Samson (ארב G stem), but he left town (Judges 16:3) before they sprang their trap, so their action had no result. Therefore, the verb ארב in Judges 16:3 indicates the action of the subject, not the result on an undersubject. As another example, Judges 9:25a uses a D-stem participle of ארב to refer to professional ambushers: And the leaders of Shechem set ambushers against him on the mountain tops, and they robbed all who passed over them on the road’. The substantival participle of ארב in Judges 9:25a focuses on the subject who does the action, not on the result of the action. Thus ארב seems never to have a resultative meaning, regardless of whether it is in the G or D stem.
In some sense, this is not a surprise, since Waltke and O’Connor labelับ and similar verbs as having a frequentative meaning in the D stem rather than as having a factitive/resultative meaning. But it is a surprise that despite laying out a beautifully logical theory of the Hebrew stems (1990, 354–9), they do not address the fact that in setting up this category of frequentative verbs, they are acknowledging an entire category of D stem verbs that do not fit their theory. Although individual verbs can be discounted as having a lexicalized D stem (§2.6), any pattern of meaning that is followed by a significant number of verbs needs to be explained, and that is what Waltke and O’Connor fail to do in the case of frequentative verbs.

דלג. Of the 4 times thatדלג ‘to leap’ occurs in our source in the D stem and the one time that it occurs in the G stem, it never describes the subject putting a passive undersubject in a state. This is to be expected, since it describes an action (leaping) that is expected not to effect the thing over which the subject leaps.

הלך. The verbהלך ‘to walk’ occurs 1419 times in the G stem in our source, so it was sampled using the procedure described in §3.2. Of the 147 G-stem samples and the 25 times that it occurs in the D stem, we found none that could plausibly be interpreted as the subject causing a passive undersubject to enter a state. This is to be expected, since[random text]

חכה. The verbחכה ‘to wait’ occurs once in the G stem and 13 times in the D stem in our source. In none of those cases can it plausibly be analyzed as a subject placing a passive undersubject in a state, as Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis requires in the D stem.
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‘to write’ occurs 93 times in the G stem and twice in the D stem in our source. Due to the meaning of the word, almost all occurrences (both G and D) can plausibly be analyzed as a subject (the writer) putting a passive undersubject (the thing written) in a state (having been written). The two occurrences of כָּתַב in the D stem both occur in Isaiah 10:1 and Exodus 24:12 are in the G stem.

Yet Isaiah 10:1 is in the D stem and Exodus 24:12 is in the G stem. ‘Woe to the ones who decree iniquitous decrees, and writers who write wickedness’. Since the focus is on the ones who do the action, the use in Isaiah 10:1 might have a process meaning. On the other hand, since the following verse describes the purpose of what they write, a resultative meaning (‘who make wickedness written’) also seems possible in context. Thus the two occurrences of the D stem of כָּתַב are compatible with Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis but do not require it. On the other hand, the same can be said of almost all G-stem examples. For example, Exodus 24:12 reads כִּסְאָר ה' את אֶבֶן תּהָא לא תּהָא וְעָלֵיהּ דִּבְרֵיהֶם. And YHWH said to Moses, “Come up to me to the mountain and be there, so that I can give you the stone tablets [with] the law and the commandment that I have written for their instruction.” The purpose of the writing is specified, just as it was in Isaiah 10:1, so it might be resultative, with a focus on the outcome of the writing. Yet Isaiah 10:1 is in the D stem and Exodus 24:12 is in the G stem.

There are, however, seven occurrences, all in the G stem, for which there is evidence in context that the verb describes the process of writing rather than the result. For example, Jeremiah 36:17 reads הקְרָאָה אֶל מֹשֶׁה עַל אֲדֹנָי תֵּבָא אֶת אֵילָה יָדְךָ. And they asked Baruch, saying, “Tell us, how did you write all these words? [Did they come] from his mouth?”. In this passage, the scribe Baruch is being asked about the process by which he wrote the words in a scroll, specifically if he wrote them at dictation. All examples like this are in the G.
stem, so they provide some level of support to Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis. But because there are no D-stem examples that specifically indicate a resultative meaning, the support is modest.

‘to commit adultery’ occurs 16 times in the G stem and 15 times in the D stem in our source. All 31 occurrences seems to describe the action of the subject; none of them can reasonably be analyzed as describing as a subject (the adulterous person) putting a passive undersubject (their partner) in a state (having committed adultery).

‘to cry out’ occurs once in the D stem and 48 times in the G stem. In none of those occurrences could it plausibly be analyzed as a subject causing a direct object (the thing cried out) to be in a state (having been cried out). Instead, the focus always seems to be on the subject’s action of crying out.

‘to wait’ occurs 6 times in the G stem and 41 times in the D stem. Like its synonym קוה, no occurrences can be analyzed as a subject causing a passive undersubject (the one waited for) to be in the state of being waited for. A G-stem example is Psalm 25:3a

‘Indeed, all those who wait for you will not be ashamed’. A D-stem example is Psalm 25:21

‘Integrity and uprightness – may they preserve me, for I wait for you’.

‘to sew’ occurs 3 times in the G stem and once in the D stem. One of the G-stem occurrences (Qohelet 3:7) has a process meaning. In the two other G stem occurrences (Genesis 3:7 and Job 16:15), a meaning of the subject causing a passive undersubject to be in a state seems possible. For example, Job 16:15 reads

‘Sackcloth I have sewed on my skin, and I have thrust in the dust my horn’. Sackcloth (שַׂק) is normally
‘worn’ (תָּפֶר 11 times; e.g., 2 Samuel 3:31) or ‘put on’ (שָׂם 4 times; e.g., Genesis 37:34), so in Job 16:15, the fact that it is sewn on (תָּפֶר) suggests that the focus may be on the fact that the sackcloth is on his body to stay, which would be a resultative sense.

By contrast, the one D stem example seems to focus on the subject’s action rather than on the resulting state; Ezekiel 13:18 reads יִשְׁמַחְּתּוֹ נָפָלִים נַפְלָתָּה בְּכֵלַי אֲשֶׁר נִתְּנוּ• אֲשֶׁר יָקְרָא הָנַחַת בְּכֵלַי אֲשֶׁר נִתְּנוּ נַפָּלִים. And say, ‘Thus says Lord YHWH, ‘Woe to the women who sew bands on all wrists of my hands and who make the veils on the head[s] of every size to hunt down lives! Will you hunt down the lives of my people while preserving your own lives?’’. Because the focus is on the women who do the sewing, and there is no further mention of the bands that are sewn, this seems to be a process meaning (‘to sew’) rather than a resultative meaning (‘to make sewn’). Thus the only occurrence of תָּפֶר in the D stem contradicts Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

תָּפֶר ‘to (give/take) a tenth’ occurs twice in the G stem and 7 times in the D stem in our source. Out of the 9 total occurrences, 6 of them could have either a process or a resultative meaning; there is no evidence in context to decide either way.

Three of the occurrences of תָּפֶר, however, seem to have a process meaning. Deuteronomy 26:12a reads נִתְּנָה לְכָל עַדְּרֵי מַשָּׂעַר מַשָּׂעַר שַׁמַּעְתּוֹ שַׁמַּעְתָּּוּ גַּזְמִים לָאָתֵא. ‘When you finish tithing all the tithe of your produce in the third year, the year of the tithe, then you shall give it to the Levite, to the resident foreigner, to the orphan, and to the widow’. One finishes (כָּלַל) a process, not a result, so this has a process meaning, rather than a result. Nehemiah 10:39 is similar, in that it uses ב with the infinitive construct of תָּפֶר to indicate
the time during which the process of tithing occurs. Nehemiah 10:38b also has a process meaning, but for a different reason. It reads: 'וַהֲמִּמֵּ֛ם הַשָּׁ֛ם הַמָּשַׁ֥שְׂרִים֙ בֵּ֣אֵל שָׁ֔רֹא וּבְ֖נֵיהֶֽם׃' and they are the Levites who receive tithes in all the cities of our work'. The use of an attributive participle of אתֶֽלֶּךְ indicates that the focus is on the ones who do the process, not on the result. Since they have a process meaning, these three examples should all be in the G stem according to Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis, but all three are in the D stem. Thus out of 9 occurrences of אתֶֽלֶּךְ, 6 are ambiguous, and 3 provide evidence against Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

In summary, Waltke and O’Connor were correct to place frequentative verbs in a category separate from factitive or resultative, since a frequentative meaning is not a factitive/resultative meaning. Of the ten verbs that they cite as examples, none have any clear occurrences of a factitive/resultative meaning in the D stem, seven of them (אַרְבָּא, דִּלֵל, הָלִלָּה, חֲנָא, זַעְמָה, חָוֶה, נַעֲמָא) consistently have a process meaning in both stems, and two others (חָשָּׁל and ואתֶֽלֶּךְ) have clear examples of a process meaning in the D stem, so 9 of the 10 verbs provide counterexamples to the D stem being factitive/resultative.

What is the significance of this fact? If these verbs have no pattern (i.e., frequentative) to their meaning, then they may simply be the result of lexicalization of individual verbs (§2.6), and hence one should not expect them to be accounted for by a hypothesis of the D stem. On the other hand, if there is a pattern of verbs whose D stem indicates frequentative action, that pattern cannot be written off as lexicalization, and any hypothesis of the D stem needs to account for that fact – something Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis does not do. Therefore, chapter 5 (§5.7) investigates if there is indeed a group of verbs that have a frequentative meaning in the D stem.
4.3.5 Mixed Forms Example: גָּאֵל־

Waltke and O’Connor (1990, 416–7) discuss one verb (גָּאֵל־ ‘defile’) for which the D stem is the factitive of the N stem, not the G stem. גָּאֵל־ occurs once in the D stem (Malachi 1:7), three times in the N stem (Isaiah 59:3; Zephaniah 3:1; Lamentations 4:4), and four times in the Dp stem (Malachi 1:7, 12; Ezra 2:62; Nehemiah 7:64). The N stem appears to have a stative meaning ‘to be in a defiled state’. The Dp appears also to have a stative meaning ‘to be in a defiled state’ in Malachi 1:7, 12, whereas in Ezra 2:62 and Nehemiah 7:64, it means ‘to be excluded’ (מִן־הַכְּהֻנָּה ‘from the priesthood’ in both cases), which might be stative or fientive or factitive/resultative. The sole D-stem occurrence, Malachi 1:6b-7, reads: אֶת־שְׁמֶֽהוּ וּניִ֖זָּבָ֑ה בּוַאֲמַרְתֶּ֕ם הִ֥מְגֹאָ֖ל שָׁלֹֽעַ־מִזְבְּחִי֙ם יֵֽשׁיִֽגְּלָ֑ה מִלָּ֖הוּ כִּלַּ֙ת וַאֲמַרְתֶּ֔ם הַֽמָּלָ֙כִּים יִֽשָּׁרְכוּ שְׁלַמְּלָ֔ם וּלְאַבְּרַ֖ה מְגֹאָֽל מַעֲרִ֣רְקִיבָ֑ה מֵי־אָמָ֖ר. ‘But you say, “How have we treated you with contempt?” By offering on my altar defiled [Dp] food. And you say, “How have we defiled you?” By saying that YHWH’s table may be treated with contempt’. According to Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis, the D-stem verb can be expanded as “How have we put you in a defiled state?” In context, this seems possible. On the other hand, since the context focuses on the action of the subject rather than on the effect on the object, it seems possible that it has a process meaning (‘to defile’; the middle column of table 17) rather than a factitive/resultative meaning (‘to make defiled’; the right column of table 17). Thus גָּאֵל־ is compatible with Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis, but does not provide evidence that specifically supports it.

4.4 Looking for a Passive Undersubject in All Verbs

In §4.3 we examined every occurrence in the G and D stems of the 42 verbs that Waltke and O’Connor use as their examples of the D stem, evaluating the likelihood of each occurrence that it describes the subject placing a passive undersubject in a state (i.e., factitive/resultative),
which is what Waltke and O’Connor say is the unifying characteristic of the D stem. We did not find the D stem to be more likely than the G stem to have that meaning. In many cases, we found examples of G and D stem occurrences that fit their hypothesis, but we found at least as many counterexamples, where the D stem seems to have a process meaning (‘to break a stick’; the middle column of table 17), as well as examples where the G stem seems to have a factitive/resultative meaning (‘to make a stick broken’; the right column of table 17).

To study this issue more comprehensively, this section examines almost every occurrence in the G and D stems of every verbal root that occurs in the D stem. As before, we use the criteria in table 18 to check if there is evidence in context that a particular occurrence does (or does not) describe the subject as causing a passive undersubject to enter a state, that is, if it is factitive/resultative as Waltke and O’Connor define those terms (the right column of table 17).

4.4.1 Summary of All Verbs

A summary of our test data on all verbs in our sample is shown in table 20. Figure 1 shows the same data, using one pie chart for each column of table 20.
Table 20: Occurrences of a Passive Undersubject

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>G stem</th>
<th>D stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passive undersubject is UNLIKELY</td>
<td>5615 (76.8%)</td>
<td>2275 (44.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive undersubject is POSSIBLE</td>
<td>1639 (22.4%)</td>
<td>2616 (51.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive undersubject is LIKELY</td>
<td>53 (0.7%)</td>
<td>223 (4.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of occurrences</td>
<td>7307</td>
<td>5114</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Occurrences of a Passive Undersubject

Note from table 20 and figure 1 that the trends follow Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis: the D stem is more likely to have a passive undersubject than the G stem. Nevertheless, even for the D stem, there is evidence for a passive undersubject less than 5% of the time. Furthermore, for almost half of D-stem occurrences, there is evidence in context that there is not a passive undersubject being placed in a state. So although Waltke and O’Connor’s proposal agrees with the trend from the G stem to the D stem, when we look for the subtle distinction that they posit between a process meaning and a resultative meaning (the middle vs. the right column of table 17), we actually find far more D-stem occurrences that are on the wrong side of that distinction than are on the correct side.
To better understand the data in table 20 and figure 1, we can ask whether the plausibility of a passive undersubject is evenly distributed among various verbal roots, or whether the compatibility with Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis depends on the root. To answer this question, the histogram in figure 2 redisplay the D-stem data from figure 1, adding the orange and gray pie slices of the D-stem pie together (since they indicate that a passive undersubject is at least plausible), and plotting each verbal root (e.g., אָפִּל) as a separate item, adding it to the height of the bar that indicates the percentage of its occurrences for which a passive undersubject is plausible.

91. It would be natural to show a plot like figure 2 of the occurrences that are likely to be factitive/resultative (the gray slice in figure 1), but there are so few of them that it is not a helpful plot, so we group them together with the occurrences for which such a meaning is at least possible (the orange slice in figure 1).

92. The 0% bar in figure 2 counts the verbal roots for which it is never plausible that it has a factitive/resultative meaning in the D stem. Each other bar totals up the occurrences since the previous bar up to its labeled percentage. So the 10% bar counts the verbal roots for which there are some plausible occurrences, but no more than 10% of all occurrences. The 99.9% bar counts the verbal roots for which more than 90% (but less than 100%) of the occurrences have that meaning. The 100% bar counts the verbal roots that always plausibly have a factitive/resultative meaning as Waltke and O’Connor define it.
In figure 2, a verbal root (e.g., אהליך ‘to pitch a tent’) that is part of the 100% bar on the right is a root for which every D-stem occurrence of that root in our source can plausibly be described as the subject causing a passive undersubject to be in a state; in other words, every D-stem occurrence of that verb is plausibly factitive or resultative. Conversely, a verbal root (e.g., ארכק ‘to lie in wait’) that is part of the 0% bar on the left is a root for which none of the D-stem occurrences can plausibly be described that way, so the root is never factitive or resultative.

If every occurrence of every verb followed Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis, a factitive/resultative meaning would be at least plausible for every occurrence of every D-stem verb, so the only purple bar would be on the far right, at 100%. The purple bar on the far right of figure 2 is indeed the largest purple bar, so the trend is in the right direction for their hypothesis. Comparing that bar with the sum of the other bars, we see that a factitive/resultative meaning is always a possibility for 43% of verbal roots. Conversely, the purple bar at the far left of figure 2 shows that such a meaning is never plausible in the D stem for 32% of verbal roots.
Is it possible that the hypothesis-incompatible purple bar on the far left of figure 2 is due to our standard for a factitive/resultative meaning being too strict? To test this, we plot the G-stem data for the same roots alongside the D-stem data in figure 3. Doing so reveals that there are almost 50 verbal roots for which a factitive/resultative meaning is sometimes or always plausible in the G stem (the green bar on the far right of figure 3). This suggests that our standard of evidence for a factitive/resultative meaning being plausible is not too tight.

![Figure 3: Plausibility of a Passive Undersubject in the G and D Stems for Every Verbal Root that Occurs in the D Stem](image)

Exercising figure 3, we see that most G-stem verbs support Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis: a factitive/resultative meaning is never plausible for most (55%) G-stem verbs. On the other hand, a factitive/resultative meaning is always plausible for almost 20% of G stem roots. The support from D stem verbs is weaker: A factitive/resultative meaning is always plausible for less than half (43%) of roots in the D stem, and it is never plausible for almost a third (32%) of roots in the D stem. Furthermore, ‘plausible’ does not mean ‘likely’; table 20 and
figure 1 show that few occurrences provide any evidence that they actually have a factitive/resultative meaning as Waltke and O’Connor define it.

Focusing on the D-stem (the purple bars in figures 2 and 3), note the bimodal distribution: for most verbal roots, a passive undersubject is plausible in the D stem either always (179 verbal roots, the far right purple bar) or never (132 verbal roots, the far left purple bar). The remaining 107 verbal roots are scattered across the distribution. Thus we see that the imperfect fit of table 20 and figure 1 to Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis is a function of the verbal root: 179 verbal roots are always compatible Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis in the D stem, 132 are never compatible with it in the D stem.

To analyze this further, we must take into account the fact that both the G and D stems can have occurrences that are likely to have a factitive/resultative meaning, occurrences that are unlikely to have that meaning, and others that provide no evidence either way. To simplify the analysis, we group together the G-stem occurrences that provide no evidence with those that are unlikely to have a factitive/resultative meaning; this gives the benefit of the doubt to the hypothesis with respect to the G stem. Figure 4 shows the categories used for this analysis.
Figure 4: Classifying Verbal Roots Regarding Waltke and O’Connor’s Hypothesis

The Venn diagram (figure 4) categorizes every verbal root that occurs in the D stem in one of eight areas (A through H) depending on the answers to three questions: (1) Are there no G-stem occurrences that are likely to be resultative as Waltke and O’Connor define it? (2) Are there any D-stem occurrences that are likely to be resultative? (3) Are there no D-stem occurrences that are unlikely to be resultative? Each circle is labeled such that being inside a circle indicates (pink) support for or (blue and green) lack of opposition to Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis. A verbal root is inside the pink circle if there is at least one D-stem occurrence that is likely to have the resultative meaning that their hypothesis predicts for the D stem. A verbal root is inside the blue and/or green circle if there are no D-stem and/or G-stem occurrences, respectively, that are likely to have the meaning hypothesized for the other stem.
Table 21: Classifying Verbal Roots with Waltke and O’Connor’s Hypothesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area in Fig. 4</th>
<th>(Not Green) Evidence For G Result?</th>
<th>(Pink) Evidence For D Result?</th>
<th>(Not Blue) Evidence Against D Result?</th>
<th>Total # Roots</th>
<th>% of Total Roots</th>
<th>Roots occurring 2+ times in D Stem</th>
<th>% of 2+ roots</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Features in yellow support Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

To help guard against our results being skewed by corrupt, mispointed, ad hoc, or misunderstood verbs, the two columns on the far right side of table 21 are the subset of the data that consists of verbal roots that occur more than once in the D stem. The percentages shift a little, but there are no major changes.

The most common category in table 21 is area F, which comprises about half of all verbal roots. These are the verbal roots that have no occurrences for which we found evidence for a passive undersubject (i.e., factitive/resultative) in either the G or D stems, but who do have at least one occurrence in the D stem for which there is evidence against that meaning. Thus these are the verbs for which the only D-stem evidence is against the hypothesis (and for which the G stem provides no evidence against the hypothesis).

The second most common category for verbs is area G. These are verbs that provide no evidence against the hypothesis, but whose D stem provides no evidence for it either.
The verbs that fully support Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis are in area E, which comprises about 5% of verbal roots. These are the verbal roots for which there is at least one occurrence in the D stem that is likely to have a factitive/resultative meaning, and no occurrences in the G or D stem that are likely to have the meaning that is hypothesized for the other stem. The 17 verbs that meet these criteria and occur at least twice in the D stem are: עָרַה, עָרְר, עָבָר, עָבָר-2, עָבָרְר, עָבָרְר-1, דָּבָר, דָּבָר, דָּבָר-1, דָּבָר-2, דָּבָר-2, דָּבָר-2, דָּבָר-2, דָּבָר-2.

Comparing areas E and F, we see that there are ten times as many verbal roots for which the only evidence about the D stem is against their hypothesis (area F) as roots for which the only evidence about the D stem supports their hypothesis (area E). This may be surprising, given that in figure 3, the purple bar (D stem) on the right side (factitive/resultative is always plausible) is larger than the purple bar (D stem) on the left side (factitive/resultative is never plausible). The difference is that the bars in figure 3 group together cases where a factitive/resultative meaning is plausible with those where it is likely, whereas figure 4 and table 21 only count verbs for which there are some occurrences that are likely or unlikely to be factitive/resultative; they only look for evidence where there is actually evidence one way or another. To explain the difference another way, the purple bar in figure 3 looks only at the blue circle in figure 4. As a result, the purple bar on the far right of figure 3 groups together areas D, E, G, and H of table 21. Area F of table 21 is spread throughout all the remaining bars of figure 3, and in fact comprises almost all the rest of figure 3.
This lack of support for Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis is disappointing. Perhaps, however, certain types of verbs support the hypothesis better than other types; if so, this might give us a clue for how to improve the hypothesis.

When checking for what kind of verbs fit Waltke and O’Connor’s proposal, one pattern to check is whether the fit depends on whether the verb is stative or fientive in the G stem. The reason for dividing verbs this way is that these two types of verbs seem to have different D stem meanings, and explaining this difference is the core problem of the D stem (see chapter 1). Furthermore, the main attraction of Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis is that they use the same fundamental explanation for D-stem verbs regardless this division in the G stem.

Instead of using the categories stative and fientive, however, we need to use the categories agentive and patientive that were defined in §2.3.1. The reason for this is that some verbs alternate between stative and fientive in the G stem, so in order to classify a given root as stative or fientive in the G stem, we need to use categories that summarize the entire G stem rather than describing an individual occurrence of a verb. The categories agentive and patientive do this because a verb is patientive if its G stem is ever stative (i.e., the subject is ever a patient), whereas if the verb is always fientive in the G stem (i.e., its subject is always an agent or an experiencer) then the verb is agentive. In other words, an agentive verb must have an agent (or an experiencer) as a subject, whereas a patientive verb can have a patient as a subject.

The following sections analyze subsets of data from the preceding tables and figures according to whether the G stem of the root is patientive, agentive, or never occurs.
4.4.2 Verbs that are Patientive in the G Stem

Table 22 is a subset of table 20; it includes only the verbal roots that are patientive in the G stem. Figure 5 is the corresponding pie chart, just like figure 1.

Table 22: Occurrences of a Passive Undersubject in Patientive Verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>G stem</th>
<th>D stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passive undersubject is UNLIKELY</td>
<td>2746 (93.3%)</td>
<td>292 (23.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive undersubject is POSSIBLE</td>
<td>190 (6.5%)</td>
<td>837 (67.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive undersubject is LIKELY</td>
<td>6 (0.2%)</td>
<td>113 (9.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of occurrences</td>
<td>2942</td>
<td>1242</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Occurrences of a Passive Undersubject in Patientive Verbs

The middle column of table 22 and the left pie chart in figure 5 show that verbs that are patientive in the G stem (meaning that they have a patient subject at least sometimes) are almost always unlikely to have a passive undersubject in the G stem. This is not surprising, since a patient subject cannot have a direct object, and hence cannot have an undersubject.

What might be surprising is that over 6% of the time, a passive undersubject seems possible for a patientive verb in the G stem. To understand this possibility of a passive undersubject with the G stem of a patientive verb, recall from §2.3.1 that a patientive verb is one
that *can* have a patient subject in the G stem; it is not necessarily one that *always* has a patient subject in the G stem. Some patientive verbs can be used with either a patient subject or an agent subject. For example, ‘broke’ is patientive because we can say ‘the stick broke’ (patient subject). The fact that we can also say ‘she broke the stick’ (agent subject) makes it possible for this to have a passive undersubject (i.e., a resultative meaning: ‘she made the stick broken’), yet it is irrelevant to classifying ‘broke’ as patientive. To give a Hebrew example, מֵלָא is a patientive verb in the G stem because it can be used with a patient subject, such as in Isaiah 22:7a, which reads בִּמְלָא לָעָכֹר הָעַלָקָהּ מַלְאַסֶּהָ all the best valleys were full of chariots’. In Isaiah 14:21b, however, מֵלָא has an agent subject and might have a factitive/resultative meaning: They must not rise and take possession of the land and fill the surface of the world with cities’. Therefore מֵלָא in Isaiah 14:21 is classified as ‘possible’ for having a passive undersubject placed in a state, so it is part of the orange slice in the left pie chart of figure 5.

Comparing the G-stem and D-stem columns of table 22 and the left and right pie charts of figure 5 shows that for verbs that are patientive in the G stem, the D stem is far more likely to have a passive undersubject than the G stem, just as Waltke and O’Connor’s theory predicts for all verbs. The fact that a passive undersubject is usually possible (67.4% of the time) rather than likely (9.1% of the time) for a D stem of such verbs is perhaps acceptable given the subtle nature of the phenomenon. Nevertheless, the fact that in the D stem there is evidence against a passive undersubject (23.5% of the time) far more often than there is evidence for it (9.1%) suggests that even for these verbs, the support for Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis comes mainly from its plausibility in various contexts rather than from actual evidence for the hypothesized meaning.
To refine the analysis further, we can check if the occurrences that do not fit their hypothesis are evenly distributed among different verbal roots, or if some verbs fit it well and others do not fit it at all. To answer this question, figure 6 is a subset of figure 3 that contains only the verbs that are patientive in the G stem.

The green bars in figure 6 show that for the vast majority verbs that are patientive in the G stem, a factitive/resultative meaning is never plausible for the G stem. This fits Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis, and is expected, given that they are patientive verbs. The purple bars show that out of 78 verbs that are patientive in the G stem, a factitive/resultative meaning is always plausible in the D stem for 31 of them. Thus almost 40% of patientive verbs are always compatible with Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis. Comparing figure 6 (patientive verbs) with figure 2 (all verbs), we see that the bimodal distribution for the G stem is gone in figure 6 (no green bar on the right), and the bimodal distribution for the D stem is smaller (the purple bar on the left is only 13% of patientive verbal roots, whereas it was 32% of all verbal roots in figure 2).

Figure 6: Plausibility of a Passive Undersubject for Verbal Roots with a Patientive G Stem
The bimodal distribution has not, however, disappeared. The purple bar on the far left of figure 6 shows that there are ten verbs that never plausibly have a factitive/resultative D stem (as Waltke and O’Connor define it), even though their G stem can have a patient subject. Those verbs are: הָלָל, וּמָה, הַפָּה, מַעֲשֶׂה, מֶשֶׁה, פָּה-2, מַעֲשֶׂה, מַעֲשֶׂה, קַטֶּשׁ. In some cases, the classification as a patientive verb is questionable: For example, הָלָל has a patient subject only in certain grammatical constructions with an idiomatic meaning. Other verbal roots in that list have only one occurrence in the D-stem or in the G-stem, so the results could be affected by corruption or mispointing of the text.

Nevertheless, there do seem to be unquestionable examples of verbs that are patientive in the G stem but whose D-stem is never factitive or resultative as Waltke and O’Connor define it. As an example, consider 1 הנָה. It occurs six times in the G stem, always with the meaning ‘to be dim or faint’, and hence always with a patient subject. For example, Isaiah 42:4a reads לֵא יַקְחָה יִרְבִּגֶּהוּ שְׁאָרִי מַעְשֶׁה He will not be faint or be crushed until he has established justice on the earth’. Since a patient subject is possible for it in the G stem, it is classified as patientive. 1 הנָה also occurs three times in the D stem, sometimes with approximately the same meaning as the G stem. For example, Ezekiel 21:12b reads וְנִמְסָל כָּלְיִלְּבָה וְרֶפֶף כָּלְיִלְּבָה מַעֲשֶׂה כָּלְיִלְּבָה מַעֲשֶׂה Kháchפה כָּלְיִלְּבָה מַעֲשֶׂה ‘Every heart will melt, all hands will be feeble, every spirit will be faint, and every knee will run [with] water’. In both Isaiah 42:4 and Ezekiel 21:12, the verb describes the condition of its subject, not what its subject is doing to something else, so in neither case is it plausible that the verb describes the subject putting a passive undersubject into a state. Yet 1 הנָה is in the G stem in Isaiah 42:4 and in the D stem in Ezekiel 21:12.
To see an example of a verb that is mixed in the D stem, consider the verb חָבְרָה. In the G stem it typically means ‘joined together’ or ‘touching’. That is a stative meaning, so we would expect the D stem to have a factitive meaning. If Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis is correct, the D stem indicates that the subject causes a passive undersubject to be in the ‘joined’ state. In Exodus 36:18, such a meaning is likely. It reads: נָעַשׂ חָוָר נֹשֶׁהְ נְשִׁיָּם חָבְרָה אֶל לְנָשִׁיָּם לְנָשִׁיָּם אֶחָֽד׃ ‘And he made fifty bronze clasps to join the tent to be a unit’. Because חָבְרָה and the following verb both occur as purpose phrases (ל with an infinitive construct), the focus is on the result, not the process. Furthermore, the tent is passive in the joining process, so this fits Waltke and O’Connor’s description of the D stem as placing a passive undersubject in a state. On the other hand, a factitive/resultative meaning is not always plausible in the D stem. For example, 2 Chronicles 20:36a reads: וּלְעָשֵׂה הָעָלֶה לְעָשֵׂה קַנְפֵּצָה לְעָשֵׂה קַנְפֵּצָה אֶלֶ֑ה: ‘and he joined himself with him to build ships to go to Tarshish; so they made ships in Ezion-Geber.’ The fact that the subject and direct object of the verb are the same (‘he joined himself’) makes the verb reflexive, which does not fit Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis (see §4.5).

Furthermore, recall that the analysis in figure 6 only looks at whether a factitive/resultative meaning is plausible in the D stem; in other words, it only looks at the blue circle in figure 4. To get a better picture of the evidence for and against their hypothesis with patientive verbs, the right two columns of table 23 show the subset of table 21 (repeated in the middle columns of table 23) that consists of verbs that have a patientive G stem.
Table 23: Classifying Patientive Roots with Waltke and O’Connor’s Hypothesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area in Fig. 4</th>
<th>(Not Green) Evidence For G Result?</th>
<th>(Pink) Evidence For D Result?</th>
<th>(Not Blue) Evidence Against D Result?</th>
<th>Total # Roots</th>
<th>% of Total Roots</th>
<th># Patientive Roots</th>
<th>% of Roots</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>all roots</td>
<td>all roots</td>
<td>all roots</td>
<td></td>
<td>418</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Features in yellow support Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

Comparing the total-root columns and the patientive-root columns of table 23, we see that patientive verbs have a slightly better fit to the hypothesis than when we look at all verbs. Nevertheless, even when we restrict our analysis to verbal roots that are patientive in the G stem (i.e., stative at least sometimes), more than half of the verbal roots provide at least some evidence against their hypothesis.

When we turn to verbs that require an agent in the G stem (agentive verbs), we find that the fit is similar, but slightly worse.

4.4.3 Verbs that are Agentive in the G Stem

Recall from §2.3.1 that a verb is classified as agentive if the subject is never a patient. In other words, a verb is agentive if it is never stative. Table 24 and figure 7 analyze the verbal roots that are agentive in the G stem.
Table 24: Occurrences of a Passive Undersubject in Agentive Verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>G stem</th>
<th>D stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passive undersubject is UNLIKELY</td>
<td>2869 (65.7%)</td>
<td>810 (41.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive undersubject is POSSIBLE</td>
<td>1449 (33.2%)</td>
<td>1050 (54.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive undersubject is LIKELY</td>
<td>47 (1.1%)</td>
<td>82 (4.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of occurrences</td>
<td>4365</td>
<td>1942</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Occurrences of a Passive Undersubject in Agentive Verbs

Comparing the G and D stems in table 24 and figure 7, we see that for agentive verbs, like for the patientive verbs in in table 22, the G stem is less likely than the D stem to have a passive undersubject. This suggests that Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis is on the right track for what distinguishes the G and D stems, even for verbs that are not stative in the G stem.

Nonetheless, comparing table 24 with table 22 and figure 7 with figure 5 shows that the correlation is worse for agentive verbs than for patientive verbs. Two features of the lack of fit for agentive verbs are worth noting. First, note that 41.7% of the time, there is evidence against a D-stem verb having a passive undersubject if its G stem is agentive. This is the blue slice in the right pie chart in figure 7. Second, note that there is evidence for a D-stem verb having a passive undersubject less than 5% of the time. In other words, very little of the compatibility of agentive
verbs with Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis is due to there actually being evidence that a particular occurrence of the D stem has the nuance that they hypothesize. Instead, almost all of the compatibility with their hypothesis consists of the plausibility of that nuance, without there being any evidence for it actually being there. Since the same nuance is also plausible in the G stem over 30% of the time, its plausibility the majority of the time for the D stem is weaker evidence than it looks.

To understand this on a root-by-root basis, figure 8 analyzes the orange and grey pie slices from figure 7, just as was done in figure 6 for patientive verbs.

![Figure 8: Plausibility of a Passive Undersubject for Verbal Roots with an Agentive G Stem](image)

Figure 8: Plausibility of a Passive Undersubject for Verbal Roots with an Agentive G Stem

The strong bimodal distribution in figure 8 indicates that the G and D stems of some agentive verbal roots fit Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis far better than others. The purple bars count roots in the D stem. The purple bar on the far right side of figure 8 shows that 41% of verbal roots with an agentive G stem are always compatible with Waltke and O’Connor’s
hypothesis in the D stem. This is less than one would hope for. The green bar on the far right shows that the fit is even worse, since the same can be said for 28% of roots in the G stem.

Figure 8 does not tell us if the verbal roots that always fit their hypothesis in the D stem at least plausibly and those that do so in the G stem are the same verbal roots. To check for this, figure 9 is a subset of figure 8 that contains only the 68 verbs whose D stem always plausibly has a factitive/resultative meaning (i.e., those that constitute the purple bar on the right).

![Figure 9: Plausibility of a Passive Undersubject in the G Stem for Verbal Roots with an Agentive G Stem and a D Stem for which a Factitive/Resultative Meaning is Always Plausible](image)

The green bar on the right of figure 9 indicates that for verbs with an agentive G stem, if every occurrence of the D stem plausibly has a factitive/resultative meaning as Waltke and O’Connor define it, then it is likely that every occurrence of the G stem also plausibly has such a meaning, and thus does not fit their hypothesis. In other words, for most verbs that require an agent in the G stem (i.e., it is never stative), if a factitive/resultative meaning is always plausible
for its D stem, then a factitive/resultative meaning is also always plausible in the G stem. So these verbs provide little support for Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

To see this more clearly, the right two columns of table 25 show the subset of table 21 (repeated in the middle columns of table 25) that consists of verbs that have an agentive G stem.

Table 25: Classifying Agentive Roots with Waltke and O’Connor’s Hypothesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area in Fig. 4</th>
<th>(Not Green) Evidence For G Result?</th>
<th>(Pink) Evidence For D Result?</th>
<th>(Not Blue) Evidence Against D Result?</th>
<th>Total # Roots</th>
<th>% of Total Roots</th>
<th># Agentive Roots</th>
<th>% of Roots</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>all roots</td>
<td>all roots</td>
<td>all roots</td>
<td></td>
<td>418</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Features in yellow support Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

Table 25 shows that verbal roots with an agentive G stem (right columns) fit Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis about as well as all verbal roots together (middle columns).

The main reason why so few verbs support the hypothesis is seen in area F: over half of all verbs have at least one occurrence in the D stem that has evidence against a factitive/resultative meaning and no occurrences with evidence for that meaning. For example, consider בַּעֲר, which means ‘to speak rashly’ in both the G stem and the D stem. In Psalm 106:33, its D stem is used as follows: כִּי הֵרִאשׁוּן אֲחַר הָעָר הָעָרָה מְבַטֵא כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי הֵשִּׁא יִשְׁעָל כִּי H spoke rashly with his lips’. This text describes Moses’ action in response to a frustrating
situation. In context, the text focuses on Moses’ act of speaking, not on some state into which a passive undersubject (his words?) are put. The other three occurrences of this verb are similar.

As an example of a verb that sometimes has evidence for a resultative meanings and sometimes has evidence against that meaning, consider the verb אַסֵּף. Following Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis, we would expect a focus on the achieved state in the D stem, as it is in Judges 19:15b, which reads להָלֽוּן׃ הָתְיַבְּלֵהוּ יִאֵֽשׁ הָאִירֹת-אָמָֽתָם and there was not a man gathering them into the house to spend the night’. In its context, the issue is why they are still in the public square, so the focus is on the result, not the action itself. This fits Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis for the D stem. So far so good. But not all occurrences of אַסֵּף in the D stem have a resultative meaning. For example, Isaiah 62:9a reads יָאַסֵּפְו יִאֵֽשׁ הָאָרֹת-אָמָֽתָם and there was not a man gathering it will eat it and praise YHWH’. In context, the focus is on the people who do the gathering, not on the new state of the thing gathered. Furthermore, the verb אַסֵּף is a substantival participle, describing the ones who do the action. These features are evidence that אַסֵּף has a process meaning in Isaiah 62:9, which is what Waltke and O’Connor hypothesize for the G stem, yet אַסֵּף in Isaiah 62:9 is in the D stem.

The second reason why so few verbs support the hypothesis is the fact that few verbal roots show up in the right columns of table 25 in rows for which the pink column is ‘yes’. A ‘yes’ in the pink column indicates that there is at least one occurrence of the verbal root for which there is evidence that it has a factitive/resultative meaning as Waltke and O’Connor define it (namely that it describes causing a passive undersubject to enter a state). One might object that the evidence is subtle and that most of the occurrences that are labeled as ‘possible’ in the D stem actually have a passive undersubject. The objection is logically possible, and if we relabeled all
of the ‘possible’ occurrences of a passive undersubject in the D stem as ‘likely’ (essentially eliminating the pink circle in figure 4), then 41% of verbal roots would be considered to always have the required meaning in the D stem. This would still leave most D-stem occurrences of agentive verbs having some occurrences that do not fit their hypothesis even with this generous standard. Furthermore, applying the same standard to the G stem would also label 28% of verbal roots as having the wrong meaning in the G stem. Therefore, loosening the standard of evidence would not make the evidence support their hypothesis.

To see the effect of loosening the standard of evidence, consider the verb אסף ‘to gather’. Earlier in this section we gave examples of how its D stem sometimes fits Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis and sometimes does not. Of the eight times that it occurs in the D stem, a passive undersubject seems unlikely once (Isaiah 62:9), possible three times (Numbers 10:25; Joshua 6:9, 13; Isaiah 52:12; Jeremiah 9:21), and likely twice (Judges 19:15, 18). Thus if we were more generous in classifying its uses as describing the subject placing a passive undersubject into a state, we might say that six of its eight uses have a passive undersubject. However, this loosening of the standard would have the same effect on the G stem. Of the 104 times that אסף occurs in the G stem, a passive undersubject seems likely once (2 Kings 22:4),

93 unlikely twice (Genesis 49:33 and 1 Samuel 14:19),

94 and possible the remaining 101 times. So if we loosen up the standard for classifying a use of a verb as describing a passive undersubject

93. 2 Kings 22:4b reads נ薷ס יאש לאור יסלח תדובא בית ייהו אישה אסף תשבר חכם תמאו הלאשנה ‘so that he may count the money that was brought into YHWH’s house, which the gate keepers gathered from the people’. In this verse, the focus is a description of the resulting state of the money (that it was gathered), not on the action by the gate keepers (gathering the money), so it is resultative.

94. A passive undersubject is arguably unlikely for אסף in Genesis 49:33 and 1 Samuel 14:19 because it describes a person gathering their own hands or feet. See §4.5 for further discussion.
being placed in a state, the verb יַנְקֵב would have many more D-stem-like uses in both the D stem and the G stem, which would not help confirm Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

4.4.4 Verbs without a G Stem

In addition to verbs with a patientive G stem and verbs with an agentive G stem, our final category of verbs are those than never occur in the G stem. as seen in table 26 and figure 10.

| Table 26: Occurrences of a Passive Undersubject in Verbs without a G Stem |
|-----------------|------|-----|
| G stem          | D stem |
| Passive undersubject is UNLIKELY | 0 | 1173 (60.8%) |
| Passive undersubject is POSSIBLE   | 0 | 729 (37.8%) |
| Passive undersubject is LIKELY      | 0 | 28 (1.5%)  |
| Total number of occurrences         | 0 | 1930 |

Figure 10: Occurrences of a Passive Undersubject in Verbs without a G Stem

One would expect the data in table 26 to be between the data in tables 22 and 24, since the verbs without a G stem are presumably a mix of the other two types. Surprisingly, however, verbs without a G stem are the worst fit of all for Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis; their D
stem has evidence against a passive undersubject more often and evidence for a passive undersubject less often than D-stem verbs that have an agentive or patientive G stem.

To see this more clearly, the right two columns of table 27 show the subset of table 21 (repeated in the middle columns of table 27) that consists of verbs that lack a G stem. Because there is no G stem, table 27 has half as many rows as table 21.

### Table 27: Classifying no-G-Stem Roots with Waltke and O’Connor’s Hypothesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area in Figure 4</th>
<th>(Pink) Evidence For D Result?</th>
<th>(Not Blue) Evidence Against D Result?</th>
<th>Total # Roots</th>
<th>% of Total Roots</th>
<th># no-G-Stem Roots</th>
<th>% of Roots</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A &amp; F</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B &amp; C</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D &amp; E</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G &amp; H</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Features in yellow support Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

Comparing the middle and right columns of table 25, we see that verbal roots without a G stem fit Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis a little worse than other verbs do in general, despite the fact that they cannot be disqualified by their G stem (the green column).

Perhaps these verbs fit Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis worse than verbs with a G stem because the lack of a contrasting G stem frees or forces each verbal root to have a wider range of meanings in the D stem. Figure 11, however, shows that these roots have the same bimodal distribution we saw in figures 6 and 8. The vast majority of verbal roots that lack a G stem are self-consistent in the D stem, having a passive undersubject either always or never. So the fact that D-stem verbs without a G stem are less likely than other D-Stem verbs to have a
passive undersubject is not due to a broader range of meanings for each root in the D stem. Instead, the more extreme bimodal distribution of figure 11 (compared with figure 2) indicates that the absence of a G stem allows a verbal root greater freedom in the D stem to be something other than factitive/resultative (as Waltke and O’Connor define it), but that each verbal root is self-consistent in how it is used.

Figure 11: Plausibility of a Passive Undersubject for Verbal Roots with no G Stem

4.5 Allowing Reflexives

As described in §4.1, Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis categorizes the undersubject as not existing (G and N stems), as passive (D, Dp, and tD stems), or as active (H and Hp stems).

In the preceding section, certain roots had multiple D-stem occurrences that did not fit the hypothesis because the subject was acting upon itself. As an example of how this affects the analysis, recall from §4.3.2a that one of Waltke and O’Connor’s examples of a resultative D stem is the use of נשׂי in Isaiah 1:15a, which reads שׂי בִּמְכֹלֶם עֵינַיֹּ וְאַכָּבֹעְלֶנִי מִכֶּם, 'And when you
**spread out** your hands, I will hide my eyes from you’. In our discussion, we argued that this could be either process or resultative, but that even if it is resultative (‘when you make your hands spread out’), the undersubject (‘your hands’) is not passive as Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis requires, since it is part of the subject (‘you’). In Waltke and O’Connor’s system (see table 16 in §4.1), such verbs should be in the tD stem, since they have a reflexive subject.

Perhaps, however, for a verb that normally occurs in the D stem, sometimes speakers would not switch to the tD stem when communicating a reflexive meaning. This may have been facilitated by the fact that the tD stem has a variety of relationships to the D stem (Arnold 2005, 154–5), so a switch to the tD stem might not have communicated a switch to a reflexive meaning in all cases. Furthermore, some of the verbs (like פָּרַשׂ for which we found a reflexive D stem lack a tD stem altogether.

This suggests that we might relax the criteria by marking a reflexive resultative meaning (such as seen for פָּרַשׂ in Isaiah 1:15, above) as supporting Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis. This would affect 114 occurrences in the D stem of the following 48 roots: אָדָם, אָטָר, אָשָׁר-1, בֶּלַע-1, בָּרָר-2, גָּלַח, זָהָה, חָבְר, חָוָה, חָוָן-1, חָזָם, חָזָן, חָזַק, חָזַר, חוֹט, חוֹת-2, חָסָם, חָסָן-1, חֲנָן, זַנְת, זַעֲמ, זַעַד, זַעַר, זַעַר-1, זַעַר-2, שַׁהוֹד, שַׁהוֹד-2, שַׁחַת, שַׁחַת-2, שַׁעַב, שַׁעַב-1, שַׁעַב, שַׁעַב-2, שַׁעַב.

If we are still to test whether Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis correctly distinguishes between the D and G stems, we must apply the same standard to the G stem. Doing so would affect the following 16 verbal roots in the G stem for a total of 144 occurrences: שֶׁלַח, שֶׁלַח, אָטָר, אָטָר, אָטָר, פָּרַשׂ, פָּרַשׂ, פָּרַשׂ, פָּרַשׂ, פָּרַשׂ, פָּרַשׂ, פָּרַשׂ, פָּרַשׂ, פָּרַשׂ, פָּרַשׂ, פָּרַשׂ, פָּרַשׂ, פָּרַשׂ. Thus the change affects more
roots in the D stem, but more occurrences in the G stem. What affect does this have on our analysis?

Table 28 adds the right two columns to table 20 from §4.4.1. Comparing the columns, we see that changing the hypothesis to allow reflexive verbs for the hypothesized D-stem meaning improves the fit for D stem verbs, but it also shifts the G stem in the same direction by a similar amount. Therefore, modifying Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis in this manner does not significantly improve the fit to the data.

### Table 28: Occurrences of a Passive Undersubject or a Passive/Reflexive Undersubject

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of occurrences</th>
<th>Undersubject is Passive</th>
<th>Undersubject is Passive or Reflexive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G stem</td>
<td>D stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNLIKELY</td>
<td>5615 (76.8%)</td>
<td>2275 (44.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSSIBLE</td>
<td>1639 (22.4%)</td>
<td>2616 (51.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIKELY</td>
<td>53 (0.7%)</td>
<td>223 (4.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7307</td>
<td>5114</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4.6 Summary and Conclusion**

As described in §1.2.2 and §4.1, Waltke and O’Connor propose that the G and D stems are distinguished as follows: the G stem describes the state or action of the subject, whereas the D stem describes the subject causing a passive undersubject to enter a state, without paying attention to the process by which that happens. The G-stem meaning is thus like the left or middle columns of table 29 (repeated from table 17 in §4.1), and the D-stem meaning is like the right column.
Table 29: Waltke and O’Connor’s Meaning Categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stative Meaning (G Stem)</th>
<th>Process Meaning (G Stem)</th>
<th>Factitive/Resultative Meaning (D Stem)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The cabbage is in the cooked state.</td>
<td>John did the process of cooking the cabbage.</td>
<td>John made the cabbage to be in the cooked state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The airplane is in the flying state.</td>
<td>Sarah did the process of flying the airplane.</td>
<td>Sarah made the airplane flown (by flying it).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The stick is in the broken state.</td>
<td>She did the process of breaking the stick.</td>
<td>She made the stick to be in a broken state.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The distinction between the middle and right columns of table 29 (process vs. factitive/resultative) is subtle, but it provides a proposed explanation for the difference between the G and D stems for verbs that seem to have the same meaning in those stems. For example, Waltke and O’Connor propose that שָׁבַר means ‘to break’ (process meaning, middle column) in the G stem and ‘to make broken’ (resultative meaning, right column) in the D stem (1990, 405).

In this chapter, we examined every occurrence of every verb that occurs in the D stem, along with every occurrence of the corresponding G stem, looking for that subtle distinction in meaning. We found that most occurrences provide no evidence that allows us to detect if a verb has a process meaning or a factitive/resultative meaning. When we did find evidence that allows us to decide that one meaning is more likely than the other, we found that a process meaning is far more common than a factitive/resultative meaning for the D stem (see tables 20 and 21 in §4.4.1). This was true even of the verbs that Waltke and O’Connor use as their examples (§4.3).

When we divided verbs according to whether their G stem is patientive, agentive, or not extant in our source, we found that verbs that could have a stative meaning in the G stem (patientive verbs) are somewhat more likely to have evidence of a factitive/resultative meaning in the D stem than verbs with an agentive G stem or verbs without a G stem. Nevertheless, even for patientive verbs, when making Waltke and O’Connor’s subtle distinction between a process
meaning and a factitive/resultative meaning, we found more than twice as many occurrences of
the D stem with evidence against a resultative meaning than occurrences with evidence for it (see
table 22 in §4.4.2).

Grouping occurrences by their verbal root rather than simply counting occurrences leads
to the same conclusion, as table 21 shows.

This is disappointing. Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis is attractive because it systematically and elegantly organizes Hebrew verb stems (table 1) into a logical system (table
16), explaining the sometimes-subtle difference between stems. Furthermore, when we look at
every occurrence of the D and G stems in our source, the D stem fits their hypothesized meaning
for the D stem more often than the G stem does. Nevertheless, D-stem verbs with evidence that
they do not have the proposed nuance outnumber those with evidence that they have it by more
than 9-to-1, so we find far more data that contradicts the hypothesis than supports it.
Furthermore, much of the difference between the G and D stems is due to patientive verbs, which
generally have a stative meaning in the G stem and a factitive D stem.

What are we to make of this? It is possible that when examining individual occurrences
we usually missed the nuance of a passive undersubject because it is too subtle. Indeed, Waltke
and O’Connor seem to suggest that those who do not see their distinction may be relying on
English equivalents and ignoring the context (1990, 358–9). We have, however, attempted to
avoid these errors by explicitly taking Hebrew grammar and the context into account in our
standards (see §4.2, especially table 18). Furthermore, because we tagged all occurrences in both
the G and D stems at the same time based on the same standard, our comparison of the two stems
gives us reason to think that our results are not simply a matter of the standards of evidence being inappropriately high. The standards may be wrong, but simply loosening them would lead to more verbs in both stems having the meaning that only the D stem is supposed to have. So until one can justify alternate standards to replace those in section 4.2 and show that by those standards the D stem is marked for a passive undersubject and the G stem is not, it seems reasonable to conclude as follows: Waltke and O’Connor are on the trail of something that partially correlates with the distinction between the G and D stems for some verbs, but far more D-stem verbs have evidence that contradicts their hypothesis than verbs that have evidence for it. So, pace Waltke and O’Connor (1990, 359), we cannot say that because a verb is in the D stem it therefore has the nuance of a passive undersubject being placed in a state. Indeed, for almost half of all D-stem occurrences, we have evidence that it does not have that nuance.

At one point, Waltke and O’Connor (1990, 405) show awareness of the weakness of the evidence, since they quote Ryder’s concession approvingly:

the distinction between “do something” and “have something done” is not clearcut. ... Where the difference in meaning between [the G stem] and [the D stem] is scarcely noticeable, the choice between them may be determined by lexical classification ... or a question of stylistic effectiveness on the part of an individual writer. (Ryder 1974, 122)

Waltke and O’Connor, however, concede this arbitrariness mainly for verbs without a G stem or those that are quite rare in the G or D stem (1990, 405). This restriction improves the fit to the data, but it is not enough. Table 30 shows the results when we restrict our analysis to the 73 verbal roots that occur at least five times in both the D and G stems. The G-stem analysis changes not at all. The D stem analysis is somewhat more favorable, but there are still five times
more occurrences where the D stem is unlikely to have the hypothesized meaning than occurrences where it is likely to have that meaning.

Table 30: Rechecking Waltke and O’Connor’s Hypothesis with Common Verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of occurrences</th>
<th>All verbs in our sample</th>
<th>Verbs in our sample that occur 5+ times in both the D and G stems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G stem</td>
<td>D stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlikely</td>
<td>5615 (76.8%)</td>
<td>2275 (44.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSSIBLE</td>
<td>1639 (22.4%)</td>
<td>2616 (51.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIKELY</td>
<td>53 (0.7%)</td>
<td>223 (4.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7307</td>
<td>5114</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The other way that Waltke and O’Connor show their awareness of the many verbs that do not support their hypothesis is in the structure of their chapter: in their resultative section, they have an ‘other’ section that they argue is actually not resultative (1990, 409–10). They also have a separate section of ‘frequentative’ verbs that they also argue are not factitive or resultative (1990, 409–10). Unfortunately, they never address the significance of patterns of verbal meaning that do not fit their hypothesis.

This leads us to investigate other options for what the D stem means. Before checking the other major proposal (Kouwenberg’s) in chapter 6, we will first investigate some patterns of meaning that Waltke and O’Connor acknowledge that seem to be separable from their system, namely that the D stem is used for metaphorical action, indirect action, or repeated action, as well as it being less likely than the G stem to be negated.
Chapter 5. Other Hypothesized Patterns of G vs. D Distinctions?

5.1 Waltke and O’Connor’s Other Patterns

Recall from §1.2.2 and §4.1 that Waltke and O’Connor unite the factitive and resultative meanings of the D stem by characterizing both factitive and resultative as the subject causing a passive undersubject to enter a state. They distinguish this from the G stem, which describes the action of the subject or its state. They also distinguish this from the H stem, which describes the subject causing an active undersubject to perform an action.

Despite this proposed unification of the D stem, we also saw in §4.3 that Waltke and O’Connor describe other patterns of D-stem meanings: metaphorical action (§4.3.2b), indirect action (§4.3.2c), action on multiple objects (§4.3.2d), and frequentative action (§4.3.4). They also suggest that resultative D-stem verbs are less likely to be negated than G-stem verbs and that they are more likely to have God as the subject (1990, 406, 408). Although they give plausible reasons for non-negation, indirect action, and a divine subject fitting their hypothesis for the D stem, they admit that metaphorical action, action on multiple objects, and frequentative action do not fit their hypothesis. Furthermore, they do not discuss the implications of this admission.

This section examines each of these proposed patterns of D-stem meanings, discussing whether such a meaning fits their hypothesis for the D stem and then investigating whether the data confirms that a pattern of verbs with that meaning exists. Checking the existence of patterns is important because patterns of meaning that apply to a significant number of verbal roots must be explained by any theory of the D stem, whereas an idiosyncratic meaning that is shared by
only a couple of verbal roots may simply be due to lexicalization of the D stem of a few roots
(§2.6), and hence need not be accounted for by a general theory of the D stem.
The existence of each pattern that Waltke and O’Connor propose is investigated in two
stages. The first stage is to examine every occurrence of each verb that Waltke and O’Connor use
as an example of that pattern, to see if there is a consistent distinction of that kind between the D
and G stems. The second stage of this investigation looks for the proposed meaning distinction
between the verbs that seem to have roughly the same meaning in the D and G stems.95 The
reason for focusing on these verbs is that the inclusion of the G stem provides a way to check our
results; if we are too generous in finding a particular nuance, our too-generous definition will be
visible in the G-stem results. The 138 verbs that we will use for this second stage are: ,‫ ארב‬,‫אסף‬
,‫ דלג‬,2-‫ דבר‬,1-‫ גרשׁ‬,‫ גנב‬,‫ גלה‬,‫ גדע‬,‫ בתר‬,‫ בשׁל‬,1-‫ ברר‬,‫ בקע‬,‫ בצע‬,1-‫ בער‬,1-‫ בלע‬,‫ בכה‬,‫ בטא‬,‫ בזר‬,1-‫ אשׁר‬,‫ארר‬
,‫ חשׁב‬,2-‫ חרף‬,‫ חקר‬,‫ חפשׂ‬,‫ חפה‬,‫ חמד‬,2-‫ חלק‬,‫ חלץ‬,‫ חכה‬,‫ חבשׁ‬,‫ חבק‬,3-‫ חבל‬,1-‫ זרה‬,‫ זקק‬,‫ זבח‬,‫ הרס‬,‫ הלך‬,1-‫דלה‬
,‫ מנה‬,‫ מלא‬,‫ מדד‬,‫ לקק‬,‫ לקט‬,‫ לחך‬,‫ כתת‬,‫ כתב‬,‫ כסה‬,‫ כנס‬,‫ כזב‬,1-‫ כהה‬,‫ כבשׁ‬,‫ כבס‬,‫ ירשׁ‬,1-‫ יסר‬,1-‫ יסד‬,1-‫ ידה‬,‫חתם‬
,‫ נשׁל‬,1-‫ נשׁך‬,‫ נקר‬,‫ נקם‬,1-‫ נפץ‬,2-‫ נער‬,1-‫ נסך‬,‫ נכל‬,‫ נטל‬,‫ נחל‬,1-‫ נהג‬,‫ נגע‬,‫ נגן‬,‫ נגח‬,‫ נאץ‬,‫ נאף‬,‫ משׁשׁ‬,1-‫ משׁל‬,‫מעט‬
,‫ פחד‬,‫ פגשׁ‬,‫ עשׂר‬,2-‫ עשׂה‬,3-‫ עצם‬,2-‫ עצב‬,4-‫ ענה‬,‫ סתם‬,‫ סקל‬,‫ ספר‬,‫ סמר‬,‫ סמך‬,1-‫ סלה‬,2-‫ נתר‬,‫ נתץ‬,‫ נשׂא‬,1-‫נשׁק‬
,‫ קשׁר‬,‫ קשׁה‬,‫ קצץ‬,‫ קצה‬,1-‫ קלע‬,1-‫ קוה‬,‫ קהה‬,‫ קבר‬,‫ קבץ‬,‫ צרף‬,1-‫ צפה‬,‫ צעק‬,‫ צמח‬,‫ פשׂק‬,‫ פרשׂ‬,‫ פרק‬,‫ פקד‬,‫ פסח‬,‫פלח‬
,‫ שׁקר‬,‫ שׁמר‬,‫ שׁלח‬,‫ שׁטח‬,2-‫ שׁחר‬,‫ שׁדד‬,1-‫ שׁבר‬,‫ שׁאל‬,‫ רקע‬,‫ רקד‬,‫ רצץ‬,‫ רצח‬,‫ רפד‬,‫ רפא‬,2-‫ רעה‬,‫ רנן‬,‫ רוה‬,‫ רדף‬,‫רגל‬
‫ תפשׂ‬,‫ תפר‬,‫ תלה‬,2-‫ שׂער‬,‫ שׂנא‬,‫ שׂחק‬,‫שׁרה‬. We henceforth refer to these as the GD-similar roots.96

95. It would be profitable to look for these nuances in every verb that occurs in the D stem rather
than just the GD-similar roots. For practical reasons, this is deferred to a future project (§7.5).
96. For GD-similar roots that have a range of meanings in a given stem, we count only the
occurrences that have similar meanings in the G and D stems. For example, ‫ ספר‬means ‘to count’
in the G stem and occasionally in the D stem. Most D-stem occurrences, however, mean ‘to
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5.2 Non-Negated D Stem

In their discussion of the simple resultative (analyzed in §4.3.2a), Waltke and O’Connor (1990, 406) note that for the verbs חלק ‘to divide’ and בתר ‘to cut’, the G stem is negated but the D stem is not. In lieu of an explanation, they point the reader to Jenni (1968, 129–30), who argues that negating a resultative D stem would indicate that the result was not achieved but leaving open the question of whether the process was even attempted. Therefore, to indicate that an action is not done, one negates the G stem, which refers to the process rather than the result.

This seems logical, and therefore, if Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis is correct, when a GD-similar verb is negated, it will be negated in the G stem unless the writer wishes to indicate (or at least not rule out the possibility) that an unsuccessful attempt was made. Thus GD-similar verbs should be negated more often in the G stem than in the D stem (1990, 406).

5.2.1 Checking Waltke and O’Connor’s Example Roots: חלק and בתר

Waltke and O’Connor (1990, 406) give two examples of verbs for which the G and D stems differ in that the G stem is negated but the D stem is not: חלק ‘to divide’ and בתר ‘to cut’.

בתר occurs only twice, once in the G stem and once in the D stem, both of them in Genesis 15:10. Only the G stem is negated, but the odds of this happening randomly is 50%, so Genesis 15:10 does not prove anything by itself.

97. The calculation assumes that one verb will be negated and uses as a null hypothesis that D and G stem occurrences are equally likely to be negated. Under those assumptions, given 1 G-stem verb and 2 total verbs, the odds of the negated verb being in the G stem is 0.5.
The verb ַָּקֵנָּ, however, gives more support. ַָּקֵנָּ occurs 19 times in the G stem and 25 times in the D stem. It is negated three times (Deuteronomy 29:25; Joshua 18:2; Job 39:17), all of them in the G stem. The probability of this happening randomly is 7.3%, so it lends some support to their statement.98

5.2.2 Checking the GD-similar Roots

The 138 roots that have roughly the same meaning in the G and D stems (the GD-similar roots) occur 4796 times in the G and D stems with similar meanings in our sample. Of the 3173 times that they occur with such a meaning in the G stem, they are negated 234 times (7.4%).99 Of the 1623 times that they occur with a GD-similar meaning in the D stem, they are negated 107 times (6.6%), so GD-similar verbs are negated in both stems, but slightly more frequently in the G stem than in the D stem.

Looking at it on a root-by-root basis, of the 138 GD-similar roots, there are 55 roots that are negated at least once in the G stem, of which 42 are never negated in the D stem and 3 are negated in both stems but more frequently (as a percentage of their uses in that stem) in the G stem. Thus of 138 GD-similar roots, the G stem is negated more frequently than the D-stem for 45 roots.

98. The calculation assumes that three verbs will be negated and uses as a null hypothesis that D and G stem occurrences are equally likely to be negated. Under those assumptions, given 19 G-stem verbs and 44 total verbs, the odds of all three negated verbs being in the G stem is (19/44)*(18/43)*(17/42) ≈ 0.073.

99. By ‘negated’ I refer to there being a specific negative word that applies to that verb. If the context suggests negation (such as in a rhetorical question) but does not have a negative word, I do not count the verb as negated.
Conversely, there are 27 GD-similar roots that are negated at least once in the D stem, of which 14 are never negated in the G stem and 10 are negated in both stems but more frequently in the D stem. Thus of 138 GD-similar roots, the D stem is negated a larger percentage of its occurrences for 24 roots.

Comparing the G and D stems, we see that although GD-similar verbs are negated only slightly more frequently in the G stem than in the D stem on an occurrence basis, when we look on a root-by-root basis, twice as many GD-similar roots are mainly negated in the G stem than are mainly negated in the D stem. This general trend is in line with Waltke and O’Connor’s note and Jenni’s argument about the D stem.

Recall that the underlying argument is that resultative verbs (i.e., verbs in the D stem) are less likely to be negated because doing so leaves open the possibility that the action was unsuccessfully attempted, whereas negating a verb with a process meaning (i.e., a verb in the G stem) indicates unambiguously that the action was not attempted.

Comparing this to our data, we see that of the 107 times that GD-similar roots are negated in the D stem, none occur in a context that suggests an unsuccessful attempt. On the contrary, the only unsuccessful attempt that we noticed that uses the D stem of a GD-similar verb was affirmed in the D stem. Jeremiah 51:9a reads רִפִּיאוּ נִרְפָּה אֵת־בָּבֶל. We healed Babylon, but she was not healed. The affirmed D stem at the beginning indicates that the process was

100. This is the Kethib. The Qere substitutes Hay for Aleph, as if it were a 3א verb, but our source parses it as still being from 한다. Koehler (2000, s.v.) concurs that the Qere of Jeremiah 51:9 is from 한다 not 한다. This seems likely, given the context and the fact that the 3א of 한다 is also dropped in Jeremiah 8:11.
attempted, and the negated N-stem at the end indicates that the process was unsuccessful. This counterexample,\textsuperscript{101} combined with the lack of examples, suggests that the difference in frequency of negation between the G and D stems of GD-similar verbs is unlikely to be due to concern about leaving open the possibility of an unsuccessful attempt. So Jenni’s argument, although logical, is based on avoiding a hypothetical implication of a construction that apparently never actually has that implication in our source.

Thus, although the D stem is negated somewhat less often than the G stem for GD-similar verbs, Jenni’s explanation of this phenomenon is unlikely to be correct. The possibility of another explanation for this difference in frequency of negation will be explored further in chapter 6 when we investigate the association between the D stem and high semantic transitivity.

5.3 Metaphorical D Stem

As discussed in §4.3, Waltke and O’Connor (1990, 407–9) divide irreal resultatives into two categories: metaphorical and indirect, despite the fact that they admit that a metaphorical meaning is not necessarily a resultative meaning (1990, 407). In §4.3.2b, we asked whether the verbal roots that they use as examples of metaphorical action in the D stem have evidence of a factitive/resultative meaning (as they define it) in the D stem; our conclusion was negative.

In this section, we are asking a separate question: to what extent are there verbal roots for which the D-stem meaning is metaphorical, in distinction from a literal G-stem meaning?

\textsuperscript{101} Counterexamples (i.e., the D stem is affirmed but the result is not achieved) with non-GD-similar verbs occur in 2 Kings 11:1, Malachi 1:9, and Proverbs 5:13.
To answer this question, we classify the meaning of each occurrence of a root in the G and D stems as either literal or metaphorical (or unclear). First (§5.3.1) we examine Waltke and O’Connor’s two examples of roots (דלה- and 1דריה) that they claim have a metaphorical meaning in the D stem and a literal meaning in the G stem. Then (§5.3.2) we examine all 138 GD-similar roots.

5.3.1 Checking Waltke and O’Connor’s Example Verbs: 1דריה and 1דריה

Waltke and O’Connor note that 1דריה ‘to scatter’ is used literally in the G stem in Exodus 32:20 and Ezekiel 5:2, and that it is used metaphorically in the D stem in Proverbs 20:26 and Ezekiel 5:12. Those examples are clear and correct, so there is no need to discuss them here.

Most of the uses of 1דריה in the D stem, however, might not be metaphorical because they refer to physically dispersing people without any clear metaphorical elements. For example, Leviticus 26:33a reads ‘and I will scatter you among the nations’. It is D stem, so Waltke and O’Connor lead us to expect this to be metaphorical, but since it describes people being physically dispersed, 1דריה is only metaphorical here if a literal use of 1דריה means ‘to toss up in the air and have the wind scatter’ rather than simply ‘to scatter’. As another example of an arguably literal D stem of 1דריה, consider Ezekiel 6:5, which reads ‘I will scatter the corpses of the sons of Israel before their idols, and I will scatter your bones around your altars’. This D-stem verb describes the

102. Whether a particular occurrence of a verb has a literal meaning or a metaphorical meaning depends on the precise literal meaning of the verb, so uncertainty in the precise literal meaning leads to uncertainty in what is metaphorical. For an example of this, see the discussion of 1דריה in §5.3.1.
literal scattering of bones, so it is only metaphorical if a literal רזרז requires that a wind do the scattering. In fact, if a literal רזרז requires merely physical scattering rather than scattering by a wind, then only 3 of the 26 occurrences of רזרז in the D stem are metaphorical.

Furthermore, Waltke and O’Connor do not note that of the nine occurrences of רזרז in the G stem, two of them (Isaiah 41:16 and Jeremiah 15:7) are unambiguously metaphorical. Isaiah 41:15-16a reads Behold, I have made you a threshing sledge – new, sharp, and having double edges. You will thresh mountains and crush. And you will make hills like chaff. You will winnow them, and a wind will lift them, and a gale will scatter them’. Jeremiah 15:7 reads And I have winnowed them with a winnowing fork in the gates of the land. I have bereaved [them]. I destroyed my people. They did not turn from their ways’.

Thus we find that רזרז is used metaphorically in both the G and D stems. Furthermore, if רזרז literally means ‘to scatter’ rather than specifically ‘to throw up in the air and have the wind scatter’, then the D stem is not consistently metaphorical, and the G stem is metaphorical a greater percentage of the time than the D stem is!

Nonetheless, there is a distinction between the D and the G stem for רזרז. The D stem usually refers to scattering people, whereas the G stem refers to scattering people only once (Jeremiah 15:7) or twice (Isaiah 41:16).

דלה. The one time that דלה ‘to draw water’ occurs in the D stem (Psalm 30:2), it is metaphorical, just as Waltke and O’Connor say. However, of the three times that the word occurs
in the G stem, one of them is also metaphorical; Proverbs 20:5 reads 'A plan in a man’s heart is deep water, but a man of understanding will draw it out’. This is metaphorical, so Waltke and O’Connor lead us to expect it to be D stem, yet it is G stem.

In summary, Waltke and O’Connor (1990, 407–8) state that for some verbs, the G stem is literal whereas the D stem is metaphorical. Unfortunately, for the two verbs that they list as examples, when one looks at every occurrence, one finds that the G stem is also used metaphorically and the D stem is not always metaphorical.

5.3.2 Checking the GD-Similar Verbs

The verbal roots that might distinguish the G and D stems as literal vs. metaphorical are the 138 verbal roots (§5.1) that have roughly the same meaning in the G and D stems (the GD-similar roots). These verbal roots occur 4796 times in the G and D stems with similar meanings in our sample. Of the 3173 times that they occur in the G stem, 541 occurrences (17.1%) seem likely to have a metaphorical meaning, and an additional 173 occurrences (5.4%) might have a metaphorical meaning. Of the 1623 times that they occur in the D stem, 288 occurrences (17.7%) are likely to have a metaphorical meaning, and an additional 145 occurrences (8.9%) might have a metaphorical meaning.

Thus an occurrence of a GD-similar verb in the G stem is about as likely to have a metaphorical meaning as an occurrence in the D stem. The verb קֶלֶע is an example of this. It occurs four times. Twice it literally refers to slingling a stone: Judges 20:16 (G stem) and 1 Samuel 17:49 (D stem); so a literal meaning can be either G stem or D stem. The other two occurrences refer to God metaphorically slingling people. 1 Samuel 25:29b reads "זָעַר אָבֹים וַשַׁלְמָן מִּשֶּׁרְיָהּ"
‘but the life of your enemies he [God] will sling it out [from] the midst of the pocket of the sling’. Jeremiah 10:18 reads ‘For thus YHWH said, “See me slinging out the inhabitants of the land in this time”’. These two occurrences of עַלְקָמֵינוּ are metaphorical and have similar meanings, yet 1 Samuel 25:29 is in the D stem and Jeremiah 10:18 is in the G stem. This exemplifies the fact that the D and G stems can both be used literally and both be used metaphorically, even for the same verbal root.

Looking at it on a root-by-root basis, of the 138 GD-similar roots, there are 56 roots that likely have a metaphorical meaning at least once in the D stem, of which 14 never have even a possibly metaphorical meaning in the G stem. The list of such roots is: נָרָשׁ-1, יָסָר-1, כְּבָשׁ-1, לָאָרָה. As an example of such a root, consider נִנָּה. In the G stem, it occurs four times, all in Exodus 21:28-32, always referring to an ox literally goring a person. In the D stem, it occurs six times. Twice (Ezekiel 34:21 and Daniel 8:4) it describes a sheep or a goat butting other animals, where all of the creatures are symbols for people. The other four times (Deuteronomy 33:17; Psalm 44:6; 2 Chronicles 18:10) describe a person as goring or butting others, as if they were an ox. For example, Psalm 44:6 reads בַּעֲרֵיָה נִנָּה נָנַשָׁה חַשֶּׁן: ‘Through you [YHWH] we will gore our enemies. Through your name we will trample those who rise against us.’ Thus the D stem is metaphorical for רֹעֶה whereas the G stem is literal, following the pattern that was noted by Waltke and O’Connor (1990, 407–8) and discussed in §5.3, above.

Conversely, there are 64 GD-similar verbal roots that have a metaphorical meaning at least once in the G stem, of which 22 never have even a possibly metaphorical meaning in the D stem. The list of such roots is: אָפָח, אַרְבָּא, בְּכָב, הָרָם, כְּבָשׁ-1, חַבָּה, נָוֶל-1, נָוֶל-2, נָטוּ-1, נָטוּ-2, סָפָח.
As an example of such a root, considerőךָּּ,עזר,צומת,צומח,1,קות,רקיע,שואל,תלד. In the D stem, it occurs three times (Exodus 39:3; Numbers 17:4; Isaiah 40:19), always as a literal description of flattening metal for decorative purposes. In the G stem it occurs four times; three as a description of God spreading out the earth (Isaiah 42:5; 44:24; 136:6), and once as a description of David destroying his enemies (2 Samuel 22:43). The latter is surely metaphorical; it reads אֵ֔שֶׁ֖תֶּֽהְמַ֣ם חַשְּׁעַ֣רְיָהָּ שִׁ֖מְעָ֑ם: ‘And I would grind them like dust of the ground. Like street mud I would crush them, stamping them flat.’ Thus the G stem is metaphorical forרקיע, whereas the D stem is literal, contrary to the pattern that Waltke and O’Connor suggest.

To tighten up the criteria, there are 11 verbal roots for which every D-stem occurrence is at least plausibly metaphorical and for which no G-stem occurrence is certain to be metaphorical:ברר-1, вмест, נער-1, עשה-3, נשא-3, פשת, פרד, ישר-2. These are the roots that plausibly fit the pattern G:D = literal:metaphorical, as described by Waltke and O’Connor. Conversely, there are 9 verbal roots for which every G-stem occurrence is at least plausibly metaphorical and for which no D-stem occurrence is certain to be metaphorical:ברר-1, вмест-2, נשא-2, פשת, פרד, קהה, ישראלי, ישראיל-2. Thus there are almost as many verbal roots that plausibly fit the reverse pattern G:D = metaphorical:literal.

In summary, we see that no matter whether we count the total number of occurrences that are metaphorical or literal, or whether we count the verbal roots that might be marked as metaphorical in one stem or the other, we find that GD-similar verbs are as likely to be
metaphorical in the G stem as in the D stem. This finding contradicts Waltke and O’Connor (1990, 407–8), Jenni (1968, 135–40), and Bergsträsser (1929, 2:93).

5.4 Indirect Action D Stem

In addition to metaphorical action, Waltke and O’Connor’s (1990, 407–9) other category of irreal resultatives is indirect action. By indirect action, they refer to the subject performing the action through an intermediary, such as when a king captures a city, but it is really his army that carries out the attack. If the intermediary is unspecified, then indirect action is likely to be resultative, because leaving unspecified the one who actually does the action suggests that focus is on the result, not the process.

In §4.3.2c, we asked the question of whether the verbal roots that they use as examples of indirect action in the D stem have evidence of a factitive/resultative meaning (as they define it) in the D stem. In this section, we are asking a separate question: to what extent are there verbal roots for which the D-stem describes an indirect action, in distinction from a direct action in the G-stem?

To answer this question, we classify the meaning of each occurrence of a root in the G and D stems as either direct action or indirect action (or unclear). An occurrence is marked as certain to describe indirect action if a subagent or instrument is mentioned or if it would be impossible for the subject to do so directly and it would be natural for the subject to do so by means of others, such as when a king captures a city.
In §5.4.1 we examine Waltke and O’Connor’s two examples of roots (םברר-1 and 1םברר) that they claim refer to indirect action in the D stem and direct action in the G stem. Then in §5.4.2 we examine all 138 GD-similar roots.

### 5.4.1 Checking Waltke and O’Connor’s Example Verbs: 1םברר and םברר-1

When we examine all examples of 1םברר ‘to break’ in the G and D stems, we find five occurrences of an action where a human subject breaks something indirectly (2 Kings 18:4; 23:14; Jeremiah 43:13; 2 Chronicles 14:2; 34:4). In addition there are two occurrences in which God breaks something through specified means, so the action is explicitly indirect (Psalm 48:8; 105:33). All seven of these occurrences are in the D stem as Waltke and O’Connor predict for indirect action.\(^{103}\)

If, however, we add actions where God breaks something in a such a way that it seems likely (but not certain) to be an indirect action, since the means is not explicitly stated, we find 27 of them in the G stem and 10 in the D stem. For example, to describe God breaking the food supply, the G stem is always used (Leviticus 26:26; Ezekiel 4:16; 5:16; 14:13; Psalm 105:16). Similarly, when God breaks a yoke of servitude, it is in the G stem (Leviticus 26:13; Jeremiah 2:20; 28:2, 4, 11; 30:8; Ezekiel 34:27). When God breaks the bars of a city, 1םברר is in the G stem once (Amos 1:5) and in the D stem three times (Isaiah 45:2; Psalm 107:16; Lamentations 2:9). Categorizing such occurrences as indirect action would make the majority of indirect-action occurrences in the G stem rather than the D stem, contrary to Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.

---

103. Recall from §4.2 and §4.3.2c, however, that when the means is specified, indirect action in the D stem does not necessarily support Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis.
Conversely, there are 39 occurrences of שַׁבְרֵֽי that clearly describe a direct action, 20 in the G stem and 19 in the D stem. For example, Exodus 9:25b reads: ‘and every plant of the field, the hail struck down, and every tree of the field it broke’. This is direct action in the D stem, contrary to the pattern that Waltke and O’Connor state exists.

In summary, the 36 D-stem occurrences of שַׁבְרֵֽי are split between 7 direct action, 19 indirect action, and 10 uncertain. The 51 G-stem occurrences are also split between 20 direct action and 31 that are uncertain, most of them because God is the subject and is acting in a way that might or might not imply indirect action, depending on how the author conceived of divine action in the world. Thus שַׁבְרֵֽי provides some support for the idea that the D stem is preferentially used for indirect action, but it is also clear that the D stem can be used for direct action as well.

The other verb that Waltke and O’Connor use to exemplify the use of the G stem for direct action and the D stem for the indirect action is בָּקֵֽעַ ‘to open’. Their G-stem example of direct action is Amos 1:13b: ‘because of their ripping open pregnant women in Gilead’. Their D-stem example of indirect action is 2 Kings 8:12b: ‘And their pregnant women you will rip open’. In the first case, the Ammonite soldiers do the action, so it is direct, whereas in the second one, Hazael is the subject but presumably acts through his soldiers, so it is indirect action. These examples do illustrate their point.

Looking at the 16 occurrences of בָּקֵֽעַ in the G stem, we see that the action is direct 8 times, uncertain 7 times, and indirect once. The indirect action occurs in 2 Chronicles 32:1b: אֵלָ֔יהוּ אֱלֹהֵי בָּקֵֽעַ
King Sennacherib of Assyria came and invaded Judah. He encamped against the fortified cities, intending to break them for himself’. Just as Waltke and O’Connor cited 2 Kings 8:12b as indirect action in the D stem because Hazael would act through his soldiers, so also in 2 Chronicles 32:1, Sennacherib would act through his soldiers. Yet one verb is D stem and the other is G stem, so both the D and G stems of בָּקָשׁ are used for indirect action.

Examining the 12 occurrences of בָּקָשׁ in the D stem, we see that the action is direct 7 times, uncertain twice, and indirect three times. As an example of the D stem of בָּקָשׁ indicating direct action, note 2 Kings 2:24b וַתֵּצֶֹאנָה יְלָדִֽים׃ יֵנְשׁוּ בֹּרָּם וַתְּבַקַּ֣עְנָה מִן־הַיַּ֔עַר דֻּבִּים֙ם יִֽעַבְרָם׃ ‘And two female bears came out from the wood and they tore open forty-two of the boys’.

In summary, בָּקָשׁ usually describes direct action in both the D and G stems, but both stems can be used for indirect action as well. Thus it does not support the pattern that Waltke and O’Connor propose.

5.4.2 Checking the GD-Similar Verbs

The verbal roots that might distinguish the G and D stems as direct action vs. indirect action are the 138 verbal roots (§5.1) that have roughly the same meaning in the G and D stems (the GD-similar roots).

Of the 3173 times that the GD-similar roots occur in the G stem in our sample, 137 occurrences (4.3%) describe indirect action, and an additional 255 occurrences (8.0%) might do so as well. Of the 1623 D-stem occurrences, 75 (4.6%) describe indirect action, and an additional 236 occurrences (14.5%) might do so as well. Thus GD-similar verbs seem equally likely to refer
to indirect action in the G stem (4.3%) and the D stem (4.6%), although if we gave the benefit of the doubt to all uncertain occurrences, then indirect action would be somewhat more likely in the D stem (19%) than in the G stem (12%).

The same equal likelihood is seen when we look at a root-by-root basis, since there are some roots that use only the G stem for indirect action, and other roots that use only the D stem for indirect action. On the one hand, there are 19 verbal roots that are likely used to indicate indirect action at least once in the G stem and for which indirect action is never likely in the D stem: אָפַק, הָרֵס, הוֹחֵד, רוֹחֵד-1, כָּנֵמ, כָּתַב, נִמְג-1, נִקָּר, נָשָׁא, סֶפֶר, שָׁשֶׁר, פָּשַׁח, פָּשַׁור, רָדַּף, רֵדִיק, שָׁאֵל, חֲלִמֶה, חֲלֵמָה. An example of this is found in 2 Samuel 24:10a, which reads שְׁפֶר נַּכּ לְבִּדְוַד אֵלֹהֵי הָשָּׁמָיִם ‘Then David’s heart struck him after he numbered the people’. In this clause, ‘to number’ is certain to be indirect action, not only because it would take far too long for one person to count all the people in an entire nation, but also because 2 Samuel 24:4 explains that the numbering was done by Joab and the commanders of the army. On the other hand, there are 17 verbal roots that are likely used to indicate indirect action at least once in the D stem and for which indirect action is never likely in the G stem: נָדַע, נָרַשׁ-1, דַּבְּר-2, חָפֶש, חָרֵיח-2, יָרֵד-1, בֶּבֶשׁ, כְּתָש. לֶקֶט, מַלְאָכֶה, מַלְאָכֶה-1, נֶשֶׁל, קָפָר, קָפָר, קָפְּדָה, קָפַר-1. An example of the indirect use of the D stem is found in 2 Kings 19:23a, which reads יִשָּׁנוּ בְּנֵי אֶלְעָפֶחָה בְּרֶמֶשׂ אָלִיל ‘by the hand of your messengers, you have ridiculed the Lord’. It is certain to be indirect action because it specifies that the action was done through secondary actors. Thus both the G and D stems have roots that are used for indirect action only in that stem.
Alternately, if we count roots that have at least one clear case of indirect action in the D stem and no clear cases of direct action, we find four roots: נְשׁל, מֵדֶד, כֶּבֶשׁ, חַפֶּה. Conversely, there is one root for which the same things are true of the G stem: עֲשַׂר.

Thus we find no significant pattern of indirect action occurring preferentially in the D stem for GD-similar verbs, regardless of whether we look at the percentage of occurrences or at the number of roots that use one stem or the other for indirect action, as long as we look at the occurrences that are certain to be indirect action and ignore the occurrences that are uncertain.

As mentioned earlier, however, if we include the 491 occurrences that might or might not describe indirect action, this conclusion is less certain, since uncertain occurrences far outnumber the 212 occurrences that clearly describe indirect action. These 491 occurrences are divided almost evenly between the G stem (255) and D stem (236), but since GD-similar verbs in our sample occur far more often in the G stem (3173 occurrences) than in the D stem (1623 occurrences), they are more significant for the D stem. So if we loosened our standard for indirect action such that all uncertain occurrences were tagged as indirect, then the D stem is somewhat more likely than the G stem to indicate indirect action (19% vs. 12%).

On the other hand, if we change the question to whether indirect action is likely to be described in the G stem or the D stem, the answer is that when a writer has a choice between using the G stem and the D stem to indicate a given meaning (i.e., the GD-similar verbs), writers have a slight preference to use the G stem, contrary to Waltke and O’Connor’s suggestion. This is true regardless of whether we count only the occurrences in our sample that are certain to
indicate indirect action (137 G stem vs. 75 D stem) or if we also include the occurrences that might indicate indirect action (392 G stem vs. 311 D stem).\textsuperscript{104}

One last thing to note is that most of the uncertain occurrences (371 out of 491) are uncertain because God is the subject of the verb. A decision about the indirectness of the action comes down to whether the author conceived of God working through secondary causes or not. When God is the subject and a secondary cause seems likely but is not mentioned by the writer in that context, any decision about the directness or indirectness of the action seems arbitrary, so these are tagged as uncertain.

This does raise the question, however, of whether there is a preference for one stem or the other for verbs with a divine subject. This question is explored in the next section.

5.5 Divine-Subject D Stem

As the bridge between their discussions of metaphorical resultatives and indirect resultatives, Waltke and O’Connor state that when God is the subject of the verb, the verb may prefer the D stem because it describes God as the agent without needing to describe the process of the divine action (1990, 408).\textsuperscript{105}

\textsuperscript{104} The ratio of occurrences between the G and D stem is, of course, affected by GD-similar verbal roots that occur predominantly in one of the two stems. But since GD-similar roots have (by definition) roughly the same meaning in both stems, such verbs should not be excluded from our analysis. Furthermore, when we count roots rather than occurrences, we come to the same conclusion.

\textsuperscript{105} They refer the reader to Jenni (1968, 137), who writes, “Wie schon an den meisten der bisher genannten Stellen kommt es auch sonst öfters vor, daß das Qal [G stem] mit seiner konkreten, aktuellen Bedeutung hauptsächlich bei irdischen Subjekten, das Piel [D stem] dagegen mit seiner übertragenen Bedeutung fast ausschließlich beim Subjekt Jahwe verwendet wird. Es gelingt damit, Ergebnisse auf Jahwe zurückzuführen, ohne den genauen Hergang seines
5.5.1 Checking Waltke and O’Connor’s Example Verb: דלה

As their example of this, Waltke and O’Connor compare the use of דלה in Exodus 2:16 (G stem) and Psalm 30:2 (D stem). Exodus 2:16 reads ‘וַתִּדְלֶ֗נָה וְתְּמַלֶּ֙אנָה אֲבִיהֶֽן׃’ And the priest of Midian had seven daughters, and they came and they drew up [water] and they filled the watering troughs to water their father’s flock’. The subject is human, so the G stem is used to describe the process. Conversely, Psalm 30:2 reads ‘וַיִּמָּלֶתֶּ֖הוּ וַיִּדְלֶּ֑נָה יַעֲקֹֽב׃’ I will exalt you, YHWH, for you drew me up and you have not allowed my enemies to rejoice over me’. The subject is divine, so the D stem is used as a way of indicating the result without describing the process of divine intervention in the world.

The verb דלה occurs five times in the Bible. The four occurrences in the G stem have human subjects, and the one D-stem occurrence has a divine subject, so the verb דלה fits the pattern. Since there is only one D-stem occurrence, however, it is uncertain if this is a pattern.

5.5.2 Checking the GD-Similar Verbs

When we look at all occurrences of GD-similar verbs in our sample, however, we find that occurrences with God as the subject are divided fairly evenly between the G stem (414) and the D stem (368), with a slight preference for the G stem. Thus if God is the subject and an author has the choice between the G stem and the D stem to communicate the same meaning (i.e., a GD-similar verb), the author is slightly more likely to use the G stem.

Handelns näher umschreiben zu müssen. Eine strikte Regel ist daraus natürlich nicht abzuleiten; die folgenden Beispiele sollen auch nicht das Material erschöpfen.”
When we count roots rather than occurrences, we come to the same conclusion: 65 GD-similar roots have at least one clear example of being used with a divine subject in the G stem, vs. 56 such roots in the D stem. Those counts of roots are not mutually exclusive, however: If a GD-similar root has a divine subject, more likely than not (34 roots) it is used with a divine subject in both stems. Excluding the roots with a divine subject in both stems, there are 31 roots for which every clear example of a divine subject is in the G stem, vs. 22 roots that use only the D stem for a divine subject. Thus we find that the G stem is more likely than the D stem if God is the subject of a GD-similar verb. As an example, the root הָרָס occurs 29 times in the G stem, 13 of which have God as the subject, and 3 times in the D stem, never with God as the subject.

Recall from §5.5.1 that Waltke and O’Connor use הָלִּל as an example of a verb that uses the D stem with a divine subject and the G stem when the subject is not divine. Our data indicate that their example is accurate, but not representative, since the G stem is used more often than the D stem for GD-similar verbs when God is the subject of the verb. Waltke and O’Connor state (quoting Jenni) that one cannot make “a strict rule” about verbs with a divine subject preferring the D stem (Waltke and O’Connor 1990, 408; Jenni 1968, 137). That concession seems to be an understatement; our data suggest that one cannot make a rule about it at all.

5.6 Multiple-Object D Stem

Waltke and O’Connor have a category of verbs that are used with a single object in the G stem and multiple objects in the D stem (1990, 409–10). As discussed in §4.3.2d, they correctly admit that these verbs are not necessarily resultative, but do not address the fact that they have thereby admitted the existence of a class of verbs that do not fit their hypothesis.
Does this admission matter? If there are only a very small number of verbs for which the D stem is marked for multiple objects, those verbal meanings can be attributed to lexicalization of individual roots and need not be accounted for in a general theory of the D stem. But if there are a significant number of such verbs, any theory of the D stem must account for them. Therefore, this section investigates whether there is a pattern of verbal roots that are used with multiple objects in the D stem and a single object in the G stem. We check their example verbs (נשתך and נשך) in §5.6.1 and then check all GD-similar roots in §5.6.2 to see if there is a pattern of verbal roots for which the D stem is marked for multiple objects.

5.6.1 Checking Waltke and O’Connor’s Example Verbs: 1 נשך and נשך-

Waltke and O’Connor’s two examples of the D stem referring to multiple objects are נשך-1 and נשך-

Waltke and O’Connor state that in Genesis 49:17 the G stem of נשך-1 has a single object, whereas in Jeremiah 8:17, the D stem of נשך has a plural object. Genesis 49:17 reads וִיהוּ בָא דָּנָא שָׂנִיתִים שָׂנָה לְיהוָה נְשָׁךְ נְשָׁךְ לְיִשְׁרֵי-נָבָא אֵלָה; ‘May Dan be a snake beside a road, a serpent beside a path, which bites a horse’s heels, and its rider falls backward’. Note that the direct object is plural in form and meaning; Waltke and O’Connor explain this G-stem as “one (plural) object” (1990, 410, parentheses in original). Presumably they count this as one object because it is the heels of a single horse, counted as a single pair. For a contrasting D stem, they list Jeremiah 8:17: "For behold me sending snakes among you, vipers for which there is not a charm, and they will bite you,“...
declares YHWH.” The object נְשָׁךְ plausible ‘you’ is plural. Thus the texts that they cite provide evidence for the pattern that they describe, although their G-stem example is debatable.

Looking at the use of נְשׁךְ- throughout our source, of the 8 times that נְשׁךְ- occurs in the G stem, it has no object three times, a grammatically singular object three times, and a grammatically plural object twice: Genesis 49:17 and Amos 9:3. As discussed above, the grammatically plural object in Genesis 49:17 is arguably singular in meaning, but the same is not true of Amos 9:3b: ‘And if they hide from before my eyes in the floor of the sea, from there I will command the serpent and it will bite them’. In context, the masculine plural object of the verb refers to the remnant of the people (םִּי in 9:1; note also the plural verbs in 9:2 and 9:3). Although one might argue that a remnant is a collective and hence should be considered to be singular, there are two reasons that this is unlikely. First, the masculine plural pronominal suffix on נְשׁךְ in Amos 9:3 may suggest that the writer considered it to be plural. Second, Waltke and O’Connor have already argued in Jeremiah 8:17 that a masculine plural pronominal suffix that refers to a group of people is plural, so to be consistent, they should treat Amos 9:3 the same. Thus the G stem of נְשׁךְ is used with a plural object in Amos 9:3, just as the D stem is used in Jeremiah 8:17.

The verb נְשׁךְ occurs twice in the D stem. In Numbers 21:6, the object is singular in form, but collective in meaning: נְשׁךְ-מִן ‘and they bit the people’. In Jeremiah 8:17, as discussed above, the object is plural in form and meaning. Thus the D stem is used with a plural object once and possibly both times that it occurs.
Since both the G stem and the D stem of נְשׁק are can have a plural object, the distinction between them is not that the G stem has a singular object and the D stem has a plural object. At best, as Waltke and O’Connor suggest (1990, 409n36), it might be that the D stem of נְשׁק cannot represent an isolated event on a single object. Since there are only two occurrences in the D stem, however, the hypothesis of Waltke and O’Connor is only modest support.

The other verbal root that Waltke and O’Connor use to exemplify the D stem referring to action on multiple objects is the verb נְשׁק. As a G-stem example describing a single action on a single object they list Song 8:1b בַּחוּץ֙ וָאֵ֣אֶתְוָהְוֻתֶֽה׃ ‘I would find you in the outside [and] I would kiss you’. As an example of a D-stem verb describing a set of actions on multiple, separate objects, they list Genesis 31:28a נְטַשְׁתַּ֔נִי וָיָ֛קִשׁ בָּלִ֥ים לֵבָנָ֖ה لָכְמָ֥ה לָהֶֽם׃ ‘And you did not allow me to kiss my sons and my daughters’. Their two examples thus support the distinction that they propose.

Looking beyond their two examples, of the 26 times that נְשׁק occurs in the G stem in our source, it has a grammatically plural object with a clearly plural meaning 4 times: Genesis 48:10; 1 Kings 19:20; Hosea 13:2; Ruth 1:9. For example Genesis 48:10b reads נְטַשׁתַּ֔נִי וָיָ֛קִשׁ בָּלִ֥ים לֵבָנָ֖ה לָהֶֽם׃ ‘And [Joseph] brought them to him, and he kissed them and embraced them’. The object is Joseph’s two sons Ephraim and Manasseh. One could argue that the brothers are considered as a unit, and they might be, but the same could be argued for the sons and daughters in Waltke and O’Connor’s D-stem example Genesis 31:28, which they treat as plural.

Of the 5 times that נְשׁק occurs in the D stem in our source, it has a grammatically plural object with a clearly plural meaning three times: Genesis 31:28; 32:1; 45:5. In Genesis 29:13a,
however, the object is grammatically singular with a singular meaning: And it was when Laban heard the news of Jacob, his sister’s son, he ran to meet him and embraced him and kissed him and brought him to his house.’ In Psalm 2:12, the object is also singular: ‘Kiss [the] son’.

In summary, the D stem of נשׁק־ is used for an isolated event in Genesis 29:13 and Psalm 2:12, so these are counter-examples to Waltke and O’Connor’s claim that the D stem of נשׁק־ is marked for plural events. At best, the distinction between the G and D stems of נשׁק־ is that the D stem is more likely than the G stem to describe action on multiple objects, but both stems can be used for plural objects and both stems can be used for isolated events with a single object.

5.6.2 Checking the GD-Similar Verbs

In order to look at all occurrences of all GD-similar verbs in our sample, we need to decide what constitutes an object. For example, consider the root חכה ‘to wait or hope’. The subject does not necessarily interact with the thing for which one waits or hopes, so is it a direct object? Furthermore, the particle that precedes the thing for which one waits or hopes varies. In Job 32:4, it is preceded by the direct object marker את: ‘And Elihu waited for Job’, whereas in Job 3:21, it is preceded by the preposition ל: ‘the ones who wait for death’, and in Hosea 6:9, it is preceded by no particle at all: ‘and as robbers wait for a man’. Which of these, if any, are the object? Furthermore, Hebrew often omits a direct object that can be inferred from the context (van der Merwe et al. 1999, 241n42; Arnold and

106. If בר is adverbial ‘purely’ rather than an Aramaic loanword ‘son’, then there is no explicit object. The context, however, still implies that the object is the singular ruler.
But distinguishing an inferred direct object from a generalized action with no specific direct object can be tricky.

In response to these issues, our data tags something as the direct object of the verb if it can reasonably be understood as such, even if it is the object of a preposition (typically ב or ל), and even if it occurs outside of the verb’s clause. We marked a verb as having no direct object only if there was nothing in the context that could reasonably be construed as a direct object. If one were to be more conservative about marking something as a direct object, many more verbs would lack a direct object, but my impression is that the comparison between the D stem and the G stem would not significantly change.

A final complication is that the grammatical number of an object can differ from the number of what it means. In other words, grammatically plural objects can have a singular referent, and grammatically singular objects can have a plural referent. For the former, see the discussion in §5.6.1 regarding Waltke and O’Connor’s analysis of עִקְּבֵי־ס֔וּס ‘a horse’s heels’ in Genesis 49:17; it is grammatically plural, but it refers to a single natural set. For the latter, see the discussion in §5.6.1 regarding the use of the word עַם ‘people’ in Numbers 21:6; it is grammatically singular, but it refers to a group of people, so it may be considered plural.

In response to this complication, we tagged the grammatical number of the object separately from the ‘meaning’ number of the object. Unfortunately, it is unclear how to set rigid standards for deciding the ‘meaning’ number in many cases. In response to this, we tagged objects as ‘uncertain’ if the number was not clear. Different judgments on this matter would doubtless lead to different percentages of objects that singular or plural ‘meaning’ numbers, but
since ambiguous objects like עַם ‘prople’ were used with both stems, and since the frequency of ‘uncertain’ was approximately the same in both stems, changing the standard is unlikely to significantly change the comparison between the G stem and the D stem.

Table 31 shows the results of this analysis for all occurrences of all GD-similar verbs in our sample.107

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Both Stems</th>
<th>G Stem</th>
<th>D Stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4796</td>
<td>3173</td>
<td>1623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammatically Singular</td>
<td>2266</td>
<td>1541</td>
<td>725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammatically Plural</td>
<td>1314</td>
<td>775</td>
<td>539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singular Meaning</td>
<td>1805</td>
<td>1267</td>
<td>538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural Meaning</td>
<td>1509</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>629</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first row of table 31 shows that when an author has the choice between the G stem and the D stem to communicate the same meaning (i.e., a GD-similar verb), authors use the G stem about twice as often as the D stem. If the object is plural either grammatically or in its meaning, however, the G-stem preference is much smaller. Thus a plural object makes an author more likely to use the D stem than if the object were singular, although the G stem is still more likely.

When one looks on a root-by-root basis, the results are similar, regardless of whether one looks at the grammatical number or at the number of the meaning of the object.

107. The number of singular and plural objects are less than the total because some occurrences lack objects and others were marked as having an uncertain number for the object (e.g., because an entire phrase or concept is the object of the verb).
Looking at the grammatical number of the object, there are 36 roots for which the D stem object is clearly plural at least once and never singular. Only 4 of these roots occur at least five times in the D stem, and hence might be said to have a pattern of use in the D stem: בָּה, בּוּה, פָרַשְׂ, קְבֻר. Conversely, there are 16 roots of which the same thing can be said about the G stem, only 1 of which occurs at least 5 times in the G stem: נָשַׁל. Thus there are more roots that are potentially marked for a plural object in the D stem than roots that may be so marked in the G stem.

Looking at the number of the meaning of the object, there are 48 roots for which the D stem object is clearly plural at least once and never singular. 11 of these roots occur at least five times in the D stem, and hence might be said to have a pattern of use in the D stem: אסף, נָשַׁל, בּוּה, לַקְט, נָשַׁל, פָרַשְׂ, קְבֻר, קְפֶר, קְפָר, רָדֵף, קְבֶר. Conversely, there are 22 roots of which the same thing can be said about the G stem, only 6 of which occur at least 5 times in the G stem: כֹּסֶף, נָשַׁל, נָשַׁל, טָפָר, גְּאנָה, קְפֶר, קְפֶר, קְפֶר. Thus, regardless of whether one looks at the grammatical number or the number of the meaning of the object, more roots are potentially marked for a plural object in the D stem than in the G stem. This coheres with the results that we found earlier by counting occurrences rather than stems that are potentially marked.

This difference is modest, but a theory of the D stem that could explain it would be preferable to one that cannot (e.g., Waltke and O’Connor’s theory), all else being equal.

108. Note that every verb that may be marked for an object that is grammatically plural (D, בָּה, בּוּה, פָרַשְׂ, קְבֻר; G, נָשַׁל) is also in the list of verbs marked for an object that is plural in meaning.
5.7 Frequentative D Stem

Waltke and O’Connor (1990, 414–6) discuss verbs that they claim distinguish the D stem from the G stem in that the D stem describes frequentative action, either repeated in time or distributed over space. Prominent groups of such verbs include verbs of movement, verbs of vocal expression, and verbs of professional or habitual activity.\(^ {109} \)

Most, but not all, of these verbs are syntactically intransitive in the G and D stems. In §2.1.2 we discussed the fact that Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis cannot account for verbs that are intransitive in the D stem. They admit that most of these frequentative verbs are intransitive in the D stem, but they do not address the issue that their hypothesis requires all D-stem verbs to be transitive.

Even for frequentative verbs that are transitive in the D stem, however, if the distinction between the G and D stems is only that the D stem is marked as frequentative, such a verb would not fit Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis. Instead, Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis requires the D stem to be resultative, meaning that it describes the subject as putting a passive undersubject in a state. Waltke and O’Connor admit that these verbs are not resultative (1990, 414–5), and we confirmed that in §4.3.4 by investigating all occurrences of their example verbs.

Since any pattern of verbs needs to be accounted for by a theory of the D stem, this section looks to see if there is a pattern of verbal roots that are marked for frequentative action in the D stem. In §5.7.1 we investigate Waltke and O’Connor’s example verbs (אמר, הלך, תוהו, פתח), and then §5.7.2 extends the investigation to all GD-similar verbs.

\(^ {109} \) Thus they define frequentative action to include professional, characteristic, and habitual action.
5.7.1 Checking Waltke and O’Connor’s Example Verbs

רוּב. Of the 20 occurrences in the G stem, it clearly has a frequentative meaning 7 times, might have a frequentative meaning once, and clearly does not have a frequentative meaning 12 times. As an example of a frequentative meaning in the G stem, Psalm 10:9 describes wicked people as follows: He waits in ambush like a lion in a thicket. He waits in ambush to seize an oppressed person. He seizes an oppressed person when he draws him into his net’. Since this describes the characteristic behavior of a wicked person rather than a specific incident, it is a type of frequentative action.

Of the two occurrences of רוע in the D stem, one clearly has a frequentative meaning (Judges 9:25), but the other does not (2 Chronicles 20:22). Both are participles; in Judges 9:25, the context suggests that they are professional ambushers, whereas 2 Chronicles 20:22 describes a single occurrence. Thus רוע is not marked for frequentative action in either stem.

דלג. The single G-stem occurrence (Zephaniah 1:9) has a frequentative meaning since it describes the characteristic actions of certain people: In that day, I will punish all who leap over the threshold, the ones who fill their master’s house with violence and deceit. Of the 4 D-stem occurrences, one is frequentative (Song of Solomon 2:8), whereas the others might or might not be frequentative.

In summary, it is possible that the D stem is marked for frequentative action, but one could say the same thing about the G stem, since the one occurrence is frequentative.110

---

110. One might be tempted to say that the frequentative nature of Zephaniah 1:9 is due to the fact that it is a substantival participle, and the fact that it is G stem is irrelevant; but if we make that move, then that same explanation would make 2 Chronicles 20:22 irrelevant for deciding the frequentative nature of the D stem of רוע.
The verb חֲלָכָה ‘to walk’ occurs 1419 times in the G stem in our source, so it was sampled using the procedure described in §3.2. Of the 147 G-stem samples, it is clearly frequentative 49 times (33%), possibly frequentative 11 times (7%), and clearly not frequentative 87 times (59%). Of the 25 times that חֲלָכָה occurs in the D stem, it is clearly frequentative 20 times, and the other 5 might be frequentative. Since the G stem refers to a frequentative event sometimes but not always, whereas the D stem arguably always refers to a frequentative event, the D stem may be marked as frequentative, although a few of the occurrences are debatable.

Distinguishing frequentative from non-frequentative use of the verb חֲלָכָה is difficult, since the meaning of the verb ‘to wait’ intrinsically refers to an action (or non-action?) that extends over time. Nevertheless, out of 13 occurrences in the D stem, it describes characteristic (and hence frequentative) action three times (Isaiah 64:3, Hosea 6:9, and Job 3:21), extensive (and hence frequentative; see §5.7.2) action once (Daniel 12:12), and non-frequentative action six times (2 Kings 7:9; 9:3; Habakkuk 2:3; Zephaniah 3:8; Psalm 106:13; Job 32:4). It is uncertain whether the remaining three D-stem occurrences and the one G-stem occurrence are frequentative. For example, one D-stem occurrence and the only G-stem occurrence both occur in Isaiah 30:18, which reads

וַלִּיָּהוּ חֲלָכָה יְהוָה לֱחָשַׁב הֶבְקָדָּמָה לְךָ נַחֲלָתֶךָ לָעָשׂה לְיִשְׂרָאֵל מֵשְׁפִּיתֵךְ יְהוָה אֱלֹהֶיךָ לְךָ

‘And therefore YHWH waits [D stem] to be gracious to you, and therefore he is exalted to have compassion on you, for YHWH is a god of justice; blessed are all who wait [G stem] for him’. In context, one can make a case that either or both of those occurrences refer to a single occurrence or to characteristic behavior. Waltke and O’Connor say that “with verbs of hoping and expecting the Qal [G stem] expresses any kind of action other than the frequentative indicated by the Piel [D stem]” (1990, 416). Since there is only one occurrence in the G stem, and that one is
ambiguous, Waltke and O’Connor’s statement is unprovable. Furthermore, since almost half of the time, the D stem is non-frequentative, the D stem of this verb is not marked as frequentative.

The verb has a frequentative meaning none of the 93 times that it occurs in the G stem. Both times that it occurs in the D stem (Isaiah 10:1 twice) it has a frequentative meaning. Thus the D stem seems to be marked as frequentative, but the paucity of examples makes this tentative.

About this verb, Waltke and O’Connor (1990, 416) quote Jenni (1968, 160) as saying that the D stem almost always refers to customary behavior with multiple partners, whereas the G stem describes a specific instance. This statement is true as a general trend, but there are exceptions. Of the 16 times that נאף occurs in the G stem, 3 times it refers to a single act, 7 times it might refer to either a single act or to characteristic behavior, and the remaining 6 times it refers to repeated behavior. For example, Jeremiah 3:9 uses the G stem to describe Judah’s characteristic behavior, referring metaphorically to her idolatry as adultery: ‘And from the lightness of her prostitution, she defiled the land and committed adultery with stone and tree’. Of the 15 times that נאף occurs in the D stem, there are no occurrences where it clearly refers to a single act, 3 occurrences that are unclear, and 12 that refer to repeated behavior. Thus both stems are used to refer to repeated behavior, but the D stem may be marked for that meaning, whereas the G stem is not.

The verb occurs once in the D stem (2 Kings 2:12a). The use of the participle of נאף along with the repetition of אבִי may suggest a repeated cry, but this is uncertain. It reads וַיֵּצֵּק וְקָרָא אֵלֵיהָ וְלֹא מֶצַּעֵק וְיִשְׂרָאֵל֙ בֶּכְרִי אֵלֵיהָ נָפָהוֹן, ‘And Elisha saw [it] and he was crying out, “My father, my father! The chariots of Israel and its horsemen!”’
Of the 48 times that the צעק occurs in the G stem, it is non-frequentative 40 times, frequentative 6 times, and there are 2 other occurrences where a frequentative nuance is possible, but the context does not require it. As an example of a frequentative use of the G stem, Psalm 88:2 reads: ‘O YHWH, God of my salvation, by day I cry out [and] in the night before you’.

Since the one occurrence of צעק in the D stem may be frequentative, and since there are non-frequentative uses of the G stem, it is possible that the D stem is marked for a frequentative meaning. Since there is only one D-stem occurrence, however, this is uncertain. We can say, however, that most frequentative occurrences are in the G stem.

קוה. As with the verb הכה, distinguishing frequentative from non-frequentative use of the verb קוה is difficult, since the meaning of the verb ‘to wait’ intrinsically refers to an action (or non-action?) that extends over time. All 5 occurrences of this in the G stem are participles describing people who characteristically wait for YHWH. Of the 41 occurrences of the D stem, five of them (Hosea 12:7; Psalm 25:5; 130:5(x2); Job 7:2) have something specific in context that indicates a frequentative action. For example, Hosea 12:7b says: ‘And we wait continually (תָּמִֽיד) for your God’. The other 36 occurrences in the D stem are unclear. Since we have been unable to ever rule out a frequentative meaning in either stem, one could argue that either stem is marked for a frequentative meaning.

תפר. This verb occurs 3 times in the G stem, all of which refer to a one-time action. For example, Genesis 3:7 reads: ‘And the eyes of the two of them were opened, and they knew that they were naked. And they
sewed together fig leaves and made loincloths for themselves’. The one time that the verb occurs in the D stem, it has a frequentative meaning. Ezekiel 13:18 reads יָדַ֗י וְכֹל֙ הַמֶּ֔לֶךְ שָׁנֵֽהְיוּ £造血 לִֽמְתַפְּר֙וֹת מַגֵּדָ֖ה לַעֲבָדִֽים׃ And say, ‘Thus says Lord YHWH, ‘Woe to the women who sew bands on all wrists of hands and who make the veils on the head[s] of every size to hunt down lives! Will you hunt down the lives of my people while preserving your own lives?’’. Thus ניפה may be marked as frequentative in the D stem, but there are too few examples to be confident of this.

שת ‘to (give/take) a tenth’ occurs twice in the G stem and 7 times in the D stem in our source. Both G-stem occurrences are in 1 Samuel 8, describing the predicted actions of Israel’s future king. Verse 15 reads חָמֵ֥שׁ שֵׁשׁ עָשָׂרָ֖ים יְהוּדָֽה יֵתֵֽן לִֽקְרָאִ֑ים לַקְרָאִים: ‘He will take a tenth of your seed and of your vineyards, and give [them] to his officers and to his servants’. Verse 17 reads חָמֵ֥שׁ לַעֲשׂר עָשָׂרָ֖ים יְהוּדָֽה יֵתֵֽן לִֽקְרָאִ֑ים: ‘He will take a tenth of your flocks, and you will become his servants’. Waltke and O’Connor (414) use this as an example of the non-frequentative meaning of the G stem. Verses 9 and 11, however, use the word מַגֵּדָה to indicate that chapter 8 describes the characteristic behavior of the future king, not a one-time activity. For example, verse 11 reads וְקָחָ֥ה מַגֵּדָ֖ה מַגֵּדָה מַגֵּדָ֖ה אָשְׁרָ֑יְךָ לִֽמְתַפְּר֙וֹת: ‘‘this will be the custom of the king who will reign over you’. Thus, pace Waltke and O’Connor, the G stem of שת consistently describes repeated, characteristic, customary behavior, not a one-time action.

As such, this use of the G stem is like the customary use of the D stem of שת. For example, Genesis 28:22 reads יֵתֵ֥ן לִֽקְרָאִ֞ים לַעֲבָדִֽים׃ and all that you give to me, I will
surely give a tenth to you’. All seven occurrences of the D stem of עשׂר are similar. Thus consistently describes customary behavior, regardless of what stem it is in.

In summary, of the ten verbs that Waltke and O’Connor list as examples of verbs that are frequentative in the D stem,\textsuperscript{111} five of them (הלך, חנה, נאף, צעק, напр.) might be marked for frequentative action in the D stem. Of those five, however, only two of them (נהפ, הלך) occur more than twice in the D stem, and hence only for them is there much evidence that they are marked for frequentative action in the D stem.

These verbal roots are suggestive, but to establish a pattern, more than two roots are needed. To see if there are other such roots, the next section investigates all GD-similar verbs, looking for frequentative action.

\textsuperscript{111} Waltke and O’Connor (1990, 414) say that Ryder (1974, 130–5) “finds about forty of these roots,” meaning verbs that are frequentative in the D stem. This seems to be a misreading of Ryder, who finds הלך to be the only clear example of frequentative action in the D stem. Ryder says of these verbs that “all these are intransitive, but it would be stretching the term somewhat, to describe them as verbs of continuing action, particularly such concepts as ‘leap’, ‘snort’, or sigh’. ... The danger lies in classifying all of them on the basis proposed for הלך [הלך].”
5.7.2 Checking the GD-Similar Verbs

The definition of frequentative action is somewhat problematic, because it potentially involves a wide variety of phenomena. In order to allow the relevant definition of frequentative action to arise from the data rather than being imposed upon it, we tagged all occurrences of GD-similar verbs in one of seven categories:

- **once**
- **unclear**
- **extensive** (a single event that occurred over an unusually long period)
- **occasional** (an action to be done whenever the situation arises)
- **periodic** (something done on a regular schedule, such as annually)
- **characteristic** (professional or other characteristic activity)
- **repetitious** (such as ‘walking about’)

Table 32 shows the results on an occurrence-by-occurrence basis:

112. **Extensive**: E.g., “They should gather all the food of these good years that are coming” (Genesis 41:35a). The verb is tagged as extensive because it takes place over a long period of time (7 years), yet it is described as a single event.

113. **Occasional**: E.g., “And he shall send out the live bird over the open field” (Leviticus 14:7b). The context is the procedure for purifying someone who is healed from a skin disease. The verb is tagged as occasional because it is described as if it will recur from time to time as the situation arises.

114. **Periodic**: E.g., “The priest shall burn wood on it every morning” (Leviticus 6:12b). This is tagged as periodic because it is described as recurring on a regular schedule.

115. **Characteristic**: E.g., “One who walks with wise people will become wise, but a companion of fools will suffer harm” (Proverbs 13:20). This verb is tagged as characteristic because it describes the habitual behavior of a person, not a one-time occasion of keeping someone company (e.g., Samson’s wedding companion in Judges 14:20). Substantival participles often have a characteristic meaning (e.g., physician, midwife).

116. **Repetitious**: E.g., “Shall I make you wander with us, while I wander wherever I wander?” (2 Samuel 15:20b). This verb is tagged as repetitious because it describes David’s future as wandering from place to place as a fugitive. It is distinguished from occasional and periodic in that there is no specific occasion or schedule. This category also includes activities that are composed of many repeated actions on a single extended occasion, such as “Look! He is coming, jumping on the mountains, leaping on the hills!” (Song 2:8).
Table 32: Proportion of Occurrences that are Frequentative (GD-Similar Verbs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>G Stem</th>
<th>D Stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Occurrences</strong></td>
<td>3173</td>
<td>1623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Once (not frequentative)</strong></td>
<td>2259 (71% of G)</td>
<td>1016 (62% of D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unclear</strong></td>
<td>317 (10% of G)</td>
<td>197 (12% of D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extensive</strong></td>
<td>43 (1% of G)</td>
<td>21 (1% of D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Occasional</strong></td>
<td>151 (5% of G)</td>
<td>114 (7% of D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Periodic</strong></td>
<td>36 (1% of G)</td>
<td>21 (1% of D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Characteristic</strong></td>
<td>359 (11% of G)</td>
<td>237 (15% of D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Repetitious</strong></td>
<td>8 (&lt;1% of G)</td>
<td>17 (1% of D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total frequentative (exclude once and unclear)</strong></td>
<td>597 (19% of G)</td>
<td>410 (25% of D)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 32 shows that when we group all verbal roots together and include all types of frequentative action, the GD-similar verbs in our sample are more likely to describe frequentative action in the G stem than in the D stem, but that is a reflection of the fact that the G stem is used more often in general for these verbs.

Asking a different question, we see that a given occurrence in the D stem is more likely to be frequentative (25%) than a given occurrence in the G stem (19%). The main differences are the frequency of verbs with a meaning of occasional action or characteristic action, although the differences are modest.

Looking on a root-by-root basis, there are 26 GD-similar roots that are used with a clear frequentative meaning in the D stem at least once and never with a clear singular meaning in the D stem. These are the verbal roots that are potentially marked as frequentative in the D stem. Tightening up the criteria, only five of them occur at least five times in the D stem, so there is more evidence of a pattern: יָכַד, נְאָף, עֶשֶׁר, קָוָה, and רָקָד. However, עֶשֶׁר, קָוָה, and רָקָד have a consistent frequentative meaning in the G stem as well, so their D stems are not marked. Thus we
are left with רקד, הולך, and נאף. The previous section (§5.7.1) demonstrated that נאף, הולך, and רקד can be used for frequentative action in both stems, but their D stem might be marked for that meaning. So all we have left to check is רקד.

รกד does seem to have a pattern of the D stem describing frequentative action in contrast with the G stem. It occurs five times in the D stem. Three of them clearly describe non-singular actions: ‘and wild goats will frolic there’ (Isaiah 13:21b), ‘They send their little ones out like a flock; their children dance about’ (Job 21:11); ‘And she saw King David dancing and celebrating’ (1 Chronicles 15:29b). It is debatable whether the other two occurrences (Joel 2:5 and Nahum 3:2) are frequentative. Nevertheless, the D stem contrasts with all three occurrences of רקד in the G stem, all of which seem to describe a single occurrence of dancing: ‘the mountains frolicked like rams’ (Psalm 114:4); ‘What is with you ... O mountains, that you were frolicking like rams?’ (Psalm 114:5, 6); ‘a time to morn and a time to dance’ (Qohelet 3:4). Thus we have found one additional verbal root (רקד) that gives significant evidence of being marked for frequentative action in the D stem.

Conversely, there are 24 GD-similar verbal roots for which the same thing (as the 26 roots above) can be said about their G stem: they have at least one clear example of a frequentative meaning and no clear examples of a non-frequentative meaning. Of these 24 roots, only one of the (קוה 1) occurs at least 5 times in the G stem, so that is the only one about which one can reasonably speak of a significant pattern. But קוה 1 consistently has a frequentative meaning in the D stem as well, so one cannot say that it is marked for frequentative meaning in
the G stem. Thus there are no verbal roots that give significant evidence that they are marked for frequentative action in the G stem, in comparison with three roots in the D stem.

The fact that we found only three roots that potentially marked for frequentative action in the D stem is surprising, given Waltke and O’Connor’s claim (1990, 414) that Ryder finds “about 40” such verbs. Ryder, however, actually classifies those 39 verbs as having intransitive G (and D) stems (Ryder 1966, 193), not as having frequentative aspect. Ryder does note that these verbs have traditionally been classified as frequentative and that there is some linguistic basis for this, but he clarifies that “the textual evidence is slight” (1966, 197) and that it would be a stretch to classify them as frequentative (1966, 201). Furthermore, he specifically states that if one looks at the texts, one cannot be certain that even הולך is marked for frequentative action in the D stem or non-frequentative aspect in the G stem (1966, 201).

Our examination of the verbs leads us to conclude that הולך, נאף, and רקד are likely to be marked for frequentative action in the D stem, but we agree with Ryder that there is not a major pattern of such verbs.

5.8 Summary and Conclusions

Along with their hypothesis that the D stem has a factitive/resultative meaning, Waltke and O’Connor state that the D stem is less likely than the G stem to be negated. They also claim that for some verbs, the D stem is distinguished from the G stem by being metaphorical, describing indirect action, having a divine subject, describing action on multiple objects, or describing frequentative action.
Contrary to Waltke and O’Connor, we found no significant difference between the G and D stems with respect to a metaphorical meaning, indirect action, or a divine subject.

We did find that multiple objects, frequentative action, and negation all increase the likelihood that the D stem will be used for GD-similar verbs, but the increase is modest. Furthermore, we noted that Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis is unable to explain the preference of the D stem for multiple objects or frequentative action.

Finally, recall from §2.4 that frequentative action and action on multiple objects are both factors in verbal plurality. The correlation of the D stem with these features suggests that the choice of the D stem may be affected by verbal plurality. This leads us to Kouwenberg’s theory of the D stem.
Chapter 6. Intensity, Plurality, and Transitivity?

6.1 Kouwenberg’s Hypothesis

As discussed in §1.2.6, Kouwenberg argues that the Semitic D stem began in Proto-Semitic with D-stem verbs derived from adjectives that indicated intensity (e.g., adjective ‘very wide’ → D ‘to be/become/make very wide’). Over time this developed into a productive mechanism, whereby intensive D-stem verbs were formed from G-stem verbs directly rather than from intensive adjectives. Since intensity is a component of verbal plurality, the meaning of the D stem in some verbs broadened to indicate non-intensive types of verbal plurality, such as action on multiple objects (e.g., ‘to kiss multiple people’). Since intensity is also a component of high semantic transitivity, the meaning of the D stem in other verbs came to be associated with high transitivity. In particular, because a factitive meaning connotes high transitivity, the D stem became preferred over the G stem for factitive meanings, so non-intensive factitive meanings (e.g., ‘to make wide’) were lost by the G stem and gained by the D stem. Due to the lack of a contrast with a non-intensive factitive G stem, the factitive D-stem lost its original intensive meaning (e.g., D ‘to make very wide’ → ‘to make wide’). Because Kouwenberg hypothesizes that all stages of this process had been reached by the earliest historical stages of Akkadian (Kouwenberg 1997, 432–3), and because the various meanings are expected to be layered on top of one another (§2.5.1), his hypothesis leads us to expect all of these uses to occur with the Hebrew D stem, with different verbal roots exhibiting different uses (§2.5.2).

As will be explained below, this hypothesis leads to three predictions that are testable with our source: (1) Only verbs that have low transitivity in the G stem will add an additional agent in the D stem. (2) The D stem will have higher verbal plurality or (3) higher transitivity
than the G stem for some GD-similar verbs, whereas the reverse will be far less common. The following sections explain these predictions and check them with data from our source.

6.2 The G-Stem Transitivity of Verbs that Add an Agent in the D Stem

According to Kouwenberg, verbs will only add an agent when going from the G stem to the D stem (i.e., have a factitive or causative D stem) if the G stem is low in semantic transitivity (1997, 98–100). The reason for this is that the D stem indicates primarily an increase in semantic transitivity, not the addition of an agent. Since adding an agent to a low-transitivity verb increases its transitivity, the D stem is preferred for this, whereas if a verb already has high transitivity, it already fits the preferred use of the D stem even without adding an agent. Furthermore, adding an agent to a high-semantic-transitivity verb is a relatively uncommon and complicated causative meaning, so Kouwenberg argues that the more distinct morphology of the H stem (Š stem in Akkadian) is used rather than the D stem for this purpose (1997, 248–9, 266–7). Therefore, if Kouwenberg’s hypothesis is correct, the only verbs that add an agent when switching from the G stem to the D stem are those with a low-transitivity G stem.

To test this, we will examine the G-stem transitivity of the two kinds of verbs that add an agent in the D stem with respect to the G stem: factitive verbs and causative verbs.\footnote{In this chapter, we are using the terms as Kouwenberg defines them, not as Waltke and O’Connor define them. Recall that for Waltke and O’Connor, a verb is factitive if it describes a passive undersubject being placed in a state without reference to the process (§4.1). Kouwenberg’s definitions of factitive and causative are discussed below.}

\footnote{The Akkadian equivalent of the Hebrew H stem is called the Š stem. Kouwenberg makes an exception for a few intransitive agentive verbs whose phonetics inhibit the formation of the Š stem, and therefore use the D stem as a causative (Kouwenberg 1997, 248–9).}
6.2.1 Factitive Verbs’ G-Stem Semantic Transitivity

If a verbal root can be used with a patient subject in the G stem (i.e., a *patientive* verb §2.3.1), and if it has a D-stem occurrence with a related meaning that has an agent, then that D-stem meaning is *factitive* as Kouwenberg defines the term (§2.3.1). Because it is patientive in the G stem, such a verb has low semantic transitivity in the G stem by definition.119 For example, the verb יָרָא means ‘to be great’ in the G stem; its subject is a *patient of state* (see table 6 in §2.2.3) and there is no direct object, so that meaning has low semantic transitivity. In the D stem, יָרָא means ‘to make someone great’. That meaning adds an agent to a verb with a patient subject, so it is factitive. Thus Kouwenberg has defined his terms in such a way that factitive verbs fit his hypothesis by definition.

Since factitive verbs fit Kouwenberg’s hypothesis by definition and do not distinguish it from other options (such as Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis), they are not explored further.

6.2.2 Causative Verbs’ G-Stem Semantic Transitivity

If a verbal root requires an agent (or experiencer) subject in the G stem (i.e., an *agentive* verb §2.3.1), and if it has a D-stem occurrence that adds an additional agent or experiencer, then it is *causative* as Kouwenberg defines the term (§2.3.1). Of the 244 verbal roots that occur in

119. By definition, a pati entive verb has at least one occurrence with a patient subject in the G stem, and hence at least one occurrence with low semantic transitivity in the G stem. This does not exclude the possibility that there are other occurrences in the G stem that have an agent subject and therefore higher semantic transitivity. But since the relevant cases are those where the D stem is adding an additional agent compared to some G-stem meaning, only G-stem occurrences with a patient subject are relevant for verbs that are factitive in the D stem.
both the D stem and the G stem in our source, 167 require an agent in the G stem. Of these, 16 verbal roots add an additional agent (or experiencer)\(^{120}\) in the D stem relative to the G stem.

Table 33 lists those 16 verbal roots, along with the features in the G stem that affect their transitivity as defined by Næss (2007, 41): a clause with prototypical high semantic transitivity has an agent whose involvement in the action “is partly defined by its being volitional or sentient” (+VOL), instigates the action (+INST), and is not affected by the action (-AFF), as well as a patient with the opposite characteristics (-VOL -INST +AFF) (see §2.2.5 for further explanation of these characteristics). Næss’ definition of high transitivity is used because of its precise, motivated definitions, explanatory power, and simplified data requirements, as explained in section 2.2.5.\(^{121}\)

\(^{120}\) The word ‘agent’ (or ‘experiencer’) is critical here. For example, רֶפֶת ‘to gird’ in the G stem can add an additional human in the D stem (‘to gird someone’), but since that human who is being girded is described as non-volitional and not exercising control, she is a patient rather than an agent or experiencer (see tables 6 and 8 in §2.2.3). Therefore רֶפֶת in the D stem is neither causative nor factitive by Kouwenberg’s definition. Instead, it is just a verb with a direct object.

\(^{121}\) As discussed in §2.2, other scholars have posited many other components of semantic transitivity. Checking those components for correlation with the D stem is reserved for future work (§7.5).
Table 33: G-Stem Transitivity of Verbs that Add an Agent in the D Stem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>G-Stem Meaning</th>
<th>Transitivity Features of Subject in the G Stem</th>
<th>Transitivity Features of Object in the G Stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>VOL</td>
<td>INST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prototypical High Transitivity</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>אֲלֵף־</td>
<td>learn / be acquainted with</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>אַשְּרֵי־</td>
<td>walk (metaphorical)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>רְדוֹחֵ</td>
<td>rejoice</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>?&lt;sup&gt;122&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>יֵלֵד</td>
<td>give birth&lt;sup&gt;123&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>שֵׂעַ</td>
<td>sleep</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>לֵלֵד</td>
<td>learn / be acquainted with</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>נְתֵל</td>
<td>take possession</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>נֵשֵׁה</td>
<td>forget</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>לֵכַב</td>
<td>pass over</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>+ /&lt;sup&gt;125&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>פְלַס</td>
<td>escape</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>צְחַק</td>
<td>laugh</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>רוֹחַ</td>
<td>drink one’s fill</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>שִׁכַּח</td>
<td>forget</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>שָׁמָעֵ</td>
<td>hear</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+ /&lt;sup&gt;–&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>שָׁחַק</td>
<td>laugh at</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>שָׁמָח</td>
<td>rejoice</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note in table 33 that all of the verbs have an affected subject, and that their object (if any) is never clearly affected by the action of the verb. These features indicate that they all have low

<sup>122</sup> A question mark ‘?’ indicates that the value of this feature is debatable.

<sup>123</sup> יֵלֵד also occurs in the G stem with the meaning ‘to beget’, but the D stem does not add an agent to that meaning, so it is irrelevant to this analysis.

<sup>124</sup> Although it might seem that giving birth is a textbook case of a highly affected object, Næss (2007, 103–6) and Hopper (1985) argue that verbs that produce their direct object (e.g., ‘she built a house’) are consistently treated cross-linguistically as low-transitivity verbs whose objects are unaffected by the verbal action. This is discussed later in this section.

<sup>125</sup> Two values divided by a slash ‘/’ indicates that the value of this feature varies from example to example.
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semantic transitivity by Næss’ definition. Thus they all fit Kouwenberg’s prediction that the D stem adds an additional agent to the G stem only if the G stem has low semantic transitivity.

For example, consider the verb产妇. In Proverbs 9:6, it occurs in the G stem: יִשְׁרַעَا. ‘Forsake your simple ways and live! And proceed in an understanding way’. In Proverbs 23:19, it occurs in the D stem: וַיֹּאמֶר. ‘Listen, my son, and be wise! And cause your heart to proceed in the way’. In the latter text, the subject of the imperative verb is second person singular (‘you’). ‘Your heart’ is the direct object. 126 Thus the D stem of产妇 indicates that the subject (‘you’) causes the undersubject (‘your heart’) to do a process, so it is causative, contrary to Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis. But the corresponding G stem meaning is low-transitivity (see table 33), so it still fits Kouwenberg’s hypothesis.

As another example, consider the verb רָאָה. In Exodus 2:2a, it occurs in the G stem: רָאָה. ‘The woman conceived and bore a son’. In Exodus 1:16a, it occurs in the D stem: וַיֹּאמֶר. ‘He said, “when you are helping the Hebrew women to give birth, and you see [them] on the [birthing] stones ...”’. The D stem is causative because the subject (‘you’) is causing the object (‘the Hebrew women’) to undergo a process (‘giving birth’). This violates Waltke and O’Connor’s system in which the D stem is always factitive/resultative, never causative. The D-stem meaning of רָאָה in Exodus 1:16a cannot be factitive by Waltke and O’Connor’s definition because giving birth is a process, not a state. Furthermore, the grammatical construction in Exodus 1:16a (ב followed by an infinitive construct) indicates that רָאָה is part of a temporal phrase, describing the time while a process is occurring. This is decisive,

126. The the article on ‘in the way’ (and the context) indicate that ‘your heart’ cannot be in construct with ‘in the way’, so ‘proceed in the way of your heart’ is not a possible meaning.
because Waltke and O’Connor (following Jenni) say that the D stem describes an outcome being brought about “without regard to the actual process of the event” (1990, 400), so the D stem of "יָלַד" in Exodus 1:16a cannot be factitive/resultative by Waltke and O’Connor’s definition.

One might think that the G-stem meaning "יָלַד" ‘to give birth’ would have high semantic transitivity, but Næss (2007, 103–6) and Hopper (1985) demonstrate cross-linguistically that verbs that indicate the creation of their direct object actually have low semantic transitivity. For example, English phrasal verbs with ‘up’ have high semantic transitivity because they indicate the completion of the action and the achievement of the result (e.g., “She cut up the wood”). The critical thing to note is that converting a verb into the corresponding high-transitivity phrasal ‘up’ verb in English eliminates the possibility that it refers to the creation of the object. For example, whereas “She cut the slice of cake” can mean either that she created the slice of cake by cutting it off from the rest of the cake or that she cut a pre-existing slice of cake into additional pieces, the sentence “She cut up the slice of cake” cannot refer to the creation of a new slice of cake. This is an example of a high-transitivity construction disallowing a verbal meaning that entails the creation of the object. Næss and Hopper give examples from other languages as well.

Hopper and Næss both explain the low-transitivity status of creation as follows: The object does not exist prior to the action of the verb, so it is not changed by the action of the verb. For English evidence that a verb of creation is disallowed with a construction that assumes the existence of the object, note that English cannot use a cleft-sentence construction if the main verb refers to the creation of the object: “what he did with his autobiography was burn it” is possible, but “what he did with his autobiography was write it” is ungrammatical.
Thus, surprising as it may seem, the verb יולד is actually low in semantic transitivity in the G stem, so it does fit Kouwenberg’s prediction that only verbs that have low semantic transitivity in the G stem can add an agent in the D stem.

In summary, all 16 of the verbal roots that meet the test conditions fit Kouwenberg’s hypothesis.

Furthermore, 3 of these 16 verbs violate Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis because the relevant D-stem meaning does not describe putting a passive undersubject into the state described by the G stem. Instead, they have a meaning that is causative by Waltke and O’Connor’s definition, meaning that the subject causes the undersubject to carry out a process rather than to be in a state. יולד G ‘to walk in a lifestyle sense’ has a D stem that means ‘to cause someone to do the process of walking in a lifestyle sense; to guide’. ילם G ‘to give birth’ has a D stem that means ‘to help someone do the process of giving birth; to act as a midwife’. צחק G ‘to laugh’ has a D stem that means ‘to cause someone to do the process of laughing; to entertain’.127

6.3 Verbal Plurality vs. Stem for GD-Similar Verbs

The second testable prediction of Kouwenberg’s hypothesis is that some verbal roots should have a significant tendency toward higher verbal plurality (§2.4.1) in the D stem than in

127. One might argue that the D stem of צחק means ‘to cause someone to be in an amused state’ and that it is therefore factitive rather than causative. This seems reasonable in principle, but since the G stem always has the process meaning ‘to laugh’ rather than the stative meaning ‘to be amused’ and since there is no separate H stem ‘to cause to laugh’, a factitive meaning of the D stem of צחק is unlikely.
the G stem. This tendency should be shown by GD-similar roots, since a tendency toward verbal plurality is expected to dissipate or never arise when the contrast between the D and G stems is driven by another meaning, such as stative vs. factitive. Even GD-similar roots, however, are not all expected to exhibit higher verbal plurality in the D stem, since the D stem may become interchangeable with the G stem or be lexicalized (Kouwenberg 1997, 437). Nevertheless, Kouwenberg’s hypothesis leads us to expect that at least some GD-similar verbs will be marked for verbal plurality in the D stem, and that none will be so marked in the G stem.

For verbal plurality, the criteria of §2.4.1 were used to tag each occurrence of each GD-similar verb as singular, plural, or uncertain.128 Table 34 shows the results on an occurrence-by-occurrence basis.

| Table 34: Frequency of Occurrences with Verbal Plurality among GD-Similar Verbs |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                                 | G Stem          | D Stem          |
| Plural                          | 1978            | 1061            |
|                                 | 62% of G        | 65% of D        |
| Singular                        | 648             | 269             |
|                                 | 20% of G        | 17% of D        |
| Uncertain                       | 547             | 293             |
|                                 | 17% of G        | 18% of D        |

The criteria for verbal plurality in §2.4.1 are very broad, so as one might expect, most verbs occur in clauses that display some characteristics of verbal plurality.

128. Two issues are particularly noteworthy in tagging clauses for verbal plurality. The first issue is that verbal plurality follows the meaning, rather than the morphology (§2.4.1), so if the subject or object of the verb is a collective (e.g., ‘Israel’ or ‘the people’), the clause is considered do be verbally plural, even though the subject or object is morphologically singular (Kouwenberg 1997, 118). The other issue is that many laws and proverbs are written in terms of a single occurrence done by a single subject on a single object (e.g., ‘If a man kills his companion accidentally ...’), but the genre presents the event as one that may reoccur from time to time. The verbal plurality of such occurrences is tagged as unclear, since it depends on whether the writer was thinking of it as an event that characteristically occurs from time to time, or if the writer was thinking of it in terms of a single event.
Table 34 shows that the D stem is slightly more likely to express verbal plurality than the G stem, but the difference is very modest. Furthermore, both stems are used for both verbal plurality and the lack thereof, so we cannot say that the D stem is consistently marked for verbal plurality.

Looking on a root-by-root basis, we characterize a root as possibly marked for verbal plurality in a particular stem if there is at least one occurrence in that stem with an unambiguously plural meaning and none with an unambiguously singular meaning in that stem. For a verbal root to be evidence for Kouwenberg’s proposal, it should be potentially marked for verbal plurality in the D stem but not in the G stem. A verbal root that is marked for verbal plurality in the G stem but not the D stem would constitute evidence against his proposal. A verbal root that is potentially marked for verbal plurality in both stems or in neither stem constitutes evidence neither for nor against Kouwenberg’s hypothesis.

Of the 138 GD-similar verbal roots, there are 49 that are potentially marked for verbal plurality in the D stem but not in the G stem, 9 of which occur at least five times in both stems, so that we can be somewhat confident that their ‘marking’ is not simply due to their low frequency of attestation. Those 9 roots are: אמא, בקע, מב, גרה-1, נ.ClientSize, נש, קבר, רדך, שבר-1. Conversely, there are 24 GD-similar verbal roots that are potentially marked for verbal plurality in the G stem but not in the D stem, only one of which (חלק-2) occurs at least five times in both stems.

If we raise the standards by requiring at least two clear instances of a verbally singular meaning in the unmarked stem and two clear instances of a verbally plural meaning in the
marked stem, we are down to 29 roots that are potentially marked for verbal plurality in the D stem but not in the G stem, 8 of which occur at least five times in both stems:assed, הבין, נתח, פרש, קבר, רוח, שבע-1. Using the same tighter criteria in the reverse direction all but eliminates possibilities for the G stem having the same marking: there are 2 roots that might be marked for verbal plurality in the G stem (כשו and חפה), but both occur less than five times in the G stem, so we can have little confidence that the absence of a verbally singular meaning in the G stem is not simply due to its low attestation.

In fact, if we tighten the criteria still further, requiring at least 5 singular occurrences in the G stem, 5 occurrences with verbal plurality in the D stem, and 0 uncertain occurrences in the D stem, we would still have 5 verbal roots that give strong, unambiguous evidence of using the D stem to mark verbal plurality:assed, הבין, פרש, קבר. This seems like a small number of roots, but recall that this is 15% of the total number of GD-similar roots that occur at least 5 times in both stems. No roots meet the corresponding criteria for the G stem to be marked for verbal plurality.

As an example of a marked D stem, הבין occurs 22 times in the D stem, always with a verbally plural meaning. Most occurrences of הבין in the D stem are verbally plural because they refer to characteristic behavior. For example, Hosea 4:13a reads they sacrifice on the tops of the mountains”.129 A different type of verbal plurality occurs in 1 Kings 8:5 and 2 Chronicles 5:6, which read and King Solomon and the entire congregation of Israel, who

129. A second way that Hosea 4:13a exhibits verbal plurality is that the subject is plural.
were assembled to him, were with him before the ark, **sacrificing** sheep and cattle which could not be counted or numbered because of [their] abundance’; these are verbally plural because the object is plural (and also because the subject is plural).

The verb זבח also occurs 112 times in the G stem in our source. It has a verbally plural meaning most of the time, but at least 10 times זבח describes a single person sacrificing a single thing on a single occasion. When זבח has an unambiguously singular meaning like this, it is always in the G stem, never in the D stem. For example, in 1 Samuel 16:2b, YHWH tells Samuel דָּבָרֵךְ שֶׁנֶּאֶר גָּלֶעֶת וַעֲמִרָה לֱעַבְּרָהְם וַעֲמִרָה לִי דַּעֲשֻּׁת אֶלֹהִים: ‘take a heifer in your hand and say, “I have come to **sacrifice** to YHWH”’.

The fact that of the 33 GD-similar verbal roots that occur at least five times in both stems, 9 of those roots (27%) give some level of evidence of being marked for verbal plurality in the D stem but not the G stem, 5 of those roots (15%) give strong, unambiguous evidence of being so marked, and none have significant evidence of reverse marking – that fact provides some confirmatory evidence for Kouwenberg’s hypothesis. Thus, even though the G stem and D stem are not very different in verbal plurality overall for GD-similar verbs (table 34), 15% of such verbal roots are clearly and unambiguously marked for verbal plurality in the D stem, as Kouwenberg’s hypothesis leads us to expect. Nevertheless, the small number of roots that occur frequently enough for such analysis (33 total roots, 5 of which are marked for verbal plurality in the D stem) makes this conclusion tentative.130

130. Future work (§7.5) could check if a more restrictive definition of verbal plurality has a stronger correlation. Recall that a plural object increases the likelihood that the D stem will be used (§5.6) and that 3 verbal roots are marked for a frequentative meaning in the D stem (§5.7).
6.4 Semantic Transitivity vs. Stem for GD-Similar Verbs

The third testable prediction of Kouwenberg’s hypothesis is like the second: Just as some verbal roots should have a significant tendency toward higher verbal plurality (§2.4) in the D stem than in the G stem, the same should be true for semantic transitivity (§2.2). This trend is true by definition for all verbs that have a stative meaning in the G stem and a factitive meaning in the D stem. According to Kouwenberg, the D stem is also used with non-factitive verbs to optionally mark high-semantic-transitivity clauses (1997, 196–7). If this is the case, then GD-similar verbs should tend to have a higher semantic transitivity in the D stem than in the G stem. Just as was the case with verbal plurality, however, not all GD-similar roots are expected to exhibit higher semantic transitivity in the D stem, since the D stem may become interchangeable with the G stem or be lexicalized, or an association with higher transitivity may never have developed for that particular root in the D stem (Kouwenberg 1997, 437). Nevertheless, if the D stem does not show an overall preference for higher transitivity in GD-similar verbs, then that would be evidence against Kouwenberg’s hypothesis, since it would suggest that the use of the GD stem for factitive meanings did not arise out of a general tendency for the D stem to indicate high semantic transitivity.

To test this, we measure the semantic transitivity of every occurrence in our sample of both the G stem and the D stem of every GD-similar verb. As we did in §6.2.2, we measure semantic transitivity using Næss’ (2007) criteria that a clause with prototypical high semantic transitivity has an agent that is +VOL +INST -AFF and a patient that is -VOL -INST +AFF (see §2.2.5 for an explanation of Næss’ criteria and a justification for using them).
6.4.1 Semantic Transitivity of GD-Similar Verbs on an Occurrence Basis

Table 35 shows the results on an occurrence-by-occurrence basis. Figure 12 shows the same data, using one pie chart for each column of the table.

Table 35: Occurrences of High or Low Semantic Transitivity in GD-similar Verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>G stem</th>
<th>D stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Semantic Transitivity</td>
<td>851 (27% of G)</td>
<td>864 (53% of D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium or Uncertain Semantic Transitivity</td>
<td>531 (17% of G)</td>
<td>252 (16% of D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Semantic Transitivity</td>
<td>1791 (56% of G)</td>
<td>507 (31% of D)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12: Occurrences of High or Low Semantic Transitivity in GD-similar Verbs

Table 35 and figure 12 show that although GD-similar verbs use both stems with both high semantic transitivity and low semantic transitivity, there is a clear tendency for the G stem to be used with low semantic transitivity and for the D stem to be used with high semantic transitivity. This tendency would still hold true even if all clauses with unclear or intermediate semantic transitivity had the ‘wrong’ value in each stem. Thus this tendency is robust when we
examine every occurrence in our sample of every verb where the author has a choice between the G and D stems to convey roughly the same meaning (i.e., the GD-similar verbs).  

To better understand this distinction between the semantic transitivity of the G stem and that of the D stem for GD-similar verbs, note in table 35 that the G stem has almost as many high-transitivity occurrences as the D stem for GD-similar roots. The main difference is that the G stem has far more low-transitivity occurrences than the D stem for GD-similar roots. Furthermore, since there are significantly more G-stem occurrences than D-stem occurrences of GD-similar roots, this has the additional effect of making the G stem’s high-transitivity occurrences be proportionally rarer than the same number of occurrences are in the D stem.

These results, however, depend critically on how frequently certain verbs are used; a high frequency verb sways the results much more than a low-frequency verb. While there is a certain logic to that, one must take care that a small number of atypical, high-frequency verbs do not skew the results. Our sampling procedure (§3.2) helps immunize our results to this (since it limits the number of occurrences of high-frequency verbs), but it does make the final numbers somewhat arbitrary. For example, דבר־ ‘to speak’ occurs 1085 times in the D stem in our source, always with a low-transitivity meaning. We have sampled 90 of those occurrences, but had we sampled more, the difference between the D stem and the G stem in table 35 and figure 12 would

---

131. In fact, because table 35 and figure 12 exclude verbs that are stative in the G stem and factitive in the D stem (all of which are by definition marked for high transitivity in the D stem), the correlation of the D stem with high transitivity is far stronger if we include all verbs rather than only the GD-similar verbs.
have been smaller or even reversed. Thus we must look at the transitivity on a root-by-root basis to better understand the situation.

6.4.2 Is the D-Stem of GD-Similar Verbs Marked for High Transitivity?

If the D stem of GD-similar verbs tends to be marked for high transitivity, and the G stem is unmarked, as Kouwenberg hypothesizes, then the fact (table 35) that almost a third of G-stem occurrences of GD-similar verbs have high semantic transitivity is not a problem. What could be problematic, however, is the fact that almost a third of D-stem occurrences of GD-similar verbs have low semantic transitivity.

To analyze this further, we look at the semantic transitivity of GD-similar verbs on a root-by-root basis. Using the same criteria for a marked stem as before (e.g., §6.3), we classify a stem as possibly marked for high semantic transitivity if at least one occurrence in that stem clearly has high semantic transitivity in that stem and no occurrences in that stem clearly have low semantic transitivity. With those criteria, out of 138 GD-similar roots, 28 roots are possibly marked for high semantic transitivity in the D stem but not in the G stem. Of those 28 roots, 7 occur at least 5 times in both stems, so we have some level of confidence that their meeting the criteria for marking is not merely happenstance due to their low attestation in our source. Conversely, there are 6 GD-similar verbal roots that are potentially marked for high transitivity in the G stem but not in the D stem, none of which occur at least five times in both stems.

If we raise the standards by requiring at least two clear instances of high transitivity in the D stem and two clear instances of low transitivity in the G stem, we drop from 28 roots to 13 roots, 6 of which occur at least five times in both stems: בָּעָר, בָּלָע, בָּליִשָּׁ, הָלָּךְ, הָלָּךְ, מַעֲלָה.
Applying the same standards in the other direction leaves us with 2 roots that may be marked for high transitivity in the G stem (םָה and הָרַמ), none of which occur at least five times in both stems.

If we tighten the criteria still further, however, by requiring at least 5 clear low-transitivity occurrences in the G stem, 5 occurrences with high transitivity in the D stem, and 0 uncertain occurrences in the D stem, we would no longer have any verbal roots that are marked for high transitivity in the D stem. נשָא almost meets these criteria, but it has a few occurrences of uncertain or intermediate transitivity in the D stem. Applying the same standards in the other direction leads to no roots that are marked for high transitivity in the G stem.

Thus we conclude that despite the significant difference between the D and G stems in the relative frequency of high transitivity and low transitivity for GD-similar roots (table 35 in §6.4.1), few GD-similar roots have consistent evidence that they are marked for high transitivity in the D stem. The fact that almost a third of D-stem occurrences of GD-similar verbs have low transitivity may play a role, but how?

This situation suggests at least two possibilities. One possibility is that although authors of our texts had a tendency to use the D stem for high semantic transitivity, it was just a tendency, not a rule, so they were not completely consistent and they occasionally used the D stem for low-transitivity meanings, contrary to their overall tendency. Another possibility is that the authors were consistent with a rule that roughly correlates with Næss’ criteria for high semantic transitivity, but that differs from it in ways that lead to discrepancies about one third of
the time. Perhaps different criteria for high semantic transitivity are needed (§2.2), or perhaps there are confounding factors, such as verb conjugation, register, or dialect.

### 6.4.3 How Does Semantic Transitivity Correlate with Stem for Different Roots?

To supplement the all-or-nothing ‘marked or unmarked’ approach, we now use the same kind of analysis that we used for Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis in §4.4. To do this, the purple bars in the figure 13 histogram redisplay data from figure 12, adding the orange and blue pie slices of the D-stem pie together in the purple bars (since they indicate that high semantic transitivity is at least plausible, and hence compatible with being the stem being marked), and plotting each verbal root (e.g., יָדַע) as a separate item, adding it to the height of the bar that indicates the percentage of its occurrences for which a passive undersubject is plausible.\(^{132}\) Thus the higher the percentage (horizontal axis), the less often the root clearly has low semantic transitivity. The 99.9% bar is shown in order to distinguish verbal roots for which there is at least one occurrence that clearly has low semantic transitivity from roots for which there are no clear examples of low semantic transitivity (the 100% bar). The green bars in figure 13 show the same thing for the G stem.

---

\(^{132}\) The 0% bar in figure 13 counts the verbal roots for which the verbal root always occurs in low-transitivity clauses. Each other bar totals up the occurrences since the previous bar up to its labeled percentage. So the 10% bar counts the verbal roots for which there are some medium-transitivity, uncertain-transitivity, or high-transitivity occurrences, but no more than 10% of the time. The 99.9% bar counts the verbal roots for which more than 90% of the occurrences have medium or high transitivity, but not all of them. The 100% bar counts the verbal roots for which every occurrence has semantic transitivity that is high, medium, or uncertain.
Figure 13: Distribution of Semantic Transitivity among the 138 GD-Similar Roots

Figure 13 shows that both the G stem and the D stem have a bimodal distribution: for most roots, either every occurrence has low semantic transitivity (the leftmost green and purple bars) or no occurrence is certain to have low semantic transitivity (the rightmost green and purple bars). Few roots have a mixture. On one hand, this is not surprising, since there are verbs like שבר־1 ‘to break’ that we expect to have high semantic transitivity and verbs like דבר־2 ‘to speak’ that we expect to have low semantic transitivity. On the other hand, however, it is surprising, because even for a verb like שבר־1 ‘to break’, if the verb is negated or describes the process of breaking in general rather than to breaking a particular object, then the clause has low semantic transitivity. Since we would expect common high-transitivity verbs to at least occasionally be negated or to lack a specific direct object (and therefore have low transitivity on occasion), the bars on the right side of figure 13 are surprisingly high. This shows that such low-transitivity features (i.e., negation and a general reference to the concept) are rarer in both the D stem and in the G stem than one might expect for some verbs.
One possible explanation for the unexpectedly large bars on the right is that if a verbal root occurs only once in a given stem, it ‘always’ or ‘never’ does anything it does. Therefore, in order to eliminate this effect and to reduce the effect of happenstance among low-frequency verbs, figure 14 re-displays the data from figure 13, but only including the 33 GD-similar roots that occur at least 5 times in each stem with a GD-similar meaning.

![Figure 14: Distribution of Semantic Transitivity among the 33 Non-Rare GD-Similar Roots](image)

Figure 14 still shows a bimodal distribution, but comparison with figure 13 shows that the bimodal distribution is far less pronounced. This makes sense: if a verb occurs only once in a stem, it is either 0% or 100% with respect to any property that it has, so eliminating those verbs from figure 14 is expected to reduce the size of the bars at the extreme left and right. Eliminating verbs that occur more than once but less than five times has a similar effect, although it also removed some of the mixed cases that show up in the middle of the figure.

The main difference between the D and G stems in figure 14 is in the size of the bars on the far right: the purple bar is 6 verbs taller than the green bar. This means that 6 verbal roots for
which a high-transitivity meaning is always at least possible in the D stem have at least one clear low-transitivity occurrence in the G stem. But these 6 roots seem hardly enough to explain the difference between the G and D stems that table 35 shows.

To see more clearly the distribution of semantic transitivity among the G and D stems of each GD-similar root, in place of figure 13, tables 36, 37, and 38 show the transitivity on a root-by-root basis, comparing the D and G stems of each individual GD-similar root in terms of how often they have high semantic transitivity, low transitivity, or a semantic transitivity that is either intermediate or uncertain.

**Table 36: High-Transitivity Distribution of the 138 GD-Similar Roots**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Never D</th>
<th>Some D</th>
<th>All D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Never G</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some G</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All G</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 37: Medium/Uncertain-Transitivity Distribution of the 138 GD-Similar Roots**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Never D</th>
<th>Some D</th>
<th>All D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Never G</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some G</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All G</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 38: Low-Transitivity Distribution of the 138 GD-Similar Roots**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Never D</th>
<th>Some D</th>
<th>All D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Never G</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some G</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All G</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To eliminate the effects of low-frequency verbs, tables 39, 40, and 41 are the same as tables 36, 37, and 38 except that they only count verbal roots that occur at least 5 times in both stems, just as was done in figure 14. These tables show that eliminating the low-frequency roots
tightens up the distributions towards the diagonal, so that the G and D stems are quite similar on a root-by-root basis in terms of their distribution of semantic transitivity. For example, the upper left cell of table 39 indicates that if a common GD-similar root never has high semantic transitivity in the D stem, then it never has it in the G stem either. Similarly, the lower-right cell of table 41 indicates that if a root always has low semantic transitivity in the D stem, then it always has it in the G stem also.

### Table 39: High-Transitivity Distribution of the 33 Non-Rare GD-Similar Roots

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Never D</th>
<th>Some D</th>
<th>All D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Never G</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some G</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All G</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 40: Medium/Uncertain-Transitivity Distribution of the 33 Non-Rare GD-Similar Roots

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Never D</th>
<th>Some D</th>
<th>All D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Never G</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some G</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All G</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 41: Low-Transitivity Distribution of the 33 Non-Rare GD-Similar Roots

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Never D</th>
<th>Some D</th>
<th>All D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Never G</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some G</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All G</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recall that at the beginning of this section, table 35 demonstrated that high semantic transitivity is significantly more likely for the D stem than for the G stem, and we asked the question of how that difference is distributed among roots. Tables 36 through 41 suggest that the difference between the D and G stems in table 35 is not mainly due to a large number of verbal roots that are predominately high transitivity in the D stem being predominantly low transitivity.
in the G stem. This fits with our earlier conclusion: very few GD-similar verbs are strictly marked for high transitivity in the D stem (§6.4.2).

6.4.4 Investigating the Low-Transitivity Occurrences

Recall from table 35 that the G and D stems of GD-similar verbs have approximately the same number of high-transitivity occurrences in the G and D stems. The main difference between the semantic transitivity of the G and D stems of these verbs is that they have far more low-transitivity occurrences in the G stem. Therefore, this section analyzes those occurrences.

Table 42 summarizes the low-transitivity occurrences. The first row shows that when we look at all GD-similar verbs, 22% of low-transitivity occurrences are in the D stem. This is unsurprising because low transitivity is less common in the D stem than in the G stem (see table 35). It is also unsurprising because GD-similar roots occur about twice as often in the G stem (3174 occurrences) as they do in the D stem (1633 occurrences). The question is how these low-transitivity occurrences are distributed across the GD-similar verbal roots. Do particular roots account for most of the difference, or is it a general tendency spread across all roots?

The second row of table 42 indicates that most GD-similar roots (82 out of 138) have 5 or fewer occurrences that are certain to be low transitivity (the rest are either high transitivity or else intermediate or uncertain). Since such roots contribute only 4% of all low-transitivity occurrences, the difference between the D and G stems seen in table 35 is driven by the minority of roots (56 roots; row 3) that have a large number of low-transitivity occurrences rather than by the majority of roots (82 roots; row 2) that have few. This is the first part of the answer to our question: a minority of roots are responsible for most of the difference in semantic transitivity.
The rightmost column of rows 8 through 12 of table 42 give the second part of the answer to our question. The difference in low-transitivity occurrences between the D and G stem occurs both in common verbs and in uncommon verbs, but not as often in the D stem for common verbs.

To investigate this further, table 43 examines the 29 verbs that have at least 20 low-transitivity occurrences, since the yellow row in table 42 shows that these verbs constitute 84% of all low-transitivity occurrences among GD-similar verbs. The verbs are ordered in terms of imbalance between the number of low-transitivity occurrences in the G stem vs. in the D stem.

133. (% of all 4796 occurrences with all GD-similar roots)
134. (% of all 2298 low-semantic-transitivity occurrences that occur with GD-similar roots)
135. The cutoff is set at 20 occurrences (not 5) in order to make percentages more meaningful.

---

**Table 42: The Distribution of Low Transitivity among GD-Similar Roots**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Which GD-Similar Roots?</th>
<th># Roots</th>
<th># Occurrences ¹³³</th>
<th># LowT ¹³⁴</th>
<th># LowT in G</th>
<th># LowT in D</th>
<th>%LowT that are D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>4796 (100%)</td>
<td>2298 (100%)</td>
<td>1791</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 5 LowT per root</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>1355 (28%)</td>
<td>100 (4%)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 5 LowT per root</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>3441 (72%)</td>
<td>2198 (96%)</td>
<td>1721</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 10 LowT per root</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>2761 (58%)</td>
<td>2089 (91%)</td>
<td>1664</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 20 LowT per root</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>2561 (53%)</td>
<td>1929 (84%)</td>
<td>1577</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 50 LowT per root</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1849 (39%)</td>
<td>1357 (59%)</td>
<td>1175</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 80 LowT per root</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1309 (27%)</td>
<td>1217 (53%)</td>
<td>1058</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 5 Occurrences</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>4721 (98%)</td>
<td>2266 (99%)</td>
<td>1769</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 10 Occurrences</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>4533 (94%)</td>
<td>2196 (95%)</td>
<td>1728</td>
<td>468</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 20 Occurrences</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4206 (88%)</td>
<td>2031 (88%)</td>
<td>1639</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 50 Occurrences</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2948 (61%)</td>
<td>1516 (66%)</td>
<td>1279</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 100 Occurrences</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2275 (47%)</td>
<td>1311 (57%)</td>
<td>1126</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 10 Occurrences and ≥ 50% LowT</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>2188 (46%)</td>
<td>1967 (86%)</td>
<td>1587</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 10 Occurrences and ≥ 75% LowT</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1693 (35%)</td>
<td>1683 (73%)</td>
<td>1315</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 43: The GD-Similar Roots with the Most Low-Transitivity Occurrences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>#G</th>
<th>#D</th>
<th>#G LowT</th>
<th>#D LowT</th>
<th>#GLowT- #DLowT</th>
<th>%G LowT</th>
<th>%D LowT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>דבר 2-</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>90+</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>90+</td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>קָוֹה</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>-19</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>נַגֵּל</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>נַעַן</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>נַעַף</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>שַׁחֵק</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>סֶפֶד</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>אָרָב</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>בָּעֶר</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>פָּרָשֶׁה</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>פָּדָה</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>תָּקור</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>נְקֶש</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>סֶפֶר</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>נַהֲל</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>פָּדַק</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>שְׁלָל</td>
<td>165+</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>53+</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>מָדר</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>צָק</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>חָשׁב</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>נֶנס</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>שֵׁנָא</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>בָּכָה</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>נְשַׁא</td>
<td>200+</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>120+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>נְלֵל</td>
<td>147+</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>147+</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>רֶדֶד</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>יְשָׁע</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>שֵׁאָל</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

136. A ‘+’ after a number indicates that the verb was sampled in that stem (§3.2), so the actual number of occurrences in our source is larger.
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Table 43 shows the 29 GD-similar verbs that have the most low-transitivity occurrences. Five observations are in order.

First, looking at the list of verbal roots in table 43, it may be surprising that certain roots (e.g., שׁלח ‘to send’ and גלה ‘to uncover’) ever have low transitivity. But recall from §2.2 that high semantic transitivity indicates that the subject affects the object, so whenever a verb is negated, there is no effect, and thus the transitivity is low. Thus, for example, גלה frequently has low transitivity because it is frequently negated (e.g., Leviticus 18:7a אֵ֔לֶּ֥יהָ נָ֖פְלֶ֣שָׁ֑הָ לִ֥בְר֥וֹנַ֖֣תֶךָ ‘you shall not uncover her nakedness’).

Second, most of these GD-similar verbal roots (24 out of 29) have far more low-transitivity occurrences in the G stem than in the D stem. This shows that the tendency in table 35 for G stem to have low transitivity is not skewed by a couple of very frequent verbs; instead, it is the general tendency of verbs with a significant number of low-transitivity occurrences. This supports Kouwenberg’s hypothesis that the D stem is generally associated with high transitivity.

Third, half of these verbs (14 out of 29) have a low-transitivity meaning always or almost always in both stems, but use the G stem far more often than the D stem. Since they do occasionally use the D stem in a low-transitivity clause, these verbs are not marked (strictly speaking) for high transitivity in the D stem or for low transitivity in the G stem. Instead, we say that these verbs are always or almost always low transitivity, and they prefer the G stem. Nonetheless, these verbs do support Kouwenberg’s hypothesis, since when authors use a verb that is almost always low transitivity and have a choice between the G stem and D stems, they use the G stem far more often.
An example of this type of verb is שאל. It means ‘to ask’ in both the D and G stems. A clause with שאל never itself indicates an effect on the object,\textsuperscript{137} so שאל consistently lacks one of the core features of high semantic transitivity: an affected object (§2.2, especially §2.2.2–§2.2.5). Furthermore, since a request intrinsically involves the volition, שאל requires that the object (the one asked) be volitional. שאל therefore lacks a second feature of high transitivity according to Kittilä (§2.2.4) and Næss (§2.2.5): a non-volitional object. Thus שאל is consistently low transitivity, regardless of whether it is in the G stem or the D stem, and regardless of whose definition of semantic transitivity we use. שאל occurs 165 times in the G stem and 2 times in the D stem, so it is an example of a low-transitivity GD-similar verb that prefers the G stem. Semantic transitivity does not explain why a writer used the D stem twice for שאל, but the low transitivity of שאל does explain why it is rarely in the D stem.

The fourth observation is that there are five GD-similar verbal roots (נדל, נושא, מדד, נトップ, נגע) that usually have a low-transitivity meaning in the G stem, but never have it in the D stem. Two of these (נדל and נושא) have D-stem occurrences with the GD-similar meaning that are clearly high transitivity and none that are low transitivity, so these two roots give some evidence of being marked for high transitivity in the D stem. The other three roots have no clear high-transitivity occurrences in the D stem, so they might be marked, but it is unclear.

The fifth observation is that there are 5 verbal roots (דבר-2, קוח-1, גלה, נון,ァנה) that have more low-transitivity occurrences in the D stem than in the G stem. All of them use the D stem more frequently than the G stem. All except גלה consistently have a low-transitivity meaning in

\textsuperscript{137} To indicate an effect of שאל, such as a request being granted, an additional clause would be required.
both stems; they just use the D stem more often. Thus, out of the 29 GD-similar verbal roots that have the most low-transitivity meanings, five roots do not fit Kouwenberg’s hypothesis.

Do these five roots sink Kouwenberg’s hypothesis? Unfortunately, the nature of Kouwenberg’s hypothesis makes it difficult to falsify: because of layering, verbs are expected to have a variety of relationships between the D and G stems, so not all verbs are expected to prefer the D stem for high-transitivity meanings. Furthermore, since one can always claim “lexicalization” (§2.6) for any particular verb, the only way to falsify his hypothesis is to find a set of verbs that follow a clear pattern that is not an option for his hypothesis.

Is there a pattern to these five verbs? Four of the five roots (נאץ is the exception) have cognate nouns (Landes 2001), so perhaps they favor the the D stem despite their low transitivity because they are denominal (§4.3.3). However, the same can be said of 15 out of the 22 verbal roots that clearly favor the G stem in low-transitivity contexts (the exceptions are רוח, 헬, תחנה, שעון, נחני, פרש, בער, ארבע). Therefore a possible denominal origin is an inadequate reason for why these verbs favor the D stem despite having low transitivity.

Is there another explanation for these verbs? Let’s look at them one-by-one.

Although the verb דבר-2 occurs in the G stem, 39 of its 40 G-stem occurrences are participles. Because of this restriction, a writer cannot freely choose between the D and G stems for דבר-2 for most uses, so it is a GD-similar verb only when it is functioning as a participle. Of the 78 uses of דבר-2 as a participle in our sample, exactly half of them are in the G stem and the other half are in the D stem, despite the fact that there are far more D-stem occurrences than G stem occurrences (1092 vs. 40) in our source. Thus the G stem is indeed preferred over the D
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stem in some sense when it is an option (i.e., when it is a participle), but this does not explain why יָרֵד is normally in the D stem nor why the G stem is preferred for participles.

The same situation obtains with קוה-", but more so. All 6 of the G-stem occurrences are participles, and none of the 41 D-stem occurrences are participles. So it seems that writers were not able to freely choose between the G and D stems of קוה-. But, like יָרֵד, it is unclear why קוה- is normally in the D stem nor why the G stem is restricted to participles. These two verbs require further investigation.

קוה- has a variety of meanings in the D and G stems that do not overlap, so not all occurrences have been tagged as GD-similar. There are 15 occurrences in the G stem and 48 in the D stem that are GD-similar because they both refer to uncovering or revealing something, although there are distinctions: One uncovers someone’s ear only in the G stem (i.e., tells them something), whereas one opens someone’s eyes only in the D stem,\(^{138}\) and all occurrences with sexual connotations (including 29 occurrences of the stock phrase ‘to uncover someone’s nakedness’) occur only in the D stem.\(^{139}\)

\(^{138}\) Jenni says that one opens the ears in the G stem because the reference is to the process and not to the resulting state of the ear. That fits his hypothesis and seems reasonable. Unfortunately, the same explanation would seem to apply to the references to opening the eyes, which is consistently in the D stem. He asserts that opening the eyes is resultative, but he does not explain the basis of that assertion or how it differs from opening the ears (Jenni 1968, 202).

\(^{139}\) For a reference to revealing something with קוה-, authors seem to be able to freely choose between the G stem (3 times) and the D stem (11 times). It is unclear why the D stem is preferred, and we did not find a consistent distinction between the G and D stems when we examined every occurrence of קוה- (§4.4.3). Jenni says that the G-stem occurrences of קוה- describe the process, whereas the D-stem occurrences of קוה- indicate the result (1968, 202–3, see also footnote 138 on page 239). In some cases Jenni’s exegesis seems plausible, but in others, it seems forced. For example, he explains that Proverbs 20:19 is in the G stem because it characterizes the subject, and therefore focuses on the process not the result. That seems
Although it is unclear why an ear is uncovered in the G stem (singular object?) and eyes are uncovered in the D stem (plural object?), Kouwenberg’s hypothesis explains why uncovering someone’s nakedness occurs in the D stem: it is a euphemism for a volitional subject instigating an effect on the object, which makes it a high-transitivity action. Since it is a stock phrase (29 occurrences) that uses the D stem, the D stem is retained when it is negated (and therefore low transitivity), which explains 22 out of 23 instances of the D stem of הרנן having low transitivity.

רנן ‘to shout/sing/cheer (usually for joy)’ seems to occur interchangeably in the G and D stems, with no significant distinction in the verb forms, contexts, or meaning. It is always low transitivity, but it is unclear why the D stem is used somewhat more often (28 times) than the G stem (19 times).

reasonable, but then he explains the very similar passage Proverbs 11:13 as using the D stem because it focuses on what happens to the object. The difficulty with this is that the second half of the verse seems to indicate that the focus is on the kind of person who does something, and therefore on the process, not the result: ר_costs 2ז ליעל מ_ל membr_stem of ד__ר. So his exegesis of Proverbs 11:13 seems to be driven by his hypothesis rather than by the text. Nevertheless, if Jenni’s exegesis of selected occurrences is actually correct and representative (despite my doubts), then הרנן would actually support Kouwenberg’s hypothesis. The reason for this is that a resultative meaning is higher transitivity than a process meaning (all else being equal), since a process meaning does not guarantee an effect on the object, whereas a resultative meaning does.

Jenni says that the G stem of הרנן refers to a single cheer, whereas the D stem refers to a series, although he admits that it is difficult in most contexts to detect the distinction between a single cheer and a series of cheers. Note that what Jenni is claiming is that הרנן indicates verbal plurality in the D stem. We did not find a consistent distinction in verbal plurality when we examined every occurrence of הרנן (§4.4.3), but if Jenni’s exegesis of selected occurrences is correct (rather than our exegesis) and representative of the verb as a whole, then הרנן also supports Kouwenberg’s hypothesis, since his hypothesis leads us to expect the D stem to favor higher verbal plurality (§6.3) for some verbs and higher transitivity for others.
The final GD-similar verb that favors the D stem for low-transitivity meanings is רנה ‘to spurn or despise someone’. It consistently has low transitivity, since in and of itself it does not indicate any effect on the object. It occurs more often in the D stem (15 times) than the G stem (8 times). The D stem tends to have a divine object and the G stem tends to have a human object, but the tendency has exceptions, and it is unclear how to fit this into Kouwenberg’s theory. Nonetheless, unless one finds a pattern of verbs that prefer the D stem for divine objects, this tendency can be discounted as a quirk of a particular word.

Thus these five verbs that have more low-transitivity occurrences in the D stem than in the G stem show no consistent pattern. One of them (ונאץ) can be explained as a high-transitivity stock phrase being frequently negated (and therefore low-transitivity). Two of them (דבר and נאץ) are always low transitivity but have G stems that are restricted to participles. Another (רנן) is always low transitivity and seems to use the G and D stems interchangeably. The last one (ונאץ) tends to use the D stem with a divine object and the G stem with a human object. The two

---

141. Jenni attempts to explain this pattern of ונאץ, but his explanation fits neither his hypothesis nor Kouwenberg’s (1968, 190–1). He states that out of the eight occurrences of ונאץ in the G stem, the object that is spurned is something divine only once (Psalm 107:11 ונאץ וтопל ‘the council of the Most High’), whereas for all 15 occurrences of the D stem, the object is divine. The latter is not strictly true, since the object is YHWH’s offering in 1 Samuel 2:17, his word in Isaiah 5:24, and Jerusalem as a symbol for the nation of Israel in Isaiah 60:14. Regardless of such quibbles, Jenni states that the D stem is used with a divine object because it is a declarative meaning (i.e., to declare something to be despicable). This seems reasonable and fits his hypothesis. The difficulty, however, comes when he says that the G stem is not used with a divine object because to do so would mean that the action affects God, whereas the D stem avoids that implication (‘Das G mit Objekt Jahwe würde ein effektives Betroffen-Sein Jahwes aussagen, während das D diese Vorstellung vermeidet’). The reason that this is problematic is that Jenni’s (and therefore Waltke and O’Connor’s) hypothesis is that the D stem focuses on the result, as opposed to the G stem that focuses on the process, so his hypothesis is incompatible with the idea that the D stem is used in order to avoid implying an effect on the object!
patterns of difference between the D and G stems are worth investigating further, to see if there are other verbs that follow those patterns. That investigation is reserved for future work (§7.5).

In summary, when an author has a choice between the D and G stems (i.e., GD-similar verbs), there is a significant tendency to use the G stem in low-transitivity contexts and the D stem for high transitivity. Furthermore, even though few GD-similar verbal roots meet strict criteria for being marked for high transitivity in the D stem, most GD-similar roots that are consistently low in transitivity in both stems occur far more often in the G stem than in the D stem, and GD-similar roots that are mixed in transitivity tend to use the G stem when the transitivity is low and the D stem when the transitivity is high. Finally, verbs that are stative in the G stem and factitive in the D stem are (by definition) marked for high semantic transitivity in the D stem. Kouwenberg’s hypothesis explains all three of these observations as part of a general association of the D stem with high transitivity.

6.5 Summary and Conclusion

Because Kouwenberg’s hypothesis predicts that the D stem has a wide variety of meanings, it can account for a wide variety of data, but at the same time, it is difficult to falsify. Nonetheless, his hypothesis leads to three predictions that are testable with our source.

The first prediction is that compared to the G stem, the D stem will add an agent only to verbal roots that have a low-semantic-transitivity meaning in the G stem. We found this to be the case, with no exceptions. This result thus strongly supports Kouwenberg’s hypothesis. It is also significant because it connects the factitive use of the D stem with some non-factitive causative uses through semantic transitivity.
Furthermore, our data reveals three verbal roots (אשׁר־, צחק, ילד) that violate Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis because they add an agent who causes a subagent to perform an action rather than causing a subagent to enter a state. This is the exclusive function of the H stem, not the D stem, according to Waltke and O’Connor (1990, 356–8, 401), so these three roots violate their hypothesis. It is an advantage of Kouwenberg’s hypothesis that it can explain these three roots whereas Waltke and O’Connor’s cannot.

The second prediction is that when an author has a choice between the D and G stems because they have roughly the same meaning (i.e., the GD-similar verbs), authors will prefer the D stem in contexts that have verbal plurality, at least for some verbs. We found in our source that although the D stem is barely higher in verbal plurality than the G stem overall for GD-similar verbs when one counts occurrences, we found that out of the 33 GD-similar roots that occur at least 5 times in both the G and D stems, 9 of them (27%) give significant evidence for being marked for verbal plurality, including 5 (15%) for which the evidence is very strong and completely unambiguous. We found no roots with significant evidence of a reverse marking. Our verbal plurality data thus supports Kouwenberg’s hypothesis, although the level of support is quite modest, since there are only 33 verbs that are suitable for testing.142

The third prediction is that when an author has a choice between the D and G stems, authors will prefer the D stem in contexts that have high semantic transitivity, at least for some verbs. Our data shows that for GD-similar verbs, the D and G stems are both used for low

142. Additional support for the connection between the D stem and verbal plurality comes from the fact that a plural object increases the likelihood that the D stem will be used (§5.6) and that 3 verbal roots are clearly marked for a frequentative meaning in the D stem (§5.7)
transitivity and high transitivity. Nevertheless, there is a significant tendency for the D stem to be used in high-transitivity contexts and for the G stem to be used in low-transitivity contexts. This is true when one counts occurrences. It is also true when one examines individual verbal roots: there are a significant number of GD-similar roots that strongly favor the G stem in low-transitivity contexts and the D stem in high-transitivity contexts, and very few with the reverse tendency. Furthermore, almost all GD-similar roots that have low-transitivity in both stems occur far more commonly in the G stem than in the D stem. This association of the D stem with high transitivity is significant because it connects the well known factitive use of the D stem with non-factitive uses.

Thus, although Kouwenberg’s hypothesis is difficult to find evidence for or against because it leads us to expect different verbal roots to have different uses, our data provides several lines of support for his hypothesis, and little evidence against it.
Chapter 7. Summary and Conclusions

7.1 The Problem

Scholars have long been troubled by the fact that the D stem (piel) of biblical Hebrew appears to have a wide variety of meanings and a wide variety of relationships with the G stem (qal). Particularly troubling is the fact that shifting from the G stem to the D stem increases the valency of some verbs (e.g., קָדֵשׁ G ‘to be holy’, D ‘to make holy’), whereas for other verbs, the D stem not only has the same valency as the G stem, it actually seems to be interchangeable with it (e.g., שָׁבַר can be glossed ‘to break’ in both the D and G stems). Various scholars have claimed that the same problems occur in the corresponding stems of all other Semitic languages, from the earliest extant dialects to modern living languages (§1.1).

Traditionally, this wide variety of meanings of the D stem has been explained as intensive action in various forms. Unfortunately, the term ‘intensive’ has been broadly defined and poorly documented (e.g., By what definition and on what basis do we know that שָׁבַר is more intensive in the D stem than in the G stem?). Furthermore, there has been little theoretical explanation of how the valency-increasing meanings (e.g., ‘to make holy’) are a type of intensive (§1.2.1). Spurred by these shortcomings, scholars have developed a variety of alternate explanations for the D stem (§1.2), but consensus has not been reached.

7.2 Waltke and O’Connor’s Solution

The dominant approach today is perhaps the factitive/resultative hypothesis that was initiated by Goetze (1942) and then adapted to Hebrew by Jenni (1967, 1968) and developed further by Waltke and O’Connor (1990). Waltke and O’Connor posit that the D stem indicates
that a subject causes a passive undersubject to enter a state, without regard to the process. So if the G stem describes a state (a *stative verb*, e.g., ‘to be great’), then the D stem is *factivive* (e.g., ‘to make great’), meaning that it describes a subject putting an undersubject in that state without regard to the process by which that happens. Whereas if the G stem describes a process (a *fientive verb*, e.g., ‘to break’), then the D stem is *resultative* (e.g., ‘to make broken’), meaning that it describes a subject putting an undersubject in the state that is the result of the G-stem process. *Factivive* and *resultative* D-stem meanings are identical; their different labels indicate different G-stem meanings, not different D-stem meanings. This is what unifies the D stem in Waltke and O’Connor’s system; this is their core hypothesis (§1.2.2 and §4.1).

To verify this hypothesis, in chapter 4 we examined established criteria for detecting their hypothesized distinction between a process meaning (e.g., ‘to break’) and a resultative meaning (e.g., ‘to make broken’). Then we examined every occurrence of every verb that occurs in the D stem, along with every occurrence of the corresponding G stem, looking for that distinction. We found that most occurrences provide no evidence that allows us to detect if a verb has a process meaning or a factitive/resultative meaning. When we did find evidence that allowed us to decide that one meaning is more likely than the other, we found that far more occurrences of the D stem have a process meaning than have a factitive/resultative meaning. To improve the fit to the data, we tried eliminating rare verbs, modifying their definition to relax the requirement that the undersubject is passive, and grouping verbs based on whether their G stem is agentive, patientive, or not extant, but none of these attempts made the data fit the theory. The D stem does have a factitive/resultative meaning more often than the G stem does, but much of that difference is due to patientive verbs, which tend to have a stative meaning in the G stem and a factitive
meaning in the D stem, so it is little surprise that the G and D stems of such verbs differ. Furthermore, this difference between the stems does not validate their hypothesis in the face of the fact that D-stem verbs have a process meaning far more often than they have a factitive/resultative meaning, using Waltke and O’Connor’s definitions.

When we looked on a root-by-root basis, we found that only about 5% of verbal roots have unmixed evidence in favor of their hypothesis, whereas half of all verbs have unmixed evidence against it. Even among the verbal roots that Waltke and O’Connor use as their examples, when we examine every occurrence, we find at least as many occurrences that are incompatible with their hypothesis as examples that support it.

In addition to the lack of fit with the data, we argued (§2.1.2) that Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis is also problematic on a theoretical basis because their system requires all verbs to have a direct object in the D stem, which not all have (e.g., יהול, חמה, נאם, רעים, ישם, שחה). Waltke and O’Connor reject Jenni’s “imaginary direct object” approach to such verbs (e.g., ‘to walk’ means ‘to take a walk’), and suggest that such verbs are frequentative, but they do not address the fact that even if they are frequentative, they do not fit their system because they lack a direct object, and hence have no possible undersubject.

Along with their hypothesis that the D stem has a factitive/resultative meaning, Waltke and O’Connor state that the D stem is less likely than the G stem to be negated. They also claim that for some verbs, the D stem is distinguished from the G stem by being metaphorical, describing indirect action, having a divine subject, describing action on multiple objects, or describing frequentative action.
Contrary to Waltke and O'Connor, chapter 5 documents that we found no significant difference between the G and D stems with respect to a metaphorical meaning, indirect action, or a divine subject. We did find that having multiple objects or frequentative action or being negated makes the D stem more likely to be used than otherwise, although the differences are modest and the G stem is used more commonly for all three meanings. We noted that Waltke and O'Connor’s hypothesis is unable to explain the preference of the D stem for multiple objects or frequentative action. Since frequentative action and action on multiple objects are factors in verbal plurality (§2.4), this problem is a natural segue to Kouwenberg’s theory of the D stem, which posits a connection between the D stem and verbal plurality.

7.3 Kouwenberg’s Solution

In contrast with Waltke and O’Connor’s claim that the D stem has a single, unifying meaning that forms part of a system of verbal stems, each with a meaning that forms consistent oppositions with the other stems, Kouwenberg (1997, 2010) argues that the D stem has already undergone a process of grammaticalization by the earliest recorded stages of Akkadian, with different verbs having meanings from different stages along that grammaticalization path. He argues that the Semitic D stem began in Proto-Semitic with D-stem verbs derived from adjectives that indicated intensity (e.g., adjective ‘very wide’ → D ‘to be/become/make very wide’). Because intensity is an element of verbal plurality and high semantic transitivity, the D stem became preferred for various types of verbal plurality (e.g. ‘to kiss many people’) for some verbs and preferred for various types of high semantic transitivity (e.g., ‘to make wide’) for other verbs. So the D stem is expected to have a variety of meanings for different verbs: some should
favor verbal plurality, others should favor high transitivity, and others should be lexicalized or synonymous with the G stem (§1.2.6 and §6.1).

By explaining how high semantic transitivity and verbal plurality are generalizations of intensity, Kouwenberg’s theory explains the connection between factitive and non-factitive D-stem meanings. The existence of a cross-linguistic connection between verbal plurality and the distinctive morphology of the Semitic D-stem strengthens this hypothesis (§1.2.4), as does the existence of a cross-linguistic grammaticalization path from intensity to causation (§2.5.3).

Because Kouwenberg’s hypothesis predicts that the D stem has a wide variety of meanings, it can account for a wide variety of data. The sensitivity of semantic transitivity to intensity and negation explains the connection between factitive verbs and non-factitive verbs as well as the fact that the D stem is slightly less likely than the G stem to be negated. The fact that intensity is a component of verbal plurality explains the preferential use of the D stem with multiple objects (§5.6) and frequentative action (§5.7).

Unfortunately, this flexibility of Kouwenberg’s hypothesis makes it difficult to falsify. Nonetheless, his hypothesis reasonably leads to three predictions that are testable with our source. First, we discovered, as he predicted, that the D stem only adds an agent to a verbal root that has a low-semantic-transitivity meaning in the G stem. Because of the number of such roots, the complete lack of exceptions, and the fact that it connects the factitive use of the D stem with some non-factitive causative uses through semantic transitivity (thereby partially solving the problem described in §1.1 and §7.1), this result strongly supports Kouwenberg’s hypothesis. Second, we found that, as Kouwenberg predicted, there are several roots that give strong,
unambiguous evidence for being marked for verbal plurality in the D stem, whereas we found no roots with significant evidence of being so marked in the G stem. Third, we found that, as Kouwenberg predicted, there is a significant tendency for the D stem to be used in high-transitivity contexts and for the G stem to be used in low-transitivity contexts.

Thus, although Kouwenberg’s hypothesis is difficult to test because it leads us to expect different verbal roots to have different uses, our data provides three lines of support for his hypothesis, and little evidence against it.

### 7.4 Conclusion: Comparing the Two Solutions

Comparing the two solutions, Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis is elegant because it introduces a concept (the *undersubject*) that leads to a subtle distinction (*process* vs. *result*; see table 17 on page 80). This provides a new way of looking at verbs that answers both aspects of the problem that we discussed in §1.1: It unites the meaning of D stem verbs that increase the valency (factive) with the meaning of those that do not (resultative), explaining how both types of meaning are different manifestations of the same thing: causing an undersubject to enter a state. It also systematically explains the entire set of Hebrew stems by providing a label for the middle column (and relabeling the other columns) of table 1 as table 44 shows.

**Table 44: The System of Hebrew Verbal Stems according to Waltke and O’Connor**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Undersubject</th>
<th>No Undersubject</th>
<th>Passive Undersubject</th>
<th>Active Undersubject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Meaning</strong></td>
<td>Stative or Process</td>
<td>Factive / Resultative</td>
<td>Causative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Subject</td>
<td><em>gal</em> (G)</td>
<td><em>piʿʿel</em> (D)</td>
<td><em>hifʿʿil</em> (H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive Subject</td>
<td><em>nifʿʿal</em> (N)</td>
<td><em>puʿʿal</em> (Dp)</td>
<td><em>hofʿʿal</em> (Hp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle/Reflexive Subject</td>
<td><em>nifʿʿal</em> (N)</td>
<td><em>hithpʿʿal</em> (tD)</td>
<td>-None-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Kouwenberg’s hypothesis, by contrast, is messy. It leads to an alternate version of table 1, shown as table 45, but the column labels indicate that it covers only certain types of verbs. For example, it excludes the D stem of verbs that are agentive in the G stem or that do not add an agent in the D stem. Kouwenberg says that the D stem of such verbs may be marked for verbal plurality, or be synonymous with the G stem, or have developed a specialized meaning that cannot be predicted in advance. His theory is thus less desirable, since one cannot predict the meaning of the D stem of such verbs. This enables his theory to explain a wide variety of data, but only at the expense of reducing its predictive power and making it resistant to being tested.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Simple</th>
<th>Add an Agent to a Patientive Verb</th>
<th>Add an Agent to an Agitative Verb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Active voice</strong></td>
<td>qal (G)</td>
<td>piʾʿel (D)</td>
<td>hifʾil (H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Passive voice</strong></td>
<td>nifʾal (N)</td>
<td>puʾʿal (Dp)</td>
<td>hofʾal (Hp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Middle/Reflexive voice</strong></td>
<td>nifʾal (N)</td>
<td>hithpaʾʿel (tD)</td>
<td>-None-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unfortunately, the elegant simplicity and comprehensiveness of Waltke and O’Connor’s solution is deceptive, since their hypothesis cannot – even in theory – account for verbs that are intransitive in the D stem (§2.1.2). Furthermore, the verbs that Kouwenberg’s table 45 excludes are verbs that have a particularly poor fit to Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis (§4.4.3). So in fact, Waltke and O’Connor’s solution is no more elegantly comprehensive than Kouwenberg’s solution when we actually look at the data.

Looking at the data, we see that both theories are able to explain the factitive use of the D stem for verbs that are stative in the G stem. But only Kouwenberg’s theory is able to explain the preferential use of the D stem for GD-similar verbs with a high-transitivity meaning as well as the tendency of the D stem to have features of verbal plurality, such as a plural direct object, a
frequentative meaning, or a reference to professional activity. Furthermore, Kouwenberg’s theory uniquely explains which verbs add an agent in the D stem, including three verbal roots (אשׁר, צחק, ילד) that violate Waltke and O’Connor’s hypothesis because they add an agent who causes a subagent to perform an action.

Beyond the verbal data, only Kouwenberg’s theory explains the connection between the distinctive morphology of the D stem (the doubling of the second radical) and its meaning. Waltke and O’Connor argue that the morphology has no connection to the meaning (1990, 397). Kouwenberg’s theory, however, explains that the D stem has a doubled root consonant because it arose from adjectives that are doubled, and such adjectives are associated with durative or habitual actions or conditions as well as nouns of occupation (Lambdin and Huehnergard 2000, 42–3). This fits the association between doubling of the second root consonant and verbal plurality throughout Semitic as well as the types of morphology that are used for verbal plurality in non-Semitic languages (Kouwenberg 1997, 24–6, 34–5, 38–45; Greenberg 1991).

This theoretical and textual support for Kouwenberg’s hypothesis is significant in two main ways. First, it indicates that the Hebrew verbal system is not a system of tight oppositions between stems. The quest for a label for the middle column of table 1 is doomed to failure because different verbal roots have different relationships between the stems. For some verbal roots, the D stem is preferred in high-transitivity contexts. For other roots, it is preferred in contexts of verbal plurality. And for others, the stems are synonymous or the meanings have been lexicalized. Second, it indicates that when the D and G stems for a verb seem to have roughly the same meaning, the distinction is not ‘to do’ vs. ‘to cause the result of doing’ (thus Waltke and
O’Connor). Instead, we should look for (but not insist upon) the D stem being used in the context of verbal plurality or high semantic transitivity.

7.5 Future Work

Our work thus far indicates that Kouwenberg’s hypothesis is able to explain several aspects of the Hebrew D stem: why the D stem adds an agent for some verbs but not for others, and under what conditions (verbal plurality or high semantic transitivity) the D stem is more likely to be used than it would otherwise.

Nevertheless, the correlation with high semantic transitivity and verbal plurality is less than one would hope. Therefore, it would be useful to collect separate data on all possible components of semantic transitivity and verbal plurality and then check which components correlate best with the D stem for all verbs and with the distinction between the G and D stems for GD-similar verbs. In addition, since we saw (§6.4.4) two verbs with a pattern of using the G stem for participles and another that prefers the D stem for a divine object, we should see if there are other verbs that follow those patterns.

This data collection could be part of a project that re-examines every occurrence of every verbal root that occurs in the D stem, time categorizing its meanings, including how it differs from the G stem and the H stem, and analyzing it in terms of Kouwenberg’s categories (e.g., verbal plurality, semantic transitivity, synonymous with G, or lexicalized) as well as in terms of any other categories that arise from the data. This would enable us to update the meaning-category list for the D stem (§1.1) based on all occurrences of every D-stem verb. It would also enable us to check if the types of verbs that do not exhibit increased verbal plurality or semantic
transitivity fall into patterns, with the result that we could refine, modify, or reject Kouwenberg’s hypothesis. Finally, it would provide the community with a replacement for Jenni’s work, which, although it is flawed because it is based on a distinction between process verbs and resultative verbs that the textual evidence does not support as well as a questionable approach to intransitive verbs (§2.1.2), is nonetheless widely used (e.g., Koehler et al. 2000, passim) because it offers an explanation for the difference between the G and D stems for GD-similar verbs.

An additional piece of data that would be useful to collect would be to categorize each occurrence in the D and H stems in terms of Dixon’s typology of causatives (Dixon 2000), to see if any of his categories correlate with the distinction between those stems.

Finally, it would be useful to expand our database by collecting the same data and performing the same analysis on other sources of pointed Hebrew, such as the Samaritan Pentateuch, non-masoretic texts of the Hebrew Bible, and the Mishnah, as well as data on stems that are related to the D stem, such as the polel, poel, and pilpel, along with the pual.
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